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Introduction 

The Asia-Pacific fisheries support over 6 million 
full-time fishermen who in turn provide work for 
over 10  million shore-based artisans. These 16  mil- 
lion workers plus their families comprise over 80 
million persons. Socially and economically impor- 
tant, the region's fisheries are beset with serious 
problems. Most of the fishermen are small-scale 
operators living in communities characterized by 
geographic and economic isolation and by low 
standards of living with few alternative sources of 
income. Recent increases in the price of fossil fuel 
have created new problems for the fisheries sector, 
which requires energy to  power fishing vessels and 
to run equipment for refrigeration, ice-making, fish 
preservation and processing. It is clear that fossil 
fuels can no longer be relied upon exclusively to 
provide the necessary power for these operations. 

The application of technologies appropriate to 
small-scale fisheries and their related energy 
requirements could do much to reduce the use of 
fossil fuels, develop renewable energy resources, 
create employment opportunities at low capital 
cost and avoid damage to  aquatic environments. 
Recent advances in the development of modem 
sail-powered and sail-assisted . vessels, low-cost 
solar dryers and distillers, bio-fuels, windmills, 
hydropower and integrated agro-fisheries systems 
could have a significant and immediate impact on 
fishing communities. To date, however, little of 
the valuable data compiled and experience gained 
by various research and development organizations 
in these fields has been disseminated in the 
developing countries, least of all among the rural 
fishing communities which need them most. 

To help overcome this deficiency, the Asian 
Development Bank and the International Center 
for Living Aquatic Resources Management 
(ICLARM) co-sponsored a Workshop on Appro- 
priate Technology for Alternative Energy Sources 

in Fisheries. The workshop was held in Manila 
from 16  to 21 February 1981 and had the follow- 
ing immediate objectives: 

to disseminate information and experience 
regarding presently available appropriate 
technology for alternative energy sources in 
fisheries by means of discussions, back- 
ground papers, practical demonstrations and 
field trips; 

8 to examine opportunities for, and constraints 
on, the wider application of these technol- 
ogies, including technical, institutional and 
managerial aspects; 
to identify those technologies on which 
further research and development would be 
most productive in terms of their relevance 
to fisheries and fishing communities; and 
to consider means of promoting information 
exchange and ensuring the transfer to 
fishing communities of appropriate technol- 
ogies for alternative energy sources in 
fisheries. 

Participants were invited from the Bank's 
developing member countries, and observers 
were invited from developed member countries as 
well as from various international develop- 
ment organizations. Six resource speakers prepared 
background papers examining renewable energy 
sources and their application to fisheries through 
appropriate technology. Participants prepared 
papers on their experience with the application of 
renewable energy or appropriate technology in 
their respective fisheries. 

The workshop included sessions devoted to 
presentation of papers and discussion, field 
visits, and working groups. Three working groups, 
on capture fisheries, aquaculture and post- 
harvest activities, formulated statements on the 
strategy to  be adopted in view of escalating 

i x 



oil prices, technology identification and delivery, 
research priorities, and related issues (environ- 
mental considerations and credit). These state- 
ments were discussed in a final plenary session 
and thus represent the general consensus of the 
workshop. 

This volume contains the proceedings of the 
workshop. All resource papers and participant 
papers (some in abstract form) are included by 
major topic covered. The discussions on each 
major topic are summarized at the end of each 
section. The full text of the workshop statements 
is also included. 

It is hoped that these proceedings will be useful 

to  national fisheries research and development 
agencies in developing countries as well as t o  
international aid organizations, in sharpen- 
ing their awareness of both the potentials and the 
limitations of the alternative technologies that 
are now available. It is apparent, based on the 
workshop discussions, that much remains to  be 
done t o  define appropriate modes and mechanisms 
for reducing the current dependence of the 
fisheries sector upon fossil fuels. In this sense, 
therefore, these proceedings represent only the 
first step in encouraging new modes of thinking 
regarding energy use in fisheries. 
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Introduction 

We are here because the world oil reserves indi- 
cate that replacement for oil must be sought and 
fairly speedily at that. In theory, sufficient oil 
exists for a smooth transition away from oil as the 
world's key fuel. According to  Leach (1979, 
p. 34): 

The median consensus figure for ultimate recover- 
able resources is now 257 billion tons, or 1.88 x 1012 
barrels, taking conventional oil only. This gives just 
over a 100-year supply at present (1979) production 
levels, 64 years at the 1973-76 growth rate of 1.5 
percent a year. But since the developed countries 
use 83  percent of world supplies, one needs only 
moderate oil conservation policies in them to move 
the lifetime of oil resources into the 60- to  100-year 
bracket and allow a large rise in consumption by 
developing countries. To give one example: if in 
2000 oil use in developed countries is 1 5  percent 
below present levels, and in developing countries oil 
use increases until then by 5.5 percent a year (giving 
a 3.1-fold increase by 2000), world consumption 
would increase by only 1 percent a year over 
1976-2000. At the end of the century, remaining oil 
resources would be 190 billion tons, giving a further 
60-year life at 2000 consumption level of around 
3.1 billion tons. 

To assume the above will occur is to assume the 
best of all possible worlds to prevail; it says nothing 
about prices or about the distribution of oil 
deposits or the costs of developing them. Let it 
suffice here to say that the urgency for transition 
is greater than these figures imply and that it is 
better to begin in earnest sooner rather than later. 
Beyond a hundred years, solar energy in all its 
variants [that is, wind, tides, ocean thermal 
energy conversion (OTEC), in addition to biomass 
and the sun's rays pure and simple], and all kinds 
of nuclear energies seem the only large-scale 
options (Rose 1980), while coal is likely to 
increase in importance in the medium term. For 
us here and now though, shorter time perspectives 
prevail as we discuss various aspects of an energy 
transition for aquatic food production. 

Fish are now the most important animal 
protein component in the diet of many hundred 
millions of people around and in the Pacific 
(Table 1 and Fig. I), and they will keep this 
nutritional importance whether they will be 
fished with boats driven by synthetic fuels or 
methane, and be iced or otherwise preserved with 
power derived from the sun by means of ocean 
thermal energy, by tides, by waves, and in places 
by solar ice-makers, perhaps by hybrid chemicd- 



Table 1. Individual countries (population and nutrients availability 1972-74 Average, Per Capita GNP 1976 Mid-year). 

Daily per capita availability 

Country 

Protein of 
Per capita animal Fish and Fish as % of 

Population GNP Protein products seafoods animal 
lo6 u s $  Calorie ?2 g g protein 

East Asia 
Taiwan 
Korea, Republic of 
Japan 

Southeast Asia 
Malaysia, Sarawak 
Indonesia 
Philippines 
Thailand 

South Asia 
India 
Bangladesh 
Nepal 

- -- - - - 

Prepared by Y.H. Yang, Resource Systems Institute, East-West Center, from FA0 (1980) and World Bank (1980). 

East Asia 
Taiwan 

Korea, Republic of 
Japan 

Southeast Asia 
Malaysia, Sarawak 
Indonesia 
Philippines 
Thailand 

South Asia 
India 
Bangladesh 
Nepal 

Prepared from Table 1. 

Fig. 1. Seafood in the diet of selected Asian nations in % of animal protein intake. 

Fish Catching 
solar energy-generating devices (Smith 1980), or 
by just plain sundrying. 

As the Asia-Pacific nations will aim to maintain 
if not increase the contribution of fish in the 
animal protein portions of their diets, various 
functions of fish catching, fish growing, fish 
saving and fish distribution will rely increasingly 
on energy inputs other than gas and oil. Where 
and how to replace gasoline and oil in fisheries 
and in fishery-related processes with renewable 
sources of energy is for us to think and talk about 
during the next few days. 

I will begin the discussion by providing some 
background facts and observations with emphasis 
on certain trends and processes in the natural 
energy field that I think important for aquatic 
food production and related endeavors. It stands 
to reason that demand for fish will increase as 
more people are born, but it is important to note 
that they will increasingly live in cities rather than 
in villages (Table 2). Thus, much emphasis must 
be placed on preservation, storage, and distribution 
of fish and other perishable foods. 



Table 2. Estimates of urban, rural and total population, 1960, 1980 and 2000 (population in millions). 

1960 1980 2000 
Percentage Percentage Percentage 

Area Urban Rural Total urban Urban Rural Total urban Urban Rural Total urban 

World 985 1,997 2,982 33.0 1,854 2,614 4,467 41.5 3,329 3,186 6,515 51.1 
More developed 582 394 976 59.6 864 347 1,210 71.4 1,174 280 1,454 80.7 
Less developed 403 1,603 2,005 20.1 990 2,267 3,257 30.4 2,155 2,906 5,061 42.6 

Asia 333 1,312 1,645 20.2 757 1,824 2,581 29.3 1,515 2,254 3,779 40.1 
East 179 601 780 22.9 387 708 1,095 35.3 722 703 1,425 50.7 
South 154 711 865 17.8 370 1,116 1,486 24.9 793 1,561 2,354 33.7 

Source: United Nations (1970), Table 5, pp. 14-19. 

Table 3. Summary comparison of energy expenditures for certain selected foods from fisheries, aquaculture, animal husbandry, 
and agriculture (kilocalories/gram of protein in unprocessed products). 

Product 

British fishery U.S. and certain 
Japanese and international countries; 

fishery onlya aquacultureb US fisheryC aquacultured U.fLe 

Pork 
Chicken 
Catfish 
Carp, mullet, tilapia (Israel) 
Tilapia (subsistence) 
Carp sewage-fed (Indonesia) 
Milkfish (Philippines and 

Taiwan) 
Flatfish and groundfish 

(trawls) I 

Schooling fishsetnet 3.4 
Large tuna 70-128 
Skipjack, tuna, salmon, 

and squid 64-90 
Shrimp 
Malaysian prawn (Hawaii) 

Carp, Japan (recirculating 
system) 

215 
(330, edible portions) 

*Ranges of values for a species indicate that various degrees of energy intensity may be used t o  produce the same or com- 
parably priced species, as explained in this paper. 

Sources: a-Nomura (1980); b-Edwardson (1976a, 197613); c-Rawitscher and Mayer (1977,1979); d-Bardach (In press); 
e-Pimentel et al. (1975). 



It will be valuable, first, to examine the costs 
of various methods of fishing, fish growing, and 
fish saving in terms of total energy inputs, that is, 
accounting for fuel as well as the energy costs of 
process-related equipment and supplies. Pointers 
to energysaving technological innovations should 
emerge from such an examination, and it should 
be possible, from such comparisons, to  see 
relative economic advantages of certain products 
and processes in a world where energy prices are 
likely to rise more rapidly than some other costs. 

Before we start with an examination of various 
fishing techniques and the total energy on which 
they must rely, we should note that energy 
analyses, or energy accounting, has been under- 
taken for U.S., European and Japanese fisheries 
and a few tropical aquaculture operations (Table 
3). No such calculations have been made of 
Philippine raft and purse seine operations, for 
instance, or of methods to catch tropical sardines 
or slipmouths, let alone reef fishes. It would be 
important to undertake such analyses while 
noting now that figures from temperate fisheries 
quoted here are indices for comparison rather 
than exact data that can be applied to the Asia- 
Pacific region. The inputs are all converted to 
calories and the output figures are given in kilo- 
grams of fish flesh, or in the weight of protein 
contained therein, as fish are more important for 
the essential amino acids they supply than for 
their calories (Bardach, in press). 

To begin with, it is fairly obvious but sometimes 
forgotten, nevertheless, that greater searching or 
running times in comparable operations increase 
the percentage cost of fuel, a condition well 
exemplified in the several-fold greater energy 
inputs per unit weight of fish by Japanese as 
opposed to U.S. West Coast trawlers (Fig. 2). At 
the same time we note that, by and large, the 
smaller and simpler the vessel, the greater the 
proportion of fuel inputs into getting the fish, 
compared to the other cost components such as 
material, construction and amortization; a look at 
the energy profiles of the US. Northeastern 
Atlantic fishing fleet makes this relation of fuel 
and other costs to vessel size particularly clear 
(Fig. 3). Fuel costs now near-choke the operators 
in the Philippine banca fisheries. Clearly, there is 
wisdom in towing small vessels to the fishing 
grounds and back. Also, the slow penetration of 
the new 200-mile sea spaces of extended economic 
zones by fishermen of various nations can 31 part 
be explained by fuel costs (Table 4), aside from 
reasons of fish distribution. The relations of boat 
sizes to fuel costs and to productivity, incidentally, 
apply equally to smaller fishing units of differing 
sizes. 

A summary look, then, at representative data 
from energy analysis of fishing and aquaculture 
further points to the following conclusions of 
importance to policymakers in the nutrition and 
energy domains: fishing for non-luxury food 

Fig. 2. Distance, boat size, and efficiency (from Wiviott and Mathews 1975). 



fishes and much of aquaculture can be cheaper in 
energy terms and incidentally, therefore, also in 
monetary terms, than most practices of animal 
husbandry. Non-moving gear such as setnets, 
weirs and fishtraps win out overall (Table 3), 
provided, of course, the fishery is properly 
managed to conserve the stocks. By the same 
token, fish-concentrating devices reduce running 
time, even though the energy inputs into the large 
seines used with rafts are considerable. However, 
if raft fishing for tuna is done with pole and line, 
it is far more economical in terms of energy 
than longline and ordinary pole and line fishing 
for the various species of tuna. 

Table 4. Comparison of fishing distances, catches per man, 
and fuel (Edwardson 1976a). 

Catch per man Kg fuel per 
Fishing method per year kg of fish 

Coastal fishing, 
net and longline, 
north Norway 30-40 t, 0.075 

Longlining, 
continental shelf 40-50 t 0.140 

Fish Growing 

In culture fisheries, it is energy-saving to use 
sewage for fertilization to rear fishes of various 
feeding types (polyculture), prominently including 
herbivores, and to try and shift such artificial 
diets as are needed into having more plant than 
animal matter components [we, in Hawaii, are now 
about to try this for Malaysian prawns (Macro- 
brachium), both by sprouting seeds just before 
pond filling and by fashioning new diets]. Recent 
compilations on combinations of aquaculture and 
animal husbandry further confirm the advantages 
of an ecological or systems approach to animal 
protein production in the tropics (Pullin and 
Shehadeh 1980). The Chinese have perhaps gone 
further than others in their holistic and sound 
ecological approach to  labor-intensive food and 
commodity production practices from land and 
water, but closer to home, Maya Farms in Manila, 
for instance, is another case in point in transform- 
ing for beneficial re-use what comes out of the 
rear end of animals (Maramba 1978). 

In hesh- and brackishwater where enclosure 
and containment is relatively easy and where the 
pond is part of the land, integrated multi-species 
culture approaches have been developed; but in 

Factory vessels 90-110 t 0.290 the sea proper, creatures are more prone to  stray. 
Still, sessile mollusks and algae do not displace 

a ~onstructlon 

0 Operation mp?ltr 1 GJ = 2.4 x 10' kcal 

Capital equipment mpuu 

400 

.% i" 
- 
0 

'S 
5 2, 

100 

0 

7 GRT 15 GRT 45 GRT 330 GRT 

Slze of vessel 

Fig. 3. Annual energy profile of the Northeastern fishing fleet (reference year 1972). 
Source: Rochereau (1980). 
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Fig. 4. A 3-dimensional view of bamboo tube rafts used for kelp culture in China. After Cheng (1969). 

themselves while they filter the plankton around 
them and they generally respond exponentially to 
labor inputs. In China, attached algae are grown 
with selective fertilization, the nutrient solution 
oozing from clay cylinders (Fig. 4). 

The use of chemical fertilizer is becoming 
increasingly problematical because of increasing 
energy inputs and other costs. Ingenious, albeit 
labor-intensive, attempts at marine polyculture 
make up for this, though; on the sea bottom, 
underneath algae rafts and ropes with mussels 
(Mytilus sp.) gathered sea cucumbers (Stichopus 
sp.) are placed and large annelids are used as feed 
in shrimp culture. They feed on what drops from 
the hanging cultures above them, algal debris or 
feces and pseudo-feces of the mollusks. Obviously 
the inputs here are not energy, but labor, and 
practicability depends on whether or not the 
secondary cultivars are economically useful: 
they are, in China. 

In general, energy inputs to marine fish culture 
are difficult to estimate properly because of the 
open environment; in any case, they have not 
been the subject of organized and extensive 

practical research. At the same time, so as to 
replace containment and reduce the intensive 
inputs in the sequence of continuous culture 
operations, life history attributes of some marine 
fishes point in another direction: the ranching of 
river-spawning, diadromous species. I am certain 
that biological research on migration and feeding 
habits of some tropical fishes will pay off towards 
developing new ranching approaches that obviate 
concentrating devices. 

Fish Saving 

Fish saving is the delaying or preventing of 
spoilage by bacteria. Certainly fish taste best, 
prepared in whatever way you will, when they are 
fresh out of the water. As they spoil easily, they 
would be far less valuable as food if techniques to 
make life difficult for microorganisms were not 
used. All preservation methods are energy- 
demanding, whether these techniques are the age- 
old methods of sundrying or of cooling with ice 
(said to have been used by the Romans), or the 
newer ones of freezing or of canning or pasteur- 



izing. Those requiring the least fuel-derived energy 
inputs, namely drying, smoking and pickling have 
dominated fish saving throughout history. They 
have lost ground in this century, but it does not 
take much imagination to foretell that they will 
retain or regain their importance, especially in the 
tropics. 

Let it be added though, and with emphasis, 
that fish saving in its relation to getting the most 
out of the energy used, relies as much on full 
utilization of fish as it does on diversifying the 
methods and forms of energy used in the preserva- 
tion process. 

From the scant quantitative data there are on 
energy requirements of processing fish (Mayer 
and Rawitscher 1978), one learns that for some 
species, but not all, fishing may be far cheaper in 
energy terms not only than canning but also than 
freezing. Sardines caught with stationary gear can 
take ten to twenty times as much energy to can 
than to be secured into the hold of a boat. Also in 
the case of salmon, canning is quite a bit more 
expensive than catching (Table 5). Canning, 
however, does permit effective long-lasting 
preservation of large, seasonal catches. Energy- 
and for that matter material-considerations, 
incidentally, were not paramount when canning 
was perfected. 

In contrast, the energy needs for drying, 
smoking and pickling do not fall within the same 
order of magnitude; they should, therefore, 
receive renewed practical research emphasis also 
with a view to product improvement. Drying, 
smoking or pickling should also begin with as 
fresh a product as possible, a necessity that again 

ties fish catching to fish saving. It suggests, both 
from energy-saving and nutrition vantage points, 
greater use of icecarrying service vessels for 
fishing fleets than are now in use. Gutting, if not 
beheading (in certain cases), soonest after the 
removal of the fish from the water, is generally 
recommended by fishery product technologists, 
because it permits more effective use of energy 
and other inputs to processing. We will later, no 
doubt, hear of technical details on how to improve 
solar fishdrying devices. Well-placed baffles in 
tunnel and other solar dryers and/or better grids 
on which the fish are to be dried can improve 
adjustment of speed and volume of airflow. Suffice 
it to say here that success or failure with improved 
processing techniques also stands or falls with the 
quality, that is, the freshness of the raw material. 

Before leaving processing, some attention should 
be paid to fuller utilization of fish than is generally 
practiced even in these parts of the world where 
fish heads are often eaten. Nearly 30% of the 
1979 fish catch of Alaska, for instance, was 
wasted (Pigott 1980); figures from other regions 
are likely to be similar, if not higher, even when 
derived from more traditional fishing. Obviously 
with given total inputs to fishing, greater output 
through less waste is one way to save energy and 
this may well mean attention to new processing 
methods. 

Given that urbanization speeds the breakdown 
of traditional taste preferences, one ought to at 
least mention, perhaps with special reference 
to cities, the mincing of fish flesh and some of the 
products that can be made from comminuted 
fish, perhaps shredded with simple handdriven 

Table 5. Energy used in seafood production. Results are given in kilocalories/kilogram and refer to all energy inputs, 
including fuel. In the columns on harvesting, processing, and seafood processed, fuel and electricity use were calculated 
from the price paid per kilogram of seafood and the average cost of the fuel in the location of the fishery. Other inputs 
were calculated from the price paid and the appropriate energy coefficient and price index (after Mayer and Rawitscher 
1978). 

'Inputs mcludefuel used by the boat, energy to build the boat depreciated over its 
_=--aifetime, repairs to the boat and equipment, ice, bai, and nets, when used. The 

m u n d  welght of the seafood is used. Scallops were frozen on board, and it was not 
-- possible to separate processing from ha~esting. The fuel values for tuna purse 

seine boats were calculated from consumption values glven by the Inter- 
American Tro~ical Tuna Commission. Sincethese ships take on fuel tosome 
extent In Latin Amer~ca, the amount of fuel can not be calculated from the prlce 
~ a l d .  t Processina includes theenerav in fuels. Dawr. metal containers. salt. and 
oil, depreciated energy use in produ&g the machhely, expressed as kilocalories 
per Kilogram of product. 



devices. Outstanding among these are sundried 
fish patties, with various cheap carbohydrate or 
other fillers, and energy-saving methods, using 
relatively simple extraction methods of natural 
enzymes, for making fish hydrolysate as a base 
for pasteurized fish sausages and the like (Bello 
and Pigott 1979, Liu and Pigott 1979). 

Even if a level where less refrigeration is used in 
fish production is attained, hopefully with no or 
only moderate loss in economic returns for 
the product, energy will still have to be expended 
to transport freshly landed fish. Analysis of 
energy costs incurred in moving landed fish in 
cooled trucks and trains indicate that this, for- 
tunately, is a small component of the total energy 
expenditure of bringing the fish from the water to 
the plate (Mayer and Rawitscher 1978). Even so, 
energy savings can be made also here, especially 
by attention to insulation. In tropical Asia where 
fish are often transported in open trucks, albeit 
iced, applied research is needed on cheap materials 
for construction of well-insulated boxes. These 
would come in handy also for incorporation into 
smaller transportation units such as mini-buses 
and motorized, as well as mandriven, tricycles. 

Another road to more and fresher fish for 
consumption is through aquaculture, with the 
placing of fishpond complexes as close to  cities as 
geography, ecology and economics permit. It is a 
road that is being travelled all over Asia with 

Materials used 
as plant fert~lizer 

more and more attention to the recycling of 
materials, and hence of energy, through integrated 
agriculture and aquaculture, prominently including 
animal husbandry with fish polyculture (Pullin 
and Shehadeh 1980). The most diversified and 
ecologically sound scheme is exemplified by the 
setup of the Leliu Peoples' Commune near 
Canton. There the use of wind, sun and biogas is 
added to well-integrated primary production 
methods (Fig. 5). While the scheme also depends 
on high inputs of well-organized human labor, its 
outputs rival those of highly mechanized agri- 
culture at a fraction of the inputs in energy. I 
hope many people will choose to go this route. 

Wind 

What sources of energy or power, other than 
dwindling liquid fossil fuels and engines that use 
them, are, or should be, developed for the various 
processes that go into fishing, fish processing and 
aquaculture, and what pointers may we have for 
particular applications of them? As already 
intimated, highdensity fuels will always be 
essential for vessels because internal combustion 
engines are highly versatile and convenient 
converters of potential to kinetic energy. They 
have transformed fisheries perhaps more than 
some other primary production activities of man 
because oil and gasoline pack a lot of calories per 

Fig. 5. Integrated agriculture, aquaculture, and energy production on a Chinese commune. After Development 
Forum, Nov. 1980, United Nations University (1980) 



unit weight (Table 6), are easy to transport and if 
carefully handled, are not too dangerous as far as 
inflammable substances go. One should mention 
here in passing that coal is also a "dense" fuel and 
that it is more abundant than oil. Thus there is 
urgency to undertake, also with fisheries in mind, 
the development of small, coal-burning external 
combustion engines for vehicles, farm machinery 
and small village industries perhaps including 
ice-making (Leach 1979). 

There is no question that sail-assisted fishing 
boats will undergo rapid and prominent develop- 
ment in the near future. Trials with refurbished 
and/or especially designed motor sailers are under 
way in Britain as well as in the United States, 
registering fuel savings of as much as 30% over 
unassisted motor boats without inconvenience in 
the course set or in time. Even more ambitious 
ventures of Japanese shipbuilders with sail-assisted 
freighters claim savings of as much as 50% in fuel 
costs (Iversen 1980, pers. comm.). Applied 
research efforts geared to regional fisheries 
applications of sail propulsion are highly recom- 
mended. They should deal both with technical and 
organizational (i.e., social) aspects of retaining or 
changing over to  sail-powered or partly sail- 
powered fishing fleets, of whatever size, and thus 
include scrutiny of the use of powerdriven 
service vessels to backstop the fishing. 

For the land-based components of fish produc- 
tion (i.e., processing, including cooling and 
pumping of water) there are opportunities with 
the sun, wind and biogas, diffuse and intermittent 
as the first two natural energy sources are. 

On land, steady winds and running water were 
the forces of nature on which man based his first 
machines. The present rediscovery, as it were, 
of the wind as a useful source of power, can thus 

base itself on firm foundations and on accumulated 
experience that prove wind machines relatively 
cheap as well as reliable. In selected locations, 
with steady strong winds, windmill-generated 
electricity can, in fact, be cheaper per kilowatt 
hour than commercial electric power. Simple as 
they seem, they do need maintenance, however, 
as well exemplified by the decay of windmills 
after a short, successful operation (e.g., Madagas- 
car; personal experience). 

In the above example, it was assumed that the 
wind machine is used to turn an axle in the 
production of electricity, but this is only one 
thing windmills can do. Where they can be 
deployed, they are perhaps more useful for 
aquaculture because of efficiency considerations 
for the mechanical work of lifting water. They 
may even lend themselves to powering simple 
cooling devices, based on the compression-evapo- 
ration cycle of a low-boiling point fluid. Research 
in this direction would be worth pursuing, initially 
to  set limits and test the principle. It should be 
noted here that the physical mechanism of using a 
windmill to pump water is the same as would be 
used in a cooling device that relies on compression. 
Hybrid pump- and refrigerator-actuating windmills 
for remote villages may not be as outlandish an 
idea as it first seems. 

The Sun 

As fuel costs increase, solar ice-making will 
have real potential for villages and small towns. It 
is, however, the prime example of an inter- 
mittent, and sometimes none too-reliable, energy 
source. The most suitable devices are of the type 
that relies on an evaporation-condensation cycle 

Table 6. Typical value of heat of combustion of fossil fuels. 

Substance kcallkg Btullb kcal/SCM Btu/SCF 

Solid fuels 
Anthracite 7,900 14,220 
Bituminous coal 7,500 13,500 
Lignite 4,100 7,380 
Charcoal 7,000 12,600 

Liquid fuels 
Gasoline 11,100 19,980 
Kerosene 11,400 20,520 
No. 6 fuel oil 10,500 18,900 
Benzol 10,000 18,000 

Gasoline fuels 
Methane 9,016 1,013 
Hydrogen 2,892 325 

Source: McGraw-Hill(l981). SCM = standard cubic meter; SCF = standard cubic foot. 



for cooling while customary commercial ice- 
making uses a compression and evaporation cycle. 
So far, the best working fluid for solar ice-making 
is a mixture of ammonia and water. The diffuse- 
ness of the incoming solar radiation necessitates 
large collecting surfaces; in fact, parabolic col- 
lectors outperform flatplate collectors, except 
that the solar refrigerator based on the former is 
more expensive than the latter (Isaak 1980). It 
is predicted that photovoltaic solar cells producing 
direct current will be cheap enough one day in 
the 21st Century to revolutionize solar technol- 
ogies, including ice-making; at present, they are 

1 square meter of collector 
surface at 550 langleyslday = 4000 cubic centimeters 

(3.58kg) of ice. 

far too costly for such use. 
Efficiently-performing flatplate collectors in 

solar refrigeration are now capable of producing 
about 4 kg of ice per m2 of collector plate, 2 kg 
being average (Fig. 6). As fishing villages or 
district markets would require hundreds if not 
thousands of kilograms of ice per day, it is 
obvious that one has to consider large areas for 
siting the collectors. Near the sea, one may even 
encounter difficulties with salt spray, a contin- 
gency to my knowledge not yet taken into 
account in the experiments with solar refrigeration. 
In any case, Isaak (1980) reminds us that an 
efficient system of repair and maintenance is 
crucial to  a scheme of introducing solar ice-makers 
for fisheries or other rural uses. The devices 
represent large capital outlays relative to  the 
resources of most villagers, and a system that does 
not function for want of repair rapidly changes to 
a liability from being an asset. Intervillage coop- 
eration and servicing guarantees that accompany 
delivery will be necessary to make local solar ice 
manufacture viable. 

Before leaving the sun as a source of energy, 
solar ponds (Fig. 7), though not fisheriesapecific, 
ought to  be mentioned. The sun's rays warm the 
deeper, highly saline layers of a pond to almost 
boiling temperature, because this layer is sealed 

Pig. 6. Solar ice maker. After Isaak (1980). I 

Ffg. 7. Solar pond concept. After French and Meitlis (1980). 



off against heat loss by the cooler, less saline 
surface waters. The two components of the pond 
being at different temperatures permits deploy- 
ment of a gas turbine run by evaporation of the 
low-boiling point liquid. The system operates 
night and day and it can be built from small to 
intermediate or large sizes. Israel now hopes to 
obtain perhaps 20% of its electricity from such 
ponds by Year 2000. 

Biogas 

Biogas is a muchdiscussed small-scale energy re- 
source. I have even seen a recommendation to 
study the feasibility of fitting a biogas digester to 
a fishing vessel to be fueled by offal from on-board 
processing (Thomson 1979). Viewed from tech- 
nical as well as economic aspects, intermittency 
of procurement of source material and space 
considerations seem to  present serious difficulties 
and make such use of biogas less than likely. Yet, 
fisheries- and aquaculture-related applications 
exist for the heat that biogas can provide; the 
fail-safe coupling of biogas-generated heat to solar 
fish dryers is a very obvious one. In general, 
though, the development of biogas technologies 
for villages is usually approached with all the 
varied and sundry heat or light uses of daily life in 
mind. 

Potential uses of biogas, and also the sun, 
perhaps more so than of the wind with its specific 
place in ship propulsion, point to the need to dev- 
elop new energy technologies simultaneously 
from several vantage points. Development centers 
for appropriate technologies generally deal with 
the mechanics and economics of fashioning new 
machines and devices. Yet, it is also useful, if not 
necessary for their success, to start with the 
end-uses and to adapt technologies to them. In 
addition there is, of course, the need for extension, 
whichever way one begins. Fisheries develop- 
ment appears to me to  be relatively poorly inte- 
grated into several efforts addressed to developing 
new applications and modifications of existing, 
so-called appropriate energy technologies to 
specific production activity-related uses. There- 
fore, even as I assume that some of the partic- 
ipants of this workshop could identify such devel- 
opment efforts, and perhaps their successes, I 
will touch, in the following and concluding part 
of my address, on fisheries development in the 
broad sense and its relation to technologies based 
on renewable natural energy sources and on the 
organizational and social aspects of bringing into 
use the products that come from them. 

The Crux of the Transition 

Lest we miss the boat, pardon the pun, we 
should remember that in many nations in and 
around the Pacific, small-scale fisheries furnish at 
least half, if not substantially more, of the fish 
supply, and employ up to 90% or more of the 
people engaged in a country's fisheries. However, 
their per capita production seldom exceeds 3 mt/ 
year and their income is very low (Samson, Tan 
and Librero 1977). It follows from these condi- 
tions that the contribution of fisheries to the 
GNP in no way reflects their nutritional impor- 
tance. Since fishermen are usually poor and in the 
thrall of moneylenders, it also does not come as a 
surprise to learn that credit schemes for fisheries 
development are rarely successful; repayment 
schedules just cannot be kept (Samson 1977). We 
have to remember this when we consider the 
introduction of innovations other than motoriza- 
tion, and perhaps think of drastic revisions 
in approaches to credit-giving and the modes of 
loan repayment. 

The need for fish and the nature of fish catching 
are such that the introduction of engines, and 
replacement of older with newer boats, will 
remain prime needs of fisheries. This presents the 
opportunity to adapt the least-fuel demanding 
engines to  boat designs that encompass sail 
propulsion and to consider towing non-motorized 
small boats to and from the fishing grounds. At 
the same time, it remains of paramount necessity 
to develop fuel subsidies for fisheries at national 
energy planning levels. 

The land-based component of the process of 
providing fish for people to eat provides more 
opportunities for injection of renewable energy 
devices than fishing per se. Unfortunately, these 
devices are not simple or fail-safe as yet-if they 
ever will be. What is more, they are not as cheap 
as one would wish them to be, in part because 
they rely on relatively low energy densities to make 
them work compared to internal combustion en- 
gines. Thus, they involve relatively large energy- 
catching devices in the form of sometimes sophis- 
ticated machinery requiring special care and 
upkeep. OTEC (Ocean Thermal Energy Conver- 
sion), now under development, is a prime example 
of this type, but the same tenet applies to tidal 
power and even to  windmills or solar ice-makers. 
In addition, some of the machines rely on rela- 
tively capital-intensive designs, though they 
promise to become cheaper, with refinement and 
mass production, even while they rely on energy 
sources that cost nothing. Yet, the same obstacles 



may exist for their large-scale introduction that 
were cited for the motorization of small-scale 
fishing fleets, i.e., inability to pay back credit 
received for them. 

One must stress that the causes of these prob- 
lems, and possible approaches to their solution, 
far transcend our present terms of reference; 
these causes have to do with the need to curb 
population increases as well as with the need to 
promote better socioeconomic conditions for 
fishermen. In addition, there is the hard necessity 
to provide alternative occupations for large 
numbers of present, let alone future, fishermen. 
Without attention to reducing their numbers, 
nations cannot hope to continue to rely on their 
limited, if not declining, fish stocks because these 
remain common property, though national, 
resources. Attention to these exigencies will help 
to prevent endeavors to save fuel from becoming 
useless exercises. 

In the meantime, and to strike a more optimistic 
note, we should continue to discuss the develop- 
ment and the dissemination of processes and 
devices that reduce the reliance on fossil fuels in 
fisheries and aquaculture. This will mean refining 
age-old methods and inventing new ones. Wind 
machines, as mentioned, are an example of the 
old, solar ice-makers and photovoltaic cells of the 
new. At present, the development of such ma- 
chines and their manufacture is still predominantly 
done in technologically advanced nations. It is 
very important that the nations of the Asia-Pacific 
region put emphasis and funds on their adaptation 

to local ecologic, social and economic conditions 
and, as soon as possible, to their mass manufacture. 
Otherwise, what was once conceived as appropriate 
technologies can easily become inappropriate, 
quite apart from prolonging technological and, 
thus, economic dependence of the Third World 
on the advanced nations. Several countries have 
recognized this and established development and 
adaptation centers for natural energy and/or 
medium- or small-scale appropriate technologies, 
even undertaking the local manufacture of certain 
devices. The efforts are far from adequate, 
however, and great increases in them must be 
sought, including greater attention to them 
by international aid agencies. 

In the development of socially adaptive changes 
in tools and processes, it is effective, if not 
necessary, to pay attention to the "systems" 
involved and to the flows of energy and materials 
through it, as much as it behooves one also to 
look at pesos, bahts or rupiahs. Preponderant 
attention to techniques and costs, without 
continuous involvement of those who will use the 
new techniques, can lead to less-than-optimal 
adaptations; a case in point would be to have only 
engineers make a better fish dryer without having 
someone around who dries fish for a living. 
Inasmuch as adoption of improved machines and 
techniques relies on extension, and inasmuch as 
the total production processes under our purview 
include processing and marketing, attention to 
several levels and avenues of two-way communica- 
tion seems in order. 

Nutrition 

Fig. 8. Important inputs for coastal energy transitions. (Pattern suggested by Bardach.) 



Different nations organize their technology 
development efforts differently; they may be 
placed under the energy ministry or under the 
agriculture and/or fisheries body. Two-way com- 
munication channels and paths of interaction 
are also indicated to nutrition planners on the 
national level and to those in charge of moving 
foodstuffs around, that is, national or regional (if 
any) and municipal marketing authorities (Fig. 8). 
If rural credit is dealt with through yet other 
channels, its inclusion in the array of systemic 
two-way information flow and action paths is also 
needed. A look at the interaction patterns of 
the Shri A.M.M. Murugappa Chettiar Research 
Centre in Madras, India with national or other 
regional rural development centers could be very 
instructive. 

Small-scale fisheries are far more in need of 
attention in this regard than the incipiently or 
fully industrialized sector of aquatic food produc- 
tion. They are very much part of the rural scene; 
what is more, in many coastal villages, aquaculture, 
and in combination with it agriculture, and 
small-scale animal husbandry are compatible with 
fisheries. It makes good sense, therefore, to  plan 
technology improvements in a systemic, poten- 
tially synergistic fashion. Vegetable- and fish-dry- 
ing skills and engineering expertise applied to 
them are clearly interactive and additive. Likewise, 
the principles of sail-rigging for small motor 
sailers have something in common with the 
principles underlying the making of wind ma- 
chines. At the risk of belaboring the obvious, and 
describing existing rather than desirable condi- 
tions, I urge that the development of devices to 
enhance use of renewable energy sources in 
fisheries be folded into the efforts to bring about 
comparable changes in small- and medium-scale 
agriculture. Such should be the organizational 
pattern of national, regional or provincial centers 
or experimental installations that have the goal of 
developing the tools that will use more and more 
of the wind and the sun. The same interactive 
relationship should also be reflected in respective 
interministerial and interagency connections. 

Finally, we should remember that several broad 
international assessments of aquatic resources 
speak with optimism of fishery possibilities in 
Asian waters, and of substantial advances that can 
be made in aquaculture (Gulland 1971, Pillay 
1978). Likewise, both biologists and engineers 
can point to tools and methods by which these 

resources could be made available. It is the social 
scientists, however, who tell us why progress here 
is so far from satisfactory, if it is being made at 
all. In the fisheries field, we certainly find far 
fewer social scientists than in agriculture. Con- 
sequently, "production research" (a name given 
to certain multidisciplinary fact-finding and 
research endeavors), which has found a role 
in agricultural development planning and a home 
in some agricultural universities of the region (Los 
Baflos, Kasetsart and Patnagar, for instance), has 
hardly touched fisheries. 

Studies are needed in which sociologists, 
economists, biologists and engineers jointly look 
at the following energy problem areas, among 
others, as they are related to fisheries: 

Constraints to the adoption of new technol- 
ogies, especially as these pertain to realizing 
potential yield increases. 
Public policies that can speed up the adoption 
of energy-saving technologies, locally, re- 
gionally and country-wide; attention to be 
given to credit schemes, environmental costs 
and foreign currency-exchange impacts in- 
volved. 
Current research geared to production in- 
creases and/or improvements iri the quality 
of goods produced, and similar parameters, 
so as to determine the allocation of future 
funds for research. 
Examination of training and extension pro- 
cesses in the entire field. 

Without the several approaches in organization 
intimated here, all more holistic and systemic 
than those that have been traditionally followed, 
even the best newly engineered devices to save 
fossil fuel energy will not find their way to broad 
application, certainly not as fast as we may desire. 
Without them we will have little chance; but with 
them we will perhaps have some hope to accom- 
plish part of the necessary energy transition 
almost in time. 
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Abstract 

This paper discusses briefly the theory of sail power and its application to fishing vessels, and examines 
the operational requirements of a variety of fishing methods and the conditions under which sail power 
can be used in each method to  reduce energy consumption. Fishing methods are listed in descending 
order of utilization of sail. 

Traditional working-sail configurations and the development of newer systems are examined in detail 
and their applicability to present-day fishing vessels discussed. Explanations are included of practical 
details of rig and sail handling for large and small inshore and coastal fishing vessels. Finally, the eco- 
nomics of sail power are examined _and costs and maintenance are balanced against expected energy 
saving. 

SAIL PROPULSION AND ITS APPLICATION 
TO FISHING VESSELS 

Introduction 

Vessels using sail as a method of propulsion can 
be arbitrarily divided into five categories: 

1) light, flat-bottom forms designed to skim 
over the water surface (e.g., light sailing 
dinghies used for racing); 

2) heavydisplacement hull forms (which 
include most, if not all of the traditional 
working craft using sail); 

3) multi-hulls (catamarans, trimarans and 

other craft using multiple hulls or outrig- 
gers) ; 

4) sailing hydrofoils; and 
5) miscellaneous craft using sail (sailboards, 

land and ice yachts, etc.). 
Given the nature of fishing vessels as load-carry- 

ing craft, categories 2) and 3) are the ones which 
most concern boats in general and fishing vessels in 
particular, although some of the principles evolved 
for the other forms of craft could have application 
in fishing vessels (e.g., the rig of the sailboard). 

The wind which provides the energy for 
pr~pulsion varies both in strength and direction, 
although mean wind speeds can be in quite close 



agreement from year to year. This is particularly 
true in certain areas of regular wind speed and 
direction over a period, due to specific climatic 
factors such as monsoon or trade winds. Where 
local knowledge is not available, the Admiralty 
pilots, the U.S. Navy pilot charts or the Marine 
Climatic Atlas of the World will give an indication 
of mean wind speeds and direction at various 
times of the year. 

Design Requirements 

The hull of the vessel must be able to  resist the 
sideways force of the sailing rig to a sufficient 
extent to avoid excessive amounts of leeway, and 
it must hold the rig up against wind pressure. 

The shape should be of a sufficiently balanced 
form that heeling under sail will not result in an 
immoderate increase in immersed volume either 
fore or aft of the center line. For example, 
beamy, hard-chine fishing vessels with wide 
transoms, with maximum transom beam carried 
well-out to the immersed waterline, are not likely 
to produce a happy result under sail, unless the 
amount of sail carried is so small as not to result 
in appreciable heeling moment. In this latter case, 
sail could only be considered as an auxiliary to a 
powerful engine. While some benefit in fuel 
economy may be derived, this will not be as 
significant as in a craft which is purposely designed 
to carry sufficient sail, to operate under sail alone 
with favorable wind, or with only minor assistance 
from an engine at reduced power. 

The hull should have fairly well-rounded 
sections with a moderate dead-rise and a smooth 
run to its longitudinals. A transom stem is not 
disadvantageous, provided its shape and that of 
the afterbody are designed so as not to  immerse 
larger volumes aft when the craft heels. 

In materials such as steel, ferrocement or FRP 
(fiber-reinforced plastic), a box keel section is 
useful to provide space l-owdown for the ballast 
which will be needed for stability. Double-bottom 
fuel tanks are also useful for this purpose provided 
that stability is sufficient when fuel is carried. 
Alternatively, they can be arranged to be filled 
with ballast water in the exceptional case where 
no fuel is carried and no fish have been caught to 
add the necessary weight. Any changes of weight 
distribution due to fuel consumption and the 
taking on of fish must be carefully planned to 
avoid trim changes to which a sailing vessel is 
much more sensitive than a wide-beamed, full- 
powered motor vessel. 

MULTI-HULLS 
Provided the basic principles of successful 

multi-hull design are followed, these craft can 
have advantages over sailing mono-hulls in certain 
well-defined conditions. These advantages are: 
greatly increased working deck space for a given 
length, higher speed for the appropriate sail area, 
and reduced angle of heel under comparable 
operating conditions. 

In order to achieve the performance advantage, 
hull lengthlbeam ratios of individual hulls are 
kept high giving long slim hulls with greatly 
reduced wave-making resistance. Because of their 
form, however, load carrying ability is limited. 
While some racing catamarans may have hull 
lengthlbeam ratios of 20: 1, for practical workboat 
purposes the limit is about 14:l for larger boats, 
and 12:l for smaller craft. Such hulls are very 
sensitive to weight additions and if improved 
performance over an equivalent mono-hull is 
required, the load-carrying ability of the multi-hull 
will be less than that of an equivalent-length 
mono-hull. This factor must be carefully con- 
sidered when operating requirements of a design 
are evaluated. 

Multi-hulls do not depend on relatively deep 
draft and high displacement to achieve their 
power to carry sail, but rather on greatly increased 
initial stability due to their large overall beam 
compared to mono-hulls. 

In a double-hulled catamaran, for example, the 
overall beam may be close to half the length 
overall, and as the shift of the center of buoyancy 
on heeling will be half the overall beam less half 
the beam of the lee hull, for small heel angles 
there is a large increase in GM (transverse meta- 
centric height). Maximum righting moment 
occurs as the windward hull is just leaving the 
water and from this point, which may occur 
at heel angles of 10-15 degrees, the righting 
moment falls off rapidly. Catamarans, therefore, 
because of this high initial stability, can carry 
larger sail areas than the equivalent mono-hull and 
will sail more upright. Values of sail area (m2 ) to 
displacement (kg) for fishing craft will be of the 
order of 10 for light weights to 6 at full load, 
compared to the 1.5 to 2 of single hulls. 

As the catamaran does not use a ballast for 
stability, the total light weight of the two hulls 
and the connecting structure will normally be less 
than or at most equal to that of an equivalent 
mono-hull. At slow speeds the resistance will be 
greater than an equivalent-w&ght mono-hull since 
the wetted surface will probably be greater, 
but with a larger sail area the catamaran should be 



faster. The maximum speedllength ratio for a 
high-speed racing catamaran is around 4.5. The 
speed/length ratio is commonly expressed as the 
speed of the vessel in knots (Vs) divided by the 
square root of the waterline length in feet (L), or 
VS/& Working double-hulled catamarans of 15  
m length have been reported to achieve cruising 
speeds of 12 knots, which is a speed/length 
ratio of 1.7, faster than an equivalent-length 
displacement mono-hull can achieve under power. 

A trimaran with floats on either side of a 
central hull will not achieve the same high initial 
righting moment as a catamaran and will therefore 
carry less sail. For equivalent windward per- 
formance to that of a deep draft mono-hull, the 
multi-hull will require some means of increasing 
lateral resistance and, where windward perfor- 
mance under sail is important, some form of 
center board is desirable. 

In summary, successful operation of a multi- 
hull presupposes relatively light displacement and 
hence reduced cmying capacity. In operational 
fishing conditions, where speed under sail is 
important, where the catch is of relatively high 
value for low total weight and where a large deck 
area for handling gear is advantageous, the multi- 
hull may well prove to be a very good solution. 

Speed under Sail 

Calculation of maximum sail area to be used 
and accurate speed estimates of a sailing fishing 
boat are a matter for the designer. However, some 
idea of the likely speed that can be achieved is 
important in order to estimate the saving of 
energy that can be achieved by the use of sail. 

When normal mono-hull displacement vessels 
(non-planing and including most sail-carrying 
fishing vessels) are considered, speed is a function 
of the waterline length of the immersed hull (not 
necessarily the static waterline length). From 
this fact can be derived the speedllength ratio 
which permits speed comparisons of vessels of 
different sizes. This ratio, as noted above, is 
the speed of the vessel in knots (Vs), divided by 
the square root of the waterline in feet (L), or 
vs/& 

The best average speeds achieved by yachts 
(less can be expected for fishing craft) when 
sailing to windward in smooth water rarely 
produce more than VS/G = 1. In any sea, a 
figure of 0.8 is more likely, and in lighter winds 
of say 6 to 10 mph, the VS/G value will be 0.6 
or less. 

Highest speeds are achieved with beam winds 
but, even in ideal conditions and smooth waters, 
speeds will rarely exceed ~ s / f l =  1.4. In average 
winds, speed with the wind from aft will be about 
213 of that achieved on the beam, with the values 
approaching parity with increasing wind strength. 

If the speed under sail of one vessel is known at 
a particular wind velocity, then the speed of 
another vessel of similar hull form but of differing 
displacement and sail area can be estimated from 
the formula: 

where SA1 and SA2 are the respective sail areas, 
A ,  and A 2  are the displacements of the two vessels, 
and Vs, and Vs, the speeds achieved. 

These speeds do not take into account lightdis- 
placement vessels or multi-hulled craft, including 
catamarans, trimarans, outriggers and proas where 
greater speeds can be achieved because of the 
light displacement or a combination of this with 
the increased initial stability and greater sail-carry- 
ing ability of the multi-hull as discussed in the 
preceding section. 

Calculation of Sail Area and Stability 

While calculation of sail area, balance and 
stability of a sailing fishing vessel requires a com- 
plete design study, it is possible to make a pre- 
liminary estimation of the sail area required to 
propel such a fishing vessel at a reasonable speed. 
A provisional figure can be obtained for load- 
carrying fishing vessels in the size range 12 to 22 m 
LOA from the equation: 

in m2 
= Coefficient of 1.5 to 2, 

A full load, in mt 

where SA and A are the same as given above. 
Table 1 gives a list of dimensions of sailing fish- 

ing vessels in this size range with the appropriate 
coefficient. An additional check on suitable sail 
areas in relation to wind strength can be derived 
from the calculation of air pressure on the sail 
surface. From Marchaj (1979), the driving force 
of the sail can be calculated according to the sail 
area (SA), the wind velocity (VA), the mass den- 
sity of air ( p )  and a driving force coefficient (CR ). 



In Imperial units, the driving force FR = 3.394 
X lov3 X SA X VA' X CR . According to Marchaj 
(1979), C, for a beam wind is approximately 1.2. 
Given the sail area and the desired wind velocity, 
the driving force FR can be calculated. Alter- 
natively, with a knowledge of the driving force 
required to achieve a certain speed, the desired 
sail area for a particular wind velocity can be 
found. 

Let us assume that we wish to calculate the sail 
area necessary to propel a sailing vessel at a 
speed/length ratio of 1 in a favorable beam wind 
of 15  knots (the upper range of Force 4 on the 
Beaufort scale). If a resistance curve plotting 
resistance against speed similar to that shown in 
Fig. 1 is available, it is a simple matter to calculate 
the driving force required at a particular displace- 
ment to  overcome the resistance of the hull and 
propel the vessel at the desired speedllength ratio. 

Using this figure we can calculate the sail area 
required from the equation: 

If a resistance curve is not available, an approxi- 
mation for the driving force can be estimated from 
the data available for enginedriven vessels. Assum- 
ing that to drive a welldesigned vessel at a speed/ 
length ratio of 1 will require approximately 1 hp/ 
tonne of displacement and assuming that for the 
free-running condition 1 hp will provide a thrust 
of approximately 10 kg (22 lb), the driving force in 
kilos (pounds) will be approximately 10 times (22 
times) the displacement in tons. Using half-load 
displacements (as an average figure) of several of 
the vessels listed in Table 1, we can calculate the 
possible sail area: 

21.34 m (70 ft)  staysail schooner (US), '/2 
load displacement 84 mt, (est) SA = 187 m2 
(2,012 f t2 )  which agrees with the designed 
sail area of 187 m2 (2,012 ft2 ) 
19 m (62 ft 4 in) staysail schooner (Fr), % 
load displacement 78 mt, (est) SA = 167 m2 
(1,793 ft2 ) which is higher than the designed 
sail area of 150 m2 (1,620 ft2 ) 
16.15 m (53 f t )  gaff schooner (US), % load 
displacement 55 mt, (est) SA = 122 m2 
(1,315 ft2 ) which is lower than the designed 
area of 139 m2 (1,500 ft2 ) 
16.15 m (53 ft) Bermudian ketch (US), ?h 
ioad displacement 51 mt, (est) SA = 113 m2 
(1,220 f t2 ) which is in close agreement with 
the designed area of 117 m2 (1,260 f t 2 )  

Fig. 1. Curve of resistance per mt of displacemefit against 
speed in knots and speed length ratio for a 19 m (62 ft) 
sailing fishing vessel. Drawn by J.F. Fyson. 

14.33 m (47 ft) Bermudian ketch (US), % 
load displacement 45 mt, (est) SA = 100 m2 
(1,076 ft2 ) which is in fairly close agreement 
with the designed area of 89 m2 (960 f t2)  

The calculations which, as can be seen, give 
reasonably close results when compared with 
actual designed sail areas, do not take into account 
the hull stability required to carry the amount of 
sail. It is the job of the designer to calculate the 
stability of the vessel and equate this to the 
heeling moment which will be caused by wind 
pressure on the sails to make sure that the vessel 
will not capsize or heel to a dangerous angle in 
the wind speeds likely to be encountered. It is, 
however, possible to make some basic assumptions 
which will indicate whether a particular sail area 
and sail plan are acceptable on a properly designed 
hull. The stability of a sailing craft can be shown 
to be dependent on the sail area (SA), the heeling 
arm (H) which is approximately the height of the 
center of effort of the sail area above the mid 
draft of the hull, and the wind pressure (P) to  
which the sails are subjected. The forces generated 
by these three components tending to heel the 
vessel to  an angle of X degrees will be opposed by 
the righting arm GZ of the hull multiplied by the 
displacement. For small angles of heel, the 



Table 1. Dimensions and coefficients of auxiliary/sail powered fishing vessels. 

Lowestoft Lottie S. 
trawler Haskins Staysail Staysail Rye shack Gaff Bermudian Bermudian Friendship 
(ketch) (schooner) schooner schooner (ketch) schooner ketch ketch schooner 

Vessel description (UK) (US) (US) (Fr) (UK) (US) (US) (US) . (US) 

LOA m (ft) 
LWL m (ft) 
B max m(f t )  
Depth m (ft) 
Draft m (ft) 
Light ship (full load) t 
F-H capacity m3 (ft3) 
Fuel capacity 1 
FW capacity 1 
Installed BHP 
Sail area m2 ( h 2 )  
Total iength of masts m (ft) 

Ratios 

CUNO m2 375 389 321 319 197 183 180 160 
- - 

26 
BHPIA t light (loaded) 3 (1.68) 2.66(1.68) - 3.75 (2.17) 2.25 (1.45) 2.28 (1.45) 
Vsa tVI  L = l  8.4 8.1 7.65 7.46 7.1 6.78 6.55 6.16 4.6 
Vs at VI L = 1.3 10.9 10.5 9.94 9.7 9.3 8.8 8.5 8.0 

- - 
6 

SA in m2 /At light ship 3.1 2.5 3.5 2.93 2.54 
SA in /At £ull load 1.5 3.47 1.75 1.58 1.68 2.03 1.89 1.62 
S A /A2$ 

2.05 
8.5 - 8.32 7.21 7.49 8.32 7.47 6.16 6.7 

LOA = length overall, LWL = waterline length; B = beam ; F-H fish hold; FW = fresh water; CUNO = cubic no. (LOA x B x Depth); Vs = vessel speed; L = length; SA = sail area; A =  displacement. 



righting arm GZ can be taken as equal to GM sin 6 
where GM is the transverse metacenter height and 
8 the angle of heel. Therefore the sin of the angle 
of heel will be equal to 

SAX PX N 
Sin 0 = 

A X  GM 

As a first approximation, we can assume that for 
small sailing craft in the size range we are consider- 
ing, a properly designed hull will have a GM of 
approximately 1 m (3.28 ft). This figure will be 
somewhat high for the larger craft but is a good 
approximation in the 12 to 16-m range. 

If we have a sail plan for a proposed vessel and 
know the displacement, it is possible to calculate 
the heel angle for a given sail area, heeling arm and 
displacement at a given wind pressure. If we 
assume that full sail is carried up to a wind force 
of 20 knots and that wind pressure at this speed 
will be approximately 9.8 kg/m2 (2 lb/ft2 ), then 
we can calculate the heeling angle produced by a 
particular sail area and heeling arm. If we assume 
that for a working fishing boat operating under 
sail, stability should be such that under these 
conditions the heeling angle should not exceed 
20°, we can then determine whether a particular 
sail area can be carried at a proposed heeling arm. 
Taking the 19-m staysail schooner of Fig. 29 (p. 
4Q) as an example, the '/z load displacement is 78 t ,  
the SA 150 m2 and the heeling arm as measured 
is 10.25 m; therefore, 

150 X 9.8 X 10.25 
s ine  = = 0.19 

78 X 1,000kg X GM = 1 

which is equal to a heeling angle 0 of 11°, which 
indicates that the proposed sail area and heeling 
arm are acceptable. 

It should be emphasized that the preliminary 
calculations given above are intended to provide a 
first approximation of likely sail areas and speed 
that can be safely achieved under sail. For exam- 
ple, while the use of the stability formula with an 
assumed metacentric height GM will tell us ap- 
proximately what is possible, a complete design 
calculation must also take into account the range 
of stability and therefore what value of wind pres- 
sure will cause the vessel to heel to an angle at 
which it will capsize. Factors such as the freeboard 
and the vertical position of the center of gravity of 
the boat in relation to its center of buoyancy at 
different heel angles must be taken into account 
and a full stability calculation made. 

As mentioned earlier, conventional diesel-pow- 
ered fishing vessels are not suited to the carrying 
of sufficient sail area to make efficient use of sail. 
This is due not only to the balance of the hull 
under sail but also to the reduced wetted surface 
and the absence of ballast. 

Small, modem combination trawlers/purse 
seiners, for example, have increased superstructure 
height to retain maximum deck length for working 
purposes. Attempts to put sail on this type of 
vessel will result in a greatly increased heeling arm 
due to the center of effort of the sails being very 
high over the center of lateral plane. The heeling 
arm will become larger and stability will suffer. 
Acceptable heeling arms for sailing fishing craft 
vary from 7.8 m for 50 mt displacement to  10.5 m 
at 100 mt. Superstructure heights must be mod- 
ified to remain close to these values if areasonable 
amount of sail is to  be carried. 

Combination of Engine Power with Sail 

In its simplest form, speed estimation under 
power can be related to displacement which in 
the lower speed ranges most affects the resistance 
to  forward motion. Where speedllength ratios are 
to  be kept to or below unity, an approximation 
of 1 hp per mt of displacement is sufficient in 
calm water, whereas to achieve a V S / ~  of 1.3 
where wave-making resistance becomes more im- 
portant, requires 3 to 4 hplmt. A V S / ~  of unity 
will give speeds of 5.5 knots for 9 m (30 ft) LWL, 
5.9 for 11 m (35 ft), 6.35 for 12m (40 ft), 6.7 for 
14  m (45 ft), 7.1 for 15  m (50 ft), and 7.5 for 
17 m (56 ft). 

Therefore, the combination of enough engine 
hp to achieve a V s / a  ratio of 1 plus sail power 
can result in a significant increase in speed while 
utilizing power from diesel fuel at a most eco- 
nomical level. 

Let us look at the resistance curve of a sail- 
powered fishing vessel of 19 m (62 ft) LOA and 
17 m (56 ft) LWL as seen in Fig. 1. If with 1 hp/t 
of displacement we can obtain a speedllength 
ratio of unity, this would be approximately 7.5 
knots for a 17 m (56 ft) LWL. At a displacement 
of 60 mt from the curve we can see that the thrust 
required to achieve this speed is 540 kg (1189 lb). 
If the total sail area of the vessel is 150 m2 (1,400 
ft2 ), in a true beam wind of 15  knots we may 
achieve a drive component of around 2.9 kg/m2 



(0.6 lb/ft2 ) of sail. This means that with 150 m2 
(1,615 ft2) we can obtain 435 kg (959 lb) of 
thrust. 

If we sum the thrusts from engine and sail, 
divide by the displacement and compare the 
resulting figure with the resistance curve, we will 
find that with sail and economical engine power 
we can achieve a speed of 9.8 knots or a speed/ 
length ratio of 1.31 which under power alone 
would require more than twice the horsepower. 

This is a very simplified way of looking at the 
potential speed under sail and power and does not 
take account increased resistance due to waves or 
leeway in winds forward of the beam. Balancing 
these losses to some extent is the fact that the 
speed obtained from the use of engine power will 
result in an increase in apparent wind speed. 
As the effect of wind speed on the propulsive 
force from a sailing rig varies as its square, the 
power output from the rig will be appreciably 
increased with a more favorable result on total 
speed. 

A combination of engine and sail power at 
these speeds will mean a decrease in the apparent 
wind angle compared to that of the true wind so 
that the proportion of close-hauled conditions 
will increase. Therefore a sail which produces 
good driving qualities when sheeted-in hard at 
low-wind angles will be advantageous. For the 
reasons discussed in the third section, the Chinese 
lug sail (Fig. 18, p. 35) makes a very good sail in 
these conditions. 

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THE UTILIZATION OF SAIL 

IN FISHING VESSELS 

As is apparent from the preceding discussion, 
before proceeding too far with the design of 
sailing fishing craft, thought must be given to a 
marriage of the proposed sail system with the 
operational conditions under which the vessel will 
be working. Even a superficial examination of the 
evolution of a working sail-powered fishing boat 
in any part of the world will show that the rig, 
while partly owing its form to traditions, has 
always evolved in a manner to suit the climatic 
conditions and the fishing methods practiced in 
the area. A change in fishing method or extension 
to new areas has frequently resulted in the 
modification or abandonment of an older rig 
where the operational conditions favor change. 

The following list, while perhaps not exhaustive, 

shows factors which require consideration during 
the preliminary design stage: 

fishing method (or methods) to be used; 
working deck space required and the loca- 
tion of the principal operating areas; 
amount of time spent travelling to  the 
fishing grounds; 
climatic conditions likely to be encountered 
and their probable variation through the 
yearly cycle; 
power requirements for propulsion during 
the fishing operation; 
expected catch and the method of bringing 
it aboard; 
auxiliary sources of power necessary to: 
(a) the fishing operation (e.g., winches, net 

and line haulers, etc.) 
(b) navigation and detection of fish (e.g., 

radar, echo sounders, sonar, etc.) 
(c) conservation of catch (e.g., power re- 

quirement for refrigeration in one of its 
several forms) 

(d) life on board (e.g., cooking, lighting, 
heating or cooling of living spaces, etc.). 

If wind power is being considered as a primary 
source of propulsion, the ease with which a 
particular type of fishing can be adapted (or 
re-adapted) to  sail power will depend on the 
power needed for auxiliary operations during 
fishing, speed requirements for fish capture, and 
the relationship between travel to the grounds 
and the Intensity and duration of fishing oper- 
ations. Obviously, certain fishing methods, 
such as those requiring long periods of free 
running at less than full speed with minimum use 
of auxiliary power for the operation of gear, will 
lend themselves most readily to an investment in 
the gear and skill needed to operate a sailing 
fishing boat. The advantages to be derived decrease 
in proportion as the power output for gear 
operation and/or speed requirements for fish 
capture increase. 

A few examples should be sufficient to empha- 
size this point. In descending order of advantage, 
may be listed: 

trolling for surface and near-surface pelagics 
(with the exception of certain species, 
such as skipjack tuna, which travel fast and 
require a speed and maneuverability for 
maximum catches which is beyond that to 
be expected from a working sail boat) 
long-lining 
pot and trap fishing 
gill-netting 
seining and lift-netting with lights 



At the other end of the scale, we would expect 
to find modernday purse-seining and deep-bottom 
and mid-water trawling. In these cases, any 
advantages to be derived from sail power might be 
exclusively in free running between port and 
fishing grounds. The high towing power needed 
for a trawl or the speed for setting a seine, to- 
gether with the considerable auxiliary power 
requirement of winches and power blocks, 
demand considerable alternative energy sources 
for the large amounts of mechanical power 
needed, with a consequent reduction in the 
economic importance of the proportion of energy 
input which can be provided by sail power. 

SAIL SYSTEMS 

With due consideration being given to the 
operational requirements discussed in the preced- 
ing section, let us now look at different sail 
systems to see what characteristics of the different 
rigs are favorable for adoption by fishing vessels. 

Traditional Working Sail Rigs 

The spritsail is a quadrilateral or triangular sail 
extended from a comparatively short mast by the 
use of a spar which braces the sail at a single 
point either at the head or the clew. 

Perhaps the most well-known large example of 
a working spritsail in commercial use until our 
own time was (or, rather, is) the Thames barge 
(Fig. 2). Smaller craft around 6 to 9 m (20 to 30 
ft) using this rig were and are numerous, ranging 
from the sailing dory and wherries of the United 
States to the still-operating sailing fishing canoes 
of Senegal and the larger transport boats working 
the estuarine ports and lower reaches of the River 
Gambia (Fig. 3). 

Another version, most commonly known as the 
New Haven Sharpie, uses a horizontal sprit to the 
clew of the sail but the principle is the same (Fig. 
4, 5 and 6). The prime advantage of the spritsail is 
in its ease of handling and, especially in the 
smaller sizes, the simple rig (Fig. 7 and 8). The 
Thames barges were renowned for their crew of 
two confidently handling a total sail area of more 
than 372 m2 (4,000 ft2 ) with 139 to 149 m2 
(1,500 to 1,600 f t2)  in the main sail alone. 

Additional advantages of the rig are in the 
possibility of brailing the sail up to the mast for 
quick sail reduction or to leave the deck free for 
working (Fig. 9). On the smaller sizes, another 
quick-reefing technique is to "scandalize" the sail, 

by which the sprit is removed from the peak and 
the upper part of the sail allowed to drop down 
to leeward, thus effectively reducing the sail area 
to that of a triangle with comers at masthead, 
tack and clew (Fig. 10). Smaller reductions can 
also be made by easing off the heel of the sprit 
and taking in a reef in the conventional way 
(Fig. l l ) ,  or by removing a "bonnet" or separate 
section of the sail as seen in the illustration of a 
Chinese spritsail in Fig. 12. 

The spritsail is capable of some variation in 
draft according to wind strength. In moderate to 
strong winds, the lower end of the sprit is hoisted 
higher by means of a single purchase in smaller 
boats and with the use of tackles in the larger 
vessels (Fig. 2 and 9). The peak of the sail is thus 
pushed out and higher, flattening the sail, bringing 
the draft forward and improving performance to 
windward. In light winds, the heel of the sprit is 
moved forward and lower by easing the tackles, 
giving the sail a further curved shape. Alternatively, 
sail area may be increased by adding jibs (Fig. 
13). 

The simplicity of the sail and its fabrication has 
much to recommend it for small craft particularly 
where fishermen are not accustomed to sail or do 
not have a previous tradition in another rig. 

The principal advantage of the lateen rig is the 
large area of sail that can be set on a short, unstayed 
(or lightly stayed) mast (Fig. 14). The gear is sim- 
ple and in small sizes, relatively light and easily 
handled. A major inconvenience compared to 
other sailing rigs is the comparatively unhandy 
performance beating to windward. In the raft 
kattumaran of Fig. 15, for example, the sail is 
usually furled, the simple shrouds loosened and 
the mast shifted from one side of the hull to the 
other as the kattumaran passes or is paddled 
through the eye of the wind. 

In the case of a constant wind system of the 
monsoon or trade wind type, which provides a 
comparatively stable wind direction parallel to or 
at more than 45 degrees to the trend of the 
coastline, this is not such a grept disadvantage, 
and it is usually under these conditions that the 
rig has developed as a means of propulsion for 
small craft carrying out a day operation from the 
beach. Larger craft have traditionally followed 
the monsoon systems and their seasonal changes 
to avoid the need for periods of beating into head 
winds. 

The lateen rig has probably evolved from the 
square sail to provide improved performance 



Fig. 2. Thames barge with sprit-rigged mainsail. From Phillips and Seeley (1962), with permission. 

Fig. 3a. 25 m (82 ft) Senegalese cargo-carryingcanoe using Fig. 3b. Senegalese cargocarrying canoe with spritsail and 
a spritsail. Photo by J.F. Fyson. jib. Photo by J.F. Fyson. 
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Triangular sail with horizontal sprit showing reefing method. From FA0 sketches. 

Fig. 5. Increased sail area by adding masts. From FA0 sketches. 

Fig. 6. Methods of attaching sprit for light and heavy rigs. From FA0 sketches. 
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Fig. 7. 7.5 m (25 ft) small trawler with auxiliary sail; profile and plan views. From FAO. 



Fig. 8. 7.2 m (24 ft) FRP canoe with spritsail rig and leeboard. FA0 design. 

Fig. 9. Spritsail rig of a Zuider Zee cargo carrier showing 
the lines used for brailing up the mainsail. From Phillips 
and Seeley (1962), with permission. 

Fig. 10. Shortening sail of spritsail rig by scandalizing. From FA0 sketches. 



Fig. 11. Shortening sail by point reefing. From FA0 sketches. 

Fig. 12. Chinese spritsail showing the possibility of sail 
reduction by unlacing of sail sections. From Worcester 
(1966), with permission. 

Fig. 13. Increased sail area by adding a jib. From FA0 sketches. 



Fig. 14. A Mombasa dhow showing the large amount of sail that can be set on a short mast. From Jewell (1969), with 
permission. 

when sailing against the wind. On this point of 
sailing, the leading edge of the sail should be kept 
taut and a square sail can only be set at a limited 
angle to the wind before the leading edge is taken 
aback. If a sail attached to something solid such 
as a mast, a spar or a stay or the leading edge is 
kept taut by battens and downhauls (of Chinese 
rig), the sail can be set much closer to the wind 
to  give improved windward performance. 

In the case of the lateen sail, we can envisage 
the original yard of the square sail tilted down to 
form a solid leading edge. There are two forms of 
the lateen sail. One forms a complete triangular 
sail such as that seen in Fig. 14 and in some small 
craft in Southeast Asia. The second, which might 
be called the Arab rig as it is most commonly seen 
in the vessels described as dhows, has the forward 
corner cut off, leaving a short unsupported edge, 
properly called the luff (Jewell 1969). The 
advantage of this sail shape is that a bigger area of 
sail can be set on the same length of mast. With a 

fixed pole mast of the Arab type, the portion of 
the yard forward of the mast cannot be longer 
than the mast itself as the whole yard has to be 
swung up vertically when the vessel goes about. In 
a triangular sail, the forward end of the yard 
carries a relatively small amount of canvas if the 
mast height is kept small, but by cutting off the 
corner, the amount of sail that can be carried is 
increased without increasing the yard length. For 
example, a traditional dhow with a mast of 19.8 
m (65 ft) in height can set over 650 m2 (7,000 
f t2 ) of canvas in a single sail which is much more 
than any other working rig. The luff of the sail is 
heavily roped and is kept taut by a downhaul 
lashing, and the weight of the yard. 

As the rig is s t y  commonly used in many small 
traditional crafts in Asia (e.g., the raft and boat 
kattumarans of India), the method of setting and 
maneuvering the sail will be described for two 
typical craft. 



Fig. 15. Small lateen rig on an Indian log kattumaran. FA0 drawing by J.F. Fyson. 

The raft kattumarans of Tamil Nadu (Fig. 15) 
and the boat kattumarans of both Tamil Nadu 
and Andra Pradesh, all use the lateen sailing rig as 
their principal means of propulsion other than the 
paddles and oars used to propel the craft through 
the surf. 

When the vessel crosses the surfline the mast, 
sail, yard and boom are lashed to the craft. Once 
through the breaking surf, the sail and its rig are 
unlashed, forward and aft shrouds loosely attached 
on the windward side and the heel of the mast 
placed in the hollow of the leeward kombu. One 
of the crew members balances the sail (already 
attached to the yard and boom) on his shoulder 
while standing close to the mast position. The 
grommet on the yard (see Fig. 15, legend no. 4 
and the enlarged detail at A) is lifted over the mast 
head and settles into the top knotch over the top 
of the shroud lashing. The sail and boom are then 
unfurled, and while another crew member tightens 
up the shrouds, at the points shown, to hold the 

mast in position against the weight, the first crew 
member pushes the boom aft, far enough to allow 
the outer of the two rope loops on the boom to  
be passed around the mast and over the boom end 
(see Fig. 15, legend no. 11 and enlarged detail at 
B). When the boom moves forward under its own 
weight and that of the sail, it is effectively held 
against the mast, and yet can be quickly released 
when desired. Either the helmsman or one of the 
crew members then hardens in on the main sheet 
until the correct sail angle is reached for the de- 
sired point of sailing and the kattumaran begins 
to  move forward under the pressure of the wind in 
the sail. For longer yards an after-guy (see Fig. 
15, legend no. 17) is also used to control the 
angle of the yard to the wind. 

When sailing close hauled, the mast is angled 
well forward and with the head slightly to wind- 
ward by the adjustment of the two shrouds. The 
lashing on the heel of the yard is taken around the 
forward shroud and the yard heel is triced well up 



to windward. At the same time, the main sheet is 
hauled in and the after-guy tightened to reduce 
the tendency of the yard to sag away to leeward. 
In this way, the sail can be set quite flat and is an 
effective driving sail up to about 50 degrees from 
the wind. On this point of sailing, the leeboard is 
necessary to reduce the tendency of the raft to 
slide away to leeward. The head of the board is 
lashed to the mast and the board held in place by 
water pressure. According to the wind strength 
and degree of leeway, the board can be raised or 
lowered and lashed in a new position as desired. 
When sailing close hauled, the kattumaran, as any 
other unballasted, small sailing craft, will heel to 
leeward and the crew sit out to windward using 
their weight to counterbalance the wind pressure. 
In stronger breezes a log is used as a "hiking 
board." One end of this log is forced under the 
after-lashing with the other end outboard to wind- 
ward. One crew member then sits on the log, 
moving further outboard on the log as the craft 
heels due to the increased wind pressure. 

To tack through the eye of the wind requires 
the lowering of the sail, shifting of the mast to 
the other side of the craft and resetting of the 
sail. As in a wind of any strength, ground is often 
lost to  windward during this maneuver. Close-tack- 
ing to reach a position directly to  windward is not 
usually attempted; instead the sail is taken down 
and the craft rowed or paddled. 

The maneuver is accomplished as follows: the 
helmsman hauls in the main sheet and steers the 
craft in a curving track towards the eye of the 
wind. The boom to mast lashing (Fig. 15, legend 
no. 11) and the yard heel rope (Fig. 15, legend 
no. 9) are cast off, the main sheet and after-guy 
slackened and the yard swung to a horizontal 
position. A crew member grasps the boom and 
furls the sail around it up to the yard. 

Yard, sail and boom are supported on a should- 
er and the strop holding the yard to the mast is 
lifted off. The shrouds are released and the heel 
of the mast is lifted out of its positioning hole on 
the leeward-side log. If the raft carried its .way 
through the eye of the wind, the head of the mast 
is then dipped under the yard to the new windward 
side and the heel placed in the depression in the 
other (leeward) kombu. As the shrouds are set up 
to  windward, the crew member supporting the 
sail drops the yard grommet over the mast head 
and the sail is allowed to unfurl to leeward. 
The same procedure is then followed as for 
setting the sail, as described above. If the raft 
does not carry her way through the wind, the 
mast sail and yard are dropped on to the logs and 

the crew members paddle the craft through the 
wind to the new point of sailing, the mast and sail 
are set up as before and the kattumaran takes off 
on the new tack. 

As the kattumaran bears away from the wind, 
the main sheet and guy are slacked off and the 
yard heel lashing released to allow the sail to 
swing forward progressively as the wind moves 
aft. The leeboard is not required as the wind 
moves aft of beam and it is unshipped. In order to 
bring the center of effort as near as possible to 
the center line of the craft, the shrouds are 
tightened to pull the head of the mast as far as 
possible towards what was the windward side, 
also moving the sail and its center more towards 
the center line. The effect of this movement 
reduces the couple between the center of lateral 
resistance of the hull and the center of effort 
of the sail, thus making for easier down-wind 
steering, such as is done in a windsurfer where the 
mast is also centered well to windward when 
sailing downwind. 

The nava of Andra Pradesh, which also uses a 
lateen rig (Fig. 16), is a planked craft with a flat 
bottom and considerable rocker in the ends. This 
is a heavier open craft capable of carrying consid- 
erable load and is used for gill-netting and beach- 
seining. 

The sail plan differs from the kattumarans 
principally in having a heavier and longer mast 
without stays or shrouds. The halyard used for 
hoisting the yard runs through a hole in the head 
of the mast and is then taken across to windward 
and set up tight, thus acting as a form of shroud 
support for the mast. The mast itself is lashed 
to a heavy thwart at a position a little more than 
113 of the hull length aft of the bow. The heel of 
the mast is tapered and rests in a hollowed-out 
mast step which permits the mast to be swivelled 
in place when the thwart lashing is slackened off. 

The sail is set loose-footed and the heel of the 
yard is set on the foredeck with the tack of the 
sail lashed down to a crossbrace in the bottom of 
the boat under the foredeck. When tacking, the 
tack lashing is released, the yard swung up vertic- 
ally and carried back aft of the mast and then 
forward on the new leeward side. At the same 
time, the halyard is cast off and carried to the 
new windward side and set up. While this is being 
done, the mast thwart lashing is slackened and the 
mast rotated in the step so that the halyard leads 
correctly from the yard through the sheave hole 
in the mast head and down to the new windward 
side. 

In jibing, the sail is allowed to fly forward, the 



Sail of tanned cotton 
Bamboo yard, diameter 100 mm ( 4  in I 
Wooden reinforcement for yard 
Mast, length 6 .00 m ( 1911 6 i n  I max diameter 125mm ( 5 i n )  
Hole at masthead for halyard 
Rope halyard fastened to forward thwart 
Foredeck 
Heel of yard rests on foredeck 
Tack of loose footed sail lashed dawn to cleat on floor 
timber 

10. Mast thwart with cut out in which most is lashed with rope 
I i . Mast step spanning two floor timbers 
12. Removable thole pins for rowing oars 
13. Rowing thwarts approx 250 mm ( l o i n1  x 25mm ( l in I 
14. After deck used 0s steering position by helmsman 
15. Transom prolongallon with notch for steering oar 
16. Main sheet 
17. Aft guy for contml of yard 
18. Carvel hull planking, thickness 25 mm ( I in 1 
19. Grown frame 7 6 m m ( 3 i n I x 8 8 m m ( 3 ~ i n )  
20. Floor timber 76mm ( 3 i n ) x 8 8 m m ( 3 + i n )  
21 .  Frame cleats of grown timber approx 7 6 x 8 8 m  ( 3 i n  x 3 b i n )  
22. Position of leeboord length 2 . 3 0 m  ( 7 f t  6 in  I ,  max, width 

380  mm ( l f t  3 i n  l,\hickness 38 mm ( I f  i n )  

M A I N  PARTICULARS 

Beam moulded 1. 93 m ( 6  ft 3 i n )  
Depth moulded 0 . 7 6  m ( 2  f t 6 i n )  
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Fig. 16. Lateen rig on 9.60 m (31 ft) open boat showing simple pole mast, revolvable in mast step with halyard set up as 
temporary shroud. FA0 drawing by J.F. Fyson. 



main sheet is carried around the yard and the sail 
set up on the new leeward side. As the sail is 
carried forward, the mast is rotated so that the 
yard moves around its forward face to take up its 
new position. The halyard and guy are set up 
again and the mainsheet hauled in to set the 
sail for the new course. 

These two examples of the lateen rig have been 
described in some detail as they illustrate the 
basic principles of a rig which is still comrnonly 
used in the Asian region in small traditional craft. 

When proposing to increase the use of sail to 
reduce energy consumption in fishing craft, it is 
suggested that if a traditional rig has been used 
for a long period in the area and knowledge of its 
operation is still available, then at least in initial 
stages of reintroduction of sail, the traditional rig 
should if possible be retained and modified where 
necessary to fit new circumstances such as the use 
of combined sail/power. 

THE CHINESE LUG SAIL 

Fig. 17-22 show various forms of the traditional 
Chinese sail. Referring to Fig. 18, we can see the 
components of a typical Chinese seagoing sail. 
The mast is frequently a single pole without stays 
in the smaller types, although stays are used in 
larger craft. However, the fully battened sail and 
sheeting arrangement of the Chinese rig enables 
the forces exerted by the sail on the mast to be 
fairly evenly distributed over the entire length 
rather than concentrated in one or two points 
as is typical of Occidental sailing rigs. Because of 
this fact, a fairly heavy pole mast can resist the 
forces applied to it without the complicated 
rigging employed by Western craft. 

The sail is a fully battened, balanced lug and its 
shape and cut depends very much on the region 
of China in which the craft operates. In general, 
Southern sea-going rigs have fairly highly peaked 
sails while those of the more Northern provinces 
and inland lakes and rivers use a more flat-headed, 
narrow and taller sail. The sail is stiffened and 
controlled by full-length bamboo battens and a 
seemingly complex system of multiple sheets. 
Principal advantages of the system are the control 
over the sail that can be exerted by the multiple 
sheeting system and the flatness of the sail given 
by the multiple full-length battens. 

Because of this control, the Chinese sail is very 
well suited to the combined use of power and sail. 
For example, an examination of the wave form in 
Fig. 23 will show that the hull is being driven at, 
or just below full speed by the use of an impro- 
vised, beltdriven engine of 10 hp and a single sail. 

The Chinese lug sail rig carries only one fully 
battened sail on each mast. In larger sizes, sail, 
yard, battens and boom can be very heavy, with 
the whole weight carried by one or more halyards 
from the top of the mast. Therefore, sail size is 
limited, the largest practical being about 185 m2 
(2,000 ft2 ). 

In experienced hands, the Chinese sailing vessel 
is easily maneuverable. Turning circles are small 
and the vessels sail well into the wind as the fully 
battened sails can be sheeted hard in and still 
draw well. 

The Chinese lug sail rig can be designed to use 
battens of equal length and the rig is easy to reef, 
unreef and furl from one location without touch- 
ing the sail. The rig is inexpensive, provided a 
solid wood spar is available. The complete rig 
consists of mast, sail, battens (bamboo where 
available, otherwise aluminum tubing), blocks and 
running rigging. There is no need in the smaller 
sizes for winches, and no stainless steel rigging, 
rigging screws, chain plates, crosstrees and their 
fittings, fore and back stays, etc. 

The sail is cut flat, getting its shape from the 
battens and the sheets. A vessel of 15  m with a 
sail area of 138 to 140 m2 (1,500 ft2 ) does not 
require more than one or at most two men for 
any sailing maneuver including tacking, jibing, 
reefing, furling and making sail, the sails being 
controlled by hauling-in or slackening ropes 
which can if required be brought to a central 
point so that there is no need to move around the 
deck. 

Reefing is accomplished by letting the halyard 
run, the weight of the sail and battens causing it 
to fall the desired distance to be gathered by the 
topping lifts. The multiple main sheet is hauled in 
to achieve the desirable trim of the sail and 
shortening the sail is complete. An additional 
refinement is in the adjustment of the mast inhaul 
(see Fig. 18), to move the center of effort of the 
sail to the most desirable point for balance of the 
new sail area to the center of lateral resistance, 
reducing the amount of helm required and 
making the craft easier to steer. 

When tacking or jibing, there is little to do 
except steer as the sails look after themselves. 
When head-to-wind, the sail does not flog but just 
waves backward and forward quietly. The sheet 
can be let go and the sail allowed to swing to the 
wind at any time when weight is to be taken off 
the vessel. When jibing, particularly with larger 
sails, it is common practice for a crew member to 
slacken off the halyard reducing the sail area by 
113 to 112 of its area at the moment when the sail 



swings across the wind, thus reducing the shock 
loading on sheet battens and mast as the sail is 
brought up at the end of the jibe. The rig is at its 
best in heavy weather when it performs better to 
windward than a gaff sail and is much more 
efficient off the wind. 

However, the Chinese lug sail does not perform 
well to windward in light wind with sea running. 
In this situation, the use of engine power would 
be advisable. Additional jibs, lightweight genoas 
or staysails between the masts could be set, but 
the requirement for additional staying of the 
masts and the added complexity of sail wardrobe 
and handling would probably not justify the 
effort when auxiliary power is available (see Fig. 
20 for an example of a flying staysail set on a 
Chinese lake fishing boat engaged in pair-trawling). 

Due to the widespread use of the triangular sail 
and its tall mast which has been developed for the 
requirements of racing yachts, where close-hauled 
performance is of primary importance, the gaff 
sail has tended to fall into disrepute. For fishing 
boats where performance to windward is not 
necessarily the major consideration, the rig has 
very much to offer. In fact, extensive use of the 
rig was made in Europe and America in the 1800s 
and early 1900s (Fig. 24). 

The gaff mainsail is a quadrilaterally shaped sail 
with its luff fastened to the mast traditionally by 
wooden hoops or a lacing in smaller craft. The 
gaff, which is laced to the head of the sail, is 
hoisted by two halyardsa main or throat halyard 
and a peak halyard. The foot of the sail is not 
laced to the boom as it is considered that the 
shape of the sail is more efficient if it keeps its 
curved shape throughout. 

Light-weather topsails could be set above the 
mainsail on a sliding top mast which could be run 
down in bad weather to reduce the weight aloft. 
Earlier fishing vessels usually had one mast, but as 
the size of the vessels increased, the increase in 
sail area resulted in inordinately long booms 
which became difficult to handle, so that in 
European waters the ketch rig developed with the 
larger or main mast forward and the smaller or 
mizzen mast aft. One of the principal fishing 
methods of these vessels in the mid-1800s to the 
early 1900s was beam trawling (Fig. 25). The rig 
was ideally suited to the arduous conditions to be 
found in winter trawling in the English Channel 
and the North Sea. 

In the United States and Canada, with different 
weather conditions and different fishing methods, 

another double-masted rig developed, that of the 
schooner with its longer or main mast aft. These 
vessels were designed to sail fast to the fishing 
banks off the northeastern coast of the United 
States and Canada, and line fishing was t h e  
principal method employed. Fig. 26 and 27 show 
schooners under full and reduced sail and Fig. 
28 shows rigging details for a 32.6-m (107-ft) 
schooner. 

Many Western seamen consider the schooner 
the best and most versatile rig of all. For the 
larger fishing vessel and in areas where primary 
experience is with Western-type rigs, this is 
probably that which will be adopted. The modern 
sailing fishing vessel of Fig. 29 uses the same mast 
configuration but with high-aspect masts and 
sails in this case made easier for handling with 
roller furling and reefing sails. Time will tell 
whether the lower masts and simpler rig of the 
gaff schooner will prevail. Certainly, for simplicity 
of rig, it has many advantages for a developing 
country. 

Rigs Derived from Pleasure Craft 

Thanks to the rapid growth of pleasure-boat 
sailing and the experimentation in materials, rig 
and hull form which have taken place in recent 
years, there is a considerable body of experience 
from which a designer can draw when proposing 
new rigs and sail systems for fishing vessels. Even 
if a decision is taken to revive a traditional 
rig, the use of modem synthetic sails and running 
rigging, aluminum mast and boom extrusions, 
etc., can increase efficiency, decrease weight aloft 
and reduce the maintenance required. 

The conventional Bermudian rig of pleasure 
craft while more efficient to windward is at a disad- 
vantage compared to some traditional working rigs 
off the wind. This is overcome by the use of large, 
light-weight spinakers, "big boys," "tall boys," 
etc., as shown in Fig. 30, which while suitable to 
the pleasure craft racing fraternity, are unlikely to 
meet with much approval in working fishing craft 
due to the additional complexity of rig and 
handling requirements. 

How then is the working fishing boat to utilize 
Bermudian rig and recent advantages in technology 
without becoming involved in complex downwind 
sail handling? 

One of the primary requirements for a working 
fishing craft is to be able to set sufficient sail to 
obtain the required drive under varying wind 
speeds and directions and at the same time be 



able to reduce sail area readily both when the 
wind increases and when it is necessary to clear 
the working deck for a fishing operation. As 
discussed earlier, successful traditional working 
rigs made provision for this requirement. Probably 
the most useful technical advance in this respect 
is the development of roller-reefing and furling-sail 
systems. These enable the sail to be rolled up 
either around a wire stay or a tubular aluminum 
extrusion. Fig. 31 shows a proposal for a schooner 
rig using this principle for all of the working sails, 
and Fig. 32 shows its application in trolling for 
tuna. 

For downwind performance with this type of 
rig, it is possible to set twin staysails. In this 
method the luff of each sail is set on a taut wire 
stay and a pair of sails are set side by side on two 
parallel stays with one sail to port and one to 
starboard. The sails are boomed out with two 
spars, the inner end of each spar being attached to 

the mast and the outer end to the clew of the sail. 
The angle to the wind is controlled by a sheet led 
through a sheave block on the outer end of the 
spar. If two sails are carried in this way, they can 
both be fitted with roller-furling gear so that 
sail areas can be reduced according to wind 
strength. 

A further development of this type is seen in 
the Ljungstrom rig (Fig. 33). In this case the sail 
is double-sided. When going to windward, one sail 
lies flat against the other; with the wind free, the 
two sides are used in a similar manner to twin 
staysails (Fig. 34). 

Use of the "wishbone" boom from a sailboard 
(e.g., the windsurfer) is an interesting possibility 
for easily handled sails, and the shape of the 
"wishbone" boom does not disturb the aerofoil 
shape of the sail as may happen with a single pole 
sprit on one of the two tacks. 

Fig. 17.  Sail and construction plan of a typical northern Chinese work boat. Photo courtesy of 
The Science Museum, London. 



Fig. 18. Rigging of a Chinese lug sail. 
From Worcester (l966),  with permission. 

Fig. 19. Four-masted Chinese pair trawler while towing. Photo by J.F. Fyson. 



Fig. 20. Chinese pair trawler with a staysail set for extra thrust while towing. 

Photos by J.F. Fyson 

Fig. 22. Thai cargo vessel with Chinese lug rig. Note sails 
in separate sections between battens. 

Fig. 21. Chinese pair trawler hauling the net. Note the 
main sails left to weather cock to reduce forward motion. 



Fig. 23. 9 m (29  ft) motorized Chinese 
fishing boat travelling at full speed 
(7 .3  kn). Note sail well hardened-in 
and drawing effectively. Photo by J.F. 
Fyson. 

Fig. 24. Rigsf  a typical British trawler of 1920. From March (1953), with permission. 



Fig. 25. Showing details of the towing arrangement for the 
beam trawl of a sailing trawler. From March (1953), with 
permission. 

Fig. 26. Two American fishing schooners under full sail. From Chapelle (1973), with permission. 



t&k of the topmast. From Chapelle (1973), with permission. 

Fig. 28. Rig of a 32.6 m (107 ft) LOA fishing schooner. From Chapelle (1973), with permission. 
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Fig. 29. A 19 m (62 ft) LOA fishing vessel design. Sail 
area 150 m2 (1,615 ft2) light displacement 60 mt, loaded 
90 mt. From Jaquemin ( 1980). Fig. 30. Example of a racing yacht and the large amount 

of do~~nwind sail set with the Bermudian rig. From 
Marchaj (1979), with permission. 

Fig. 31. A 14.30 m (47 ft) fishing schooner rig using roller reefing 
staysails. 



Fig. 32. A model of the 19 m (60 ft) fishing vessel of Fig. 29 showing the use of trolling booms for tuna. With permission 
of the publishers of France PGche. 



Fig. 33. Showing the double-sided Ljungstrom rig on a 12.20 m (40 ft) yacht. For maximum efficiency the sails should 
be boomed-out downwind. From Marchaj (1979). with permission. 

t 
Wind 

Fig. 34. Diagramatic explanation of the Ljungstrom rig of Fig. 33. From Marchaj (1979), 
with permission. 



Experimental Sail Systems 

Of the experimental rigs for wind-powered 
propulsion, we can list four which could con- 
ceivably be of interest in fishing vessels large or 
small. These are: 

Fixed aerofoils-which include both rigid 
and fabric aerofoils, amongst which are 
also included conventional square and fore 
and aft sails. Aerofoils of this nature con- 
vert wind power into a thrust which can 
be directly applied to  moving the vessel 
through the water; 
Magnus-effect devices--of which the best 
known is the Flettner rotor which uses 
power-rotated cylinders to  produce an 
aerodynamic thrust; 
Wind turbines-in which wind power is 
converted into mechanical power by a 
winddriven rotor either on a horizontal 
axis similar to land-based windmills or a 
vertical-axis turbine either of which can 
be used to drive a shaft and conventional 
propeller; 
Airborne kites-which can be set and 
retrieved from the deck of the vessel and 
produce traction forces which can be used 
to  propel the ship. 

Aerofoils of the rigid type may be compared 
with an aircraft wing standing vertically, and in 
theory this type is one of the most aerodynamic- 
ally efficient rigs. Its other advantage is in the 
purely mechanized operation which means 
minimum manpower in handling. Solutions to 
one of the major problems of stalling of the 
symmetrical aerofoil which is needed to enable 
the boat to sail on both tacks, have been proposed. 
For example, designs utilizing symmetrical 
aerofoils have slots between the aerofoils to  
prevent stalling and obtain high lift values (Fig. 
35). Other solutions to the problems of rigid aero- 
foils seem to be possible, but the practical prob- 
lems of where on a fishing vessel to site foils of 
sufficient size to generate the required power 
without interfering with the fishing operation, 
still remain. Cargo ships might well use rigid 
aerofoils which can be folded up in part to give 
access to cargo holds, but a fishing vessel needs 
clear access on deck while working her gear and 
underway at sea. 

A design of rigid foils of a size and efficiency 
appropriate to fishing vessel operation needs to be 
prepared and analyzed both in relation to speed 

generated by the foils and in the reaction of foils 
and operational requirements as discussed in the 
second section of this paper. 

So-called from H.G. Magnus who developed a 
theory of the generation of lift on a rotating 
cylinder lying crosswise in a stream of fluid, the 
effect was applied to  ballistics and the explanation 
of the flights of such objects as tennis, golf and 
baseballs. From a sailing point of view, the main 
interest in such rotating cylinders is that the flow 
of air around such a cylinder is similar to the flow 
around an aerofoil or sail. It can then be shown 
that such a rotating cylinder can generate lift and 
be used as a device for propelling a vessel in the 
same way as an aerofoil, the major difference 
being that the cylinder requires a power input to  
allow it to rotate before lift can be generated. 

The best known example of the use of the 
Magnus effect was Flettner's rotorship. A schooner 
of 680 gt was converted in the 1920s and with 
two cylinders 18.30 m (60 ft) in height and 
diameter of 2.74 m (9 ft) and rotated by 45-hp 
engines, the ship achieved speeds of 5.6 knots in a 
10-knot wind. An advantage of the rotorship is 

Fig. 35. A fixed aerofoil sailing craft with four rigid foils 
(plus tacking foil). From Marchaj (1979), with permission. 



that an increase in wind strength beyond about 
12 m/sec does not result in an increase in the 
forces on the cylinders, the lift generated being 
dependent on the speed of rotation of the cylin- 
ders. This means that the ship's stability is not 
greatly affected by squalls and large increases in 
wind strength with obvious advantages. 

It is possible to calculate the drawing force on 
a vessel hull fitted with two rotors of 9.15 m (30 
ft) in height and diameter 1.54 m (5 ft), at an 
apparent wind velocity of 12 m/sec and cylinder 
rpm of 360, as 948 kg (2,090 lb) in the direction 
of rotation. From the resistance curve of Fig. 1, 
this would result in a speed of 8.9 knots at 60 t 
displacement. 

The original experiment failed economically 
because of the relatively low cost of fuel at the 
time. With present-day fuel prices, the Flettner 
rotor deserves a revival with a close look at 
operational characteristics and economic viability. 

In this system, windpower is converted into 
mechanical power by a set of turbine blades 
either on a horizontal axis as in the familiar 
windmill seen in rural areas of many countries or 
by turbine blades which rotate on a vertical axis. 

The mechanical power from the turbine blades 
in either system is then used to drive the vessel 
through a conventional propeller arrangement 
(see Fig. 36 for a design idea of how this might be 
done). 

ECONOMICS OF SAILING 
FISHING VESSELS 

Practical windmills achieve, at best, efficiencies 
of about 35% but their most interesting potential 
lies in the fact that in theory a wind turbine- 
powered ship can be driven in any direction 
including directly into the wind. 

There are, however, practical problems. Per- 
formance in a 15-knot wind gives only about 1 hp 
for every 9.29 m2 (100 f t2 )  of projected area, 
which suggests that in any but strong winds, the 
size of the windmill required would be larger than 
could be made available on the average fishing 
vessel. Other practical problems concern the 
difficulty of reducing blade area in strong winds 
and the risk of damage to the structure. 

The first impression one tends to get when the 
idea of kites are to be used as a towing force for 
the propulsion of ships is that it could not possibly 
work. However, small craft have been towed some 
distance by specially designed kites, and there is 
some experimental work being carried out today. 
Kites have been tried on displacement hulls with 
lengths of up to 10 m and kite areas up to 50 m2 
(538 ft2 ). 

Apparently a useful kite area is approximately 
equal to the hull wetted area, which is not beyond 
the bounds of possibility for fishing vessels. Kites 
can be floatable and launched from the water. 
Control is managed by 3 to 4 lines from a 3drum 
winch, a piece of equipment which is frequently 
found on fishing vessels, e.g., shrimp trawlers. 
During launching of a kite from the water the 
winch-pulling speed required is up to 5 m/sec. 

The concept is still very much in the exper- 
imental stage and, at this time, it remains an 
interesting idea which should be kept in mind as a 
future possibility when the experimental phase 
has produced results which can be translated into 
quantifiable fishing vessel terms. 

Fig. 36. A proposal for an experimental windmill turbine. 
From March4 (1979), with permission. 

The economic viability of substituting a 
renewable energy source, wind, for non-renewable 
fossil fuels in the powering of fishing vessels rests, 
in its simplest form, on an analysis of the costs of 
investing capital in the proposed energy source, 
compared to the monetary worth of the fossil 
fuel saved. 

As has already been suggested, a return to sail 
as a sole energy provider is unlikely in light of the 
availability and price of fossil fuel in the present 
and immediate future. Sailpower will therefore be 



considered as an auxiliary power source (Fig. 37) 
which can, under favorable operational conditions 
of fishing method, wind force and direction, also 
be used as the sole driving force for a fixed period 
of time. 

If for a fishing vessel of 60 mt displacement and 
waterline length of 17 m (56 ft), we assume a 
speed of approximately 7.5 knots using 1 hp/mt 
of displacement, i.e., 60 hp delivered to the pro- 
peller, in a favorable wind of 10 knots (5.1 m / ~ ) ,  
the increase in thrust obtained with 150 m2 
(1,615 ft2 ) of sail produces a speed increase of 
approximately 1.5 knots to give a vessel speed of 
9 knots. 

Using these somewhat oversimplified figures, 
let us first look at a typical fuel-saving calculation. 
In a favorable beam wind using a combination of 
sail and power, we can achieve a respectable speed 
of 9 knots utilizing 60 hp. Under power alone, 
we would expect to need 120 hp to achieve the 
same speed. To reach 10 knots would require 234 
hp or almost 4 times the hp for 7.5 knots. 

We cannot expect to  always have either suffi- 
cient wind or to have that wind blowing from the 
most desirable direction. For purposes of calcula- 
tion, assume that we can average 70% of the thrust 
achieved under most favorable conditions. (This 
assumption should not be taken as typical of all 
cases and reasonable estimates of likely wind 
assistance should take careful account of local 
climatic conditions using meteorological inforrna- 
tion on average wind strength and direction, 
month by month.) 

Average speed using an engine hp of 60 with 
wind assistance could then be estimated as 
approximately 8.5 knots. 

Fuel consumption in literslhour (Imp gallhr) 
can be derived from a typical consumption curve 
which might give a consumption at operating 
RPM of 180 g/hp/hr (0.14 lb/hp/hr): 

For 60 hp this would give an average con- 
sumption of 10.8 kg/hr 

For 180 hp this would give an average con- 
sumption of 21.6 kg/hr 

For 235 hp this would give an average con- 
sumption of 42.3 kg/hr 

or 1 3  l/hr, 26 l/hr, 52 l/hr respectively (rounded 
to  nearest liter). With a knowledge of trip times, 
distances to the grounds, time spent on actual 
fishing operations and typical power requirements 
during fishing, it is possible to make an estimate 
of average fuel consumption per trip. With longer 
trips and thus considerable free-running to and 

from the grounds, the extra trip time to achieve 
equal fishing time must also be taken into account 
as crew costs will be higher in this case. 

Let us now examine a hypothetical operational 
case in order to see how much potential saving can 
be made using a sail/engine power combination. 

A breakdown of costs for a 19-m (62 ft) sailing 
fishing vessel could be of the following order of 

Hull cost 
Machinery and installation 
Hull fittings and equipment 

Subtotal ( i)-Hull, equipment 
and machinery 

Fishing gear 

Subtotal (ii)--Complete 
vessel ex sailing rig 

Masts and rigging 
Sail 
Steel ballast 

Subtotal (iii)-Sailing rig 

Total investment 

As can be seen from this breakdown, the cost 
of the sailing rig is of the order of 10% of the total 
investment although this cost is offset to some 
extent by the reduced cost of the engine installa- 
tion-100 to 120 hp compared to the 200 to 500 
hp which would be normal for a fully powered 
vessel. 

Assuming that the vessel has been equipped for 
trolling and deep-reel handlining, the total annual 
mileage covered in travelling to the fishing grounds 
and in the fishing operation could be of the order 
of 24,000 nautical miles or a daily average of 120 
miles for 200 days/year. 

Our original estimates of speed did not take 
into account weather effects on speed. Wind 
speed varies in direction and force and this in turn 
affects the sea state. Both daily and seasonal 
variations occur and average wind speeds vary in 
different geographical areas. This is why it is 
difficult to quantify the input of wind power to  
a sailing fishing vessel operation in a particular 
locality without a good knowledge of average 
wind strengths and directions on an annual basis. 

For our calculation, let us assume that a 
combination of varying wind strengths and sea 
conditions will reduce the average speed main- 
tained by the sail and 60-hp engine input of our 
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Fig. 37. Proposal for adding auxiliary sail to a small fishing boat. FA0 design by J.F. Fyson. 

vessel to 8 knots. At the same time, in order to 
maintain an average speed of 9 knots in all wind 
and sea states encountered, a fully powered 
vessel will require an input of 160 to 180 hp. 

If annual operational mileage is 24,000 nautical 
miles and average daily mileage 120 miles for 200 
days, the use of sail and engine input of 60 hp for 
a speed of 8 knots will give an average daily 
operational time of 15 hours while the use of full 
power of 160 hp to give 8 knots will require 13.3 
hours. Daily fuel consumption for an input of 
60 hp will be 195 1 while 160 hp will require 465 
1. At an average fuel price of $0.4011, daily fuel 
costs will be $78 and $186, respectively, with 
yearly fuel bills of $15,600 and $37,200. 

In this case, annual fuel savings could then be 
of the order of $21,600. At this rate an initial 
investment of $31,000 in sails and rig could be 
recovered in approximately one and a half years. 

These figures are given as an example of what 
might be possible in a particular case. For a full 
comparative economic evaluation of a potential 
design and sail power application, more detailed 
information is required on the resources and 
fishing methods appropriate to its catch, wind 
and sea conditions in the area, time costs for crew 
and vessel operation, maintenance of sailing rig 
and gear, estimated catch rates and ex-vessel 
prices for the fish landed. 



CONCLUSIONS 

For fishing vessels, the traditional working sail 
rigs still have much to offer. In many cases the 
simplicity of the gear, the ease of sail reduction in 
increasing wind strength, the possibility of readily 
clearing the working deck for fishing operations 
and good off-wind performance make their use 
attractive in developing countries. The use of new 
materials developed for pleasure craft can increase 
efficiency and/or decrease weight aloft. 

Modem Bermudian sail rigs developed for 
pleasure craft tend to require more complex 
staying systems and sophisticated sail handling to 
achieve best results; however, developments in this 
field, notably in sail systems used in short-handed 

long-distance voyages, are applicable to  fishing 
vessel rigs. 

None of the experimental rigs discussed have 
yet provided outstanding advantages which would 
warrant their immediate adoption for sailing 
fishing vessels. However, continued experimenta- 
tion may well produce a rig with advantages in 
drive, simplicity and ease of operation either for 
use as the principal power source or in combina- 
tion with engine power. 

Examination of the economics of the sail in 
fishing vessels indicates that in the presentday 
climate of increasing fuel prices, combined sail 
and engine power operations are very definitely 
viable, particularly in fishing methods that require 
a large amount of free running time, either to  the 
fishing grounds or in a searching operation for fish. 
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Abstract 

The fishery in the Maldives and the country's mechanization program are described. Fishermen who 
have become accustomed to  using engines are reluctant to  switch back to  sail. However, rising fuel costs 
are eroding the fishermen's profit margin and threatening the Maldivian fishery, which accounts for nearly 
all of the country's export earnings. 

Introduction 

Fisheries occupy the most important place in 
the economy of the Maldives. About 45% of the 
total number of employed persons are engaged 
in fisheries activities. Fishing t o  a large extent has 
been limited to family-type operations, motivated 
largely by the individual need to supply food for 
the family. At the fishermen's level, fishing is 
based on small-scale, labor-intensive operations 
with low levels of capital investment, technology 
and productivity. True commercial fisheries do 
not exist, even though the Maldives depends to a 
large extent on the artisanal fishery for its surplus 
catch which is exported and brings in most of the 
country's foreign exchange. 

The annual total fish catch amounts to 30,000 
mt. The export earnings from marine products 
amount to $4.1 million, accounting for 90% 
of the country's export earnings. The main export 

item being fishery products and fish being the 
most important source of protein, increased fish 
production and the development of fisheries 
became a very urgent matter. 

The Mechanization of Fishing Boats 

In the Maldives, fishing is done by the pole-and- 
line method, using live bait. Fishing is usually a 
one-day operation. The fishing boat sails in the 
early morning, and the first stop is at a reef to 
collect small, live baitfish, which is done with a 
large square net. Then the boat proceeds to the 
fishing grounds outside the atoll, and when a 
school of fish is sighted, live bait is thrown out 
and fishing is done with poles and barb!ess hooks. 
Due to the small size of the boats, the boats never 
venture more than 25 to 30 km from the atoll, 
always returning home sometime in the evening. 

Traditional Maldivian fishing boats, called 
dhonis, are 12 m in length and built entirely of 



Table 1. Mechanization and demand for fuel. 

Dhonis mechanized Annual demand Foreign exchange 
Accumulated for fuel requirements 

Year No. total (mt)" for fuel ($lb 

~~ssurning  160 fishing days/year. 10 hr cruising time per day. 
1980 prices. 

Table 2. Cost and earnings of mechanized fishing boats (in Maldivian rupees). 

Year 
1978 1979 1980 

Gross earnings 28,500 28,500 28,500 

Fuel cost 
Food 

Net earnings 21,300 17,550 8,250 

Owner share (50%) 10,650 
Repair 2,800 
Debt services 1,600 
Income, boat owner 6,250 

Other costs (9%) 1,920 
Crew share (41%) 8,730 
Income/crewmember/day 3.23 

timber grown in the country. These boats use 
lateen sails and are fast and easy to  maneuver. 

Within the last decade, steps were taken to  
modernize the fishing industry in the country 
by mechanizing the existing fishing boats. A 
.marine engine suitable for these boats was found 
and the government started mechanizing fishing 
boats (Table 1). The boat owners were able to pay 
for the mechanization in installments. With mech- 
anization the mobility of the boat increased, lead- 
ing to  a better catch. But the number of fishermen 
required for the pole-and-line fishing operations 
remained the same. 

In the beginning, this venture showed good 
results in the form of higher catches, with the 
mechanized boats increasing their catches three- 
fold compared with sailing fishing boats. Very 
soon, however, the rising cost of fuel started to  
change this picme by eroding the fishermen's 
margin of profit (Table 2). 

Today the country is facing a difficult situation. 
After experiencing the convenience of sailing in a 
mechanized boat, no fisherman would willingly 

go back to sails again. But as the fuel prices are 
rising much faster than the prices of fishery prod- 
ucts, quite soon the whole mechanization pro- 
gram may prove to be uneconomicd. This may be 
all the more true because of the small-scale nature 
of fisheries in the Maldives. But the country's 
plans for short-term and long-term development 
of fisheries are mainly fossil fuel-oriented and 
consist of increasing numbers of mechanized fish- 
ing boats and refrigeration facilities. 

Conclusion 

So far, the only alternative energy require- 
ment felt in the Maldives concerns the mech- 
anization of the fishing boats. The Maldivian 
fishing industry is today badly in need of adopt- 
ing appropriate technology utilizing alternative 
energy sources. Maldives being one of the least 
developed countries in the world, this search for a 
technology for alternative energy sources appro- 
priate for the country does not seem easy. 
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Abstract 

The requirements of the small-scale fishery in the northern Cook Islands are described. The results of 
studies at Penrhyn Island are presented, showing that diesel engines, motherships and the use of ice 
chests can help reduce operating costs and increase production. 

Introduction 

Fifteen islands form the group known as the 
Cook Islands and they are spread over a large 
area of the Pacific. The nation established a 
200-mile exclusive economic zone in October 
1979, encompassing a water area of approxi- 
mately 2,200,000 km2, the fifth largest in the 
South Pacific. As the total land area is only 
240 km2, the country's largest resources are in the 
ocean. 

The northern Cook Islands, all geographically 
and economically isolated atolls, offer many inter- 
esting opportunities for fisheries. On the other 
hand, since these islands lack regular shipping 
services, are far from markets and are strongly 
affected by continually rising prices of petroleum 
or petroleum-based products, there is a lack of 
growth in industries, income and the general 
standard of living. 

Fishing can be extensive in these islands, as 
they are regarded as relatively good fishing 
grounds, but it is impossible to maintain a fishing 
industry unless it is economically competitive. 
To spur development of the northern group, it is 
essential to maximize productivity and minimize 
the costs of production. This can only be achieved 
by applying techniques and energy resources that 
either reduce or replace petroleum. 

Choice of Boat 

High productivity requires a minimum-sized 
boat in which two fishermen can take the maxi- 
mum catch. Seaworthiness is critical since to 
achieve high productivity, fishermen need to be 
able to fish in almost any weather. The boat must 
also be equipped and suitable for any feasible 
fishing method, and spare parts and service facil- 
ities must be available. The latter can be promoted- 



by encouraging fishermen to use identical boats 
and engines. Finally, a reliable and economical 
engine is required. 

Production costs can be lowered by using light 
displacement hulls which can be driven with less 
power, and diesel engines which consume less fuel 
per unit of power output than gasoline engines. 
Aluminum is a suitable lightweight material for 
hull construction, does not need paint and thereby 
saves in maintenance cost. 

A sea anchor and/or mizzen sail can also help 
to save fuel. In gusty weather with calm intervals, 
a mizzen sail works better to keep a boat upwind. 
During prevailing winds, a sea anchor is preferable 
as it will reduce the drift of the boat. The para- 
chute sea anchor has advantages over the conven- 
tional type. Being 100% nylon, it is strong, very 
large in size but light (a parachute sea anchor for 
a 100 gt vessel weighs about 25 kg). It is also easy 
to set and haul in. A parachute sea anchor proves 
its value when fishing offshore, as the boat 
remains over the fishing ground for a very long 
period. 

Sails can also reduce operating costs. A large jib 
(stay-sail) is easy to rig, easy to operate and saves 
considerable fuel costs in downwind sailing. It  is 
ideal when trolling, as it takes up no room in the 
after-end (working area) of the boat and moves 
the boat quietly over the fishing ground. A com- 
plete rig of sails is expensive, hard to rig at sea, 
takes up a lot of room, requires skill to operate 
and does not really fill a need as trips to and from 
fishing grounds are relatively short. A jib will do a 
good job in the event of a failure. 

An anchor is useful in maintaining position and 
thus saving fuel which would otherwise be required 
for this purpose. A length of 600 to 800 m of 9 mm 
polypropylene (floating) line is required for deep 
bottom fishing as well as deep fishing for pelagic 
species. A well-insulated icebox will also allow the 
boat to remain on the fishing ground for longer 
periods. 

Studies at Penrhyn Island 

The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries has 
made studies of fishing operations in Penrhyn 
Island (Fig. I ) ,  one of the northern atolls in the 
Cook Islands. The study reported here attempted 
to  determine how much operating costs can be 
reduced by using a better boat with better equip- 
ment. In this study two types of fishing operation 
at Penrhyn Island were considered, and for each 
operation of the fuel costs of different combina- 
tions of boats and engines were compared. 

Table 1 .  Schedule for fishing operation 1. 

Speed 
Time Place/Activity (knots) 

1600-1730 Omoka to Vaiere (or Flying 
Venus Reef) 8 

1730-1900 Trolling (pelagic) 4 -6 
1930-2100 Outer reef fishing, handline - 
2100-0100 Trolling (outer reef species) 2-4 
0100-0400 Rest - 
0400-0800 Trollidg (pelagic) 4 -6 
0800-0930 Vaiere(orFlyingVenus 

Reef) to Omoka 8 

This operation entails fishing on the grounds at 
either Vaiere or Flying Venus Reef, both of which 
are about 20 km from the boats' base at Omoka 
Village. The boats are assumed to  leave Omoka at 
1600 hr and return at 0930 hr the next morning 
(Table 1). 

In the first case, the fuel cost for six 6-m dories, 
each equipped with a 25-hp outboard petrol 
engine and operating separately, was found to be 
NZ$193.50 (Table 2). The second case considered 
one 9-m diesel-powered fishing vessel which not 
only fished but also towed five 6-m dories (each 
powered by a 25-hp outboard petrol engine) to 
and from the fishing ground. The total fuel cost 
in this case was NZ$114.05 (Table 2). The third 

Fig. 1. Penrhyn Island, Cook Islands. 



Table 2. Fuel consumption and cost for three cases in fishing operation 1. 

Case la case Case 3' 
Six 6-m dories One 9-m boat Five 6-m dories One 9-m boat Five 6-m dories 

Fuel consumption (liters) 
Omoka-Vaiere 48 6 - 6 - 
Trolling (pelagic) 36 4 30 4 12.5 
Outer reef fishing - - - - - 
Trolling (outer reef) 3 6 6 30 6 12.5 
Trolling (pelagic) 90 10 7 5 10 30 
Vaiere-Omoka 48 6 - 6 - 

Total fuel consumed (liters) 258 3 2 135 32 55 
Total fuel cost (NZ$) 193.50 12.80 101.25 12.80 22.0 
Total fuel cost per case (NZ$) 193.50 114.05 34.80 

:six 6-m dories, each with 25 hp outboard petrol engine. 
One 9-m vessel, fishing as well as towing dories to/from fishing grounds. Each dory with 25 hp outboard petrol engine. 

'one 9-m vessel, fishing as well as towing dories to/from fishing grounds. Each dory with 16-hp lightweight diesel engine, stem drive. 

Table 3. Fuel consumption and cost for three cases in fishing operatioin 2. 

Case la case Case 3' 
Diesel Petrol Diesel Petrol Diesel Petrol 

Total fuel consumed (liters) 3 6 90 16 40 12 30 
Average fuel consumed per boat (liters) 6 15 2.7 6.7 2 5 
Average fuel cost per boat (NZ$) 2.4 11.25 1.00 5.00 0.80 3.75 

:six dories each make three round trips daily. 
Two dories make two round trips each and four dories make one round trip daily. 
'six dories each carry an ice chest and make only one round trip daily. 

case considered the same 9-m vessel towing 6-m 
dories which were each powered by a 16-hp light- 
weight diesel engine. In this case the total fuel 
cost was only NZ$34.80 (Table 2). In the first 
case, each boat would need to be equipped with 
an ice chest. By using a motherlreceiver boat as in 
the second and third cases, the dories need no ice 
chest and consequently have less displacement 
and can run on less fuel. 

These three cases show that using a 16-hp diesel 
engine instead of a 25-hp outboard motor reduces 
fuel costs 60%. If in addition one dory is ex- 
changed for a suitable-sized mothership, which 
apart from fishing, tows the dories to  and from 
distant fishing grounds, the overall fuel cost is 
reduced by 82%. As they are supported by a 
mothership, the boats could operate during adverse 
weather conditions and thereby increase produc- 
tivity. This fuel saving helps to solve a serious 
problem of remote islands, since the island's over- 
all fuel requirements would be considerably less. 

In this operation, six dories engage in deep fish- 
ing at the Molokai fishing ground, only 7 km from 
their base in Omoka. In the first case, the boats 
do not carry icdchests and so have to carry the 
fish back to Omoka every 3 to 4 hours. Thus they 
can make three round trips every fishing day. If 
the boats cooperate, four of the boats could stay 
out all day with the remaining two boats each 
making one trip to  deliver the fish caught by all 
boats (Case 2). In this case each boat would make 
a delivery trip only once every three days. In the 
third case each boat carries an ice chest, so no 
delivery trip is required during the day. In addition 
to fuel savings, this allows two hours more fishing 
time. 

The average fuel cost per boat is reduced by 
60% by changing from Case 1 to  Case 2, and by 
66% by changing from Case 1 to Case 3 (Table 3). 
In all cases, the fuel cost for a diesel engine is 



only 20% of that for a petrol engine (Table 3). In 
principle, a jib sail could reduce fuel consumption 
by an additional 50%. 

Conclusion 

This study at Penrhyn Island has shown that 
considerable amounts of fuel can be saved and 
fishing time increased by adopting certain simple 
strategies in boat design, engine gelection and 

fishing operations. In particular, light displacement 
hulls should be used and diesel engines should be 
chosen over petrol engines. In addition, fishing 
operations should be organized so as to reduce 
fuel costs, as through the use of motherships and 
the use of ice chests to reduce the number of fish- 
ing trips. Using these strategies to reduce fuel and 
other operating costs and increase production can 
help make fisheries in remote islands economically 
viable. 
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Abstract 

The characteristics desirable in fishing boats for tropical use are described. These include passive fish- 
ing methods, diesel engines, light hulls, sails, timber construction and the ability to land on beaches. A 
series of five boats incorporating these characteristics is described and aspects of their performance 
discussed. 

Introduction 

The energy crisis, combined with the oppor- 
tunities of 200-mile fishing zones, have produced 
a need for fishing ves~els to  re-equip the small-boat 
fisheries of the tropics. This paper describes the 
development of a series of boats, 'single- and 
double-hulled, by the author in conjunction with 
the British Overseas Development Administration 
(ODA) and the Intermediate Technology Indus- 
trial Service (IT-IS). The five boat types described 
derive from experience gained over the last twelve 
years. These boats emphasize the following 
characteristics: 
- Passive fishing methods 
- Low-fuel-consumption diesel engines in 

light, easily driven hulls 
- Sail as main or auxiliary propulsion 

- C!onstruction materials from renewable re- 
sources, i.e., timber 

- Reduction in need for new harbor construc- 
tion. 

FISHING ~ T H O D S  

In most fishing areas the use of passive fishing 
methods-gill-nets, long-lines, traps--would seem 
to  yield more catch in proportion to energy 
expended than trawling and trolling. However, a 
much larger bulk of gear is needed and so the 
boats used need adequate storage and handling 
space, together with good stability. 

ENGINES 

Investigations made during the author's projects 
in Glhana and Sri Lanka (sponsored by ODA and 



IT-IS respectively), showed that the fuel con- 
sumption of an outboard motor was approximately 
four times that of a diesel engine giving equivalent 
propeller thrust. If the cost of fuel, lubricating oil 
and spares is included, then the actual operating 
cost of an outboard can be ten times that of the 
equivalent diesel. The main reasons appear to be: 

(i) The two-stroke outboard motor has an 
inherently low powerlfuel ratio. 

(ii) The high-speed small outboard propeller is 
less efficient than that of the slower diesel, 
particularly when the latter has a reduction 
gear ratio of at least 2:l. The presence of 
the lower bevel-gear casing of the out- 
board interferes with the flow of water 
into the propeller. 

(iii) The necessarily more robust construction 
of the diesel gives it a longer life and 
fewer spare replacements. 

(iv) Lubricating oil is expensive and is used in 
large quantities by two-stroke outboards. 
Four-stroke engines are, of course, better 
in this respect. 

(v) Many countries encourage the use of 
diesel by applying a price differential 
often as much as 2:l in favor of diesel 
fuel. 

These cost differences are sufficient to offset 
the higher initial cost of the diesels after only 100 
hours running. The boats described here have 
therefore always been fitted with air-cooled diesel 
engines of between 6 brake horsepower (bhp) and 
12  bhp which give thrusts roughly equivalent to 
outboards of twice these rated horsepower. 

In many tropical countries sail is still actively 
in use in small-boat fisheries; in many others it is 
marginal whilst in the remainder it has been 
abandoned only in the last few years. Engines 
have been introduced to give the boat greater 
speed and mobility which generally led to suffi- 
ciently larger catches to justify the costs of 
installing and running the engine. Increased oil 
prices are now, of course, changing this pattern 
so that where the increase in catch was only 
moderate, the fishermen are worse off than 
before they bought their engines. 

One of the results of mechanization is that it 
has attracted the enthusiastic, innovative fisher- 
men, whereas the less efficient have remained 
with traditional methods. Thus there has been no 
improvement made locally in sailing techniques 

and indeed in many areas the sails used are 
probably less efficient than in the past. 

In the Western world, great advances have been 
made in sailing techniques, but these have been, 
until quite recently, limited to pleasure vessels 
only. These vessels have been designed to  give 
maximum efficiency under sail without much 
consideration of cost or convenience. The tall rigs 
employed require expensive materials such as 
terylene, aluminum and stainless steel, and great 
care in design, construction and maintenance. 
These concepts are not suitable for fishing boats 
in terms of deck layout and cannot be built with 
locally available materials such as cotton, hemp 
and timber. It is therefore necessary to look at 
those rigs used in the recent past, select the best 
and endeavor to improve upon them. 

BUILDING MATERIALS 

Traditionally, timber is the building material 
for fishing boats. It has been plentiful in supply, 
of good quality and great skill has developed in its 
use. Most building methods have therefore been 
generous in the quantities used and, indeed, with 
the traditional method of jointing and joining, the 
use of thick planks and frames has been essential. 

The present world shortage of good timber has 
forced up the price so that many boatbuilders 
have turned to glass reinforced plastic (GRP) or 
ferro-cement. These materials have proved very 
satisfactory; unfortunately, the high cost of 
energy is now, in turn, pushing up the price of 
these. 

The author has therefore studied the possibility 
of the reintroduction of timber in the form of 
marine plywood. This material was making rapid 
progress in boatbuilding until the advent of GRP. 
Its strength and longevity are proved. What is 
needed is a satisfactory joining method which 
does not damage the plywood with nails and 
which protects the edges of the sheets. 

The method employedsometimes called "stitch 
and glue"-is illustrated in Fig. 1. It is, in effect, a 
return to  much more ancient techniques in which 
the planks are sewn together. In the modem 
version, the sewing is done with galvanized 
soft-iron wire but the final connection is made 
with the bonding of terylene tape with epoxy 
resin glue, making a very strong connection. This 
technique makes a strong, light boat at lower cost 
than any other material. Experience is, of nece$ 
sity, yet limited but life expectation should be at 
least as good as conventional timber boats, 
probably better. 
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Fig. 1. Stitch and glue method of joining planks. 

Most fishermen in the tropics work off open 
beaches and have comparatively little protection 
from rough weather. In many areas, the drifting 
sand caused by the surf will silt up any harbors 
that are built, thus adding high maintenance 
dredging costs to the already high cost of building. 

If the small boat fisheries were to be given the 
opportunity of increased safety and better catch 
without the prohibitive cost of harbors, then it 
seems that larger boats must be built to land on 
the open beach and cross river bars with safety. 

The Boats 

These will be described in order of decreasing 
size, which also happens to be in roughly chrono- 
logical order. 

CATFISH 36 
This, the first boat to  be developed (Fig. 2), 

was intended as a trawlerlseiner for use in the 
heavy surf of west Africa. Thus it was not intended 
as a low-energy vessel. It was, however, com- 
pletely successful in its surf landing and fishing 
role and it formed the basis of much of the later 
development. A design with smaller engines 
and a sailing rig has now been introduced (Fig. 3). 

The boat shown in Fig. 2 was introduced into 
Ghana over three years ago, since when it has 
made hundreds of launchings and landings through 
surf of two meters in height and caught hundreds 
of tons of fish. There are plans to build it locally. 

SANDSKIPPER 24 

This smaller version (Fig. 4) was developed 
because of the demand for a cheaper vessel with 
low fuel consumption suitable for gill-netting. 
The experience of the Catfish 36 showed that the 
surf capability of the double-hulled boats is so 
good that a smaller version was also able to deal 

Fig. 2. The Catfish 36. 

with all conditions except the very worst, when 
conditions would in any case be unsuitable for 
smdl-boat fishing. The double-hulled form gives 
great stability and deck space whilst maintaining 
low weight and easily driven hull shapes. 

The first boat was built in GRP and operated in 
Ghana. Because of the rise in GRP prices, a 
second design in 9-mm plywood was developed 
(22 sheets, 2.5m x 1.25m, are required) and has 
been introduced into Sri Lanka where three boats 
have been locally built and are operating very 
successfully by enthusiastic private fishermen off 
steep open beaches in such conditions that no 
other boats are out. Large-scale local production 
is expected to start soon (Fig. 5). Three Sandskip- 
pers are currently being shipped to Honduras 
where local manufacture is also intended. 
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Fig. 3. Design of the Catfish 36. 
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Fig. 4. Design of the Sandskipper 24. 
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Both hulls are decked and fitted with a hatch. 
They are connected with two solid timber beams 
fixed to bulkheads and transom. The engine, 
supported from the bridge deck, is set in a trun- 
nion. The propeller shaft runs inside a long tube 
rigidly fixed to the engine. Thus to raise the 
propeller for landing or sailing, the whole engine 
unit is tilted. It is similar in principle to the 
"long-tail" outboard, but with vertical movement 
only. The complete boat weighs less than one ton, 
but it can carry a ton of nets and a further ton of 
fish or two tons in fine weather. 

A twin-cylinder diesel engine, de-rated to 10 
bhp in the tropics, gives a speed of 7 knots light 
and 6 knots with a one-ton load. Fuel consump- 
tion is approximately 2 l/hr. 

Two sailing rigs have been used. The first was a 
lug-sail, similar to a lateen, set on a bipod mast. 
The second, used in Sri Lanka, was a spritsail 
derived from the Sri Lankan Oro canoe. It is very 
efficient, using simple materials, and only slightly 
more complicated than the lateenllug. Speeds 
using sail are greater than under power, in a fresh 
breeze. 

The boats have been operating easily in surf 
between 1 and 2 m high and it is probable that 
the upper limit is in excess of 3 m. 

The building method, using plywood parts 
pre-cut from templates, is remarkably rapid and 
cheap. Whilst the cost of a complete boat F.O.B. 
from the U.K. is about $15,000, local costs are 
less than half of that figure. 

Many fishermen prefer a small open boat, 
particularly when surf conditions are not a 
predominant factor. This design (Fig. 6) provides 
a light strong boat with good capacity for nets 
and catch and can be propelled by paddles, oars, 
sails, outboard or diesel engine. Three boats have 
been experimentally built in Sri Lanka, four in 
Dominica, and two are being shipped to  Honduras. 

The building method of stitch and glue is the 
same as for the Sandskipper but only seven sheets 
of plywood are needed. The boat weighs 300 kg 
complete with diesel engine and sailing gear and 
can carry one ton of fish and nets. 

Fuel consumption is about 1 l/hr. The sail is 
efficient and easy to handle. It must be said, 
however, that because of the economy of the 
small diesels, the boats are, as yet, rarely sailed. 

This is probably the smallest practical double- 
hulled boat (Fig. 7). It is intended for a crew of 

Fig. 5. Launching a Sandskipper. 

two using 250 m of gill-net and launching from a 
beach with moderate surf. The prototype has just 
been launched, engine and sailing trials are 
complete, but surf trials must await the end of 
the English winter. It is expected that it will have 
a surf capacity of 1 to 1.5 m. It is built to  a very 
simple design, requiring only 8 sheets of plywood. 

An improved method of steering has been tried 
in this boat, in which the rudder is moved by 
means of a vertical tiller (whip-staff) near the 
engine. There is thus no obstruction to placing 
nets on the stem of the bridge deck and shooting 
them from that position. First trials have been 
satisfactory and if this continues then this modi- 
fication will be made to the Sandskippers. 

It should be noted that there is just room for 
the crew to sleep in the hulls, although they 
would have to  share it with the catch! The 
minimum engine required is a 4-hp diesel. Sailing 
performance is good. 

A PLYWOOD HOURI 

This tiny boat (Fig. 8) has been designed as a 
replacement for the dug-out and planked houris 
of the Indian Ocean. It is built from only four 
sheets of plywood, using the stitch-and glue 
method. The boat is designed to be paddled or 
rowed--the 1.2-m beam is suitable for both 
methodmailed or propelled by a Seagull outboard 
motor. It could also use a small 3 to 4 hp diesel. 
This design is shown to illustrate the trend; the 
prototype is only now being built. 



Fig. 6. Design of the 6-m dory. 
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Fig. 7. Design of the Sandskipper 16. 
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Abstract 

This paper compares the technical efficiency of gasoline, kerosene and diesel engines for Philippine 
bancas, using 7 and 10 hp samples of popular brands. On the basis of technical information supplied by 
manufacturers, diesel engines have an advantage in terms of power, speed and fuel consumption over 
both kerosene and gasoline engines. The cost analysis reveals that at the rated output of 7 hp, kerosene 
engines are the most cost efficient, while at 10 hp, diesel engines are the most cost efficient. 

Introduction 

The Philippine municipal fisheries sector in- 
cludes more than 90% of the nation's fishermen 
but contributes only slightly more than 50% of 
total fish production. Recognizing that inadequate 
vessels and gear contribute to the low productivity 
of small-scale fishermen, development programs 
directed at the municipal sector include the pro- 
vision of cheap credit for the improvement of 
gear and the motorization of vessels. 

It is estimated that less than 50% of the tradi- 
tional slim-hulled, double-outriggered canoes or 
"bancas" used by municipal fishermen are motor- 
ized. Among these rhotorized vessels, the engines 
in predominant use are low-powered inboard 
gasoline models, despite the commonly accepted 
fact that gasoline engines are less fuel-efficient 
than diesel engines. 

This paper, using information culled from 
manufacturers' brochures, compares the technical 
and cost efficiency of gasoline, kerosene and diesel 
engines with the objective of identifying the pro- 
pulsion mode most suitable for use in Philippine 
bancas and of providing a persuasive basis for pro- 
moting its adoption. 

For each mode of propulsion, 7 and 10 hp 
single-cylinder, air-cooled, 4-stroke inboard models 
of popular brands were chosen for comparison. 
Inboard models are less expensive to  purchase and 
to operate than outboard motors of equivalent 
power. Low-powered engines are suitable for use 
in traditional municipal bancas which measure 
from 4 to 11 m in length and about 0.7 m in beam 
amidship and which have, by definition, a maxi- 
mum capacity of 3 gt. 

In the analysis that follows, the sample gaso- 
line, kerosene and diesel engines are represented 
by A, B and C respectively; while horsepower 



ratings are denoted by subscripts, 1 for 7 hp and 
2 for 10 hp. Table 1 provides the basic specifica- 
tions of the sample engines. It should be noted 
that the kerosene samples, B, and B2, are actually 
gasoline engines adapted to accept kerosene fuel, 
and that C, refers to a 7.5 hp, rather than 7 hp 
diesel engine. 

Technical Considerations 

Theoretically, the major considerations in 
rating the performance of an engine are power, 
speed and fuel economy. Fig. 1 shows the rela- 
tionships between these variables within the 
recommended operating (propeller) speed range 
of each model. Diesel engines clearly exhibit the 
best overall performance, although B, is slightly 
more fuel efficient than C,. 

At the recommended operating output of 
approximately 80% of maximum brake horse- 
power (bhp), A, has a slight advantage over B, 
in terms of power delivered and rotational force 
or torque, though this advantage diminishes with 
an increase in engine speed and completely dis- 
appears when A, is upgraded to A, (B, power 
curves lie above A, power curves). Whatever 
slight advantage A, has over B,, however is offset 
by the comparative fuel inefficiency of gasoline 
engines, which have the highest reported fuel con- 
sumption per hour at full load and maximum 
output. 

Though Fig. 1 reflects only the theoretical per- 
formance of these engines, a study by Hawker 
Siddeley Marine, Ltd. (1980), using lightweight 
diesel engines fitted onto a 7-m banca indicates 
good technical correlation between simple theory 
and actual test results. 

With respect to engine weight, diesel engines 
have a distinct disadvantage, C, being close to 
50% heavier per unit output than either B1 or 
A,.  This comparative disadvantage, however, is 
considerably reduced at 10 hp, as.the weight to  
power ratio decreases for the diesel engines with 
an increase in rated horsepower while it increases 
for both kerosene and gasoline engines. Indexing 
the weight to power ratios using B, at 4.0 kg/hp 
as the base gives B, = 1, A, = 1.05, B, = 1.18, 
A, = 1.35, C2 = 1.42 and C1 = 1.48. 

Diesel engines, with injection ignition rather 
than spark ignition systems, provide for more 
complete combustion and require less highly 
refined and less volatile fuel. Thus, fuel for diesel 
engines is not only cheaper but gives off less 
toxic exhaust fumes and is less of a fire hazard, 
providing for easier handling and storage, than 
gasoline or kerosene. Kerosene is a liquid hydro- 
carbon similar to gasoline but with a higher igni- 
tion temperature which, though making it safer 
than gasoline, presents combustion difficulties. 

Table 1. Comparative specifications of sample engines. All engines single cylinder, air-cooled, 4-stroke. 

Gasoline Kerosene Diesel 
A1 A2 B1 B2 c1 c2 

Peak output (hp)a 
Recommended operating speed 

range (rprn) 

Maximum torque (N-m) 

Bore (mm) 
Stroke (mm) 
Displacement (cc) 
Weight (kg) 
Fuel consumption per hour 

(literslb 
List price (pesos)' 

7 

1,800-3,600 

15.3 at 
2,200 rprn 

75 
64 
277 
30 

2.5 
2,500 

10 

1,800-3,600 

22.7 at 
2,300 rprn 

8 3 
7 3 
392 
54 

4 
3,600 

7 

2,000-3,600 

14.6 at 
2,600 rprn 

7 4 
60 
2 58 
28 

1.53 
4,820 

10 

1,800-3,600 

24.4 at 
2,300 rprn 

8 2 
74 
391 
47 

2.3 
6,180 

7.5 

1,500-3,600 

16.9 at 
2,200 rprn 

82 
68 
359 
44 

1.9 
11,000 

10 

1,000-3,000 

27.9 at 
1,700 rprn 

85 
80 
454 
5 7 

2.1 
12,200 

a~asoline model evaluated using Society of Automotive Engineemsmall Engine Test Code-J607; Kerosene and Diesel model evaluated 
using DIN 70' 020. 

b ~ t  maximum brake horsepower (bhp) and full load. 
of February 1981. 
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Fig. 1. Theoretical, comparative performances of selected gasoline, kerosene and diesel engines. 



Cost Considerations 

Diesel engines are considerably more expensive 
than either kerosene or gasoline engines. However, 
they have a much longer useful life span, require 
less frequent servicing and overhauling and have 
lower fuel cost than either gasoline or kerosene 
engines. Gasoline engines, on the other hand, have 
the lowest initial cost but are the most fuel 
expensive. 

Table 2 presents a comparative cost analysis of 
the sample engines, where total operating cost per 
hour is the sum of the engine cost per hour (initial 
cost/total useful life), fuel cost per hour (fuel 
consumption rate x fuel price) and maintenance 
cost per hour. Surprisingly, at 7 hp, the kerosene 
model B1 is the most cost efficient, registering 
the lowest hourly operating cost at P6.48, com- 
pared to P 7.29 for CI and P12.90 for A,. At 10 hp, 

Table 2. Comparative cost aaalysis of sample engines. 

the hourly operating cost of gasoline engines is 
more than double that for kerosene or diesel 
(A2 = P20.33, Bz = P9.13, C2 = 8.23). The in- 
crease in rated horsepower from seven to  ten 
causes a 58% increase in the hourly cost of 
gasoline engines, a 41% increase for kerosene 
engines, and a 13% increase for diesel engines. 

Assuming an engine utilization of 1,000 hr 
per year, a fisherman can completely offset the 
initial cost advantage of Al after 1.5 years with 
the savings from operating at lower cost with 
C1, and shortly after four months with B1 
(Table 2). For 10 hp engines, even less time is 
required to offset the initial cost advantage of 
the gasoline engine. Though it would take 6.5 
years operating a diesel engine to  offset the 
initial cost advantage of kerosene over diesel 
engines, the long life span of diesel engines makes 
it, in the long run, more cost efficient than the 
10 hp kerosene engine. 

Gasoline Kerosene Diesel 
A1 A2 B1 B2 Cl '32 

A. Total operating cost per hour 

Initial cost (P) 
Estimated useful life (hr) 
Engine cost per hour (P) 
Fuel consumption at maximum 
(literslhr) 
Fuel price as of August 1980 
(Plliter) 
Fuel cost per hour (P) 
Servicinglparts cost per hour (P) 
Total operating cost per hour 
( 3  + 6 + 7)  (P) 

B. Hours for initial cost advantage to  break even with operating cost disadvantage 

1. Initial cost advantage (P): 

Al over B1 = 2,320 A2 over BZ = 2,580 
A, over C1 = 8,500 A2 over C2 = 8,600 
BI  over C l  = 6,180 B2 over C2 = 6,060 

2. Operating cost disadvantage per hour (P): 

Al  over B1 = 6.42 A2 over B2 = 11.18 
A l  over C1 = 5.61 A2 over C2 = 12.10 
B1 over C1 = - B2 over C2 = .92 

3. Hours t o  break even: 

A l o v e r B l =  361 Az over B2 = 231 
A, over C l  = 1,515 A2 over C2 = 710 
B1 over C1 = - B2 over C2 = 6,587 

Note: Estimations of useful life. fuel consumption and servicinglparts cost per hour are based on information obtained from manufacturers' 
brochures and a comparative study of diesel and gasoline engines prepared by Hawker Siddeley Marine. Limited (1980). 



Though at 7 hp the kerosene engine has the 
poorest technical performance among the three 
modes of propulsion, it surfaces as the lightest 
and most cost-effective engine. At 10 hp, the 
diesel engine, despite its slight disadvantage of 
being heavier and bulkier, is the most efficient 
means of propulsion both in terms of technical 
performance and comparative overall cost. 

Though this study is far from rigorous, it 
does indicate that gasoline engines, despite being 

the most predominantly used by small-scale fish- 
ermen, are not the most efficient means of pro- 
pulsion for the traditional Philippine banca. The 
promotion of either diesel or kerosene engines, 
however, would probably require extensive and 
systematic government support. The provision of 
cheap credit would be essential in overcoming 
higher initial capital costs, and extension pro- 
grams would be necessary to convince fishermen 
of the longer term advantages of more efficient 
engines. The setting up of spare parts/service 
centers and fuel depots would follow if distribu- 
tors could be assured of a market for their product. 
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Abstract 

Taiwan's fishing industry has developed rapidly in recent years. Distant-water pelagic and inshore fish- 
eries have shown particularly large growth, with accompanying increases in the size of fishing vessels and 
their engines. Measures undertaken by the Government to  cope with problems arising from the energy 
crisis and the establishment of 200-mile exclusive economic zones are described. 

Introduction 

Fisheries have developed rapidly with Govern- 
ment support in Taiwan. In 1952, Taiwan's 
fisheries production rose to the prewar level 
reached in 1940, or 121,697 mt. Under the 
auspices of a series of four-year economic develop- 
ment plans introduced in 1953, Taiwan's fisheries 
developed rapidly and production increased 
greatly. From 1969 to 1979, fisheries production 
increased from 560,918 mt to 929,326 mt, 
showing a 5.2% increase per year, and it is ex- 
pected to pass one million mt in the near future. 
The growth of pelagic and inshore fisheries has 
been especially remarkable. The fishing fleets of 
Taiwan now operate in all the oceans of the world 
and most of the catch of highly valued species is 
exported. 

In recent years, the energy crisis and the setting 
up of 200-mile exclusive economic zones and 
extension of territorial waters by many maritime 
nations have posed difficulties for the fishing 
industry of Taiwan. To cope with the situation, 
the Government has taken the following steps to 
boost catches and reduce costs: (i) encourage the 
use of fishing boats of appropriate size; (ii) 
popularize fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP) 
fishing boats; (iii) improve hull forms; (iv) im- 
prove engines; (v) introduce better fishing methods 
and (vi) improve accuracy of fishing forecasts. 

Development of Fishing Boats 

The fishing industry has owed its growth 
mainly to the expansion of fishing fleets (Chueh 
and Lu 1974). The average size of Taiwanese 



fishing boats has increased during the last three 
decades, and the fish production from powered 
boats has improved dramatically (Table 1). From 
1969 to 1979, the tonnage of powered vessels 
increased by 97%, from 230,562 to 455,453 gross 
tons. The average tonnage per boat also went up 
from 22 to 33 gt. Boats between 20 and 49 gt 
grew remarkably in number and those under 
5 gt decreased. These 10 years were also charac- 
terized by a great increase in the number of larger 
vessels, especially those from 500 to 999 gt which 
increased sevenfold. Those ranging from 200 to 
499 gt rose by 3.2 times and those in the ranges 
of 20 to 49 gt and 50 to 99 gt by factors of 2.5 
and 2.3, respectively (Table 2). 

The number of small boats decreased because 
the decline of resources in coastal waters drove 
fishing vessels into inshore and pelagic waters 
(Jiang 1980). The number of rafts has increased 
during the past ten years (Table 3) due to the 
recent trend of converting to outboard motor 
plastic rafts, which are combined with bamboo 
rafts in Taiwan's statistics (Chen 1974). 

Table 1. Change in number and gross tonnage of fishing 
boats, and importance of powered boats, 1952-197ga. 

Per cent 
of catch 

Total Total Per cent of taken by 
no. of gross vessels powered 

Year vessels tonnage powered vessels 

INCREASE OF FRP VESSELS 
FRP has gradually replaced wood in the 

construction of fishing vessels in Taiwan. From 
1969 to 1979, powered FRP boats increased in 
number from 4 to 315 (Table 4). Most of the 
fishing boats under 50 gt now in construction are 
of FRP, contributing to a great improvement in 
the quality of Taiwan's fishing vessels. 

Table 3. Change in number of non-powered fishing craft, 
1969-197ga. 

Bamboo 
Year Sampans rafts 

a~ource: Taiwan Fisheries Bureau. 

Table 4. FRP fishing boats launched, 1969-197ga. 

Newly-built FRP Total newly-built (A)/(B) 
fishing boats fishing boats X 

Year (A) (B) 100 (%) 

'Source: Taiwan Fisheries Bureau. 'Source: Taiwan Fisheries Bureau. 

Table 2. Change in number of powered fishing boats by tonnage, 1969-1979a. 

Increase (B)/(A) 
End of 1969 End of 1979 or x 

(A)  (B) decrease 100 (%) 

Powered boats (marine) 
Under 5 gt 

5-9 
10-19 
20-49 
50-99 

100-199 
200-499 
500-999 

Over 1,000 gt 

a~ource: Taiwan Fisheries Bureau. 



Table 5. Preliminary weight estimates (tons) for 33.6 m light ship with different hull  material^.^ 

Wood Steel 

FRP 
Single skin and frames Sandwich 

Mat Mat-roving Mat Mat-roving 

Hull structure 
Outfit and hull eng. 
Fish gear 
Main and aux. machy 

Sub-total 202 212 157 153 162 157 
Margin-design (10%) 20 21 16 15 16 16 
Margin-soakage (5%) 10 - - - - - 
Light ship 232 233 173 168 178 

- 
173 

Hull structure relative to wood 1.05 0.62 0.59 0.66 0.62 
Light ship relative to wood 1.01 0.75 0.72 0.77 0.75 

'~ource: Della Rocca (1967). 

The use of FRP instead of wood significantly 
reduces the weight of the primary hull structure 
by 38 to 41% (Table 5). The significant weight 
savings can be used to increase fish-hold capacity 
and endurance and reduce horsepower require- 
ment. 

Hull form design is complex work, since it 
includes many parameters (length, beam, draft, 
prismatic coefficient, block coefficient, entrance 
angle, trim, etc.) which vary greatly with local 
conditions, fishing methods, construction mate- 
rials, engine weights, distance to the fishing 
grounds and other factors. It is obviously impos- 
sible to  design a few standard hulls adaptable to 
all conditions. 

Taiwan's traditional fishing boats are charac- 
terized by: 

1. A large prismatic coefficient (C,), generally 
over 0.7, because of the shipowner's request for a 
larger capacity at fore body or after body. A 
larger C, increases resistance (Nakamura 1953). 

2. A large block coefficient (C,), generally over 
0.7, in compliance with the shipowner's request 
for a larger capacity. The result of larger C, is 
greater wave resistance (Dai and Lee 1975). 

3. Most of Taiwan's fishing boats have an even 
keel. "Trim by stern," in which the draft aft is 
greater than the draft forward, reduces ship 
resfstamx at speeds in excess of 12 knots (Naka- 
mura 1953; Patullo and Thomson 1965) and 
makes it possible to install a propeller with a 
larger diameter, thus increasing propulsive effi- 
ciency. 

Table 6 shows the major design parameters of 
the traditional and improved hull forms. The 

improved hull forms reduce fuel cost greatly, 
requiring only 62.6% of original horsepower (Dai 
and Lee 1975). 

IMPROVED PROPULSIVE ENGINES 

With the increase in the size of vessels, a 
significant change has occurred in the horsepower 
and type of propulsive engines. The total horse- 
power of vessels increased from 601,156 hp in 
1969 to 1,435,605 hp in 1979, an increase of 
over loo%, while the average horsepower of 
vessels increased from 57.4 hp to 106.6 hp over 
the same period. 

Most of the boats are equipped with diesel 
engines which are high in efficiency, small in size, 
light in weight, economical in fuel cost and easy 
to  handle. Such engines, low in fuel consumption, 
are popular now in Taiwan. 

CHOICE OF FISHING METHODS 

Considerable fuel can be saved by switching 
from trawling to long-lining, purse-seining or 
gill-netting (Table 7). In 1979, about 45% of 
Taiwan's fisheries production came from trawlers. 
In order to save energy and protect marine 
resources, the Government now withholds licenses 
for trawler construction and, by providing loans, 
encourages fishermen to build purse seiners, 
longliners and gill-netters. 

Purse seine fishing is a highly mechanized and 
effective fishing method especially suited to 
harvesting the surface and upper level migratory 
species (Anon. 1976). Mackerel and horse mack- 
erel abound in waters off northern and southern 
Taiwan. Longlines and gill-nets are less effective 
fishing methods, but both can be used at the same 
time on the same trip, saving a lot of fuel. 



Table 6. Major design parameters of traditional and improved hull formsa 

Improved Traditional 
fishing boat fishing boat 

Length from after side of stern post to fore side of 
stem bar at load w a t e r l i n r b p  

Breadth-B 
Mean draught-T 
Block coefficientb--eB 

Displacement (tons salt water) 8 
Length-breadth ratio-LIB 
Length-draught ratio-LIT 
Breadth-draught ratio-BIT 
Length-displacement ratio-L/ V '/3 
Initial trim (difference between aft draft and forward draft) 
Length of center buoyance as percentage of L from amidships 
Half angle of entrance of load waterplanc%aE 
Prismatic coefficientc--Cp 

v - 
AM LBP 

842 Ts 
5.45 

11.27 
2.25 
4.81 
1.724 m aft 
2.84% LBP aft 

20' 
0.675 

842 Ts 
5.8 

11.37 
2.36 
4.81 
0 
0.716% LBP aft 

29' 
0.740 

:source: Dai and Lee (1975). v = displacement volume. 
'AM = amidship section area 

Table 7. Fuel consumption per kilogram of fish landed for 
different fishing methodsa. 

Fuel ratio: 
Fishing method kg fuel/kg fish 

Bottom trawling, middle water 
Bottom trawling, near water 
Longlining, middle water 
Longlining, near water 
Coastal fishing 

FISHING FORECASTS 
Fishing boats, especially those without fish 

finders, generally spend a large part of their time 
and fuel searching for fish schools. As the behavior 
of all fishes has a great deal to do with water 
temperature, salinity, current, food availability, 
etc., a firm grasp of these variables will make the 
job of fish finding easier for the fishermen. The 
Government has started a project to  strengthen 
synoptic oceanographic surveys and analyses and 
to  issue relevant information to fishermen to 
facilitate their location of fishing grounds. During 
the peak fishing season each year, information on 
fish forecasts is passed to fishermen by radio 
(Anon. 1976). 
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Abstract 

The rising cost of petroleum has necessitated the examination of means of reducing fuel consumption 
by fishing vessels. Although sails have nearly disappeared from fishing vessels in many parts of the world, 
they have a long history and the aerodynamics of sails is well understood. While the exclusive use of sail 
may not be feasible in many areas, the addition of sail to an engine-powered vessel can lead to significant 
fuel savings. I t  is calculated that a 1 5  gt vessel powered by a 50 hp engine can save approximately 16% 
of its fuel by employing a sail with an area of 17.7 mZ, assuming that the vessel operated 226 days per 
year and that the wind force will be adequate for sail use on 40% of those days. 

In spite of problems such as installing the mast and sail, low acceptance by vessel owners and crews, 
inconvenience in use, etc., it would be most worthwhile to intensify efforts for the installation of sails 
on fishing vessels in order to  save fuel and reduce the impact of any energy crisis. 
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Abstract 

Various types of fishing vessels are constructed in Thailand, mostly of local wood, 14 to 40 m long. 
Most Thai boats have a round bilge, displacement hull, flat stern and a large carrying capacity, and most 
are built without benefit of blueprints. Boatbuilding is on a cottage-industry basis and labor-intensive. 
Comparatively, a traditional Thai fishing boat's costs of construction are very low, about 25 to 50% 
cheaper than boats of the same sizes but built to  modern design and specifications. 

Introduction 

Most Thai fishing vessels are built by local ship- 
yards using traditional methods which are labor- 
intensive and employ local hardwoods as building 
materials. The methods are both unique and highly 
developed. This paper describes the types of fishing 
vessels built in Thailand and the materials, con- 
struction methods, labor requirements and costs 
for constructing them. 

Types of Fishing Vessels 

A variety of types and sizes of vessels are con- 
structed in Thailand for use in trawling, purse- 
seining, gill-netting and other forms of fishing. By 

far the largest number of boats are used for otter- 
board trawling, followed by shrimp gill-netting, 
push-netting, other forms of gill-netting and 
pair-trawling (Table 1). 

The Thai fishing fleet is comprised mostly of 
wooden boats of various sizes and shapes, with 
lengths between 14 and 40 m. The design is 
simple. Most Thai boats have a round bilge, dis- 
placement hull, flat stern and a large carrying 
capacity. The vessels normally have sawn-wood 
frame construction. The deckhouse is placed aft 
of midship and provides sleeping quarters for 
crew members. A small cooking facility is located 
behind the deckhouse. The engine room is located 
under the deckhouse and fish holds are located in 
front of the engine room. Fish boxes are deposited 
on the roof of the bridge. However, this construc- 



tion has the disadvantage of not producing a high 
degree of seaworthiness. 

Recently, the number of small fishing vessels 
under 40 gt increased and the large offshore fishing 
vessels over 400 gt, which were built in large quan- 
tities until 1980, gave way to medium-sized vessels 
of 100 to 250 gt. 

The principal characteristics of the five most 
important hull types currently used by Thai fish- 
ermen are described below. 

Type 1 
This type has a straight raking stem, a good 

amount of sheer, high bow, low-overhauling stem, 
a full rounded midship section, narrow beam, 
relatively short draft and a heavily pronounced 
rubbing strake. There is a high cabin aft or amid- 
ships (Figs. 1-4). The size ranges from 12  to 40 m, 
the most common being from 16 to  25 m in length. 
These vessels are used as trawlers and purse-seiners. 

A raked stem is present, similar to that of Type 
1, and there is a full midship section and narrow 
beam; the principal difference is in the stem, which 
is flat and wedge-shaped. A transom replaces the 
counter stem of Type 1 (Fig. 5). These vessels are 
used as gill-netters, beam trawlers, anchovy purse- 
seiners and push-net boats. 

Type 3 
This, the sailing "Rua Chalom" hull, is a double- 

ended, broad-beamed, full-bodied hull with a 
sharply raked high, straight stem which is broad 
and flat at the top, tapering to a typical V at the 
water line. The near-vertical, high-stern post is 
similarly shaped (Fig. 6). Sizes range from 6 to 
16 m in length. These vessels are used as purse- 
seiners and gill-netters. 

Type 4 
This type consists of a double-ended hull differ- 

ent from Type 3 in the narrower beam and shape 
of stem and stern post. It is found mainly on the 
coast along the western Gulf of Thailand from 
Songkhla to Narathiwat, and the Andaman Sea 
coast from Ranong to Satun (Fig. 7). There are 
two principal variations, the first with an attractive 
crescent-shaped bow and stem post, the second 
with a straight stem and higher bow with a similar 
but lower straight-stem post (Fig. 8). 

Type 4s are usually found in the smaller sizes 
ranging from 5 to 10 m, although some larger 
vessels are also built to  this design. The propulsion 

is by small, inboard diesel engines, long-shaft out- 
board gasoline engines or, in some smaller sizes, a 
single lug sail. These boats are commonly used for 
gill-netting, long-lining and hand-lining. 

This is another regional type found exclusively 
in three of the southern provinces of the western 
Gulf of Thailand: Songkhla, Pattani and Nara- 
thiwat. Open boats, ranging in size from 6 to 15 m, 
they are doubleended with a narrow beam and 
shallow draft (Fig. 9 and 10). The shapes of the 
stem and stem are characteristic, as is the curving 
sheer line h d  the ornately carved and painted 
decoration. Painted decorations often extend up 
the stem and stem post, with more running the 
length of the sheer between pairs of rubbing 
strakes. The propulsion is by small or medium 
long-shaft outboard gasoline engines or a sinde 
lug sail. The boats are commonly used as gill- 
netters. 

Recently, more modem fishing vessel designs 
were introduced in Thailand (Fig. 11). Future 
developments in ilshing vessel construction may 
be expected to emphasize such new designs. 

Boat Construction Methods 

Thai Boatbuilding Timbers 

Thailand is world-famous for its teak (Tectona 
grandis) wood, and the older boats were often built 

Table 1. Number of fishing boats registered, by type of 
fishing method, 1976-1979. 

5 p e  of 
fishingmethod 1976 1977 1978 1979 

Otter board trawl 
Pair trawl 
Beam trawl 
Thai purse seine 
Chinese purse seine 
Anchovy purse seine 
Luring purse seine 
Spanish mackerel 

gill net 
Pomfret gill net 
Mackerel encircling 

gill net 
Other gill net 
Push net 
Shrimp gill net 
Long line 
Other net 
Squid cast net 

Total 9,388 



Fig. 1. Traditional fishing vessel Type 1. 



PRINCIPAL DIMENSION 

Fig. 2. Traditional fishing vessel Type 1. 



Fig. 3. Traditional Thai fishing vessel (stem trawler). 

Fig. 4. Trend towards a modem trawler with deck house forward. 



Fig. 5. Traditional fishing vessel Type 2. 



F i g s .  Traditional fishing vessel Type 3. 



Fig. 7. Map of Thailand. 



Fig. 8. Traditional fishing vessel Type 4. 



Fig. 9. Traditional fishing vessel Type 5. 



Fig, 10. Traditional fishing vessel Type 5. 



Fig. 11. A fishing vessel recently designed by the author, which probably indicates the direction 
of development of fishing boats in Thailand in the future. 

completely of this hard, heavy, durable wood. 
But teak has become progressively less available 
and consequently too expensive for boat owners. 
Moreover, other woods have been found more 
satisfactory for the various components of the 
vessel. 

Takien (Hopea odorata) is now in great demand 
for hull construction. Takien, a first-class wood, is 
used for all components of the boat. Harder and 
heavier than either teak or kiam (see below), it is 
much more elastic; it is equally resistant to wood- 
worms and will last for 10  years in an untreated 
state. Takien is a yellowish grey or brown wood 
that darkens with exposure, has medium texture 
and takes a high polish. 

Kiam (Cotylelobium lanceolatum) is also in 
great demand for hull construction, particularly 
for underwater planking. Like takien, kiam is 
harder, heavier and more elastic than teak; it is 
greyish brown, even-textured and turns darker on 
exposure; it will last for 10 years in an untreated 
state. Like teak, kiam is resinous and very resistant 
to  woodworms. 

Pradu (Pterocarpus macroearpus) is harder, 
heavier and more elastic than the other woods 
mentioned here, turning dark red with exposure. 
It is a structural wood used for flooring, beams 
and panelling. It takes a beautiful, high polish. 

Smasarn (Cassia gattettiana) and getdang (Del- 
bergia dongnaiensis) are two extremely hard, 
heavy woods used for treenails. Smasarn is 
considered the best for the purpose. 

The most widely used species of wood for the 
construction of fishing boats in Thailand are 
listed and described in Table 2. The quantities of 
timber required for boatbuilding purposes are 
listed in Table 3. 

Basic Construction 
Scantling of traditional fishing boats, based 

upon experience and established local boatbuilding 
practice, is adequate for small- and medium-size 
(14 to 24 m) boats. However, for medium and 
larger boats (25 to 40 m), scantling is based upon 
the standard method suggested by Simpson (1960). 

Fishing boats in Thailand are being constructed 
with a keel and frame, because from time to time 
the boats are dragged ashore on their flat bottom. 
Usually, a long and heavy timber is laid along the 
centerline of the keel. The stem and stem post 
are scarfed to the forward- and after-end of the 
keel. Transverse frames are laid over the keel at 
intervals to form the basic hull shape. Hull planks 
are then fastened to  the outer edges of the frames 
and rabbeted to the stem and stem post. 



Table 2. Properties and cost of timber for boat construction. 

Weight (air dry) Price per cu. ft. (US$) 
No. Species Trade name lb/ft3 kg/m3 1977 1980 1981 

Takrieta sp. 
Lagerstroemia speciosa 
Cotylelobium lanceolatum 
Anisoptera sp. 
A fzelia xylocarpa 
Pterocarpus macrocarpus 
Tectona grand is 
Hopea odorata 
Hopea ferrea 
Anogeissus acuminata 
Cassia gattettiana 
Delbergia dongnaiensis 

Chumprak 
Intanil 
Kiam 
Krabak 
Makamong 
Pradu 
Teak (Sak) 
Takien-Tong 
Takien-Hin 
Takien-Nu 
Smasarn 
Getdang 

Table 3. Quantity of timber required and expenditure 
involved. 

Quantity of 
Boat timber Cost (US$) 

Meters Feet cu. ft. 1980 1981 

Most Thai fishing boats are constructed without 
blueprints or drawings. Hull shapes are mostly 
products of sight, experience and tradition, 
although in some cases a wooden half-hull model 
of the boat is carved out of wood (Fig. 12), and 
when builder and owner are satisfied with the 
shape, the model is cut up into longitudinal or 
transverse sections. Measurements of these 
sections are scaled up to produce full-size dimen- 
sions. Rough sketches also help establish the 
proper shapes (Figs. 1 3  and 14). 

Tools 

Apart from the ordinary tools used by every 
carpentersuch as saw, chisel, hammer, plane, 
drill, crew augers, etc.---the Thai boatbuilder or 
boat repairer uses many tools peculiar to his own 
trade, such as axe, adze, shell auger, caulking 
mallet, caulking irons, rake gimlet, etc. These 
hand tools often represent the only means of 
working wood. However, power equipment such 
as band saws, circular saws, jointers and surfacers 
or power planers are becoming more common in 
Thai boatyards. 

Fastening 
The traditional fastening used by Thai fishing 

boatbuilders is the treenail. This fastening is made 
from hardwood (smasarn or getdang) and is simply 
a roughly round stick fitted with a sawcut at one 
end into which are driven tapered wedges made of 
any softwood (Figs. 15-17). ~ o z e  that the 
wedges are always driven across the direction of '  
the grain of the timber nearest the wedge. If this 
were not done, the wedge would split the timber. 



Fig. 12. Carved miniature half-hull models are used as guides for building Thai boats. 

Fig. 13. Rough drawings rather than detailed plans are used by most Thai shipyards. 

Fig. 14. The first stage of the construction of a fishing boat involves the drawing of the shapes 
of the frames full size on  the mould loft floor. 



I 
Tree Nail-- I i Wedge (Soft Wood) 

Wedge 

-Sawcut before driving 

Fig. 17. Treenails spread and ready to  be sawed flush. 

Table 4.  Cost of 2-cm diameter treenails of various lengths. 

Plank 2 Frame 

Fig. 15. Details of treenail fastening planks to frames. 

Fig. 16. Treenails about 20  cm long being cut. They are 
made of Thai hard woods, such as smasarn or getdang. 

The hole to take a treenail should give a fairly 
tight fit. Treenails can be made easily by driving 
an almost round piece of timber through a suitably 
sized hole in a piece of steel plate. Thus, by boring 
different sizes of holes on a piece of steel, boat- 
builders can make any size of treenail needed. 

Thai fishing boatbuilders use treenails for 
fastening planks to frames. However, hotdipped 
galvanized bolts are required for harder surfaces, 
and hotdipped galvanized bolt nails and bronze 
screws are required for fastening decking to 
beams and universal joints. Typical prices for 

Length Cost ( $  per 100 pieces) 
(cm) 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 

standard sizes of treenails approximately 2 cm in 
diameter are given in Table 4. 

In the last five years, hotdipped galvanized 
boat nails have been rapidly replacing treenails. 
The reason for this is principally economic, as the 
cost of making and fitting a treenail has risen 
rapidly with the increase in the cost of wood 
and labor. 

Boatbuilding Yards 

The fishing boatbuilding industry in Thailand is 
mainly conducted on a cottage-industry basis, with 
only about 15% of new boatbuilding operations 
considered commercial in scale. Boatbuilding 
yards exist in Bangkok, Samut Prakarn and Samut 
Sakhon, but some of the yards are not exclusively 
for fishing boats. 

Almost all Thai fishing boats are built by local 
shipyards. There are about 170 shipyards in major 
coastal provinces along the coast of both the Gulf 
of Thailand and the Indian Ocean. However, the 
majority of the shipyards capable of building 
boats of 100 gt or more in capacity are concen- 
trated along the coast of the inner Gulf of Thailand. 

The largest shipyard in Thailand is capable of 
building annually from 6 to 8 vessels 100 gt or 
more in size while the majority of boatyards each 
produces only two to three such boats annually. 
Hull construction takes approximately 6 to 9 
months. 



The number of fishing boatbuilding and repair 
yards in Thailand are listed in Table 5. 

Labor Requirement 

Thai fishing boat construction, like most other 
forms of boatbuilding, is labor-intensive. The man- 
hours required to build the wooden hull vary 
greatly, depending on the experience of the local 
boatbuilder. 

Table 6 and Fig. 18 give the mandays or man- 
hours required to build the hull for boats of vary- 
ing lengths, build the deckhouse and for caulking. 
The data presented are based on actual man-hours 
recorded by builders who have had previous expe- 
rience in wooden-boat construction. 

Cost Comparison 

Prices of Thai fishing vessels vary considerably 
with shipyard, construction material, type of fish- 
ing vessel, etc. However, the cost of a traditional 
Thai fishing boat built in a local shipyard is still 
very low. If compared with a boat built to modem 
designs and specifications, quotations are normally 
about 25 to 50% cheaper. 

Fig. 19 gives the 1981 cost for vessels of differ- 
ent CUNO (cubic number, or length overall x 

Table 5. Fishing boatbuilding and repair yards in Thailand. 

beam x depth), built in Thailand, based on actual 
costs recorded by the author. The cost curve 
shows the total cost of vessel with engine and 
equipment. It is assumed that for every size of 
vessel shown in Fig. 20, there is an appropriate 
size of engine as shown in Fig. 21. However, if the 
engine actually used is bigger or smaller than what 
would normally be expected and also of a differ- 
ent type, the total cost has to be adjusted in pro- 
portion to the horsepower and type of engine. 
For this, it is assumed that the engine costs 
including installation represent 35% of the total 
costs of the vessel. 

Table 7 gives the total cost of traditional 
wooden hulls. This cost does not include painting, 
fishhold insulation and equipment. 

The 1979 cost of a 12.35 m boat with equip- 
ment and fishing gear was approximately $45,914, 
and the cost of a 19.40 m boat, $120,346 (Table 8). 

Prices of materials for boatbuilding have been 
increasing rapidly, due to increasing demand for 
wood used in boat construction. The better-quality 
types of wood used are also becoming increasingly 
more difficult to obtain as stocks become depleted. 
Thus, prices for takien-tong (one of the most 
popular tree species for Thai boatbuilding) have 
increased by approximately 70% in the last three 
years. 

Location Build and Production Boats built 
(province) Build repair Repair capacity* 1977 1979 1980 

Trad 
Chanthaburi 
Rayong 
Chonburi 
Chaehoongsao 
Samut Prakarn 
Samut Sakhon 
Samut Songkhram 
Phetchaburi 
Prachuab Khiri Khan 
Chumphorn 
Surat Thani 
Nakhon Si Thammarat 
Songkhla 
Pattani 
Narathiwat 
Ranong 
Phangnga 
Phuket 
Krabi 
Trang 
Satun 
Bangkok 

*The number of boats which can be built annually. 



Table 6. Labor requirement and cost for hull construction. 

Boat (LOA) CUNO Man-hours Labor cost (US$) 
Meters Feet m3 (100 hr) 1979 1980 1981 

CuNo 

1 1 1  I I I I I I I I I I I I J 
010 14 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 Meters 

Fig. 18. Relation between man-hours, man-days and cubic number (LOA x B x D). 



Table 7.  Approximate cost of wooden hull built locally. 

Boat (LOA) CUNO Cost of hull and deckhouse (US$) 
meters feet m3 1979 1980 1981 

Building cost 

(I000 us $ 1  
700 - 

600 - 

500 - 

400 - 

300 - 

200 - 

Cub& number 
( m3) 

0 .  1 I I 
500 1000 1500 2000 
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CuNo 

Meters 

Fig. 19. Cost of traditional boatbuilding in Thailand (1981). Cost includes engine and 
equipment. 



Table 8. Cost estimates for Thai fishing vessels built locally, 1979. 

Gill net Traditional purse-seine Stern trawl 
Item 12.35 x 3.3 x 1.61 ma 14.35 x 3.76 x 1.66 ma 18.35 x 4.8 x 2.3 ma 19.40 x 5.0 x 2.38 ma 25 x 6.5 x 3.5 ma 

Hull, deckhouse, fish hold and paint etc. 380,000 
Engine 200,000 
Stern gear 62,000 
Engine installation, fuel and F.W. tanks 28,000 
Steering gear 16,000 
Deck fitting + fishing gear 10,000 
Electricity 6,000 

Marginal cost 15% 
Profit 
Purchase tax 3% 

Total baht 
Equivalent US.$ 

a~~~~ = LOA x B x D. 
b~ncludes generator and auxiliary engine. 
'~ncludes trawl winch. 
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Fig. 20. Relation between length overall, beam, depth and displacement of Thai fishing vessels. 
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Fig. 21. Relation between power of main engine and cubic number (LOA x B x D) obtained from a sam- 
ple of Thai fishing vessels. 



Conclusion sight in the traditional manner and even foremen 
boatbuilders are unable to build from drawings. 

Traditional Thai boatbuilding relies on a nucleus Nevertheless, increasingly the emphasis is in 
of skilled artisans who can and do produce excel- turning away from the traditional types toward 
lent work at high standards of craftsmanship. How- more modern vessels. 
ever, with a few exceptions boats are designed by 

Reference 

Simpson, D.S. 1960. Suggested standard scantlings, p. 152- Fishing News (Books) Ltd., West Byfleet, Surrey, 
166. In J.-0. Traung(ed.) Fishing boats of the world: 2. England. 



Summary of Discussion on Fishing Vessels, Engines and Fuels 

In response to questions on the problem of get- 
ting boats off a beach and through surf, the re- 
source speaker mentioned that FA0 has exper- 
imented with several types in India. These were 
inexpensive beach landing craft powered by small 
air-cooled industrial diesels. A complete report 
including economic analysis of six types will be 
produced by the Bay of Bengal Project once 
extensive trials have been completed. 

The relative merits of mono-hulls and cata- 
marans were discussed. It was mentioned that 
single-hulled boats are more compact and better 
suited for small harbors. They also draw more 
water and drift less quickly at sea. Catamarans are 
more stable and easier to propel. Being lighter 
they are also easier to pull up on a beach, but a 
lot depends on the locality, type of fishing and 
traditional preferences. Price-wise there was little 
difference between catamarans and mono-hulls up 
to  12 meters in length. Beyond that size it was 
generally agreed that mono-hulled vessels were 
preferable. 

Some surprise was expressed at the high speeds 
quoted for sailboats by the resource speaker. He 
explained that these speeds were for performance 
by vessels with a speed length ratio of around 1.0 
in beam winds of over 10 mph. With lighter winds 
or winds from other directions, or in heavy seas 
the speed length ratio might be reduced to 0.6 or 
0.8. 

One participant stated that there was still a 
future for wood as a boatbuilding material. 
In view of current deforestation in many countries, 
we might consider planting quick-growing species- 
10-year maturity as opposed to 25 years-as with 
proper drying and treatment the softer wood 
could still be utilized. The use of wooden tree- 
nails as in Thailand is a technology that could be 
reintroduced to boatbuilding for regions where 
such durable hardwoods were still available. 

Mention was also made of the use of cheap 
black plastic to make sails. This is being done 
by kattumaran fishermen near Madras. The sails 
are roped around the edges with locally made 
sisal or coir rope, handsewed to the sheeting. The 
resulting sails last for many months, any small 
tears being simply sewn together with rough 
stitches. 

A question was raised on propeller ducts and 
other mechanical methods of improving the 
performance of boat engines. Ducts could improve 
thrust in towing by up to 30% and might be 

helpful in trawling but not in other types of 
fishing or in free running. Controllable propeller 
pitch could be very useful but is costly and 
complicated, unless done manually, which requires 
slipping the vessel. 

A participant stated that fishing vessels are 
frequently overpowered and wasteful of fuel 
because of lack of information available to 
fishermen, most of whom are at the mercy of 
engine salesmen. Training programs for fishermen 
are needed. It was noted that without restrictions 
on engine size, fishermen tend to acquire larger 
and larger engines. One government encourages 
smaller engines by granting them a larger subsidy. 

The opinion was expressed that the loss of 
efficiency incurred in reverting to smaller engines 
and/or a sail-plus-power system was not necessarily 
a bad thing because many fisheries are presently 
over-exploited. The reduction in catch per vessel 
could be offset by the reduction in fuel costs and 
capital repayments. In some fisheries even in 
developed countries, no mechanized fishing is 
permitted (e.g., the oyster fishery of Chesapeake 
Bay, U.S.A.). If governments are to license or 
limit craft by size, they would be well-advised to 
use engine hp as the limiting factor rather than 
vessel length or tonnage. 

One participant noted the eagerness and 
rapidity with which gasoline engines had been 
adopted for bancas in the Philippines. The com- 
pany supplying the engines did a great deal of 
what was essentially extension work, teaching 
fishermen how to maintain the engines, etc. 
With the recent increase in fuel prices, it was felt 
that Philippine fishermen would be amenable 
to adopting more efficient engines. One technique 
to encourage transition to other engines is to lend 
out a few demonstration units, along with exten- 
sion agents to explain their use. Extension agents 
in small-scale fisheries credit programs are expected 
to  promote diesel engines in view of their cost 
efficiency. The diesel engines under consideration 
are similar to industrial, air-cooled diesels rather 
than to water-cooled marine diesels. It was agreed 
that any switch of engine type would take a long 
time. 

Some participants expressed concern at pro- 
posals to subsidize fuel for fishing fleets as 
it reduces the incentive to economize on fuel 
consumption. It was noted that both kerosene 
and diesel fuel are subsidized in the Philippines, 
and that a change in the government's subsidy 



policy could affect the cost comparison of these 
fuels with gasoline. Fishermen are lobbying 
for a gasoline subsidy. Another person observed 
that social benefits must be weighed against 
overall national economic considerations. 

One participant suggested that the price of fuel 
should be the concern not of fishermen but of the 
government because fishermen would simply pass 
on the increased cost to  the fish consumer as an 
increase in fish price. Others however pointed out 
that small-scale fishermen usually do not deter- 
mine prices but are price receivers, hence any 
reduction in their operating cost means some 
saving for them. 

Questions were raised about the credit facilities 
and interest rates available to fishermen in the 
Philippines and about the role of cooperatives. 
Interest rates to fishermen were believed to be 
relatively low, and there were said to be a number 
of fishermen's associations, many of which were 
willing to change to diesel. In one Philippine 
fishermen's association, 80% of the members are 
fishermen, the rest fish processors. In another 
country, co-ops started by the government failed, 
but those started by fishermen with their own 
money were successful. 

Participants thought that the mechanization 
program of the Maldives was particularly instruc- 
tive because of its unexpected results. By 1980, 
805 'dhonis' had been mechanized and an addi- 
tional 400 engines have recently arrived in the 
Maldives. Despite the 3 to 1 catch advantage of 
mechanized boats over sail boats, however, total 
landings and foreign exchange earnings have 
actually declined with the increased mechanization 
as sailing boats have stopped fishing because they 
no longer are able to compete with mechanized 
boats in the live bait pole-and-line fishery. More- 
over, with increased fuel prices, mechanized boats 
are now fishing fewer days per month. However, 
fishermen are reluctant to return to sail. Numerous 
comments and questions arose regarding the 
Maldives experience and these are summarized 
here. 

It was reported that the first mechanized 
prototype 'dhoni' in the Maldives was developed 
by FAO, but that Japanese assistance then took 
over with Yanmar engines being adopted under a 
liberal credit scheme. Sailing 'dhonis' that have 
not been adequately maintained (e.g., waterproof- 
ing of coconut timber hull with fish oil) have 
quickly declined in seaworthiness. There is 
apparently no serious marketing problem with 
'dhonis' selling their catch to Japanese buyer 
boats. The benefit to the country is primarily 

foreign exchange earnings; indeed, fish is the only 
major export. It was questioned why the sailing 
'dhonis' stopped fishing, and numerous factors 
were reported: 

0 mechanized 'dhonis' are able to  reach fish 
schools before the sailing 'dhonis' and since 
the fish are attracted by live bait, mechanized 
'dhonis' have been able to reserve schools 
for their own use. Sailing 'dhonis' were thus 
discouraged after trips with no catch. 
living conditions are not harsh in the Mal- 
dives, and fishermen who do not fish will 
not starve because food can be readily 
grown. 
tourism has opened numerous employment 
alternatives to  former fishermen and their 
families. 
the Maldives' large merchant fleet with 50+ 
vessels has provided opportunities for 
fishermen to become sailors. 

A participant asked if smaller engines could be 
used to improve mobility of the sailing fleet. It 
was pointed out that, although there appears to  
be some area for compromise here, fishermen are 
generally reluctant to give up their desire for 
'maximum speed.' Government requirements that 
all 'dhonis' carry sail, though generally complied 
with, have not yet led to actual use of the sails. It  
was suggested that it is the role of government to  
continue plans to  demonstrate cost-saving tech- 
niques despite initial resistance of fishermen. Sri 
Lanka's experience with sail cloth and engine 
subsidies was also reported. Because larger sub- 
sidies are given for engine power reduction than 
for sail use, the mechanization program is still the 
more popular of the two programs. 

Discussions then moved to  the possibility of 
resewing certain zones for sailing boats, thus 
restricting the area of operation of the mechanized 
boats. The speaker from the Maldives believed 
this would be extremely difficult because of: (a) 
the small size of mechanized 'dhonis' which 
restricts the distance they can go to fish, (b) 
enforcement problems, and (c) the need for 
navigational equipment and training for the 
mechanized boats which would only add to  the 
country's foreign exchange problem. Indonesia, 
however, is experimenting with a ban on trawlers 
from the coasts of Java and Sumatra implemented 
4 months ago. Although it is still too early to 
determine the full effects, catch and incomes of 
small-scale fishermen were reported to be increas- 
ing. 

The Chairman then opened the discussion to 
fishing methods, particularly fish aggregation 



devices. Tuna rafts, in particular, are spreading 
quickly through the Pacific, the designs of many 
based on the Philippine 'payao' fishery. Although 
no energy studies of tuna raft fishing have been 
conducted, it appears that energy costs are 
reduced. A Bay of Bengal study, to be soon 
completed, may shed some light on this subject. 
Some disadvantages of tuna raft fishing were 
pointed out, particularly the danger of overfishing 
of tunas (e.g., catching juveniles) which is more 
likely t o  occur if purse seine, rather than trolling, 
pole and line or handline are used with the rafts. 

Moreover, it was observed that in the Solomon 
Islands, the use of purse seiners in this manner 
had been detrimental to  the pole-and-line fishery. 
A participant asked if raft losses occurred, and 
the Solomon Islands participant reported that 
only 3 out of 40 rafts were lost in the first year. 
In major part, losses were minimal because the 
joint venture company had a vested interest in 
maintaining the rafts. Other methods to reduce 
energy costs recommended by participants 
included artificial reefs and set-net fishing. 
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Abstract 

A process is described for determining the approach and basic criteria for the introduction and 
eventual application of appropriate technologies, including solar technologies, in rural development 
programs. Several solar technologies, with immediate potential for use in fishing villages, are described in 
some detail. Advantages and disadvantages of these systems are discussed and some generalized indications 
are given for solar hardware requirements and costs: 

Introduction 

Energy is an essential component of any com- 
munity's activities. Regardless of the state of 
development of the community, energy is utilized 
for a variety of purposes. 

Traditionally, man has been harnessing the 
forms of energy that are available to him. This 
principally has consisted of the burning of wood 
and organic wastes for heat, cooking and illumin- 
ation. With the domestication of animals, man has 
added to his potential through the harnessing of 
animal power for traction, water pumping, grind- 
ing and transportation. Human and animal labor 
now form the principal inputs of energy in addi- 
tion to biomass energy. All these forms of energy 
are based on the consumption of renewable forms 
of biomass, such as fruits, vegetables, cereals and 
grasses. 

Other renewable forms of energy have also been 
exploited since the dawn of civilization, such as 
the use of wind power for transportation, water 
pumping and the generation of mechanical shaft 
power, as well as water power harnessed for grind- 
ing and a variety of other village activities. The 
use of direct solar energy was also obvious, and 
man quickly recognized that the sun could be 
used for drying a wide variety of agricultural 
produce, nuts, grains, fish, meat and skins. The 
sun was also used for the production of salt, the 
drying of pottery and bricks and the season- 
ing of lumber. These assisted man by increasing 
his productive capacity and set him on a course of 
resource exploitation and subsequent commer- 
cialization, on which he has continuously em- 
barked. 

Later, conventional sources of fuel, such as 
kerosene, gas and coal, began to be employed for 



a variety of functions, particularly in urban areas. 
Their use has filtered into rural areas, even in 
developing countries. Their availability and supply 
are often questionable in these areas and their 
cost usually excessive as distributors recoup the 
significant transportation charges needed to bring 
these energy forms to  remote locations. None- 
theless, the local population often depend on 
these energy forms for cooking, illumination, the 
generation of power and transportation. 

With the rapid escalation of the price of fossil 
fuels within the last decade, there has been increas- 
ing attention given to the potential utilization of 
energy based on the sun, such as direct solar 
energy, and on wind energy and all forms of 
biomass energy. The chief basis for this interest 
has been that these forms of energy are renewable 
in nature and available in varying intensities all 
over the globe. 

This paper is directed to the examination of 
the uses of direct solar energy, with particular 
reference to its application in fishing villages in 
the Asia-Pacific region. It is important to bear in 
mind that an examination of the use of direct solar 
energy should not be undertaken without due 
regard to other available forms of renewable and 
non-renewable energies in order that these tech- 
nological applications be not viewed in isolation. 
Any use of solar technologies should be examined 
in the overall context of energy and material 
resource exploitation, and energy and material 
conservation, and for its direct implications 
within the socioeconomic structure of given 
communities. Consideration of solar technologies 
should only follow a careful assessment of the 
actual situation within these communities in 
order to determine existing methods of energy 
and material resource exploitation, as well as to  
determine what, if any, problem areas exist, 
how solar energy might adequately be harnessed 
to  resolve these problems, and the manner in 
which solar energy systems might be integrated 
into community infrastructure and activities. 

The current use of fossil fuel resources must be 
examined so as to determine to  what extent these 
communities are already dependent on their use. 
Furthermore, the economic impact, both present 
and future, of fossil fuel use must be assessed so 
as to determine whether indeed there exists a case 
for the application of solar technologies to  meet, 
in whole or in part, the primary energy require- 
ments of the fishing communities. Should it be 
established that renewable energy resources 
have a role to  play, then a careful examination of 
the types of technologies selected must be made 

in order to ensure that these technologies are 
appropriate for use and are compatible with the 
needs and resources of the local population. 
Finally, a mechanism for introducing these 
technologies must be conceived so that the fishing 
communities can grasp their significance and 
participate fully in their utilization, maintenance, 
operation and integration into their lifestyles. If, 
as is often the case, accusations can be justifiably 
made that conventional technological energy 
systems are frequently parachuted into a com- 
munity, similarly it is essential that solar energy 
technologies should also be appropriate. In this 
manner, it will be possible to avoid repeating the 
same errors. The specific question of appropriate 
technology and its application must therefore be 
examined and applied with respect to  the use of 
solar energy within the community. 

Appropriate Technology Process 

For solar energy systems to be appropriate, 
they must satisfy the following criteria: 

meet a real, recognized need 
compatible with local resources (cultural, 
social, technological, economic, political etc.) 
preferably utilize local resources 
systems and equipment are under local 
control 
some control exists over imported resources 
ecologically/environmentally sound 
minimize cultural disruptions 
flexible 
depend on local research and development 
to enhance local creativity. 

Most importantly, the appropriate technology 
process requires a harmonious relationship among 
the following factors: RESOURCES, TECHNOL- 
OGY, PEOPLE, and STRUCTURE, each of which 
are discussed below. 

A complete resource assessment for the area in 
question must be undertaken. If solar energy is to  
be used, for example, for the production of small 
quantities of fresh water through a solar still, 
the demand for fresh water in the community 
must be known and understood. There must be 
an adequate supply of brackish or saline water 
available which can be distilled and, above all, 
there must be an adequate level of solar radiation 
intensity to permit the operation of solar stills 
effectively during the time when the fresh water 
is needed. In the Asia-Pacific region, there is a 
wide variation in solar radiation intensity as a 
function of latitude and local climatic factors. In 
the humid regions, which are subject to heavy 



precipitation, the average solar radiation intensity 
is relatively stable, but not as high as those 
attained in regions with lower rainfall and hence 
greater aridity. Tropical regions are generally 
blessed with heavy cloud formations, and the 
ratio of diffuse to total solar radiation is high. 
This affects significantly the selection of appro- 
priate solar energy technologies and tends to be 
less favorable to the use of concentrating solar 
coilectors. A very careful assessment of the local 
solar radiation regime is essential before initiating 
a program for the use of solar radiation as a local 
resource. 

After an assessment of the available resources, 
an appropriate technological system must be 
selected which can be introduced into the com- 
munity in such a manner, and of such a design so 
as to maximize participation of the local popula- 
tion. Hence, the community (i.e., the people) will 
be in a position to maintain and operate the 
systems for a significant period of time. In order 
to do this, the people must be trained; they must 
be made aware of the potential and the limitations 
of the solar-based system and they must play an 
active role in the exercise. 

Finally, there must be an adequate structure 
which can permit the solar system to  thrive and 
function within the community. This structure 
must tie in all other elements- of the system 
within the community, just as existing structures 
whether formal or informal, whether traditional 
or modern, permit the active pursuit of given 
activities within the community. It is only in this 
way that solar systems have any hope of providing 
a meaningful service within the community. 

Description of Technologies Suitable 
for Use in Villages 

SOLAR DISTILLATION(FIGS. 1 AND 2) 

Solar distillation technology is well known and 
has been used for many years. A distillation plant 
typically comprises an enclosed shallow basin of 
water over which a sloping transparent cover or 
glazing is fixed. The bottom of the basin is 
impermeable and dark colored; the water depth is 
usually 5 to 10 cm and the glazing may be single- 
sloped toward the equator if the basin's major 
axis is east-west, or double-sloped when other 
orientations are preferred. Sea or other saline 
water is fed into the basin and when the sun 
shines, radiation is absorbed by the dark basin 
liner and converted to heat. This heats up the 
water, causing evaporation. The steam is salt-free. 
It condenses on the underside of the glazing and 

drains down to a gutter along the lower edge of 
the glazing. The gutter leads to a storage tank, 
where the water collects and from which it is 
distributed for consumption. 

On average days, solar distillation plants 
require about 1 m2 of glazed area to produce 3 1 
of water. The product is distilled water, with a 
flat taste, and so users often find it desirable to 
either add small quantities of the original saline 
water or place a few stones (limestone or coral) in 
the tank which imparts a certain pleasing flavor to 
the water. 

Wherever possible, the solar distillation units 
should be built using locally available materials 
and labor. This is particularly important in rural 
communities to ensure that the construction, 
operation and maintenance skills are drawn from 
the community itself. 

Fig. 1. Building solar distillation unit in West Indies. 

Fig. 2. Completed and currently operating solar still in 
West Indies. 



Solar stills are easy to operate and have no 
moving parts. There are two functions necessary 
to keep the system working: 

Refilling the basins with saline water. 
8 Draining away concentrated brine. 
Solar stills can be built either for communities 

or individual households. The choice depends on 
many factors including the availability of saline 
water, the degree of concentration of the village 
residences and the availability of non-productive 
land near the village. The most important criterion 
for community-size solar distillation plants is the 
potential for filling the need for a managerial 
structure that will ensure the smooth operation, 
maintenance and coordipation of the system 
itself. 

glazing not exposed to the sun, then the temper- 
ature of the water may rise some 15 to 20°C and 
some of this heat will be retained through the 
night. 

A more complicated solar water heater makes 
use of separate heater and storage components. 
The water is heated in tubes or channels that are 
thermally integrated into the absorber plate of a 
solar collector. The absorber plate is dark in 
color, located in an insulated box and exposed 
to the sun through one or more layers of glazing. 
The solar collector is mounted on a slope so that 
the water in the tubes is allowed to  rise as it heats 
up. This warm water passes into the top of an 
insulated storage tank, forcing cooler water out a 
lower exit and into the bottom of the solar col- 

Fig. 3. Simple solar water heater in India (no storage tank). Fig. 4. Solar water heater and storage tank. 

A solar water heater converts radiation from 
the sun into heat and transfers this heat to the 
water. Generally, two types of such heaters are 
used. In the simplest system, a metal storage 
drum is painted black, filled with water and 
exposed to the sun's radiation. The blackened 
drum becomes warm due to the absorption of 
incident solar radiation, and the heat is transferred 
to the water. In tropical regions with reasonable 
solar radiation intensities and high ambient 
temperatures, an exposed 200-1 drum filled with 
water will increase its temperature by 5 to 10°C 
during the day. If the drum is uninsulated, it will 
lose nearly all this stored heat during the night. If 
the container is enclosed within a transparent 

Fig. 5. Solar water heater installed on roof of West Indian 
residence. 



lector. The temperature of the water in the storage 
tank increases throughout the day as water cycles 
through it on its way to and from the collector. 
Depending on the volume of water in the storage 
tank, the water temperature may increase by 40" C 
in a single day. 

Solar water heaters are now in universal use. 
They can be made simply, and can easily be main- 
tained and operated by the household. Heaters 
incorporating galvanized steel-sheet collectors 
and 200-1 barrels, have been operated in the West 
Indies and exhibited useful operating lives of 20 
years or more. 

Simple types of solar water heaters should be 
constructed of locally available materials as much 
as possible, and should be the object of manufac- 
ture by traditional village craftsmen already gifted 
in the fashioning of metalwares and the like. 

For many years now, solar pumping systems 
have been built and operated in many parts of the 
world based on thermally powered, organic-fluid 
Rankine cycle engines, ranging in capacity from 
1 kW to 100 kW equivalent power capacity. These 
systems are sophisticated and somewhat costly. In 
many instances however, they have provided satis- 
fqctory service in the field. In recent years, with 
the reduction in the cost of photoelectric solar 
cells, a series of micro-pumps with capacity of up 
to  1 kW, using photo cells have been designed, 
built and installed throughout the world. While 
this equipment has a high initial capital invest- 
ment, its basic simplicity has led to a wide variety 
of applications. Generally, these solar pumping 
units operate without storage batteries, and pump 
water from relatively shallow wells. As the cost of 
photo cells is reduced, there should be an increased 
use of this technology; however, it will be essential 
to  provide servicing and maintenance support 
systems. 

Fig. 6. Traditional sun drying of fish, West Africa. 
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SOLAR FISH DRYERS (FIGS. 6-9) 

Solar fish dryers are systems in which solar- 
heated air passes over fish located in protected 
surroundings. Air is heated in a solar collector, 
which may be a simple layer of glazing covering 
any sloping, dark-painted surface, and is allowed 
to enter a chamber in which the fish is hanging or 
lying on drying racks. The warm air passing over 
the fish removes moisture from the flesh and 
carries this moisture out through the top of the 
chamber. The interior of this chamber is usually 
not exposed to the direct rays of the sun in order 
to reduce degradation of the nutritive value and 
appearance of the flesh as it is being dried. 

Solar fish dryers have been finding acceptance 
in areas where fish dryingis widely practiced, where 
cost of conventional fuels has greatly increased and 
where the alternative-drying in the open sun-has 
severe limitations due to insect and vermin attacks 
and wind, rain and humidity problems. If the dried 
fish is not at the equilibrium moisture content, its 

Fig. 7 .  Solar cabinet dryer. 

Fig. 8. Solar rice dryer, Thailand. 



Fig. 10. Solar refrigeration unit in Brazil. 

Fig. 9. Large-scale solar dryer. 

shelf life is severely reduced, and there can be 
serious losses in storage. 

The same solar dryers used for fish can also be 
used for drying cassava, coconut, banana or any 
other surplus produce that need to  be preserved. 

Most simple types of solar dryers can be built 
out of locally available materials, except for the 
transplant grazings-glass or plastics-which often 
have to be brought in specially from the urban 
areas. These units can easily be maintained and 
operated with few skills. 

Solar-powered refrigeration can be accom- 
plished in a number of ways. Perhaps the simplest 
and most appropriate technique uses an absorption 
refrigeration system with an ammonia-water 
solution as the working fluid. The ammonia-water 
solution is heated in the pipes of a solar collector 
which has been specially built to withstand high 
pressures and to contain an enlarged header for 
increased quantities of the working fluid. As the 
solution heats up, the pressure in the system rises 
and ammonia is driven out of the solution, and 
ducted off to condense in a separate water-cooled 
chamber. This liquid ammonia then flows through 
an expansion valve to a region of lower pressure 
and in this process some of the liquid vaporizes, 
thus further cooling the vapor and the remaining 
liquid. The ammonia liquid-vapor mixture in the 
evaporator absorbs heat as it cools the water-anti- 
freeze mixture circulating around the insulated 

Fig. 11. Solar refrigeration unit in Thailand. 

walls of an ice chamber. The cooling process con- 
tinues until all the liquid ammonia is vaporized. 
The ammonia vapor has now done its job of cool- 
ing, and it enters the ammonia absorber where it 
easily mixes with the water solution from which 
it was originally driven off. The ammonia-water 
solution is then pumped back to the solar collec- 
tor, is again heated by the solar radiation and 
driven out of solution to repeat the cycle. Fig. 12 
illustrates the operation of such an ammonia- 
water absorption refrigeration cycle. 

The refrigeration system described is a con- 
tinuous cycle process. Simpler intennittent-cycle, 
absorption refrigerators have been successfully 
operated using solar energy; however, these suffer 
the disadvantage of having to  be periodically inter- 
rupted during operation for a recharging cycle. 
Two such intermittent systems can give con- 



tinuous service when alternately recharged. The 
construction of these solar refrigerator units 
requires a higher degree of skill than most of the 
units described in this paper. Nevertheless, these 
skills can easily be learned and the solar refrige- 
rator can be easily maintained and operated. 

Solar cookers come in a variety of forms, in- 
cluding ovens, steamers, conduction cookers and 
those with spherical, parabolic and cylindrical 
reflectors. One of the most successful, and 
perhaps the simplest, of the solar cookers is the 
"hot box," or solar food warmer (Fig. 13). 
This is an insulated box with a multiple glass 
cover. The glass permits the passage of shorter 
wavelength solar radiation, which is converted to 
heat as it strikes the black-painted interior and 
any pots located inside. This heat is of a much 
longer wavelength and very little of it can escape 
back through the glass. Thus, the interior of the 
"hot box" wanns up as the sun shines and, 
depending on the quantity of food contained in 
the pots, the temperature can reach the boiling 
point. Using these food warmers, it is possible to 
bake fish, vegetables, eggs, or potatoes, for 
example, and to heat water and dry foodstuffs 
such as fish. 

These solar food warmers are, of all solar 
devices, the simplest to build and offer the 
greatest advantage for the initiation and training 
of rural populations in the use of renewable 
energy technologies. If there exists a shortage of 
wood fuel for cooking purposes, or if the cost of 
fossil fuels is prohibitive or taxes the economic 
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capacity of the rural population in the fishing 
villages, then priority should be given to the 
introduction of these solar "hot boxes." There is 
another reason for favoring their use. As stated 
above, solar "hot boxes" are versatile in that they 
can perform a variety of functions in addition to 
food warming and cooking; that is, they can be 
used for heating small quantities of water for 
domestic use, as well as for drying small amounts 
of agricultural produce or fish. Finally, if need be, 
the solar "hot box" can be utilized for the dry 
sterilization of food or utensils. When a multi- 
purpose device is provided to  the local population, 
they can familiarize themselves with the use and 
potential of solar energy and can learn, at low 
cost and with ease of fabrication and operation, 

Fig. 13. Simple solar food warmer. 
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Fig. 12. Schematic diagram of  a compact solar refrigeration system. 



the versatility that can come with the tapping of 
incident solar radiation. 

Solar cookers per se come in a wide variety of 
designs and are very simple to operate. The type 
of solar cooker normally selected depends very 
much on the type of cooking that is done at the 
village level. Studies have shown that the vast 
majority of cooking operations involve the boiling 
and steaming of food. The solar steam cooker is 
ideally suited for this type of operation, but it is 
more complex and hence costlier to  fabricate 
than the solar "hot box." Generally, a solar steam 
cooker" (Figs. 14 and 15) consists of a solar flat- 
plate collector in which a number of tubes are 
soldered or wired to a thin metal absorbing sheet. 
This assembly is blackened and set into an insu- 
lated box covered by a double layer of glass. A 
drain is provided to empty the tubing assembly. 
When the steam cooker is placed in the sun, steam 

Both the solar steam cooker and the solar "hot 
box" can keep food warm several hours after 
sunset, due to the heavily insulated nature of the 
cooking boxes. In the case of the "hot box," a 
thick straw mat would have to be placed over the 
glazing to reduce heat losses after sunset. 

Should the cooking consist primarily of frying, 
then a reflective type of solar cooker could be 
envisaged. Given the diffuse nature of the solar 
radiation available in the Asia-Pacific region as 
noted earlier, however, it is not certain that this 
type of technology would be most appropriate 
for this region. There are some additional prob- 
lems associated with the use of this cooker: one 
must be present during the operation due to the 
much higher temperature levels obtained and the 
subsequent danger of burning the food. As well, 
due to the intensity of concentrated solar radia- 
tion, there is a problem associated with possible 

Fig. 14. Solar steam cooker. 

Fig. 15. Combined solar water heater and solar steam 
cooker. 

is produced, which is led into a heavily insulated 
box with a lined interior into which is fitted a 
cooking pot with a rubber gasket, to prevent the 
escape of steam. A heavily insulated cover is 
clamped over the cooking pot. Steam condenses 
on the underside of the pot, transferring heat into 
the pot. In this manner it is possible to cook 
rice, vegetables, soups and stews, make tea and 
coffee; in other words, all cooking operations 
requiring steaming or boiling. As there is no 
danger of burning the food, there is no need to 
keep watch while the food cooks, as is also the 
case with the solar "hot box." This eliminates any 
social stigma that might be attached to cooking 
outside, in view of the neighbors. 

burning of one's hands or arms. There have been 
complaints, as well, that one needs sunglasses to 
avoid the discomfort caused by the high levels of 
concentrated sunlight. 

Solar cookers have been generally characterized 
by a very low acceptance rate due to a variety of 
technical and social factors. The introduction 
of solar cookers into a local milieu is not some- 
thing to be taken lightly. The preparation of food 
is one of the most important functions undertaken 
in any household, and change will not come 
easily. The method of providing the necessary 
social animation at the level of the household has 



not, in the past, been adequately considered or 
addressed in the few instances when the introduc- 
tion of solar cookers has been attempted. 

The fact that a solar cooker can perform 
technically to meet the cooking requirements of 
the food, is no guarantee that it will be adopted 
by the rural population, which is often traditional 
and conservative by nature. Perhaps one of the 
most serious drawbacks to solar cookers is that 
they are unfamiliar cooking systems for which the 
operating techniques are not directly transferred 
from traditional cooking practices. Cooking 
techniques are ingrained in a culture; they are a 
part of the community's traditions. The social 
roles that these cooking techniques play are not 
all understood and, thus, it is difficult both for 
the technician to adapt the technology to respond 
to  these social needs, and for the social animator 
to understand the most effective way of intro- 
ducing the new technology. For these reasons, it 
is preferable that those who are attempting to 
adapt for and introduce any solar cooking system 
into a community should have a very thorough 
understanding of the social and technical needs of 
that community with regard to cooking practices. 
It is equally important that these people be 
from that segment of the population, male or 
female, that normally does the cooking. 

The above points illustrate the need for an 
overall, appropriate technological approach for 
the introduction, dissemination and eventual 
adoption of solar energy technologies within local 
societies. 

General Situation in Rural Developing Areas 

The problems of energy scarcity and costs must 
be examined in the overall context of the existing 
situations facing many of the developing areas of 
the world. The major considerations are tabulated 
and briefly described below: 

Increasing population-The steady and con- 
tinuing increase in population, not only in 
the rural areas but in the developing countries 
as a whole, puts a significant strain on devel- 
opment programs. The recent increase in 
foreign exchange payments for the importa- 
tion of petroleum energy resources to meet 
the demand of these growing populations is 
seriously limiting their progress. 

e Large rural population-In many developing 
areas of the world, the percentage of the 
population living in the rural areas is signif- 
icant, sometimes as high as four-fifths of the 
total population. Rural populations are often 

poorly served by large, central generating 
stations, even if the form of energy is renew- 
able, such as hydro-power. The problem of 
providing energy to these populations is be- 
coming ever more critical. 
Increasing expectations-The development of 
radio, and in more recent years television 
communication networks, are leading to an 
increasing standard of expectancy on the part 
of rural populations. This is coming at a 
time when authorities face considerable dif- 
ficulties even maintaining existing levels of 
services, education and employment. 

0 Isolated small communities-Many rural com- 
munities are located in remote areas and 
transportation of conventional fuel (kero- 
sene) is both costly and logistically cumber- 
some. Renewable energy forms, such as solar, 
wind and biomass energies, can be harnessed 
in situ, thus eliminating the need for trans- 
portation costs and logistic structures. 
Ruml-urban drift-There is an alarming drift 
of populations from the rural to the urban 
sectors. This is causing overcrowding and dis- 
content of citizens even as authorities grapple 
with the complexities of providing housing, 
services, employment and education in the 
urban centers. Whatever can be undertaken 
to improve the quality and standard of living 
of the rural populations will help reduce 
and may even reverse the trend of rural mi- 
gration. 

o Necessity to increase local productivity- 
Energy is a significant factor in increasing 
the economic well-being of rural areas. If 
renewable energy sources are to play a mean- 
ingful role in overall development programs, 
they must contribute to the productivity of 
local populations by providing employment 
through labor-intensive technology, reducing 
the risks of pollution and above all, increasing 
the use of local resources. Viewed in this 
context, renewable energy forms can make a 
positive contribution to this type of produc- 
tive development. They can only do this, 
however, if the technologies and processes 
are appropriate to the rural areas and the 
means of their introduction, organization 
and function, are also appropriate. 

Design Criteria for Solar Energy Use in Villages 

As illustrated earlier, there is a wide choice of 
solar technologies available- for meeting village 
requirements. In designing systems for use in 
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villages, it is important to recognize where direct 
solar energy can meet specific demands for 
energy. 

In Table 1, the various energy demands in 
villages are tabulated. Not all of these demands 
occur in each village because their level depends 
on climatic, geographical, local resource and 
cultural factors. Some of these energy demands 
can be met in whole or in part through the 
utilization of a variety of solar technologies which 
are also listed in Table 1. Some estimate has also 
been given indicating the state of development of 
these solar systems. 

It is difficultand in some cases dangerousto 
generalize on the specific energy demands for 
village populations. Many surveys of existing 
demands in villages around the world have been 
made. This is obviously the first action that must 
be taken to meet specific energy requirements in 
any particular area. Basic energy and water 
requirements vary from area to area, and during 
the year according to the season. On average, 
however, they are: 

Fresh Water2  to 5 1 per person, per day 
(minimum) 

Cooking Energy--1 to 2 kwh per person, per 
day (variable) 

In Table 2, an attempt is made to  delineate, 
using the direct solar energy technologies described 
earlier, the expected solar collector sizes for the 
various functions needed to meet the basic energy 
demands in villages. As it is possible to outline an 

Table 1 Village energy needs and relation to solar energy. 

approximate cost for each of these solar systems, 
an estimated capital cost per unit as well as 
capital cost per capita, has been made. The costs 
represent only rough figures, but they are suffi- 
ciently accurate to enable planners and other 
officials to estimate overall capital investments. 

The last section of this paper deals with an 
overall methodology of approach as well as an 
outline of the steps that must be taken so as to 
ensure that areas and countries are prepared and 
organized to accept solar energy technologies. 
Without this structural organization, it will be 
impossible for solar energy technologies to take 
hold and become integrated into the community 
infrastructure. 

Solar Energy Methodology 

The interrelation of the supply of direct solar 
energy and the various demands for energy at the 
village level is a complex one requiring the bringing 
together of many factors of a technical, economic 
and social nature. A simplified methodological 
approach is given below, which can serve as a 
guide for the determination of the potential of 
solar energy in meeting these energy demands. A 
global approach is preferable, i.e., the potential of 
all renewable energy sources in the village should 
be examined. As this paper is limited to the use of 
direct solar energy, comments have been confined 
to this area. In practice, however, the planner/ 
designer must adopt the systems approach and 

Needed for 
Potential for tapping 
solar energy (direct) Solar technology 

Available 
when? 

Cooking 
Lighting 
Desalination 
Communications 
Sterilization 
Refrigeration 

Space heating 
Space cooling 
Water pumping 

Cookers 
Photocells, daylighting 
Stills 
Photocells 
Cookers 
Refrigerators 

Absorption 
Photovoltaic 

Airlwater heaters 
Passive cooling 
Photocells 
Thermal 

Immediately 
Immediately 
Immediately 
Immediately 
Near term 

Near term 
Near term 
Immediately 
Immediately 
Immediately 

Tranportation - - 

Food processing x Dryerslwater heaters Immediately 
Industrial drying x Dryerslwater heaters Immediately 
Industrial processing x Dryerslwater heaters Immediately 
Building material processing x Brickllumber kilns Immediately 
Navigation lights, warnings etc. x Photocells Immediately 
Water heating x Water heaters Immediately 



consider all energy forms, so as to come up with 
the most appropriate technologies for fishing 
villages. 

The following methodological approach is 
recommended: 
1. Problem Definition 

General problem of energy within the area. 
Cost and availability of conventional fuel- 
electricity, wood, kerosene, coal, gas, oil, etc. 
Establishment of principal characteristics of 
problem area(s) . 

2 .  Traditional Technologies Used 
How do villagers currently meet the energy 
demand? 
What organizational structures exist within 
the village for the supply and management 
of traditional energy sources? 
What problems arise from these practices? 
What perception do the villagers have of 
energy problems related to their traditional 
technologies? 

3 .  Renewable Energy Resource Assessment 
What renewable energies are available to the 
village--direct solar, wind, biomass, water 
power, wave power, etc? 

What energy resource assessment has been 
made in the area? 
What is the availability of solar radiation 
data in the region or the village? 

4.  Objectives for Solar Energy Systems 
Quantity and quality of fresh water desired. 
Quantity and temperature level of hot water 
needed. 
Amount and frequency of illumination. 
Quantity and quality of dehydration of fish 
and agricultural produce. 
Cooking process and energy requirements, 
including time factor, during the day. 
Other energy requirements, quantity and 
frequency. 

5 .  Selection of Appropriate Solar Energy System 
What locally available materials exist? 
What labor skills are available for the con- 
struction of these systems? 
Which systems best meet the technical, social 
and economic conditions of the users? 
What experiences have been garnered from 
the use, elsewhere, of similar systems, under 
similar circumstances? 
Can the local population operate and main- 

Table 2. Generalized solar hardware requirements for village community. 

Capital Capital 
Energy function Description of solar Size of solar cost/m2 costlperson 
and requirements apparatus system required ( u s $ )  ( u s $ )  

Cooking 
(Family o f  5 )  

Distillation of 
brackish or salt water 

(Family o f  5 )  

Water heating* 
(Family of 5 )  

Solar dehydration 
(Family operation) 

Pumping of water 
(Community of 220 persons @ 
20 liters/person/day pumped 

through a 30-m head) 

Lighting 
(1 00  Watts for family o f  5 

for 5 hours/day) 

Solar steam cooker 
(Locally built) 

Solar hot box 
(Locally built) 

Solar stills 
(Locally built) 

Solar water heater 
(Locally built) 

Solar cabinet dryer 
(Locally built) 

Solar photo voltaic 
pumping system 

(Imported system) 

Solar photo voltaic 
system 

(plus battery storage) 
(Imported system) 

0 . 2  m2 120 2 4 
solar collector/person/da~ 

1 m2/personlday 30 3 0 
(can serve in the extreme 

1% or 2 persons) 

3 kg of fresh fish 50 
per m2/day 

*Much simpler systems exist for $20/m2 to $30/m2. 
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tain these systems? 
What management structure should be estab- 
lished to ensure the proper functioningof the 
system and its integration into the commun- 
ity? 

6 .  Feasibility of Solar Energy Systems 
What is the technical feasibility? 
What is the economic feasibility? 
What social and management factors need to 
be reinforced? 
How can successful systems be adapted else- 
where in the region? 

7 .  Public Responsibility Regarding Solar Energy 
Systems 

Is sufficient information available on solar 
radiation and solar technologies in general? 

Does the public have access to  appropriate, 
proven solar system designs, their construc- 
tion and operation? 
Do training facilities exist for designers, man- 
agers and operators of solar systems? 
Do the authorities have a commitment to 
examine, encourage and foster the use of 
renewable energy systems? (Without this, 
little can happen to advance the use of these 
technologies in any given area.) 

In all cases, no design should proceed from the 
hardware or the system to the problem, but 
rather from the problem definition to  the energy 
systemshould indeed the use of renewable 
energies prove to be feasible and advantageous in 
a given situation. 
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Abstract 

The  extent of  sun-drying of fish in Bangladesh and the  loss due t o  fly infestation are discussed, and 
the construction and operation of a polythene-tent, solar fish dryer are described. A pilot project t o  
popularize the technique is under way. 

Introduction In traditional sun-drying, the most serious 

Drying is one of the most important methods 
of preserving fish throughout the world. Of the 
different methods of drying, such as air-drying, 
roller-drying, vacuum-dry ing, oven-drying and the 
like, solar drying in the open air is the most tradi- 
tional. In Bangladesh, sun-drying is commercially 
practiced for large-scale production of different 
kinds of dried fish (Ahamed 1957), but the 
quality of the products is not good because of 
poor hygienic conditions and fly infestation. 
The total quantity of dried fish produced annually 
in Bangladesh is estimated at between 45,000 and 
50,000 mt. While some small varieties of freshwater 
fishes are also dried, the bulk of the dried fish is 
marine and brackishwater species. In the coastal 
areas where ice is not easily available, fish are sun- 
dried either by hanging in the air or by spreading 
on the sand or on rock beds. 

problem is infestation by fly larvae (Lucilia sp., 
Drosophila sp., Musca sp.). As a result of fly 
infestation, particularly in larger fish, as much as 
25% of the flesh is lost and the product sells at 
about half the price of the unspoiled fish. Sun- 
drying takes from five to seven days, and during 
this period the fish become heavily infested with 
fly larvae. Due hygienic and sanitary care is also 
often not taken by the operators of this traditional 
process. Consequently, the products do not get 
the desired market, especially when exported. 

Solar Tent Fish Dryer 

To overcome these problems, a solar tent dryer 
designed by Dr. Peter Doe of the University of 
Tasmania has been proposed as an improvement 



to traditional open sundrying.' This dryer has 
been chosen for its low cost and convenience. 

The dryer is constructed of triangular trestles 
by pushing bamboo poles into the ground and 
tying the top with string. Black polythene sheet 
is attached to two poles. One pole is laid on the 
ground and tied between the two trestles; the 
other pole is placed at the top of the two trestles 
to form a ridge pole. Several rolls of polythene 
should remain around the poles when they are in 
position. Clear polythene sheet is used to cover 
the front side and the ends. Black polythene is 
placed on the floor of the tent. The clear poly- 
thene is longer than the dryer by about 5 m to 
allow the ends to be covered; access is obtained 
through the ends of the dryer by untying this 
flap.2 

When solar radiation passes through the clear 
polythene top onto the black interior surface, 
the air inside the dryer is heated and rises, creating 
a convection current of air which leaves the tent 
through the vents at the top comers. Water usually 
condenses on the inside surface of the polythene, 
enhancing the greenhouse effect. 

TESTS PERFORMED 

Doe et al. (1977) describe tests performed in 
Bangladesh in December 1977, organized jointly 
by the Ministry of Science and Technology, 
Bangladesh, Bangladesh Council of Scientific and 
Industrial Research (BCSIR) and Bangladesh 
Atomic Energy Commission (BAEC). These tests 
showed that the solar tent dryer reduced fly infes- 
tation and cut drying time. A small dryer (2 m x 
2.6 m) was found capable of producing the desired 
temperature of 45°C necessary to kill the fly 
larvae, but a larger dryer (1.9 m x 9.1 m) was able 
to attain a temperature of only 40°C, mainly due 
to gaps in the sheeting. 

When control fish, dried in thl! open air for 
five days, were placed inside the small dryer at 
temperatures above 45°C for three hours, fly 
larvae previously hidden in the flesh came to the 

'see also Richards, this volume. 
'see Fig. l b  in Richards, this volume. 

surface and either died there or dropped from the 
fish. After one day's drying the fish were com- 
pletely disinfested. The research team found that 
in terms of drying speed, the solar dryer has little 
advantage in the early stages, when drying is 
governed by convection currents from the surface 
and is aided by exposure to wind. Because of this 
and also to minimize the number of polythene 
tent dryers for a given throughput, the team 
recommended that fish should be dried for two 
days by the traditional method before being placed 
in the tent dryer. This would eliminate the larvae 
before they can damage fish. Reinfestation would 
not occur because there would not be enough 
moisture for the larvae to survive. 

Since the development of the polythene tent 
dryer and its first test in Bangladesh in December 
1977, further work has been undertaken by the 
BCSIR and Dacca University (Rahmatullah 1980). 
Some of this work was done during the wet, 
humid season. Results have been similar to those 
of the earlier studies and argue in favor of the 
solar tent dryer for obtaining a superior product 
in a shorter period. Some suggestions have been 
made for improvements in the dryer. To avoid 
temperatures above SO°C, which would cook the 
fish, it will be necessary to control the inside 
temperature by adjusting the vents. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

The technical feasibility of the solar tent dryer 
for obtaining a superior product has been estab- 
lished. Doe et al. (1977) have suggested alternative 
designs for dryers in places where different local 
materials are available. They have also suggested 
that clear or ultraviolet-transparent polythene of 
a thickness not less than 100 micrometers is 
reasonably strong and should last at least one 
drying season. The black material need not be 
polythene. Its purpose is to act as a solar absorber, 
and it should be as thick as possible and reason- 
ably airtight to minimize heat losses from the 
dryer. Canvas, hardboard, wooden board or any 
other heavy material would be suitable. By using 
these materials, Bangladeshi communities can 
benefit from this method of fish drying. 

In spite of their advantages, solar fish dryers 
have not yet been adopted on a commercial scale 
in Bangladesh. Little work has been done on the 
economics of these dryers, and there has been 
little extension work to popularize this superior 
technique of fish drying. It is always time-con- 
suming to shift a community from deep-rooted 
traditions towards a newer technique, whatever 



its merit. It  is in this context that the Bangladesh 
Aquaculture Development Project, with financial 
assistance from the Asian Development Bank, has 
included a sub-project to introduce polythene 
solar fish W e r s  in the coastal districts. The Direc- 
torate of Fisheries, Bangladesh, will demonstrate 
pilot polythene solar fish dryers and provide exten- 
sion services to interested fishermen to whom the 
Bangladesh Krishi Bank will extend credit. The 
pilot project is expected to work out the eco- 
nomics of polythene tent dryers in this country 
and help commercialize this low-cost technique. 
The Project aims at processing a total of 1,334 mt 

of fish annually to produce 400 mt dried fish. 
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Abstract 

An inexpensive, simply constructed, polythene-tent fish-fillet dryer, originally developed in Bangladesh, 
has been adapted for use in the Sepik River salt tilapia project of Papua New Guinea. The dryer is capable 
of drying salted tilapia fillets during periods of inclement weather, and is already becoming a standard 
part of the Sepik River fisherman's equipment. 

Introduction 

The Sepik River is situated in the East Sepik 
Province of Papua New Guinea. It flows approxi- 
mately from west to east for most of its 1,200-km 
course, draining a flood plain of 500 km2 which 
supports 80,000 people. 

Along its course are found many large ox-bow 
lakes or lagoons, some of them reaching an area 
of up to 800 ha. Among the fish captured by fish- 
ermen in these lagoons are fork-tailed catfish and 
gudgeons, with seasonally caught eels and prawns. 
In 1959, the cichlid fish Sarotherodon mossam- 
bicus, commonly known as tilapia, was uninten- 
tionally introduced into the river. The fish thrived, 
to the extent that an estimated 21,000 mt of 
tilapia could be harvested per year without harm- 
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ing the stock. As the subsistence catch has been 
estimated at no more than 8,000 mt of tilapia per 
year, the estimated tonnage available for commer- 
cial exploitation is substantial (Anon. 1976). 

The Tilapia Fishery 

Traditionally, most of the fishing is done by 
women with woven cane traps, though now- 
adays many men own gill nets, the preferred 
stretched mesh size being 10.16 cm by 50 meshes 
deep and 100 m in length. The daily catch of these 
nets for a dusk to dawn set is seasonably variable 
but averages around 40 kg, of which approximately 
28 kg would be tilapia (Glucksman 1972). 

The smoking of tilapia became a popular meth- 
od of preserving the fish, but the poor keeping 
qualities of this un-brined product made market- 
ing possible only in the regions close to the fish- 
ing grounds. In mid-1975, a combined salting, 
physical pressure and sundrying method of pre- 



servation was introduced to village fishermen, and 
the salted tilapia project began. By mid-1976 there 
were 25 villages involved in the project, producing 
an average of 3.6 mt of salted split fish per month, 
representing a total annual catch of about 130 mt 
of fresh tilapia. 

The dried fish was marketed mainly in the pro- 
tein-deficient areas of the country. Various prob- 
lems involved with the consumer acceptance of 
bony, salted tilapia were solved in early 1977 by 
changing over to the production of salted, dried 
tilapia fillets. 

After becoming part of the East Sepik Rural 
Development Project, funded by the Asian Devel- 
opment Bank, the salted tilapia project has been 
extended to include villages well away from the 
main river. In 1978, the annual production of 
dried fillets from all villages involved in the proj- 
ect was 22.6 mt, equivalent to approximately 
170 mt of fresh tilapia (Thorp 1979). By 1979, 
the production had increased to 40.2 mt of fillets, 
or approximately 300 mt of fresh tilapia despite 
the increasingly adverse effects of the introduced 
water fern, Salvinia molesta. In 1980, salvinia 
played a significant role in reducing the fillet pro- 
duction to approximately 20 mt, or half of the 
annual production of 1979 (Kerekia, pers. comm.). 

The Procedure for Producing Dried, Salted 
Tilapia Fillets 

The fish are first scaled, and the flesh on both 
sides of the body is filleted, producing two fillets 
which comprise approximately 40% of the total 
wet weight of the fish. The fillets are then rubbed 
with salt, and the salted fillets placed between 
layers of salt in a polythene drum. A plank and a 
stone are placed on top of the fillets to assist the 
salt's osmotic drawing of moisture and to keep 
the fillets completely submerged in the brine 
which forms. After 48 hours of this treatment, 
the fillets are in osmotic equilibrium with the 
saturated brine solution (Glucksman 1978). 

After the brine solution has been rinsed off the 
fillets with fresh water, the fillets are dried. The 
drying is usually carried out on raised racks made 
from locally available materials. 

It takes five to six days of sunny weather to 
produce suitably dry fillets. During the wet 
season from September to April, the drying 
period can be considerably longer, as overcast 
skies and frequent rainstorms hamper the drying. 
It was therefore decided to carry out research 
into simply constructed fish driers, to find one 
which could efficiently dry salted tilapia fillets 
even under adverse weather conditions. 

The Box Dryer 

During early 1977, trials on a box-shaped fish 
dryer (Fig, l a )  were carried out at Kanudi Fish 
Research Station, Port Moresby, and at the Inland 
Fish Research Station, Angoram, in the East 
Sepik Province. Solar radiation passes through the 
clear polythene top and heats the air inside the 
box, causing the air to rise and creating an air 
current. 

After extensive trials, the box dryer was found 
unsuitable for introduction to villages producing 
salted fish fillets, because it was not totally rain- 
proof, and its drying efficiency was only slightly 
greater than that achieved by simply sundrying. 
What was needed was a dryer design which could 
overcome these problems. 

The Polythene Tent Dryer 

This type of dryer has been successfully tested 
in Bangladesh (Doe et al. 1977)~. It  operates on 
the same principle as the box dryer, but allows the 
heated air to leave the dryer through rain-shielded 
holes cut into the polythene at the top corners of 
the tent. 

The dryer used in the Angoram trials was of a 
simple 'A' frame construction, erected over a 
drying bed of the type found in Sepik River 
villages. Another construction method is to extend 
the legs of the 'A' frame and suspend the bed from 
them. This type of dryer is shown in Fig. Ib. The 
dimensions shown in the diagram were calculated 
to minimize the wastage of polythene, considering 
that clear and black polythene sheeting is sold in 
Papua New Guinea in rolls measuring 50 m x 3 m. 

Dryer Construction Method in Detail 

Two meters of black polythene was cut from 
the roll and spread over the bed of the tent. Six 
meters of clear polythene was draped over the 
cross-bar of the 'A' frame, and folded at the ends. 
One side and two ends of the tent were tacked 
down to the bed frame along with the projecting 
edges of the black polythene. This was done with 
small nails hammered through flat sections of 
bush cane or bamboo, and was not so tight as to 
prevent all air from entering the tent. One side 
was only loosely secured for ease of entry. A hole 
of no more than ten centimeters in diameter was 
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Fish fillets on latticed bed Clear polythene sheel 

Black interior 1 

Cleof polythene sheet Air exits trough hole 

sheet on drying bed 

Fig. lb. The polythene tent drier. 

Fig. la. The box drier. 

Table 1. Temperatwe, cloud cover and relative ambient humidity data for the box and polythene 
tent driers. 

Average Maximum 
cloud cover ambient 

Day (%I temp. (OC) 

Minimum 
Maximum Maximum ambient 
box dryer tent dryer humidity 

temp. ( O C )  temp. (OC) (%I 

Drying Time (days) 

Fig. 2. Drying data for the box and polythene tent driers. 
- Fillets sundried on racks as control; - - - Fillets in 
box dryer and - - Fillets in polythene tent dryer. 

cut into the clear polythene sheeting at each ver- 
tical end of the tent, near the apex of the 'A' 
frame. Warm air flowing from these two holes 
indicated that the drier was operating correctly. 

Siting of the Dryer 

At latitudes less than lo0 north or south, the 
completed dryer should be sited so that the ridge 
pole of the 'A' frame is at right angles to the sun's 
path, allowing maximum penetration of sunlight 
throughout the day. At higher latitudes, the drier 
should be sited so that the clear polythene side 
faces the sun's path and the polythene sheeting 
is roughly normal to the sun's rays. 

Comparative Tests with the Box 
and Tent Dryers 

Forty tilapia with a wet weight of 12.5 kg were 
filleted and the fillets salted for four days. The 
salted fillets were then divided into three roughly 
equal portions and weighed. One portion was 
placed on the open air racks, one in the box dryer 
and one in the tent dryer. 



The fillets in the tent dryer were placed on 
slightly raised racks constructed from old fishing 
net stretched across a wooden frame. Four racks 
of equal area were placed over the black poly- 
thene, allowing air currents entering through the 
comers of the bed and along the sides of the tent 
to circulate freely around the fillets. Although the 
increased temperature inside the tent aids the 
drying process, it is the air currents which are 
responsible for removing moisture from the fish 
and subsequently from the tent. 

For six days the fillets were left undisturbed 
for seven hours a day, during which time the air 
temperature inside the dryers, the ambient tem- 
perature, ambient humidity and cloud cover were 
recorded at invervals of two hours. Each after- 
noon, the fillets were weighed and then stored 
overnight in air-tight plastic bags. 

Results of the Trials 

The results presented in Table 1 and Fig. 2 are 
from a single trial, though similar results were 
obtained in other trials. In all trials, the tent dryer 
proved to be superior to  the box dryer and simple 
sun drying in terms of temperatures attained and 
drying rate of the fillets. The maximum tent 
temperatures were on average 50% higher than 
the maximum ambient temperatures, whereas the 
maximum box temperatures were only 30% 
higher (Table 1). The tent was able to dry the 
fillets to 60% of their wet salted weight in three 
to four days compared to four to five days by 
the box dryer and five to six days by simply sun 
drying (Fig. 2). 

Tests in the field have shown that the optimum 
batch size for a standard-sized dryer is 400 fillets 
with a wet weight of approximately 20 kg. As 
well as oubperforming the box dryer in drying 

efficiency and temperature attainment, the tent 
dryer has proved its ability to remain waterproof 
during heavy rainstorms. 

Dryer Construction Costs 

In order to keep the cost of the dryer within 
the limited means of the Sepik fishermen, the 
materials used in the construction of the frame 
and bed were collected locally, with the exception 
of the small nails used for tacking down the poly- 
thene, and the polythene itself. 

The clear polythene was of the type that is 
specially protected against ultraviolet rays, and of 
150 micrometer thickness. It is available in Papua 
New Guinea at a cost of NGK45.00 (US$65.00) 
per roll, and with care it will last a year before 
it needs to be replaced. Less expensive 100-micro- 
meter thick clear polythene used in early trials 
was not ultraviolet-stabilized, and tended to break 
up after two to three months in the sun. The 
black polythene sheeting is available at a cost of 
NGK51.00 (US$74.00) per roll, and though it is 
150 micrometers thick, it tends to disintegrate 
faster than the clear polythene. This means that it 
must be replaced after about six months of expo- 
sure to the sun. 

Using six meters of the clear polythene and 
two meters of the black polythene brings the cost 
of a standard-sized dryer to around NGK8.00 
(US$11.00). Because of their limited assets, many 
fishermen are reluctant to spend this amount on a 
polythene drum, let alone on a polythene tent 
dryer. For this reason, demonstration dryers have 
been built in many of the salted fish-producing 
villages. This type of extension work has to a great 
extent overcome the initial resistance to the 
acceptance of the tent dryer, and it is rapidly 
becoming a standard part of the fishermen's 
equipment. 
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Abstract 

In recent years, interest in the use of solar energy as a means of preserving fish has increased. This 
paper provides information on the practical aspects of salting and sun-drying of fish in Fiji. To demon- 
strate the viability of such operations, a calculation of cost and profit for a small family type processor is 
also included. 

Introduction 

Water is essential to life, and microorganisms 
are no exception in requiring plenty of water for 
their growth and multiplication. Lack of water, or 
loss of it, can bring to a standstill the activities of 
the bacteria and molds that spoil fish, and hence 
drying is used as a means of preservation (Water- 
man 1976). 

Salt, whether it be common or coarse, if 
present in sufficient strength, will slow down 
or even prevent bacterial spoilage of fish. This 
property of salt is used in salt-curing that results 
in products that keep in good condition at 
ordinary temperatures for a long time. 

Easy access to salt in Fiji, coupled with long 
hours of sunlight, has allowed preservation 
of fish in rural areas where refrigeration, cold 
storage and ice are not available. Salting and 
drying as a means of fish preservation have been 

carried out in Fiji from time immemorial. The 
techniques used are simple and straight forward 
and the materials needed for processing are 
generally found around the processing areas. In 
addition, this method of processing is inexpensive 
and utilizes the whole fish (nothing is discarded 
apart from guts and gdls). The demands on 
technology are slight and there are no require- 
ments for chilling or complex storage facilities; 
this, together with the ease of transporting the 
produce to market, has further encouraged solar 
processing. 

The Method 

In Fiji, salting and sun drying of fish as a means 
of preservation is predominantly practiced with 
one species, the grey mullet (Mugil cephalus), 
called Kanace (Kanathe) in Fijian. This species is 
caught by set nets or by beach seine. To minimize 



stress, the captured fish are retrieved from the 
nets in the shortest possible time. It has been 
shown that fish will keep well for a longer period 
before processing if they are exposed to  little or 
no stress during capture. 

Processing is normally undertaken in lots or 
batches. In a single processing run, as many 
as 500 fish can be processed. Since fishing grounds 
are not far away from the processing zones, the 
fish caught are split, gutted and cleaned imme- 
diately to avoid spoiling and allow immediate 
processing. If there is some delay in processing, 
the fish are normally kept in the shade where 
there is a good flow of wind to cool them. 

MATERIALS 

Tools needed for salting and sundrying fish 
include a sharp, clean stainless knife; several 
containers to hold salt; a clean basin (usually 
plastic) to hold wet fish and several long, thin 
twigs (to be meshed so that fish can be placed on 
them). The salt must be clean. 

CLEANING AND SPLITTING OF FISH 

Fish are cleaned and bled immediately after 
retrieval from nets. Scales in all cases are allowed 
to remain on the fish so that they are tough 
enough and easy to handle during processing. 
Heads are never removed. 

The whole fish is very carefully split along the 
dorsal side from the middle top of the head to the 
tail so that the ventral region holds the sides of 
the fish together (Fig. 1). First, the head is cut 
longitudinally from the top so that the only 
region left uncut is where the opercular lines meet 
at the base of the head. The knife is then held 
vertically and moved backward from the head 
towards the tail region. The fish is split in such a 
way that the bones (vertebrae) remain on one side 
of the fish, leaving the other portion almost 
boneless apart from some ribs. The whole fish 
now looks flat and consists of two leaves joined at 
the belly. Deep cuts are made in the flesh on each 
of the leaves to hasten drying (Fig. 1). 

Once the split is completed, the fish is thor- 
oughly washed inside and out, all the slime is 
removed by scrubbing and any black membrane 
clinging to the internal tissues is peeled out. 

Coarse salt and seawater are used for brine pre- 
paration in all parts of Fiji. About 0.7 kg of salt is 
added per gallon of sea water and thoroughly 

Split here 
first and 
then mwe 
backwards 

Before Splitting 

Deep cuts in 
flesh to open 
fish more to 

After Splitting 

1 sunshine 

Fig. 1. Method of splitting fish for sun-drying. 

mixed, resulting in a nearly saturated solution. The 
solution is normally made in large plastic con- 
tainers so that many fish can be brined in a few 
batches. 

Once the solution is ready, as many fish as 
possible are placed in the containers with the cut 
surface turned down. Care is taken that all the 
fish are completely submerged. Because of the 
concentrated salt solution, fish at times float to  
the surface. To prevent this, the top of the con- 
tainer may be covered with wire mesh or net and 
then weighted down by a few heavy basalt stones. 

In most salting batches, the sizes of the fish are 
kept approximately the same; thus, all fish can be 
kept in the salt solution for about the same 
period of time. In our experience, if the fish 
each weigh between 0.65 kg and 0.75 kg after 
splitting and gutting, they should be allowed to 
stay in the brine for 3 to 4 hours. If the fish weigh 
more than 0.75 kg, they should be left in the salt 
solution for at least 6 hours. 

AIR-DRYIN G 

After salting, the fish are removed from the 
solution and placed on dripping racks (usually 
built in the shade of trees) to allow excess solu- 
tion to  drain out. In most cases, dripping does 
not take more than % to % hour. 

To avoid any unnecessary expenses, the drip- 
ping or drying racks are made of materials easily 
available around the processing areas. A rectangu- 
lar wooden frame is made which sits on supports 
15 to 20 cm in diameter. All the wooden materials 
used are normally from a plant locally called 
Vaivai (Leucaena leucocephala). The joints are 
either nailed or tied with vines from the nearby 



bush. These drying racks are usually 10 m by 2 m. 
After drip-drying, dry salt is rubbed on the cut 

surface and the fish are placed in large containers 
and put in a storehouse away from rain and dew. 
The fish are stacked one on top of the other with 
the cut surface facing down, and the container is 
covered with coconut leaves, etc., to  keep out 
flies. 

Each batch of fish is removed from the store- 
house and the salt is carefully shaken away. To 
remove any remaining salt, each fish is given a 
quick rinse in sea water and then placed on shelves 
or large racks in the open air next to the low 
water tide mark. These racks are built in the open 
to  allow air circulation and to  place the fish 
directly in the sun. Care is taken to  see that the 
cut surface of the fish is facing the sun. To keep 
flies away from the fish, the entire rack is covered 
with very fine netting material on top and bottom. 

The fish are left in the sun the whole day. In 
the late afternoon, the fish are stacked in contain- 
ers in the storehouse. The next day they are put 
in the sun again. This drying procedure continues 
for several days, and every day the texture of the 
product is carefully examined by pressing the 
most fleshy part with finger and thumb. In the 
beginning, the flesh will be dented but as the fish 
get cured, dents will be difficult to make and 
eventually dents will be almost impossible to 
make. When the product reaches this stage, it is 
ready for marketing. 

The rate of drying depends on the size of the 
fish, length of day and the intensity of the sun. 
On the average, if the fish are initially between 
0.65 and 0.75 kg in weight, they would be 
ready within 3 to 4 days, whereas fish more than 
0.75 kg may take up to  7 days to  dry. 

Salt drying in Fiji is usually practiced by 
individual families, and each family may 
have as many as ten drying racks varying in size 
from 30 m x 10  m to  10 m x 3 m. These racks are 
placed near the low water mark to facilitate 
rinsing of the fish before they are placed on the 
racks. The storehouses are also built near the 
drying racks to minimize time and labor. The 
stores are also used for storing salt and other 
equipment. 

Calculations of Cost and Profit 

Below is an estimate of annual cost and profit 
(in Fijian dollars) for a typical family type 

processor based on the average pricesj wages and 
cost at Vanua Levu during 1980. 

On average, 600 fish are processed by a family 
each week. In a year, an average of 40 weeks are 
utilized for catching and processing fish. Hence 
the total fish processed in a year is 600 x 40 = 
24,000. 

A. Labor to Catch, Split and Clean Fish 

Normally two laborers used. Each laborer 
paid $0.2O/fish. Total annual labor cost: 

24,000 x $0.20 x 2 = 9,600.00 

B. Salt 

For every 400 fish, 1 bag (51 kg) of salt 
is used. No. of bags used in a year is 60. 
Cost of 1 bag is $12.00. Total annual cost 
for salt: 

60 x $12.00 = $ 720.00 

C. Rack to Dry Fish (Capital) 

To build one rack will cost $20.00. One 
rack will last two years, hence the yearly 
cost is $20.00 + 2 = $10.00. One family 
may have as many as 10 racks. Total 
annual cost of racks: 

$10.00 x 10 = $ 100.00 

D. Labor for Sun-Drying of Fish 

2 laborers at $4.00/day. Total annual cost: 
$4.00 x 40 weeks x 5 dayslweek = $ 800.00 

E. Marketing 

20 trips in a year to market. Each trip 
costs $20.00. Annual cost: 

20 x $20.00 = $ 400.00 

Total cost $11,620.00 

ANNUAL INCOME 
24,000 fish processed. Fish weigh 113 kg 
each. Sale price = $3.00/kg. Annual sales: 

24,000/3 x $3.00 = $24,000.00 

There are very few factors which could hinder 
processing operations of this type. The above 
calculations are based on the assumption that the 
processor will operate for 200 days, but in 
practice people may operate for fewer or more 
days, affecting both operation cost and total 
sales. Occasionally, production may far exceed 
the figures shown here. The availability of fish in 
most cases is the deciding factor, and the question 



of whether the operation is economical or not is 
therefore always very closely connected to the 
supply of fish. 

It is important to point out that although the 
final price of the product is assumed here to be 
$3.00/kg., this is the price paid in Labasa (in the 
island of Vanua Levu) where the product is 
produced, and this figure will vary considerably 
from town to town should it reach the main 
island of Viti Levu. At the moment, it appears 
that the price of raw fish will remain static in 
production areas, thus enabling planning for 
future operations. 

economics of the operation because of lack 
of data. However, after discussions with officers 
in different parts of the country, I have con- 
cluded that a total of 35 mt of salted mullet is 
now processed annually in Fiji. Assuming an 
average of $5.00/kg, the country is producing 
about $175,000 worth of salted dried mullet 
every year which is sold throughout the country 
without any problem. People are becoming 
more and more interested in this product and are 
realizing the importance of solar energy. 

Conclusion 
Reference 

It has been possible to  present in some detail 
the processing techniques, but unfortunately Waterman, J.J. 1976. The production of dried fish. F A 0  
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Abstract 

In remote island communities such as those of Kiribati, electricity and gas are nonexistent on most 
islands, and supplies of fossil fuel are irregular and undependable. Solar refrigeration could theoret- 
ically provide ice for island fishermen to store their catch with until a collection vessel arrives. 

The technical aspects of the solar-operated system are fundamentally the same as for any absorption 
cycle refrigeration unit. Heat for the generator is provided by water which flows through solar panels, 
water circulation is by convection, and the condensing of the vapor takes place at night when the ambient 
temperature is lower and the heat absorbed in the generator can be expelled to  the atmosphere. The 
disadvantages of the solar system are the use of ammonia (a highly toxic gas) and the large size of the 
solar panel required to  produce a small quantity of ice. Another system currently being developed, which 
may have advantages for remote islands, is the use of coconut oil to  drive a generator which in turn 
drives a normal refrigeration unit. 
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Summary of Discussion on Solar Energy 

One participant commented that in India there 
is no market difference between fish which had 
been dried in a slightly rotten state, and those 
that had been dried fresh. Therefore there is no 
incentive to invest in improved drying facilities, 
even though these are relatively inexpensive. This 
person believed that banks are also not interested 
in providing loans for such facilities; bankers 
continue to be traditional bankers, and there is no 
incentive for them to invest to improve the 
quality of life. 

However, other participants stated that in some 
other areas (such as the Caribbean and parts of 
Africa), there is a difference in the marketability 
of dried fish depending on the quality. In the 
Philippines, it is appreciated that improved solar 
fish driers improve efficiency and thus increase 
profits; also, they cut costs by decreasing the 
amount of salt required in drying fish. The 
important question seems to  be the design of the 
drier. Regarding social aspects of investment, 
ADB staff members responded that social benefits 
are very much taken into account in Bank-financed 
projects, and that increasing attention is being 
paid to  the difficult question of how to improve 
the quality of rural life through financial assis- 
tance. 

Another person stated that solar collectors in 
Pakistan required eight years to recover the 
energy invested in the units. Special concern was 
expressed over the cost of materials such as glass 
and aluminum. In general, the meeting felt that 
these were not difficult questions. Glass, for 
example, is one of the first items to be manufac- 
tured locally as a country begins to  develop. 

Some concern was expressed over possible 
nutritional degradation of fish at high temper- 
atures (e.g., near, or in excess of 50°C) in solar 
driers, although the first effect of such high 
temperatures was thought to be a change in 
consistency without much nutritional impact. 

One participant noted that people in Fiji pay 
more for dried than for fresh mullet. Another 
pointed out that techniques are available for 
preservation for local markets, but research is 
required on methods to  preserve fish for months 
if other markets are to be sought. For developing 
and extending drying techniques in Fiji, more 
manpower is needed. 

There was some difference in opinion regarding 
how long smoked fish could be preserved, some 
saying 7 days and others 2 weeks. The importance 

of local taste preferences was noted, and in Papua 
New Guinea agents at the village level assist in 
teaching preparation methods for new forms of 
fish such as dried or smoked fish. 

In general, solar-powered ice plants have not 
been able to produce desired quantities of ice. 
One person stressed the importance of large 
amounts of insulation to  make even small quan- 
tities of ice last longer. Alternative insulation 
materials such as coconut husks could be used as 
insulation, but in island nations such as Kiribati 
the small level of coconut production would limit 
this. Better results with solar ice plants have been 
reported, but the information has apparently not 
been widely disseminated. It was noted that even 
if the low temperatures achieved are above the 
optimum for fish preservation, they result in at 
least some preservation effect. Another person 
pointed out that even 5 kg of ice, if used to 
preserve 5 kg of a high-value product such as 
shrimp, could allow a fisherman to make a living. 

The cost of solar ponds for ice production was 
generally uneconomically high, although an 
opinion was expressed that such a system might 
be workable if it is not used to  produce electricity 
but rather is used to power a compressor directly. 
One person recommended a directdrive, wind- 
driven compressor for refrigeration, which would 
be more efficient than producing electricity to 
drive a compressor and would save the cost of a 
generator and motor. An opposing view held that 
such a directdrive compressor must be able to 
accept great fluctuations in speed, and that an 
absorption cycle refrigerator utilizing heat from 
another source such as biogas might be preferable. 

One person stated that the only form of direct 
solar energy that is commercially feasible now in 
the Philippines is solar water heating. Solar fish 
driers were more acceptable when auxiliary fuels 
(e.g., agricultural waste) could be used when there 
was not enough sunlight. Solar cooking is not yet 
practical because other fuels are available; the use 
of more efficient stoves should be pursued 
instead. Another person agreed that direct solar 
energy was most useful for low-grade thermal 
energy, although this may not be as useful in the 
tropics as in the temperate zone. 

Another person pointed out that by retrofitting 
electric water heaters to run on solar power, 
electricity could be saved which could then be 
used for refrigeration. 
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Abstract 

Wind and water power have a significant contribution to make to aquaculture and fish processing. 
Wind energy can provide mechanical power to operate pumps and aerators and can also be used to gen- 
erate electricity. Small-scale hydropower may be used to serve aquaculture in many ways wherever 
there is sufficient flow and fall of water. Additionally, refrigeration equipment and heat pumps may be 
driven by both wind and water power. The integration of these systems can serve energy needs in fish 
fanning for processing, ice-making, mechanical power and electricity. 

Wind Power 

Wind energy can directly benefit aquaculture 
by pumping and aerating water and generating elec- 
tricity. The windmills and associated equipment 
required for pumping, aerating and circulating 
water can all be manufactured locally and inex- 
pensively, thus providing employment and keep- 
ing currency at home that might otherwise be 
used to import equipment and oil. Most electricity- 
producing wind generators require industrial 
fabrication. 

driven engine pumps have stopped, due to the 
high cost of fuel. The rotor of the Cretan sailcloth 
is a wheel with 6 to 8 spokes on which are fixed 
sails made of cloth or plastic. The rotor is strength- 
ened by tie-wires attached from the outer end of 
the spokes to a forward extension of the shaft. The 
other end of the shaft forms a tailvane, making 
this an upwind machine. Drive from the shaft can 
be used to operate a pump or generator in wind 
speeds as low as 8 kph. A 4-m diameter Cretan 
sailcloth will produce an electrical output of 200 W 
at a wind speed of 25 kph. Its maximum output is 
300 W. The cost of the wind generator is expected 
to be a maximum of $500 if used for electricity 

me following are the main types of generation, and a minimum of under $50 if used 
for water pumping or aeration.' 

Cretan sailcloth (Fig. 1 )  

The island of Crete has for centuries been 
dotted with thousands of water-pumping wind- 
mills made of white sailcloth (Fig. 1). Recent 'plans for the Cretan sailcloth are available from NCAT, 
tendencies to change from these windmills to oil- Machynlleth, Powys, Wales, United Kingdom. 



Fig. 2. An 18-foot diameter sailwing used for pumping 
water at the New Alchemy Institute in Massachusetts. 
With a gear up of 25:1, it can be used to  generate elec- 
tricity. 

Fig. 1. The Cretan sailcloth windmill has been in use for 
thousands of years for water pumping applications. 

Savonius rotor 

New Alchemy sailwing 
This is a three-bladed downwind machine 

(it has no tailvane). The design (Fig. 2) is a variation 
of a bamboo/cotton sailwing windmill in Southern 
India that has also been adapted for irrigation 
in Thailand (Sherman 1981). It is similar to the 
Cretan sailcloth but is simpler to  build, having 
only 3 blades and no vane. A 7-m diameter 
sailwing mill with a maximum pumping capacity 
of 4,550 l/hr costs approximately $300. This 
includes the cost of a simple yet effective dia- 
phragm water pump. The sailwing operates in 
wind speeds of 8 to 50 kph.2 

Vertical-axis sailwing (Fig. 3) 

The previous two windmills are horizontal-axis 
mills. There is some advantage in a vertical-axis 
mill in that the shaft can directly drive a pump or 
aerator on the ground (Fig. 3). Moreover, construc- 
tion of a 4- or 6-bladed vertical-axis sailwing is 
simple and i n e ~ ~ e n s i v e . ~  

Multivane windmills 
This is the classic American water-pumping 

windmill. It is heavy but can be designed to lift 
great volumes of water. The rotor is solid with a 
mass of curved metal vanes. A lighter version is 
the two-bladed Sparco windpump (Fig. 4). This is 
an effective and inexpensive windmill, available 
with either a diaphragm or piston pump.4 

An inexpensive water-pumping windmill, called 
a Savonius rotor, can be made by cutting a closed 
cylinder (such as an oil drum) in half and using 
the two halves as blades (Fig. 5).5 

Wind generators 
While all the above windmills can be used to 

generate electricity, they are all high-torque 
machines primarily suited to  mechanical applica- ' 
tions. The rotor of a wind generator is designed to 
attain high speed even at wind speeds as low as 12 
to 19 kph. To enable rotation at speeds consid- 
erably in excess of the wind speed, slender 
aerodynamic propellers are used to drive the 
generator. The manufacture of such machines 
requires delicate engineering and balancing. Wind 
generators made in the U.S. and Europe cost 
$1,000 per maximum rated kilowatt output. 

'plans for the Sailwing pump are available from the 
New Alchemy Institute, P.O. Box 47, Woods Hole, Mass. 
02543, U.S.A. 

3 ~ l a n s  for the Vertical-Axis Sailwing are available from 
Low Energy Systems, 3 Larkfield Gardens, Dublin 6, Ire- 
land. 

4~vailable from Sparco Pumps, A/S Naesbjerg, 6800 
Varde, Denmark. 

'plans for the Savonius rotor are available from Brace 
Research Institute, MacDonald College, Ste. Anne de 
Bellevue, Quebec HOA 1C0, Canada. 



Fig. 3. Vertical axis sailwing. 

Fig. 4. The Sparco is a two-bladed water-pumping windmill. 

Water Pumping 

Wherever water has to  be pumped from a well 
or river into a fishpond, after possibly hydraulic 
ram pumps, wind power is probably the best way. 
The fabrication of the wind rotor is simple and 
creates local employment. A diaphragm pump can 
be made for less than a few dollars, by using auto 
tires (Fig. 6). 

There is an advantage in having an additional 
manual or oildriven pump to maintain the level 
of water during prolonged windless periods. How- 
ever, purchasing an oil-powered pump (or aerator) 
as a prime pump is difficult to justify in Southeast 
Asia or Europe. The initial capital cost of the pump 
is, in many cases, higher than the cost of a locally 
made wind pump; added to that is the cost and 
inconvenience of using oil to  power the pump. 

In addition to  filling fishponds with water, wind- 
mills can be used for circulating the pond water 
which stimulates growth, for filtration, and for 
crop irrigation using the enriched pond water. 

Aeration 

Windmills are suitable for the continuous aera- 
tion of ponds and reservoirs. Wind power com- 
plements photosynthesis, which releases oxygen 
for the fish. At night and in cloudy weather, 
when photosynthesis cannot occur, the wind is 
frequently high enough to drive a wind-powered 
aerator. Aeration and circulation of water in a 
fishpond encourage the growth of fish. Propellers 
or a paddle attached directly to the shaft of a 

floating vertical axis windmill are good ways to 
achieve aeration (Fig. 7). 

The cost of a locally made aerator using a ver- 
tical or horizontal axis mill should be a minimum 
of $100 to $200 for a mill with a 3 to 7-m rotor 
diameter. Such prices compare well with that of 
gasolinedriven aerators. 

Medium-speed windmills, like the Sparco, and 
high-speed aerodynamic mills can be used to drive 
rotary-type aerators similar to electrically driven 
ones. Slow-speed sailcloth and sailwing mills may 
also be used but will need a speed-increasing gear. 
The Chinese have developed an electric aerator 
based on the Venturi principle which could be 
adapted to  directdrive. An auxiliary motor could 
be used to beltdrive the aerator in windless peri- 
ods. Wind-powered air compressors can also aerate 
and circulate water in ponds. 

WindGenerated Electricity 

For low electricity requirements, wind-gener- 
ated electricity deserves consideration and com- 
parison with oildriven generators and utilities. A 
wind-energy system is comprised of a winddriven 
generator with battery storage for calm spells. It 
is better if the wind energy is used to operate DC 
(direct current) appliances as this avoids the added 
expense of an inverter to take DC from the bat- 
teries up to  AC (alternating current). Small inver- 
ters can then be used for specific appliances. To 
use wind generators for heating in aquaculture is 
out of the question due to the cost and because 



Fig. 5. A vertical-axis water pumping windmill, known as the Savonius rotor, 
made from an oil barrel. On the right is a cross-section. 

Fig. 6. Use of an automobile tire for a pump diaphragm. 
Fig. 7. Showing pond aeration using a vertical axis wind- 
mill. 



passive solar collectors or shells provide heat 
easier than can the wind. Ideally, wind generators 
should be used for such applications as lighting, 
radio, alarm and other appliances that cannot be 
mechanically operated. By using a windmill for 
mechanical operations the expense and main- 
tenance of both a generator and motor are avoided. 

A typical one- or two-family-operated fish farm 
would use a wind generator with an output of be- 
tween 200 and 500 W. Such a generator, if built 
along the lines of the Cretan sailcloth, would 
typically cost between $200 and $500. Wind 
generators are available with outputs from a few 
watts up to the megawatt range. These are high- 
speed aerodynamic machines costing in the region 
of $1,00O/kW capacity and this does not include 
batteries. Such a high cost is difficult to justify in 
all but a few cases. An exception is if local industry 
develops the skill to produce properly balanced 
propeller blades (which require specialist engineer- 
ing) driving mass-produced generators mounted 
on tower supports. Then the cost could be reduced 
below $500/kW. 

Wind generators require the use of batteries. 
Stationary lead-acid batteries are preferred. Unless 
purchased second-hand, however, batteries can 
cost between 50 and 100% of the price of a wind 
generator. If AC is required, then an inverter is 
needed to take the DC power from the batteries 
up to AC. In the range of up to  100 W output, 
inverters are reasonably inexpensive, but in the 
kilowatt range they cost about $500/kW capacity. 

An average wind speed of at least 12 kph is 
desirable. Some coastal areas experience higher 
wind speeds, making wind power much more 
attractive. A wind speed of 23 kph is excellent. 
An advantage that sailcloth wind generators have 
is that in extreme wind speeds, 120 kph plus, 
only the sails of a well-constructed mill will shred, 
whereas a wooden propeller blade may shatter. 

In comparing the cost of wind generators and 
gas generators, remember that the price of oil can 
only continue to rise whereas the wind is forever 
free. Further information on wind energy can be 
found in McGuigan (1978a). 

Hydropower and Aquaculture 

Wherever there is flowing water, there is the 
potential for both hydropower and aquaculture. 
Some freshwater ponds use rivers or streams 
as the source of water, which may also be used to  
generate electrical power. Most of the structure 
required for a water turbine installation is also 
needed for aquaculture: inlet channel, tailrace 

and small diverter dams. It  follows that the 
marriage of the two is a natural one resulting in a 
supply of both electricity and food. 

The most productive aquatic farms use fast- 
flowing waters (Todd 1978). For example, the 
Snake River Trout Company in Idaho, USA, uses 
a flow of 3,790 11s to produce approximately 
600,000 kg/ha/year. In stillwater ponds in Japan, 
carp production runs about 5,000 kglhalyear 
with fertilization and feeding. However, raceways 
with fast-flowing water produce 400,000 to 
2,000,000 kglhalyear. Flowing water and intensive 
feeding results in over a one hundred-fold increase 
in production for the same culture area. The same 
water can also be used to generate electricity. 

The optimum location for a hydro-fish-farm 
(Fig. 8) is wherever a stream or river has a fall 
(drop or head) of 1.6 meters or more. A fall of 
that height is generally sufficient to generate 
electricity. 

A small weir or diverter dam is required to 
divert the river into a millrace leading to  the 
ponds and the turbine. The millrace itself can be 
made broad enough to include the fish within it 
or special ponds can be added to  the sides of the 
race. By arranging the ponds so that a lip is 
jutting out into the millrace, circulation is created 
in the pond. In addition, the protrusion causes 
turbulence and eddying which helps oxygenate 
the water. A screen can be used to keep the fish 
within the pond or within different sections of 
the millrace, with different species grown in each 
section. 

The turbine should be located where the 
greatest fall can be found, thus giving the highest 
power output. The power can be used for process- 
ing plants, refrigeration equipment and other 
uses. More fish can be grown in the tailrace using 
water oxygenated by the turbine. 

In the design of such a system, one has to be 
careful not to obstruct the flow of water to the 
point where power output from the turbine is 
restricted. If a dam is used, the reservoir can serve 
as a fish farm, provided the water level is main- 
tained. 

TURBINES 

The following are the principal types of turbines 
available today: 

Pelton : operates on head of 15  m up 
Francis : operates on head of 1 m up 
Propeller : operates on head of 1 m up 
Cross-flow : operates on head of 2 m up 
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1 DIVERTER DAM OR WEIR 

Fig. 8. Suggested scheme for a hydro-fish-farm. 

Pelton wheels are made by a number of manu- 
facturers and cost anything from $50 to  $500/k\V 
capacity, depending on whether they are locally 
made using recycled aluminum or made of bronze 
as in Switzerland. Pelton wheels are excellent if 
the fall is high. 

Francis turbines are more expensive than 
Pelton wheels but have the advantage of being 
able t o  operate on low falls. 

Propeller turbines become extremely inefficient 
when the water flow is reduced by half or less of 
the design capacity of the turbine. To overcome 
this inefficiency, propeller blades can be made 
adjustable, which results in high efficiency on all 
flow rates. This adjustability involves added cost. 
Adjustable propeller turbines are called Kaplan 
turbines. Over the past 20 years, the Chinese have 
installed over 90,000 small water turbines, many 
of them Francis and propeller types. These 
are now exported at reasonable prices. 

Cross-flow turbines maintain high efficiency 
even with 20% the rated flow. Another advantage 
is that they can be used on falls from 1.5 to  170 
m, making them universal high-efficiency water 
turbines. In addition, they are simple to  make 
even with the most basic of machine shop equip- 
ment. 

A cross-flow turbine supplied by Ossberger 
(Germany), with mechanical governing and 
generator, can cost as much as $1,00O/kW capa- 
city. A locally made cross-flow turbine with 
electronic governing, as opposed to  mechanical 
governing, can cost considerably less. Fabrication 
of the turbine and its casing costs less than 
$100/kW; the alternator and electronic governor 
can add $200. 

Turbines with electronic governing are most 
suited to  free-stream or run-of-the-river installa- 
tions where a dam is not required. Turbines 
with mechanical-flow governing are more suited 



Fig. 9. Brown's fish farm with water turbine in Ireland. 
Natural falls supply water for the ponds and reduce the 
need for aeration. 

to situations where a dam is used to store water 
for peak power and for daytime industrial use. 
Free-stream systems obviate the need for expensive 
dams. 

A new turbine called the Schneider Lift Trans- 
lator is capable of generating power on falls of 0.3 
m and less.6 However it should be remembered 
that the amount of power available from a 0.3 m 
fall is only 20% of what can be derived from a 1.5 
m fall. A small dam can be built to raise the fall 
to 1.5 m. 

OPERATING SYSTEMS 

I recently visited two working hydro-fish-farms 
in Ireland, both of which were trout farms. The 
first, with 4 ponds of approximately 1,350 m2 
each, used a Francis turbine to generate 15 kW. 
The power is used for smoking fish and for office 
and domestic use. The small river which feeds the 
fish farm and turbine is divided into two, with 
one half going into power production and the 
other half feeding the ponds with a natural fall 
(Fig. 9 and 10). The farm produces 40 t of fish 
yearly. 

The second farm uses a small 1.5 kW water 
wheel. The home-built wheel is made of plastic 
barrels cut in half and fixed to a wheel on a shak 
(Fig. 11). Shaft power is geared up to a generator 

6 ~ h e  Schneider Lift Translator is made by Schneider 
Corp., 5310D Power Inn Rd., Sacramento, California 
95802, U.S.A. 

Fig. 10. The open-pit turbine onBrown's farm can generate 
up to 15 kW. 

which supplies electricity to a small cottage (Fig. 
12). This farm concentrates on a hatchery oper- 
ation and produces 15  t of fish, mostly fingerlings, 
annually. A small wind generator is under con- 
struction at the farm to provide heat. 

Finally, a third hydro-fish-farm is under 
construction in Ireland. The turbine will be used 
to operate refrigeration equipment, and for water 
and space heating. 

Where a natural lagoon with a narrow mouth 
occurs on a coastline, it is possible to construct a 
hydroelectric project and to use the enclosed bay 
for screened aquaculture. One tidal-power project 
was completed many years ago in France, where 
it was economically feasible due to the con- 
struction of a road across the mouth of the bay. 
The turbine was located under the road. However, 
I am aware of some such projects which were 
proposed but never completed due to the high 
cost of the civil engineering and the turbine. 
Kaplan and Schneider turbines are suitable for 
power generation on tidal schemes. Again, the 
corrosive effect of salt water and sand on the 
motor must be taken into consideration. 

Costs 

The cost of a water turbine system ranges 
from $300 to $1,00O/kW capacity. This includes 
the turbine, generator and governor. The lower 



the production of an excellent protein food for 
human consumption. In addition, it provides the 
highest form of pollution-free electricity available 
to man, and is a well-balanced ecological system. 

Refrigeration and Heat Pumps 

Refrigeration and heat pumps both depend 
upon the vapor compression cycle. Heat pumps 
can supply both heat and cooling, whereas refrige- 
rators are restricted to cooling. In the heating 
mode, a heat pump will supply between 2 and 5 
units of heat for each unit of mechanical or 
electrical energy consumed. In the cooling mode, 
a heat pump or refrigerator will supply slightly - - - - -  - - - 

Fig. 11. The OToole hydro-fish-farm in Ireland. A home- less. 
made water wheel generates 1.5 kw. The vital thing to remember here is that the 

effective output in terms of heat from a windmill 

Fig. 12. Turbine unit at the OToole farm. 

price is for Chinese turbines which are as good as 
their western counterparts. A system of particular 
interest is a cross-flow turbine with electronic 
governing. Such a system promises to reduce the 
cost of water power on low to high heads. 

In addition to the cost of turbine is the cost of 
civil engineering, which can be low or high, 
depending upon local conditions. Such costs 
cover an intake works or dam, pipeline or open 
channel, turbine base and a channel to take the 
water back to the river. In many cases these 
costs are a fraction of the cost of the turbine 
itself. Further information on costs can be found 
in McGuigan (1978b). 

The marriage of fish farming and water power, 
and indeed irrigation, is an ideal one. It  results in 

or water turbine can be increased by anything 
from two to five times. Heat pumps and refrigera- 
tars operate by taking low temperature heat out 
of water or air and compressing it to a high 
temperature. Their efficiency (EER or COP),' 
which is the ratio of thermal energy supplied 
relative to energy consumed, depends on the 
temperature difference between the heat source 
(air or water) and the heat sink (the end-use). The 
lower the difference, the higher the efficiency. 

A water turbine can be used to directdrive the 
compressor of a heat pump or freezer, thereby 
saving the cost of a generator for the turbine and 
of a motor for the heat pump. If hydropower is 
to be used for other resistive loads and standard 
refrigeration equipment, then a turbine with 
electric generator is recommended. 

Perhaps the perfect system for a fish farm in 
the temperate zone is a turbinedriven heat pump, 
which takes the heat out of water to form ice and 
uses the heat for hot water, scouring and cleaning. 
This can be achieved using standard refrigeration 
equipment, but instead of dissipating the heat 
into the air, a refrigerant-to-water heat exchanger 
is used to produce hot water. 

A windmill or wind generator may also be used 
to drive heat pumps and refrigerators with the 
same multiplying effect. However, the inconstant 
wind must be supplemented with a backup power 

7 ~ ~ ~ - r a t i o  of  work performed (cooling) to  energy 
used multiplied by a factor of  3.4; COP-ratio of work 
performed (heating) to  energy used, 



system to make up for calm periods. For example, 
a winddriven ice-maker or refrigerator could be 
supplemented with an oil-fired engine. I know of 
one small heat pump driven by the electric 
current from a wind generator and of a large heat 
pump mechanically driven by a water wheel (Fig. 
13). 

The costliest part of a heat pump is the com- 
pressor usually a piston compressor. Water-to- 
refrigerant heat exchangers are made of copper 
piping. In addition, valves and thermostatic 
controls are required. The design of a heat pump 
or a refrigerator is crucial to its life span. A 
poorly designed one will last only a few years, 
whereas a welldesigned one will last for 20 years. 
European and American made heat pumps cost in 
the region of $200/t of refrigerant. 

Conclusion 

Compared to the rising cost of oil, and its 
uncertain supply, the use of wind and water 
power in aquaculture makes for an independent, 
integrated and economic supply of protein food 
and energy. 

The cost of locally made windmills and water 
turbines is below that of oil-driven generators and 
the oil required to operate them. More impor- 
tantly, the locally made product, provides employ- 
ment, keeps currency at home and so benefits 
the overall economy. An added benefit is the 

Fig. 13. Water-to-water heat pump driven by a water wheel. air and water pollution. 
The water wheel, which rotates at 12  rpm, is geared up to  As our population continues to expand and as 
drive a compressor at 500 rpm. Freon gas in the evaporator each country strives to attain its own energy 
in the river evaporates at .7 to .85 kg/cm2 (-1.1 to + 2 ' ~ ) ,  independence, nothing can contain the gowth 
is compressed in the compressor and then condenses at 

Of technologies and of aquaculture, which 54 to 6 0 ' ~ .  The same process can be reversed for refrigera- 
tion. they so ideally serve. 
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Summary of Discussion on Wind Energy 

After the resource speaker's presentation, sev- 
eral points regarding investment cost, mainte- 
nance, and competitiveness with alternative power 
sources were raised. Regarding construction cost, 
it was pointed out that the windmills presented, 
though locally constructed (e.g., Kenya) were 
expensive, currency of purchase notwithstanding. 
It was observed that if maintenance was complex, 
the technology will not be successful, since 
alternatives generally require less maintenance. 
Competitiveness of wind energy systems depends 
greatly on assumptions regarding electricity 
prices, wind speeds, and weather disturbances. A 
participant pointed out that with relatively cheap 
(and often subsidized) urban area electricity 
(US$.04 per kW-hr), relatively low wind speeds 
(4-8 km/hr) and frequent typhoons, windmills 
may be neither economical nor practical. In areas 
of higher electricity costs, windmills may be 
much more attractive. 

Several participants commented on experience 
with adoption of windmills. For aquaculture, 
windy days mean no need for aeration by wind- 
mills; on non-windy days, the windmill will not 
work, so the best approach seems to  be either 
traditional electric or humanlanimal powered 
aerators on non-windy days. 

A participant reported on a wind sail pump 
(reciprocating fan type) that is most efficient 
at lower wind speeds. This wind sail damps itself 
as wind speed increases, thus maintaining constant 
pumping capability. It shows promise as it is not 
complex, uses a bamboo frame and can be manu- 
factured locally. The bottom bearing could be 
waterborne. 

Regarding use of+flowing water for both power 
generation and fish rearing, it was pointed out 
that a comparison of yields from 'stagnant' ponds 
with yields from flowing water systems may be 
misleading in that the 'stagnant' pond may be 
more energy efficient. In fact, 'stagnant' water is 

often desirable to retain nutrients. Moreover, 
flow-through systems rely on energy-expensive 
external feeding. 

A question was raised regarding the capacity of 
windmills and windmill pumps. An estimated 
output of 200 watts is possible at a wind speed of 
30 kmlhr. One participant reported a capacity of 
1500 literslhr, 16-18 hours per day. Construction 
cost of this type is approximately US$2,150, but 
its output is insufficient for irrigating one hectare. 
The need is for capabilities of irrigating 1 to  2 
hectares daily; therefore credit availability be- 
comes important. 

The potential application of windmills for 
pumping against low water heads was thought to  
be great in South and Southeast Asia. It was 
pointed out that licensing to  permit local manu- 
facture of windmills, instead of importing them, 
would be helpful. 

Regarding heat pumps, a combination air 
conditioner and water heater was described. 
The promotional campaign for the unit has been 
criticized, however, because in tropical climates 
the air conditioner is not needed when hot water 
is required. Therefore, the cost and energy savings 
are not as substantial as the promotion indicated, 
if they exist at all. 

A wave power system was described in some 
detail. Projected output of the reinforced con- 
crete structure and rubber membrane is 10  
gigawatts. Costs, however, are probably close to 
US$.20 per kW/hr, which at this time makes the 
system practical only where alternative electric 
costs are higher. The investment cost is comparable 
to  the cost of a power station. The system has an 
anticipated life of 40 years, with 10  to 20 years 
cycle of renewing parts. Though manufacturing is 
now worked out, the system is still experimental, 
particularly for the tropics where waves are 
smaller, and tidal ranges less. 
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Abstract 

The general status of selected technologies related to  production and utilization of fuels from biomass 
is reviewed, with emphasis on methods/devices which appear to  have immediate application in the fishing 
village context. The Philippine experience is emphasized. 

Discussed are practices in small-scale biogas production and charcoal-making; the use of producer gas 
from agricultural wastes for low-power generation; the design of a 1 mt/day pyrolytic converter using rice 
hulls; devices that permit the use of ordinary alcohol in gasoline engines; road tests on a coconut oil- 
powered jeep; and lowcost, highefficiency firewood stoves. Finally, arecently started project attempting 
to  integrate in a fishing village appropriate energy technologies based mainly on biomass is described. 

Introduction 

Most of the fishing communities in the Asia- 
Pacific region are situated in areas where biomass 
resources in the form of trees, plants, agricultural 
residues and animal wastes abound. In recent 
years, considerable worldwide efforts have been 
made to  develop new techniques and to re-learn 
old practices for tapping the energy potential 
from such resources. Some of the identified 
technologies are more suitable for large-scale or 
urban applications. Many, however, have been 
proven practical in smaller-scale systems appro- 

priate for island communities and remote rural 
areas. 

This paper reviews the general status of some 
selected technologies related to the production 
and utilization of fuels from biomass. In cases 
where there appears to be immediate applicability 
in a fishing village context, an attempt is made to  
make the material more detailed in terms of both 
test data and design drawings. 

There is no attempt to  cover the entire spectrum 
of bio-conversion technologies now being applied 
or investigated. Technologies considered to  be 
still in the early research and development stage 



are avoided. Discussion emphasis is given to data 
, and experience gathered from actual projects 

recently completed or being conducted in the 
Philippines. 

Biogas 

Biogas is primarily methane (55 to 65%) and 
carbon dioxide (35 to  45%). Its heating value 
ranges from 4,450 to 6,230 kcal/m3. The gas is 
produced by the anaerobic decomposition of 
animal manure, human and kitchen wastes, 
agricultural residues and other organic materials. 
Biogas has been used in lieu of LPG for cooking, 
lighting and running gas refrigerators and as a 
substitute fuel for gasoline engines. With diesel oil 
augmentation of 15  to 2596, it can also be used to  
run a diesel engine. 

The utilization potential of biogas for a fishing 
village is immense. Cold storage of small quantities 
of fish could be done by using an ordinary gas 
refrigerator. For larger quantities, electrically 
powered cold storage boxes could be energized by 
generators fueled by biogas. 

A number of other uses whereby biogas is 
burned directly or made to produce electricity 
can easily be conceived. It has even been suggested 
that biogas power large fishing boats with a 
digester built in the boat& fish hold and the 
substrate provided by trash fish or fish offal 
(Thomson 1979). 

The basic components of a biogas system are 
the digester, where the charge is decomposed by 

the action of anaerobic bacteria; the gas holder, 
where the generated gas is accumulated and 
stored; and the utilization accessories consisting 
of pipes, hoses, valves, etc. Depending on the 
amount of charge material available and the 
desired end-uses of the gas, almost any type and 
scale of biogas unit may be built by simply 
following readily available plans in the literature. 

A variety of construction materials may be 
used, although most experts still recommend 
reinforced concrete for the digester and mild 
steel for the gas holder. In the design with no 
floating gas holder, the entire system can be 
made of bricks or concrete (Fig. 1). This design 
has advantages, but most builders in the region 
invariably adopt the "standard" floating dome 
type prevalent in India, Taiwan and Korea, no 
doubt because of longer familiarity with this 
type. 

Concrete with mild steel results in a sturdy unit 
but the cost also tends to be high. For a family-size 
floatingdome, single-unit biogas generator, for 
example, the materials would cost some US$667 
today in the Philippines (Table 1). 

To reduce capital cost, some workers have 
evolved designs using recycled materials such as 
empty gasoline drums. An example is the "3-in 
series 55-gallon biogas digester" designed by C. 
Nakagawa (Fig. 2). The cost reportedly amounted 
to less than $87. Long-term usage data, however, 
have not been available for such simplified 
systems to resolve doubts on durability and 
adequacy of gas production. 

Manometer 
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Fig. 1. Fixed-dome design of biogas digester, popularly known as the Chinese style of biogas tank. 
The gas holder is fixed. The gas pressure is maintained by the difference in the levels of the slurry 
in the digester and the auxiliary compartment. This design is used in the "3 in 1" set up, which 
entails placing the toilet, pigpen and digester close to each other in one place. 



Table 1. Cost of materials for a single unit 4'  x 8' x 8' biogas generator ( $ 1  = P7.5). 

Quantity Articles 
Unit Total 
Price Price 

320 pcs. 
330 pcs. 

40 bags 
40 bags 

4 m3 
2 m3 

36 pcs. 
8 pcs. 
2 kilos 
2 pcs. 
2 pcs. 
7 pcs. 
1 PC. 
1 PC. 
1 PC. 
6 m 
2 pcs. 
2 gal. (7 .5  liters) 
2 gal. (7 .5  liters) 

Total 

Hollow blocks 102 mm x 203 mm x 406 mm 
Hollow blocks 152 mm x 203 mm x 406 mm 
Cement 
Sahara cement 
Sand 
Gravel 
Reinforcement bars 10 mm @*x 6 m 
Reinforcement bars 13 mm @ x 6 m 
G.I.  wire no. 16 
Cone pipe 203 mm @ 
Cone pipe 152 mm @ 
B.I. sheet metal no. 16 
G.I. pipe 19 mm @ 
G.I. pipe 13 mm @ 
Gate valve 19 mm @ 
Plastic tube 
Plastic hose 
Coal tar paint 
Red lead 

*@stands for diameter. 
From A!icbusan (1979). 

1/2" 0 Dio. rubber hose 

1/4" x 2" G.I. nipple 

G. I. reducer 

7- 2" x 6" G.I. pipe (surge chamber) 

Fig. 2. Low-cost biogas digester. From Nakagawa (1979),  with permission of the publisher. 



An important by-product of biogas production 
is the digested sludge which has been found an 
excellent soil conditioner. Crop and vegetable 
production in the village and thus, family incomes, 
can be significantly increased by this bonus 
factor. 

China, according to  the latest reports, has al- 
ready built some 7 million biogas units producing 
roughly 2 billion m3 of biogas yearly (Han-xiong 
and Shao-bao 1980). About 600 of these units are 
for electricity production which in 1979 repre- 
sented about 500 kw of installed capacity. Korea 
and India, each with 30,000 to  40,000 biogasunits 
already built, follow China (ESCAP 1975). The 
Philippines has at this time less than 2,000 biogas 
units built, but a vigorous dispersal program 
called "Biogas sa Barangay" (Biogas in the Barrio) 
was recently launched jointly by the Bureau of 
Animal Industry and the Ministry of Energy 
involving liberal credit assistance to interested 
families. 

Fuels from Pyrolysis 

While wood and agricultural residues could be 
burned directly to  provide energy for a number of 
village processes, their conversion to  charcoal or 
producer gas results in more energydense or more 
versatile fuel, thus enlarging the scope of utiliza- 
tion. Producer gas, for example, could be made to 
run a gasoline engine whereas wood could not. 

In rural Philippines, charcoal has been tradi- 
tionally used for cooking and for ironing clothes. 
Since it is relatively smokeless, charcoal is more 
convenient to use than firewood. Also, since 
charcoal possesses about twice the calorific value 
of raw wood, less volume is required for the same 
purpose. In terms of greatly reducing transport 
and storage requirements, this property is clearly 
of significance in any scale of usage. 

Generally, charcoal may be produced from the 
timber of softwoods, hardwoods and palm trees. 
At the village level, however, charcoal can be pro- 
duced easily from coconut shell or husk, sawdust, 
rice hull and wood by any of several methods. 
More efficient than the primitive pit method but 
requiring less elaborate apparatus is the drum 
method, of which there are a number of variations. 
The simplest one uses a 55-gallon (208 1) drum 
from which the top cover has been removed and 
converted into a detachable part with a capped 
chimney over a 15-cm hole in its middle (Fig. 3). 

Twelve 1.25-cm holes in 3 horizontal rows are 
punched around the drum's body. The first four 
are situated at equal distances from each other 
near the bottom. The next four holes are placed 
one-half meter above the first batch, and the last 
four one-half meter above the second batch. 

The process of charcoaling begins with the 
placing of a smooth, round piece of wood (about 
5 cm in diameter and 1.25 m in height) in the 
center of the drum, and filling the drum with the 
raw material to  be charcoaled. Once tightly 
packed, the wood is removed slowly to leave 
behind a shaft. A piece of rag is soaked in kerosene, 
lighted, then placed at the bottom of the drum 
through the shaft, and the top cover is put back 
on. When the fire becomes strong and the material 
glows through the four bottom holes, those 
openings are plugged with a fire-resistant material 
to prevent further ventilation in the area. 

When the glow spreads, rises and is seen through 
the middle row of holes, these too are covered. 
The same thing is done with the tap  row. At this 

Fig. 3. Simple drum charcoal-maker. From Earthman 
Society (1980), with permission of the publisher. 



point, some more of the raw material to be 
charcoaled is added to  fill the drum since the 
bottom layer would have already shrunk con- 
siderably. After six hours of charcoaling, the fire 
is extinguished with water, and the charcoal is 
allowed to  cool. 

A 55-gallon (208 1) drum charcoal-maker can 
yield two sacks which a family of six can use to  
cook a three-course meal three times daily for 
more than two weeks. 

Coconut shell charcoal has particularly superior 
qualities and commands a high price in the 
market. Apart from domestic needs, fishermen's 
families in coconut-rich areas may decide to  
produce charcoal as a backyard industry to 
boost their income. If a gas-producer system is 
set up in the village for communal purposes, the 
best feed for the system is charcoal, and this may 
well be the main market for charcoal produced by 
families in the area. 

Producer gas is a fuel produced by the combus- 
tion of charcoal, wood or agricultural wastes 
under limited oxygen-supply condition. A typical 
composition is as follows (Economic Development 
Foundation 1980): 

Nitrogen (N2 ) - 50% 
Carbon monoxide (CO) - 27% 

Hydrogen gas (Ha) - 14% 
Carbon dioxide (C02) - 5% 
Methane (CH4) - 4% 

The gross heating value of the gas is about 1,335 
kcal/m3. 

Producer-gas technology is definitely not new. 
During the Second World War, gas-producer 
systems were extensively used to  power stationary 
and mobile engines in many countries (Skov and 
Papworth 1974). Coal was mainly the fuel utilized. 

Charcoal is an even better fuel than coal for 
environmental and other reasons. With less 
efficiency, raw wood and agricultural wastes 
such as rice hulls, coconut shells and husks could 
also be used. Recent work in the Philippines in 
this field was focused on the development of 
simpler gas-producer components (retorts, gas 
cleaners, accessories) that can be easily fabricated 
using locally available materials and labor. 

Producer gas from such equipment has been 
made to  run compression-ignition diesel engines 
rather than spark-ignition gasoline engines because 
of the higher efficiency of the former and the 
ease in shifting from dual-fuel to  purediesel fuel 
operation and vice-versa. A 45-hp system fueled 
by wood and charcoal has been successfully 
operated for irrigation purposes (Fig. 4). Another 
system fueled by coconut husks has been tested 
for rural lighting (Fig. 5). In both cases, dual-fueled 

DIESEL ENGINE 

I feed homer - 1 

Fig. 4 .  Layout o f  system fo r  running diesel engine with producer gas. From Jones and Radding (l980), with permission of 
the publisher. 
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Fig. 5 .  Flowsheet of a pilot electric plant using producer gas from coconut husks. Reprinted with permission of  the Center 
for Non-Conventional Energy Development, Ministry of Energy, Philippines. 

operation with 20 to  30% diesel oil was shown 
easily attainable. In the utilization of coconut 
husk, 1 kw-hr of electric energy is produced from 
2.5 kg. of husks. Eight kilograms of husks effec- 
tively replaces 1 liter of diesel oil (Economic De- 
velopment Foundation 1980). The potential use- 
fulness of gas producers in fishing areas abundant 
in biomass materials is clearly high. 

Pyrolysis of biomass materials usually yields 
producer gas, charcoal, and oil simultaneously. 
The relative amounts and heating values of these 
products are a function of the moisture content 
of the feed material, the residence time, the 
maximum temperature at the air-injection zone 
and the depth of the reaction bed (Stone et al. 
1980). The simple charcoal-maker in effect 
ignores the oil and gas by-products. The gas 
producer, on the other hand, is designed to 
maximize gas yield. 

In a pyrolytic converter, the intention is to  
recover all these products. A UNIDO-funded 
project executed by Georgia Tech and Philippine 
experts resulted recently in a pilot l -mt  per day 
pyrolytic converter using rice hulls as feedstock. 
The unit is rugged, simple t o  operate and built 
entirely with locally available materials (Fig. 6). 
In test runs, typical yields per kilogram of feed 

(rice hulls with 10% moisture) were as follows: 
charcoal-0.27 kg, oil-0.042 kg and gas-1.57 kg 
(Festin 1980). The heating values were: charcoal- 
4,424 kcallkg; oil-3,586 kcallkg; and gas-642 
kcal/kg. 

The gas is used on-site for the predrying of feed 
material. The oil recovered has a high moisture 
content (30% or more) but catches fire with a 
lighted matchstick. With properly designed stoves, 
it can be used for domestic cooking. It can also be 
used for household lighting in lieu of kerosene, 
but some modification of the lamp design and 
wick material may have to  be made on account of 
the high oil viscosity (Georgia Institute of Tech- 
nology 1978). 

The charcoal produced is granular. For con- 
venient usage, there is a need to briquette the 
product. This should not present a problem at 
the village level however, as there are existing 
methods for mixing, drying and manual briquet- 
ting. 

Liquid Fuels 

Alcohol is perhaps the most important liquid 
fuel produced from biomass today. Ethanol or 
ethyl alcohol, either in pure form or mixed 
with gasoline (called 'gasohol' in the U.S. and 
'alcogas' in the Philippines), is now being used on 



Fig. 6. A one-ton per day pyrolytic conkerter using rice 
hulls. Reprinted with permission of the Center for Non- 
Conventional Energy Development, Ministry of Energy, 
Philippines. 

a large scale in many countries to power vehicles. 
Brazil, of course, is the most notable example. 
The Philippines recently embarked on an alcohol 
program similar to Brazil's and thgets gasoline 
displacement of some 3 million bakrels yearly by 
1988. The city of Bacolod in the sugar-rich 
province of Negros Occidental, PI h ilippines, has 
been chosen as the pilot alcogas producer and 
consumer, one reason being that sugar is an 
outstanding source of alcohol. 

Ethanol can now be produced by fermenting 
any carbohydrate crop such as suga cane, cassava, 
potatoes and grain. Still in the development stage 
are methods for conversion to ethwol of lignocel- 
lulosic materials such as wood and agricultural 
residues. 

For various reasons (e.g., stratification at lower 
temperature of alcohol-gasoline Mixtures), it is 
generally accepted that anhydrous or water-free 
alcohol must be used in such mixtures. The 
optimum dilution range is believed to be 10 to 
25% alcohol. 

For no-gasoline or straight alcohol operation, it 
has been shown that ordinary alcohol (95% 

purity), along with some engine modifications, 
can perform just as well as anhydrous alcohol. 
Many vehicles were run in this manner during the 
Second World War. 

The capability to use ordinary alcohol is of 
great importance because the dehydration of 95% 
alcohol to yield anhydrous alcohol is a somewhat 
complex process that does not readily lend itself 
to villagescale operation. That is to  say, in a 
standard distillery, an extra column for dehydra- 
tion must be put up and a chemical such as 
benzene or glycerine must be introduced to break 
the azeotropic property (constant boiling point at 
95% concentration) of the ethanol-water mixture. 
A recovery system for the third ingredient must 
then be devised to enable economical operation. 

Recently, a number of devices surfaced in the 
Philippines which enable ordinary alcohol to be 
used in gasoline-alcohol mixtures. One such 
invention is the 'Alco-Tipid' ("tipid" meaning 
save) which is claimed to separate water from the 
alcohol as the latter is used in the engine. This is 
achieved by aspirating air through the alcohol 
thereby evaporating it (alcohol), resulting in a 
thoroughly mixed fuel-air mixture that is then 
introduced into the engine intake manifold either 
before the throttle valve of the carburetor or 
directly to the carburetor. The engine vacuum 
provides the aspiratory effect (Protacio et al. 
1979). Fig. 7 shows the system diagram while Fig. 
8 illustrates some details of the vaporizing vessels. 
It can be seen that unlike in the gasohol or 
alcogas system, alco-tipid alcohol is stored in a 
separate vessel and is mixed with gasoline only at 
the moment of use. 

At least 50 vehicles of various types were fitted 
with alco-tipid devices in 1980 and subjected to 
long-term runs in mixtures with ordinary alcohol 
ranging from 20% to 50%. There is as yet no 
comprehensive summary published of the test-run 
results. Table 2, however, shows results of a 
dynamometer test indicating gasoline savings of 
10 to  20% which the inventors claim is "typical." 
A Briggs and Stratton 16-hp engine for a fishing 
boat has also been run on alcohol-gasoline with 
the help of an alco-tipid device (Protacio, pers. 
comm.). 

Operating on a slightly different principle but 
also enabling the use of ordinary alcohol in alcohol- 
gasoline mixtures is the 'Dyna-mix' (Fig. 9). Dyna- 
mix, it is claimed, allows the operator to select 
over a continuous range of mixture concentration 
through a dial installed in the console. The device 
has been put on the market. 

Ordinary alcohol can be produced on a small 
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Fig. 7. 'Alco-tipid' system design. Reprinted with permission of the Center for Non-Conventional Energy Development, 
Ministry of Energy, Philippines. 
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Fig. 8. Details of 'alco-tipid' vaporizing vessels. Reprinted with permission of Commodore A.C. Protacio. 



Table 2. Summary of dynamometer test results, Delta Motors Plant, Manila, 29 August 1979.' 

Condition 

Fuel consumption 
Standard engine With alco-tipid % reduction 

gramslhp-hr gramslhp-hr in gasoline consumption 

350 mm Hg 2500 RPM % load 296 
240 mm Hg 4000 RPM '/a load 292 
100 mm Hg 3000 RPM 3/4 load 238 
2600 RPM full load 23 1 

Power 64.6 hp 65.5 hp 

'A.c. Protacio, personal communication. 
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-~ lec t r ic  Fuel Pump 

Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of 'dyna-mix' system. From Concepcion (1980), with permission of the publisher. 



scale using materials available in most villages. 
The basic steps are fermentation and distillation. 
Fermentation with yeast of any suitable carbo- 
hydrate material results in a mash containing 
about 10% alcohol. Considering that alcohol 
boils at 78" C and water at 100" C, the next step is 
to boil the material and thereby condense the 
alcohol into a collecting vessel while making sure 
that the temperature is kept below 85°C or so 
(Fig. 10). The traditional art of making alcoholic 
beverages in the rural areas, such as the Philippine 
'basi' and 'larnbanog' are crude but ingenious 
variations of the above steps (Fig. 11). Unfor- 
tunately, it is seldom possible to obtain 95% 
purity with such methods which do not permit 
strict control of operating temperatures. What can 
be done is to subject the first condensate to a 
second distillation with adequate temperature 
monitoring. 

As regards raw material, an additional source 
worth looking into is the nipa palm (Nypa fruti- 
cans) which is naturally associated with mangrove 
forests. The nipa palm has a life span of 50 years 
and yields about 50 1 of sap of 14% sucrose 
concentration per season. When the sap is collected 
according to the native method, the inversion of 
sucrose is completed and fermentation is well 
under way (Lorica 1980). The popular Philippine 
rural drink "tuba" is produced from the buri palm 
(Corypha elata), coconut and nipa saps. While 
there are no available data for the other palms, 
it has been calculated that a one-hectare nipa 
plantation can easily yield some 26,250 1 of 
alcohol per tapping season of 10  months and thus 
provide' a profitable means of livelihood for the 
nipa farmer (Go 1980). 

VEGETABLE OILS 

Vegetable oils had traditionally lit the lamps of 
the world aside from their use for cooking, 
anointing and lubricating wagon wheels. The era 
of cheap petroleum then changed all that. In the 
Philippines, where much of the world's coconut 
oil originates, the oil lamp became a rarity in rural 
homes and was replaced by the kerosene lamp. 

The time may have come to return to the old 
practices. There is now a revived interest in the 
use of coconut oil for fuel, especially as substitute 
fuel for diesel engines. "Revived" is the word 
used because the technology is certainly not new. 
Cottonseed oil, castor oil, sesame oil, etc., have 
been used successfully with the various types of 
internal combustion engines long before the 
Second World War (Gonzaga 1932). 

More recent experiments in the Philippines 
have demonstrated the technical feasibility of 
using crude coconut oil directly in place of 
diesel oil in modernday diesel engines. Road tests 
conducted on an Isuzu 4-cylinder diesel engine of 
a passenger jeepney, logged more than 10,000 km 
on coconut oil alone (Cruz 1980), with no 
modification made whatsoever on the engine. The 
results indicated roughly the same mileage per- 
formance as that during diesel-fuel operation. The 
only problems encountered were: (a) difficulty in 
starting the engine from cold, (b) fuel filter 
clogging from suspended solids in the coconut oils 
and (c) partial solidification of coconut oil during 
the cold months of December and January. These 
problems were considered manageable. One 
solution found effective was to mix the coconut 
oil with 1 0  to  25% gasoline. 

Coconut oil has also been feasibly used in 
dual-fuel operation of a diesel engine with pro- 
ducer gas. 

Related to  the concept of using fuels derived 
from renewable sources (plants) is the suggestion 
to tap hydrocarbons from certain species of the 
vegetable kingdom. Calvin (1980) specially cites 
Euphorbia lathyris and Euphorbia tirucalli. He 
reports a yield of about 4.5 barrels of oil per 
hectare per year by solvent extraction with 
hexane. The Copaifera tree found in Brazil, on 
the other hand, reportedly produces some 40 1 of 
hydrocarbon per year which can be used directly 
in li'eu of diesel fuel. 

Unlike coconut oil-and alcohol, however, the 
production of hydrocarbons from plants is a 
relatively newer or lesser-known technique. There 
is inadequate information at the moment to 
determine whether this can be feasibly adapted 
on a village scale. 

Finally, we might include in this listing the 
extraction of oil from fish offal for use as cooking 
oil or as fuel. As described by Thomson (1979), 
the method is quite simple and involves boiling 
the offal with water in a drum (a ratio of 10 
water:5 offal by volume). After 20 minutes of 
boiling, the charge is allowed to  settle and the oil 
which floats to the surface is skimmed off. 

Firewood and Cooking Stoves 

Firewood is still the largest-used biofuel 
resource in rural communities of the region, 
including fishing villages. It is used chiefly for 
cooking. A survey recently made of Philippine 
provincial cities, towns, barrios and farms shows 
that after firewood, LPG, charcoal, kerosene, and 
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Fig. 10. A basic set-up for an alcohol still. From Eccli (1975), with permission of the publisher. 

Fig. 11. Traditional way of making 'basi,' a Philippine 
native drink. From Earthman Society (1980), with per- 
mission. 

Fig. 12. A steel tripod stove. From Earthman Society 
( 1980), with permission. 



agricultural wastes (sawdust and rice hulls), in 
that order, are the next most widely used cooking 
fuels (Lozada and Rosellon 1980). The same 
study further reveals that the majority of firewood 
users burn wood in crude, open-fire stoves such as 
the steel tripod stove shown in Fig. 12. Such 
stoves have a thermal efficiency of, at best, 10%. 

It is generally agreed that there is as yet no 
cooking fuel that can be offered to rural com- 
munities as substitute for firewood, at the same 
price, scale of usage and availability that it has 
today. It is also true that firewood gathering is a 
major factor in the current alarming rate of 
worldwide deforestation and the consequent 
adverse effects on environment and rural energy 
supply. These conflicting factors explain current 
concern for the development of highly efficient 
but lowcost cooking stoves. Fortunately, there is 
no dearth of traditional expertise on this matter. 
In the Philippines alone, many types of high-effi- 
ciency but cheap stoves have been identified and 
retrieved from obscurity. The work that lies 
ahead is less technical and more promotional in 
nature. Some of the traditional designs worth 
propagating are shown in Figs. 13-15. Clearly, a 
rural family that switches from the simple tripod 
stove to the modified Lorena design would 
benefit from the lower expenditure for fuel and 
greatly reduced time spent in gathering firewood. 

A longer-term solution that has been proposed 
is the establishment of "communal forests." The 
idea is to allocate an adequate land area adjacent 
to a village which the villagers themselves can 
cultivate into a plantation of fast-growing tree 
species such as the legume giant ipil-ipil or Leu- 
caena leucocephala. This tree matures quickly 
into dense wood that burns well with little smoke 
or ash production. The key points here are the 
availability of land for plantation purposes and 
the control of tree cutting schedules such that 
denuding the communal forest is prevented. 

Integrated Village Energy System: 
The Pinarnuc-an Project 

Most of the described technologies utilizing 
fuels from biomass have been or are being applied 
in separate occasions in various rural sites. Re- 
cently, the Philippines' Ministry of Energy and 
the U.S. Agency for International Development 
embarked on a project that seeks to apply these 
technologies in an integrated fashion in a small 
fishing village. The selection criteria included the 
requirements that the village neither be electrified 
at the moment nor is it planned to be electrified 

Fia. 13. The low-cost owner built 'Lorena' stove, From 
~akhrnan Society (1980), with permission. 

galvanized iron 
cement ma t e r i a r )  

I air hole 

I 
Section of the stove 

Fig. 14. A stove using sawdust and rice hulls. From Earth- 
man Society (1980), with permission. 

Fig. 15. The 'tungko' mud stove. From Earthman Society 
(1980), with permission. 



under the expected government program in the 
next 5 to  10 years; that for control and monitoring 
purposes, the village have less than 500 households 
and the boundaries with neighboring villages be 
physically defined; that the village belong to the 
'economically depressed' communities list; and, 
finally, that it be easily accessible to  project 
workers and, later on, to various groups of 
outsiders who would hopefully benefit from the 
results of the experiment. 

Chosen finally was the village of Pinamuc-an in 
Aklan Province, Western Visayas. Pinamuc-an is 
an island roughly 7.3 km long and 1.5 km wide, 
easily accessible by boat (about 5 min ride) from 
the town of New Washington on the main island 
of Panay. It has about 260 households more or 
less evenly dispersed over the 319-ha total area of 
the island. The main economic activities are 
subsistence fishing and coconut farming. 

Most of the island is dotted with tall coconut 
trees so there would seem to  be very limited 
application for windmills or direct solar energy. 
However, the land abounds in biomass resources, 
including a sizeable mangrove swamp with nipa 
and considerable amounts of coconut husks, 
dried coconut leaves, shells and other combustible 
residues of coconut processing. 

Although the project is still in the planning 
stage, it is evident that technologies for producer- 
gas generation, small-scale alcohol production and 
charcoal-making, for example, would be highly 
applicable in the Pinamuc-an situation. The 
producer-gas system could be fueled by charcoal 
from coconut husks and other agricultural wastes; 
electricity could be generated by the system for 
village lighting and for communal purposes such 
as the operation of a cold storagelice-maker 
system. 

The alcohol distillery could use nipa sap as 
fermentable material. The alcohol could be used 
to power motorized bancas and fishing boats. A 
small coconut oil mill could be set up powered by 
coconut oil itself, by producer gas or by a coconut 
oil-alcohol mixture. The oil produced could be 
used partly to power stationary engines in the 
island and mainly as a commodity exported to 
nearby towns. 

The project aims to implement the above 
activities not in the sense of isolated technologies 
simply brought in by experimenters but as logical 
components of an integrated scheme whose 
primary goals are to improve the economic 
condition and general well-being of the people. 

The attainment of these goals, however, is 
clearly dependent on the ability of the project to  
increase the availability of the right kind of 
energy to the islanders. This energy is that derived 
from resources present in the island itself, re- 
sources which are continually renewed by nature 
(unless man interferes) and whose harnessing does 
not lead to environmental degradation. Biomass 
energy resources, appropriately utilized, indeed 
have the potential to change the lives of villagers 
in the many fishing villages and rural areas of the 
world. 
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Summary of Discussion on Organic Fuels 

Responding to questions, the resource speaker 
said he had no reliable figures on the total energy 
costs of pyrolytic conversion, but as only simple 
materials were used in most cases it was hardly 
worth much effort to find out. Simple studies 
of larger systems indicated that they were eco- 
nomical. 

Green charcoal was still very much in the 
experimental stage of production, and there is 
some doubt or difference of opinion on the 
process and its viability. 

Biogas cannot be liquified and is difficult to 
compress. It is therefore best used where it 
is produced. On fishing boats there is the added 
problem of keeping the pH about neutral as 
sea salt in the fish offal would tend to make 
the mixture acidic and thus retard the work of 
the anaerobic bacteria. Biogas has been trans- 
ported in rayon rubber balloons loaded at cylinder 
pressure, but these contain only enough to run a 
5-hp engine for 2 hours. Large-scale biogas units 
are more economical than small-scale ones for 
various reasons, social as well as technical. One 
must look at the alternative fuel sources in each 
case. 

The Indian, drum-type biogas generator, 
although it has problems, was said to be very 
reliable. The Chinese biogas plant, however, 
requires airtightness which has proved difficult 
t o  achieve in India, although this design has 

been introduced in Nepal with good results. 
The description of the Pinamuc-an project 

created much interest among participants. Ques- 
tions related mostly to the electricity distribution 
system. It was suggested that nickel cadmium 
batteries might be used for the households. They 
cost twice as much as lead batteries but would 
last up to 20 years. 

The optimum use of coastal land and the possi- 
bility of multispecies tree plantations were consid- 
ered to be important issues when developing bio- 
mass resources, whether for dendrothermal or 
other uses. 

One participant stated that unfamiliar renewable 
energy systems could not succeed without infra- 
structure to support them. Governments need to 
be reminded of this. The analogy was offered that 
one would not start to manufacture automobiles 
if there were no roads for them to  travel on. 

It was also pointed out that oil and gas explo- 
ration companies usually receive a 100% tax re- 
duction on drilling efforts that do not strike oil. 
Why should groups searching for other energy or 
fuel sources not receive similar encouragement? 
Also, for technology transfer, official government 
sanction is needed once a system has been iden- 
tified as appropriate and viable. Otherwise, 
extension efforts couid become an exercise in 
futility. 
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Abstract 

The potential of low-energy techniques in fish processing is discussed briefly. Low-energy processes 
applicable to fish and shellfish include fermentation, fish silage, use of low pH (pickling) and spices 
(marinating). 

The use of various types of solar driers or augmented driers using agro-waste is feasible in small-scale 
drying and smoking. Intermediate moisture foods (IMF) may be prepared hygienically using polyethylene 
tent driers. Fish patties and burgers usingminced fish can be prepared from small-size fish and fish wastes 
by use of appropriate technology. 

Fish-protein concentrate and its by-product, fish meal, can be prepared by using a mechanical press, 
and a solar or agro-waste fish drier. Bottling using recyclable containers may lower the cost of canning 
fish. The potential of solar-water heating and geothermal energy for use in the food processing industry 
is noteworthy. Finally, the use of locally manufactured insulated containers can reduce the cost of 
handling and transport of fish. 

The approximate costs of equipment for low-energy processing are also included. 

Introduction 

In ascertaining the type of appropriate tech- 
nology which is applicable to fish processing and 
handling in a given area, the following factors 
must be considered: 

1. Quantity of raw materials and their season- 
ality. 

2. Degree of sophistication of fishing and 
existing processing techniques. 

3. Availability of skilled and unskilled labor. 
4. Availability of alternative sources of energy. 
5. Nature of transport and marketing systems. 
6. Social and economic factors affecting the 

industrial families, including consumer 
habits. 

These factors also determine the type of prod- 
uct that can be successfully marketed in a region 
(Burgess 1972). A typical study of the economics 
of fish processing (Shaw 1977) must include de- 
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tails of the levels of capital and operating expend- 
itures associated with each type of process at vary- 
ing levels of throughput. The prospects in local 
marine products processing in the Philippines 
(Orejana 1979) include the m~nufadure of a 
variety of products which can either serve as 
import substitutes on a large scale or may be pro- 
cessed at village level. 

Statistics on the disposition of catch in selected 
countries of the South China Sea region show 
curing the fish catch as an outstanding feature. 
Thirty three percent of the total fish production 
consists mainly of dried, smoked and fermented 
fish products. A small percentage is bottled, 
canned or frozen (Burgess 1972). 
A survey of the fish processing industries in 

coastal areas has shown the need for the improve- 
ment of traditional methods of processing, and 
also the need for effective means of technology 
transfer. The use of solar driers and artificial/aug- 
mented agro-waste driers in fish processing has 
not been adopted nationwide, partly due to the 
lack of credit facilities for fish processing, lack of 
information on the advantages of improved 
methods of processing, resistance of the villagers 
to change and to many other socioeconomic 
factors. 

Fishery Products and Appropriate Technology 
for Village-Level Processing 

Table 1 gives a summary of the various types 
of products that may be prepared from fish and 
shellfish and the type of appropriate technology 
applicable to each. Low-energy processes include 
fermentation, fish silage (ensiling) and the use of 
low pH (pickling) and spices (marinating). In these 
processes, the use of heat is not essential. 

Fermentation of fish and shellfish involves the 
application of salt at levels that will saturate the 
moisture content of the fish, as in patis or bagoong 
(fish paste) manufacture. In the fermentation of 
small shrimps, the addition of a carbohydrate 
substrate like rice will induce the growth of lactic 
acid bacteria and result in the reduction of pH, 
which helps preserve the product with the addition 
of 4 to 5% salt (Orejanaand Liston 1979; Guevarra 
et al. 1978). 

The preparation of fish silage consists of adding 
acid to the flesh to liquefy it. It is a pollution-free, 
low-energy process which offers economic advan- 
tages over fish-meal manufacture (Raa and Gild- 
berg 1980; Santos et al. 1978; Disney et al. 1977). 
The use of a local carbohydrate source like cassava 
starch to promote the growth of lactic acid bac- 

Table 1. Various types of products and the potential uses of appropriate technology. 

Appropriate technology equipment/ 
Type of product Alternative source of energy 

A. Low-energy Fishery Products: 
Fermented fish and shellfish 
Pickledlmarinated fish 
Fish silage 

B. Dried Fish: fillets, split, whole fish 
Fish sticks, skinless sausage, fish burgers 

(IMF)a 

C. Fish Protein Concentrate Type B 
(in kroepeck, fish cubeslsoups) 

Fish meal (incorporated with indigenous 
materials in feed) 

D. Cannedlbottled fish/shellfish, in tomato 
sauce, banana sauce, oillvinegar 

E. Smoked fishlshellfish 
Smoked bangus (milkfish) 
Smoked abo (croaker) 
Smoked sardines (Sardinella) 

Recyclable containers 
Polyethylene-lined drums 
Plastic containers 
Use of local materials (e.g., cassava starch) 

Solar drier, agro-waste driers (using for fuel 
coconut husk, rice hulls, bagasse, etc.) 

Brining tanks with drains 
Salinometer 

Mechanical press 
Solar drierslaugmented driers 
Hand tabletlpelleting machine 
Steamers (with pre-heated water) 

Recyclable containers 
Pressure cookerfed with : 

1. pre-heated water using solar-water heater 
2. steam generated from geothermal plants 

using the principle of heat exchange 

Concretelmud-type smoke chambersldrum-type/ 
asbestos-type (fed with ago-waste) 

Brining tanks with drains 

a~ntermediate moisture foods. 



teria, during silage manufacture has also been shown 
to be advantageous. In Denmark, about 25,000 mt 
of fish silage a year is fed to stock, ranging from 
pigs and cattle to poultry and rainbow trout. In 
the Indo-Pacific region, several feasibility studies 
have progressed to the commercial or pilot stage 
(Sumner 197 8). 

Most production processes for fish and shellfish 
(Table 1) require some form of energy input. Dried 
fish is commercially produced by traditional sun- 
drying methods (Waterman 1976). For small fish, 
the problem of fly infestation is not serious, but 
with thickerllarger fish the use of solar driers or 
Table 2. Philippine production estimates of some agricul- 
tural by- product^.^ 

Amount 
generated 

Type of product (million m t ~ y e a r ) ~  Year 

Sugarcane bagasse 
Rice straw 
Rice hulls 
Wood wastes 
Corn cobs 
Coconut coir dust 
Coconut shell 
Coconut meat residue (sapal) 
Coconut water 
Banana fruit rejects 

a~ource: del Rosario 1979. 
b ~ r ~  basis, except for coconut water. 

Table 3. Approximate cost of some simple e q u i ~  

augmented fish driers has been shown to increase 
the rate of drying and yield a more hygienic prod- 
uct (Flores et al. 1981; Nieto et al. 1981). The 
use of ago-waste driers may be feasible for areas 
where certain agricultural by-products (e.g., 
bagasse, coconut husk, rice hull, etc.), are available 
in adequate quantities (del Rosario 1979) (see 
Table 2). 

The preparation of intermediate moisture foods 
(IMF) will require the use of driers. A variety of 
products such as skinless fish sausage, fish patties 
or fish burgers prepared from minced fish can be 
processed into a wide range of new, high-quality 
products. While the main application in developed 
countries has been in frozen form (Kreuzer 1965), 
mincing offers potential for drying, salting and 
drying, seasoning and bottling, and the product 
may be used as a technical ingredient to replace 
other protein items in the food industry. 

In addition to the tent-type driers prescribed in 
other papers, different types of solar and aug- 
mented driers (Protacio 1979) have been construc- 
ted (Figs. 1-3) and compared as to cost (Table 3) 
and efficiency (moisture content of fish vs. time 
of drying). These were related to the sorption iso- 
them1 and packaging requirements, and the 
quality and protein content of the various prod- 
ucts. Pablo (1978) has also conducted extensive 
work on ago-waste driers for possible commercial 
use, in cooperation with the Ministry of Energy. 
More cooperative work between agencies is envi- 

~ment  for fish processing at the village level (1979-80). 

Equipment 
Description, capacity, 

dimension Cost (P) Use 

1. Solar driers 

2. Artificial driers 

A 3 m x 1.5 m (tray-type) 750 
B chair type 1,100 
C 3 m x 1.5 m flatllayered 900 
D tent type/bamboo 200 

A w/IR lamps (1.4 m x 1.3 m x 0.6 m) 1,800 
B tobacco drier 5,000 

3. Smoking chamber (concrete) 1,600 

4. Brining tank (cement) (1.5 m x 1.0 m x 1.1 m) 

5. Mechanical press (1.2 m x 0.8 m) 

6. Hand-tablet machine 650 

7. Pressure cooker 39 1 cap. 
20 1 cap. 

8. Plastic containers 20 1 cap. x 12 at f 100 1,200 

Drying 

Drying 

Smoking 

Brining 

Liquid expression 

Tableting 

Bottling 

'~e la t ionsh i~  between vapor pressure and moisture 
content. 
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sioned in the future to facilitate technology trans- 
fer regarding the use of solar/agro-waste driers. 

Smoking chambers vary from drum-type to 
houses made of mud or concrete (Fig. 3). Smoked- 
fish manufacture is an established industry in the 
Philippines (Arroyo 1975; Espejo 1980). In some 
coastal villages in the Bicol region, the process was 
virtually unknown. Based on studies conducted in 
a fishing village, smoked-fish production was found 
economically feasible and the local fish processors 
who underwent a training program are now initia- 
ting their own enterprise through a local coopera- 
tive organization made up of the trainees (Flores 
et al. 1981). 

Fish Protein Concentrate (FPC), which can be 
made from small whole fish and other underuti- 
lized species using appropriate technology (Ore- 
jana et al. 1976; Orejana et al. 1980), contains 
80 to 90% protein and not more than 8% fat. In the 
Philippines, FPC Type B has been distributed as 
powder and used as an ingredient in kroepeck and 
other formulations. In the Caribbean, a soup prod- 

uct known as fish tea has been made from FPC 
and is now successfully marketed. A similar 
product from anchovies has been reported from 
Malaysia and Singapore. Fish flour, as FPC was 
formerly known, was first prepared many decades 
ago. The local FPC process involves steaming, 
deboning, flaking, solvent extraction, pressing and 
drying. Figure 4 shows a mechanical press which 
is used to force the liquid out after the fish has 
been steamed. A current multi-agency nutrition 
project in the Philippines, supported by Bread for 
the World, makes use of FPC formulations for 
children. 

Fish meal can be prepared using simple equip- 
ment (Brody 1965; Santos et al. 1978). Low-cost 
feeds can be prepared by incorporating fish meal 
with indigenous materials like water hyacinth, 
carnote (Ipomoea batatas) leaves, and other leaf 
proteins and crops. Fish and shellfish processing 
wastes can be converted to fish meal. Hand-oper- 
ated pelleting machines and grinders may be used 
for local fish-feed manufacture. Augmented fish 

Fig. 1. Solar dryer (chair-type). From Protacio (1979), with permission of the publisher. 
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Fig. 2. Solar dryer (tray-type). 
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Fig. 3. Agro-waste fish dryerlsmoke chamber. From Flores et al. (1981), with permission of the 
publisher. 
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with aluminum sheet 

Fig. 4. Mechanical press for reducing moisture and fat in FPCIfishmeal manufacture. From Orejana et al. (1976), 
with permission of the publisher. 

Fig. 5. Set-up for heat penetration studies during bottling and home canning of fish. 1, stove. 2, bottled fish in pressure 
cooker. 3, thermocouples. 4, potentiometer. 



driers are useful during the rainy season, and solar 
driers may be used to  increase the drying rate and 
reduce fly infestation. 

Bottling using recyclable containers (Thomson 
1979; Marfori et al. 1974) is a technique that has 
gained renewed interest in coastal villages. How- 
ever, the initial capital may be a problem (Orejana 
1979). If a community plant, run by a cooperative, 
is established, the problem of high fixed costs may 
be partly solved. Another requirement is a good 
technical knowledge of the process, to prevent any 
incidence of botulism arising from consumption 
of contaminated products. Since fish is a 101~-acid 
food, the possibility of food poisoning due to the 
anaerobe, Clostridium botulinum, has to  be eli- 
minated completely before the time and temper- 
ature used to sterilize bottles are considered ade- 
quate. Standardization of the thermal process by 
heat penetration (Fig. 5) and thermal resistance 
studies of inoculated bacteria (Evangelista et al. 
1977; Santos et al. 1981) must be done under 
local conditions of manufacture. The lowering of 
pH (less than 4.5) by the use of vinegar is one 
method of decreasing the risk of food poisoning. 
Substitution of cheaper ingredients for canning 
fish, aside from the use of recyclable bottles, will 
help reduce the cost of processing. 

Francisco et al. (1979) noted that solar water- 
heating is applicable to food processing. Geother- 
mal steam may also be effectively harnessed for 
processing purposes (de Luna 1976); consider that 
salt-making through a geothermal plant has been 
operative in Albay, Bicol for more than a decade. 
Finally, improved handling and transport of iced 
fish by the use of locally manufactured insulated 
containers (Villadsen et al. 1977) will help main- 
tain the quality of fish and should be stressed in 
all operations. 

In summary, the potentials of low-energy tech- 
niques must be given as much attention in pro- 
cessing as in fishing and aquaculture in order to 
reduce wastage through spoilage during transport 
and storage of fish and other aquatic products. 
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Abstract 

The characteristics of Indonesian fisheries and postharvest activities are discussed, and a description is 
given of the energy usage in various types of fish p~cessing. Postharvest approaches to saving energy and 
applying appropriate technology are suggested, with stress on the importance of improving traditional 
processing and product quality. 

Introduction 

The major forms of fish production in Indonesia 
are marine capture fisheries and aquaculture. The 
marine fishery is mainly coastal and small scale in 
nature, with artisanal fishermen accounting for 
about 80% of the total marine fishery production. 
It is predominantly a fishery carried out by sail or 
outboard motor boats using traditional fishing gear 
that wholly relies upon human power, and conse- 
quently the operation is limited to short distances. 
In addition to the artisanal fisheries, there are 
industrial fisheries managed by big companies 
which are able to extend their operations to more 
distant waters using motorized vessels usually 

equipped with special fishing gear such as dl-nets, 
purse seines, trawls, longlines and pole and line. 

Aquaculture is also predominantly a small-scale 
activity, since the fish farmers are mostly small- 
holders with low technical and managerial capabil- 
ities. The technology applied in aquaculture is 
very simple and almost no machine power is used 
as yet. Ponds are constructed to  obtain maximum 
benefit from natural environmental factors (water 
supply, altitude of the land, tidal level of waters, 
etc.). Improvement has been achieved by inten- 
sification through the use of fertilizers (animal 
waste, green fodder, chemical fertilizer), addi- 
tional feed, pesticides and high-yielding fish 
species. 



Postharvest Activities 

Handling of the catch can be principally class- 
ified into (i) handling live fish, (ii) handling fresh 
fish with or without icing, (iii) salting on board 
and (iv) freezing at sea. Normally, only the prod- 
ucts obtained from freshwater culture and to 
some extent from public waters, are handled live. 
Handling of fish without ice is common in oneday 
operations by sailboat or outboard motor boat. 
Fish are iced or salted on board when the fishing 
trip is around 10 days, as in the case of fisheries 
using motorized boats. Freezing at sea is conduc- 
ted only by industries aimed at export, and the 
fishing trip usually takes more than 2 weeks and 
employs large motorized vessels. 

Most of Indonesia's marine catch is marketed 
as fresh fish and cured products (dried, salted, 
smoked, boiled, etc.), and small quantities are 
canned, frozen or converted into fishmeal and oil, 
etc. (Table 1). The disposition of the catch indi- 
cates that the most energy is consumed in the 
production of ice for handling fresh fish, in the 
canning process and in freezing and the manu- 
facture of fishmeal and oil. In contrast, the tradi- 
tional processing (curing) that constitutes a major 
part of the disposition consumes less energy. The 
energy used in traditional processing such as 
smoking and boiling is obtained mostly from 
fuelwood or agricultural wastes. Direct solar 
energy is widely utilized for drying fish and 
manufacturing salt. 

A substantial amount of human labor is used in 
handling and processing fish, particularly in sort- 
ing, washing, packing, loading and unloading. 
Human power remains an enormous energy source 
in traditional processing, and to a lesser extent 
in modern processing (canning and freezing). 

With the exception of the chilled and frozen 
products, most processed products, especially 
traditional ones, are stored and distributed at 

Table 1. Disposition of the catch, 1978. 

room temperature. Products are transported 
simply by covered trucks. However, due to the 
relatively poor keeping quality of the traditional 
products at ambient temperatures, the products 
cannot be stored and distributed over longer 
periods, as this may cause substantial losses. In 
the case of chilled products, storage and distribu- 
tion utilize either mechanical refrigeration or icing, 
but the most common method is the use of 
crushed ice in insulated boxes or bamboo crates 
lined with banana leaves. 

The improvement of fish handling and process- 
ing is facing psychological and administrative dif- 
ficulties, as well as poor quality awareness and 
low purchasing power on the part of consumers. 
The handling of raw material, either at sea or on- 
shore, incurs large losses due to a lack of knowl- 
edge on the part of fishermen, designers and 
manufacturers of vessels concerning the need for 
fishholds and the requirements for proper chilling 
and icing. 

Approaches to Economizing Energy 
and Applying Appropriate Technology 

Only a few studies have been conducted on the 
utilization of energy from agricultural products 
(wood and agricultural wastes) in the processing 
of fish. The processors are reluctant to use agri- 
cultural waste due to its large bulk, which creates 
problems in transportation and storage. The use 
of vegetation for energy, especially in Java, is 
obviously in conflict with the effort to conserve 
nature. On the other hand, the consumption of 
agricultural energy has been increasing steadily 
due to the development of fish boiling in Java, 
Bali and other islands. 

Processing and preservation which utilize fossil 
fuel (refrigeration, canning, etc.) may increase 
continuously as long as these businesses remain 

Volume 
Disposition mt % 

Total production 1,647,664 100 
Marketed fresh (fresh and live handling) 778,335 47.2 
Cured (driedlsalted, boiled, smoked, etc.) 805,436 48.9 
Frozen (shrimp, prawn, crabs, lobster, frog legs, etc.) 47;848 2.8 
Canning 6,015 0.4 
Fi meal and oil 4,315 0.3 
Others 5,895 0.4 

/ 

Source: Fisheries Statistics of Indonesia No. 8. Directorate General of Fisheries, 1978. 



profitable. However, since the storage and trans- 
portation of fish products in Indonesia are far 
below the standards of good manufacturing prac- 
tices, the amount of energy consumed at present 
is relatively low. The retailing of fish products is 
also carried out in a simple manner, and no energy 
other than human labor is used in this activity. 
Unfortunately, this practice does not promote 
consumption of more fish. 

The use of energy in the developed countries 
for postharvest activities, including storage and 
distribution, is much greater than for the pre- 
harvest activities. In Indonesia the same trend in 
energy consumption is beginning to be evident. 
From a limited case study on postharvest fishery 
activities in Indonesia, a general picture of the 
operational and energy costs for various processes 
was obtained (Table 2). 

It is obvious that the operational and energy 
costs are largest for modern processing-namely 
freezing, canning and reducing into meal-while 
the cost for icing is lower. The cost of traditional 
processing (curing) generally is much lower, 
except for boiling in which heating is necessary. 
In methods of handling the catch which need low 
temperatures (chilling and freezing), there is 
still a possibility that the use of fossil fuel can be 
economized by utilizing solar energy and other 
alternative energy sources. 

Considering that traditional products have a 
special place in the consumption pattern of the 
society, it is advisable that fishery development 
projects be directed toward improving traditional 
processing and product quality. This means 
changing the conventional method of planning 
which usually gives more emphasis to techniques 
employing low temperature (refrigeration) and 
high temperature (canning and reduction). 

Preliminary treatment of fish on board by 
salting is cheaper than icing, when the material is 
to be processed further onshore. Big losses have 
been suffered during storage and distribution, and 
efforts should be made to maintain the quality 
and shelflife of the products without refrigeration. 

Conclusion 

In developing fisheries through the application 
of appropriate technology, one should always 
bear in mind the main objectives and functions of 
fisheries as an economic activity, namely the 
fulfillment of the nutritional needs of the people, 
equalizing fish consumption throughout the 
regions and islands, increasing foreign exchange 
earnings and providing income and employment. 

In the framework of national development in 
general, and fishery development in particular, 
planning and implementation should to some 
extent be determined by the National Guidelines 
outlined by the People's Consultative Assembly 
for each Five-Year Development Plan. The 
approaches taken in solving various problems 
should be based on the rules outlined in the 
Guidelines, which also indicate the types of 
technology to be applied including those related 
to  the use of energy. 

Amongst the indicators to be considered in 
developing appropriate technologies for fisheries 
are: 

The quantitative and qualitative availability 
of raw materials, continuity of their supplies 
locally, and the types of markets which will 
absorb the products. 

@ Use of locally available materials and skills in 
the manufacture and operation of facilities 
and equipment. 

Table 2. Comparison of operational and energy costs, per kg of product, for various types of processing. 

Types of 
processing 

Operating 
cost 
($1 

Energy cost 
Energy 

cost Operating cost 

($1 (%I 

Freezing 
Canning 
Reducing 
Boiling 
Salting 
Fresh marketing 

6 1 
54 
70 
49 
60 (saltc 
50 (ice) 

- - - - -- - - - - - 

%nergy calculated in the form of salt required and drying using solar energy. 
b~nergy calculated on the basis of ice required. 
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Use of labor-intensive technology. 
Use of solar energy; use of locally available 
biomass energy (especially wood and agricul- 
tural wastes); and use of as little fossil fuel as 
possible. 

More realistic approaches and specific inputs 
have to be considered in developing Indonesian 
fisheries, especially in relation to the tropical 
characteristics of the fisheries, climatic conditions, 
present production capability, and the condition 
of demand and consumption. The appropriate 
technology to be developed in postharvest utiliza- 

tion and distribution would be more useful if it 
could be applied, as a first step, to  improving the 
methods, techniques and materials traditionally 
utilized locally. 

The successful development of appropriate 
technology in fisheries, especially for alternative 
energy sources, will require research and the 
exchange of information between national and 
regional institutions. The involvement of financial 
institutions in the exploration and promotion of 
successful appropriate technologies should also be 
encouraged. 



Summary of Discussion on Postharvest Technology 

A question was raised regarding the effect of 
drying on the nutritional quality of fish. Drying 
with infra-red lamps at high temperatures can 
affect heat-liable amino acids, and there is also a 
slight increase in rancidity. The main problem in 
the Philippines is the high salt content of dried 
fish, and, with thick fish, fly infestation. It was 
felt that the drying technology needed to be 
demonstrated to the people before they would 
adopt it; both the energy-saving and the fish 
preservation aspects of improved solar driers 
should be stressed. 

One participant inquired about the energy 

cost of fish silage in Indonesia. The speaker 
responded that it was not yet known because the 
research group is still trying to determine what 
acids are most appropriate. Also, a microbial 
system is being developed that does not depend 
on acids. In India, an alternative method of 
boiling, then adding buttermilk, was reported. 
Several participants suggested the use of stomach 
acids from slaughtered livestock. Indonesia has 
had some success in using 'starters' which are 
distributed to fishing communities, where they 
are used to begin the fermentation process. 
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Abstract 

The status of the fishing economy of India, in general, and of the small-scale traditional fishing 
economy, in particular, is studied in search of the causative factors contributing to the predicament of 
fishermen. The causes are identified as inequality of asset holdings and exploitation by middlemen in the 
market process. 

Assuming this, in the long run the development of small fishermen is seen to have to involve people's 
efforts to organize themselves to institute fundamental and institutional changes in the socioeconomic 
system. In the short run, however, technology based on renewable energy, may enable better exploitation 
of marine resources and improve the quality of life of fishing communities. Energy needs of such fisher- 
men are studied and a case is made for the integration of appropriate technologies and renewable energy 
sources into the professional and domestic lifestyles of these communities to enable them to improve 
their quality of life at less cost and with reduced use of hard energy. 

Four specific issues often encountered in the process of technology transfer at the microlevel are then 
brought into focus and possible areas of research and action are suggested. These are: (1) role of the 
intervenor in the target group's "worldview," (2) concept of possession of a technology, (3) appropriate- 
ness of technology and (4)  communication of technology. 

Introduction 

Policymakers, politicians and international agen- 
cies tend to  use words like "poor," "ignorant" and 
"primitive" to describe the traditional, small-scale 
fishermen of India. In fact, they are considered so 
marginal that it would not be hyperbolic to say 
that they have been left out of the mainstream of 
development. Only in the recent past have govern- 
ment agencies, research and educational institu- 

tions and international agencies begun to show 
keen interest in these fishermen. 

Marginalization and worsening conditions have 
led to acts of violence and a tendency towards 
political mobilization of small-scale fishermen, 
which has made this new attention and concern 
imperative. This interest has led to a vast pro- 
liferation of reports, working papers, surveys, 
policy documents and plans, not to mention quite 
a few doctoral dissertations. However, these 



documents tend to suffer from a certain vagueness, 
a lack of definition; are loaded with value judge- 
ments; and are preoccupied with the consequential 
rather than causative factors of the predicament 
such fishermen face. 

Developed countries, with a negligible number 
of small-scale fishermen communities, long ago 
adopted over-efficient technologies in fishing and 
harvested a rapid depletion of fishery resources. 
This has led to controls on effort being enforced 
and in some cases a preference for small-scale 
operations. In the lessdeveloped countries the 
traditional fishermen dominate the fisheries 
economy in terms of their number and their 
volume of catch. However, their low productivity 
and "primitive" technologies have essentially left 
all but the near-shore unexploited. This is the 
reason for the interest in small-scale fishermen: 
potential resources and eventually potential 
markets. 

Armchair policymakers in India and other 
lesserdeveloped countries, with their perceptions 
molded or influenced by the thinking of developed 
countries, diagnosed the poverty of the small-scale 
fisherman as indicative of the low productivity of 
"primitive" technology. The answer to the 
poverty problem, therefore, was improved tech- 
nology. Plans were drawn up and implemented, 
loans extended, experts created and considerable 
euphoria emanated at the upper levels of govern- 
ment. Rapid mechanization and building-up 
of infrastructure were undertaken. The results: no 
dramatic increase in productivity or production; 
no real improvement of the lot of the small 
fisherman; further marginalization of the tradi- 
tional small-scale sector; depletion of fisheries 
stocks; and often irreparable damage to shore 
ecosystems. 

The small-scale fishermen remain poor, except 
now they are getting organized to face their crisis. 
More plans will be drawn up, further "develop- 
ment" undertaken and the process will go on ad 
nauseam. Only with luck will the powder keg of 

dissent be defused. Unless we choose to approach 
the small-scale fisheries sector in a totally different 
manner. 

This paper, addressed thus, has three objectives. 
The first section looks at the status of the fishing 
economy in general and of the small-scale 
fishing economy, in particular, to seek the causa- 
tive factors for the poverty predicament. Only if 
these factors are appreciated can we begin to 
consider different approaches to village integrated 
energy systems and to development in general. 
The second section examines the technology and 
energy demands of small-scale fishermen and the 
means of integrating these demands into their 
lifestyles. Finally, the third section develops an 
approach to the problems of transfer and com- 
munication of technology. 

Status of the Fishing Economy 

The Indian Ocean covers an area of 74.9 million 
km2 and has a potential maximum sustainable 
yield (MSY) of 14.39 million mt of which the 
present catch is a mere 2.88 million mt, or 20% 
(George et al. 1977). The catch is low and is an 
indicator of the productivity of the technology 
being used; if only the continental shelf is consid- 
ered, the catches are 1.1 mt/km2 in the Indian 
Ocean, 3.0 mt in the Atlantic and 3.6 mt in the 
Pacific (George et al. 1977). 

The Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of India, 
20.6% of which is continental shelf, has an area 
of 2.02 million km2 (2.8% of the Indian Ocean 
area) and an MSY of 4.47 million mt or 31% of 
the total ocean potential. Most of the current catch 
comes from the continental shelf from depths 
below 50 m (Table 1). 

What is remarkable is the fact that this high level 
of exploitation in the near-shore area has been 
achieved by a large number of "primitive," non- 
mechanized craft supplemented by a small fleet 

Table 1. Maximum sustainable yield (MSY) and unexploited yield in the Indian EEZ in million mt by 
depth. 

- - - -  

Depth (m) 
0-50 500-200 200+ Total 

Area as % of EEZ 9% 11.6% 79.4% 100% 
MSY 2.26 (50.6%) 1.71 (38.3%) 0.5 (11.2%) 4.47 
Unexploited 0.93 (29.5%) 1.71 (54.4%) 0.5 (16.0%) 3.14 

Source: George e t  al. 1977. 



of mechanized boats, all manned by traditional 
fishermen. Surely, they have proved their ability 
and craftsmanship in addition to helping India on 
several counts-making available cheap protein, 
valuable foreign exchange earnings and of course 
employment opportunities. 

Although the inshore region of the EEZ is 
highly exploited, the EEZ as a whole and the 
Indian Ocean are underexploited. The primary 
reasons for this are the distance from developed 
countries (making it uneconomical for their 
distant-water fleets), the lack of development of 
capital-intensive, high-technology fleets in the 
Indian Ocean countries, and the lack of harbors 
with the required infrastructure to support such 
fleets. 

This situation, however, is not going to last. 
The alreadydepleted resources of habitual fishing 
grounds of the developed countries, and the 
curb on their fishing due to extended EEZs, have 
encouraged several countries, with the help of 
international agencies, to undertake joint ventures 
and cooperative fishing with developing countries 
in the Asia-Pacific region. A few comments on the 
fishing economy of India will help put these 
trends in perspective. 

F'ISHING ECONOMY OF INDIA 

Before Indian Independence in 1946, the tradi- 
tional fishing sector was characterized by low 
productivity, large surpluses, and labor-intensive 
economy, dependent on a capitalistic marketing 
sector, with the financiers and go-betweens as the 
only real beneficiaries. 

Independence ushered in the modem sector. 
Rapid industrialization and development of trade 
and commerce in the urban areas were fueled by 
the rural hinterlands, connected to each other by 
transportation and communications infrastructure. 
The traditional middlemen and the up-and-coming 
financiers seized this opportunity to utilize 
available facilities to divert fish surpluses to the 
urban centers where demand raised prices to the 
benefit of the middlemen. Prices at the beach in 
real terms rose little if at all. 

Simultaneously, planners and administrators, 
convinced that the poverty of traditional fishermen 
was due to their low productivity and hence 
primitive technology, embarked on a modemiza- 
tion of the fisheries sector. Methods of the world's 
developed fishing countries were adopted. Mech- 
anized craft were made available at very favorable 
rates to fishing cooperatives. Financiers who 
already had a captive grip on the traditional 
fishing economy moved into this new sector and 

made full use of the "aid to the poorest." Thus, 
schemes intended to end economic captivity 
actually encouraged it and increased its value by 
diverting developmental funds and services to the 
financiers through cooperatives (Mathai 1980). 
Economic captivity in India also means economic 
and political power to the captors, and the 
combination assured the control and very direction 
of any and all efforts to "develop" the poor 
fishermen. 

With the adoption of mechanized craft by 
some fishermen, total production increased. The 
new class of mechanized fishermen was also 
integrated into the marketing/financing system 
resulting in increased profits for the financiers. 
However, as before, the producers faced a buyers' 
market and the consumers a sellers' market and 
both producers and consumers were deprived of 
the economic benefits. 

The 1970s saw the entry of the ultra-modern 
sector m the form of big business and multi- 
national corporations (MNC). At first, the business 
houses purchased catches and sold them abroad 
under their own trade names. Later, they finan- 
cially helped people to acquire crafts and gear to 
supply fish. This was naturally opposed by the 
middlemen/financiers who controlled the sector, 
resulting in business houses seeking their own 
production facilities. The cycle was high invest- 
ment-high energy use-high productivity-high deple- 
tion and high pollution, all with the inevitable 
costs. Metropolitan and foreign markets were 
sought to offset such costs. This short-term 
profit-making further affected fishermen and 
consumers in India and will in the long term 
seriously affect the fishing economy. But by 
then, the big businesses and MNCs would have 
moved on, leaving behind a ruined fishing economy 
and poverty. 

This then is the broad biological and economic 
environment in which development to benefit the 
small-srale fishermen is expected to take place. 

The Indian coastline is inhabited by hundreds 
of fishing communities which over generations 
under different socio-religious, cultural and 
environmental phenomena, have evolved different 
yet locally unique varieties of craft, gear and 
tackle. Studies of various fishing communities 
(Jayaraj 1978; Mathur 1978; Kurien 1980) 
indicate, however, that one can effectively 
generalize on the broad causes of the prevailing 
socioeconomic conditions. 
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In this paper, a "fisherman" is defined as a 
person whose main source of livelihood is catching 
fish using traditional craft and gear. Whether 
such a person owns the technology or not is not 
important as long as he is actually involved in the 
process of catching fish. The reason this clarifica- 
tion is necessary is that the fishing sector has 
several other categories of people who, thoughc 
important and consequential to the economy, are 
strictly not fishermen: considering them fishermen 
can and has led to problems such as financiers1 
marketeers becoming presidents of fishermen's 
cooperatives and cornering the equipment made 
available to the cooperative by development 
agencies. In fact, as we shall see, it is this very 
parasitic role that has caused and often worsened 
the socioeconomic conditions of our fisherfolk. 

Fishermen as individuals have their "worldview" 
which is molded by and linked with their close 
and intimate dependence on nature; thus, their 
hot temper and its quick cool-off, their overt 
generosity and carefreeness, their nomadic 
instincts, their lack of long-term thinking and 
their strongly superstitious behavior. Moderniza- 
tion has destroyed and distorted some of these 
characteristics and often rendered small-scale 
fishermen vulnerable to exploitation. 

Fishermen's communities have always had a 
very low status in the caste system; they have 
been despised, rejected and considered inferior 
even when they have embraced religions which 
proclaim a non-caste equality of all men. As a 
community, they have been isolated and unor- 
ganized. Their associations are of either a com- 
munal or religious nature characterized by tre- 
mendous intra-community affinity and cohesion. 
This affinity almost borders on chauvinism 
and often leads to narrow-minded, short-sighted 
and destructive actions. Religion and community 
give cohesion to the group through vague and 
intangible bonds of spirituality rather than as a 
class of persons enmeshed in common activities. 

Fishery planners, administrators and scientists 

usually belong to a popular school of thought 
that believes that the ignorance and professional 
inability of our traditional fishermen have been 
the primary reason for their undeveloped status. 
On the contrary, recent studies have shown fisher- 
men to be what they are: professionals to be mar- 
velled at (Mathu 1978; Kurien 1980; RaiChoud- 
hury 1980). Their incredibly detailed knowledge 
of currents, winds, lunar forces and tides, occur- 
rence and movements of fish, behavior of varieties 
of fish, and star-based navigation, not to mention 
their ability to exploit their fishing regions to the 
extent they do with their so-called "primitive" 
technology, all belie assumptions of their igno- 
rance and incapability. 

CAUSATIVE FACTORS OF ECONOMIC CONDITIONS OF 

SMALLSCALE FISHERMEN 

There seems to be basically two reasons for the 
poor economic condition of small-scale fishermen: 
inequality of asset holdings amongst them and 
exploitation by middlemen in the market process. 
It is difficult to substantiate these causes on an 
&India basis simply due to a lack of disaggregated 
information. However, merely using averages 
from a recent publication, one can say that there 
are 5 fishermen per craft and 500 active fishermen 
to a village using 1,400 sets of gear (CMFRI 
1978). The assumption here, of course, is that 
there is uniform distribution of assets. However, 
several studies indicate that fishermen who own 
no assets participate either as free laborers getting 
a share of the catch or as bonded laborers receiving 
a wage advance for which they are obliged to  
work with the asset owner for a fixed period of 
time. Consequently, productivity and income per 
fisherman will depend on the distribution of craft 
and gear and the relationship between the owners 
of equipment and their laborers. 

A recent micro-study (Jayaraj 1978) indicates 
inequality of asset holdings and earnings (Table 
2). Eighty five percent of the fishermen have to 
spend anywhere from 3 to 12 months per year 

Table 2. Asset distribution of fishermen in Panayur Kuppam ( 1978). 

Description of  assets owned 

No. of  months 
No. of fishermen able to fish 

and % of total during the year 

Own no  equipment 9 (10) 
Own one catamaran and one net 41 (46) 3 
Own two catamarans and more than one net 26 (29) 6 
Own one plank canoe, two catamarans and at least three nets 13 (15) 12 

Total 89 (100) 

Source: Jayaraj 1978. 



working as bonded or wage labor; only 15% are 
independent year-round. This general pattern of 
asset ownership is not as bad as in the village of 
Tanur in Kerala where, in exchange for wage 
advances, 103 out of 122 Bepukar families provide 
crew for craft and gear owned by the remaining 
19 families (Mathur 1978). 

Based on studies at the Marianad Fisherman's 
Cooperative and Tanur village, both in Kerala, a 
positive correlation exists between asset ownership 
and income (Kurien 1980; Mathur 1978). Marianad 
fishermen owning an average 3 catamarans, 4 nets 
(including a large cotton trawl "thattumadi" net 
operated by two catamarans) and a hook-and-line 
set, earn an average Rs 4877 ($487.70) per year. 
The owners would roughly retain two-thirds of 
this as their personal income. On the other hand, 
a fisherman who owns only 2 catamarans, 2 nets 
(without a thattumadi) and one hook-and-line set 
earns only Rs 922 ($92.20). Even should he work 
additionally as wage laborer, he would add only 
another Rs 300 ($30) to his yearly income. In 
Tanur, 75% of the fishermen are partially or 
totally dependent on the remaining 25% for jobs 
during at least one season. 

In spite of this asset-ownership pattern, small- 
scale fishermen dominate the fishing economy by 
contributing 65% of the total marine production. 
In fact, except in one state (Maharashtra), there is 
a direct relationship between total catch and 
share of total catch contributed by small-scale 
fishermen. However, not only has the total catch 
of these fishermen shown only marginal increases 
in recent years; due to increases in fishermen 
population the output per fisherman has actually 
declined. In the state of Kerala, for example, 
between 1970 and 1975 the output per traditional 
fisherman declined from 3.2 mt to 2.8 mt (Kurien 
1978). There is reason to believe that this trend 
has continued since 1975 and is applicable to the 
rest of the country. A process of marginalization 
has begun in the fishing economy. 

The second primary cause of poverty among 
fishermen is their being exploited by middlemen 
in the marketing process. The nature of this 
exploitation can be understood by classifying the 
marketing process into 3 types: 

Small-scale disposals over short distances 
Bulk disposals over long distances 
Export disposals 

The flow charts in Fig. 1 show the fish market- 
ing chains and the points of intervention (and 
exploitation) by the middlemen. 

The simplest chain, which is prevalent where 
landings are small, has three functionaries and one 

middleman. The middleman is an agent who 
auctions the catch onshore, taking payment in 
kind from the fishermen and in cash from the 
merchants. These middlemen, once established, 
soon advance money for equipment and immediate 
consumption to fishermen. To avail of this, the 
fisherman pledges to sell his catch only through 
the particular middleman thus losing his choice of 
auctioneer and receiving less than a "fair price." 
Transactions are on a part-immediate-payment/ 
part-credit basis, and the fisherman's ability to 
recover the latter portion is always a problem. 

The more sophisticated marketing chain for bulk 
disposal over long distances is prevalent where 
bulk landings occur as in the case of' oil sardines 
and mackerel in northern Kerala. The high 
perishability of the product combined with 
almost no infrastructural facilities controlled by 
fishermen depresses the price at the landing stage 
and puts the fishermen in a very poor bargaining 
position. Although their production may have 
increased substantially, the fishermen's total 
revenue remains very much the same. 

Kurien (1980) has calculated that in Kerala in 
1975, for every Rs 100 spent on fish by Kerala 
consumers, only Rs 39 reach the traditional 
fishermen, Rs 7 go to the mechanized sector and 
Rs 54 go to the small and big merchants. The 
middlemen get their cut from the fishermen's 
Rs 39 and the merchant's Rs 54. 

Finally, the export chain depicted relates 
primarily to the movement of prawns and other 
fish to the USA and Japan. Quality control by the 
exporters is poor and often foreign importers 
reject shipments; the consequent losses are passed 
all the way back to fishermen in terms of non- 
payment of credit purchases. Although the net 
value of exported fishery products is several times 
that of locally consumed fish, the fishermen 
rarely get the full promised payments. Estimates 
for Kerala in 1975 showed that for every Rs 100 
received by the exporter-processor, only about 
Rs 20 trickles down to the fishermen (Kurien 
1980). 

The marketing system as it operates is exploita- 
tive and unjust. The only beneficiaries are middle- 
men and finance capitalists in their role as mer- 
chants. The consumer pays more and the poor 
fishermen are subjected to systematic deprivation 
and exploitation, robbing them of the right to fair 
return for their produce. 

Inequality in asset ownership and exploitative 
market systems are linked through the fisherman's 
need for credit. The fishermen's economic cycle 
of low capital-low productivity-low income is 
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Fig. 1. Alternative marketing chains. Source: Kurien (1980). 

kept afloat by external credit which conveniently 
skims off the major profit and allows the fishermen 
to just survive. Studies in Kerala during the 1961 
census show that 98% of small-scale fishermen's 
income was from fishing and related activities, 
while only 3% of this was invested back in the 
economy. Fifty four percent of fishing households 
were in debt and about half of the debts were for 
investment on craft and gear (Devassy 1963). 
Credit in the form of wage advances is rampant. 
The alternative to this arrangement is to pledge 
items of value with moneylenders to get credit at 
annual interest rates of 24 to 60%. Indebtedness 
on this scale not only indicates poverty but the 
high returns to capital in the fishing industry as 
well. 

The middleman's role in the traditional fishery 
sector is not just one of provider of credit but 
encompasses financing, marketing and several 
dther activities such as running the local store 
which supplies provisions. In addition, in many 

cases, middlemen are also the major landowners. 
Thus, the middleman enmeshes the fishermen 
totally. It is only this total hold that ensures the 
fishermen will use him and not the local bank. 
The interest rates that he charges fisherrflen 
(60 to 120% per annum) are far above the banks' 
rates (4  to 18% per annum). Much as one would 
like to simplify the situation to one in which 
credit would solve the problem and not compound 
it, the exploitation of middlemen is unavoidably a 
causative factor of the predicament of small-scale 
traditional fishermen in India. 

To complete our understanding of the economic 
condition of fishermen, one needs to look at their 
saving and spending habits. Many "experts" talk 
of spendthrift fishermen. As has been explained 
in a previous section, fishermen have their own 
logic for not saving, but the overriding reason is 
that for a person with low levels of income, saving 
is always at the expense of immediate consump- 
tion. Small savings even when managed take 



extremely long times to add up to  anything of 
consequence. Fishermen, like all of us, spend 
more when they get more. Major gains are used to 
repay old loans or to buy equipment (i.e., to 
invest) or for "necessary" expenditures. Most of 
these are justifiable; the ones which may be 
advisedly termed "extravagance" in total are 
definitely not sufficient to account for the 
fishermen's poverty and continued indebtedness. 

Village Integrated Energy Systems 

In wanting to help the small-scale fishermen to 
extricate themselves from their predicament and 
take their rightful place in society and the econ- 
omy, this workshop is focusing on alternative 
technologies and energy systems that can be 
integrated into their lifestyle to increase produc- 
tivity, reduce the often back-breaking human 
labor component and thereby provide for a 
more equitable sharing of the benefits of growth. 
The basic assumption is that the small-scale 
fishermen's problem is "technological" and that 
therefore he would be helped best by infusions of 
appropriate technologies and alternative energy 
systems via some sort of "trickledown" effect. In 
adopting this approach, this workshop is essentially 
following the pattern set by international agencies 
like the World Bank. Explicit in the World Bank's 
program is the primary emphasis not on redistri- 
bution of income and wealth, but rather on 
increasing the productivity of the poor, thereby 
conceivably providing for a more equitable 
sharing of the benefits of growth. 

One can certainly argue that should small-scale 
fishermen have at their disposal appropriate 
technologies and alternative energy systems, they 
may be able to exploit ocean and inland water 
potentials at less cost, using less hard energy. 
Increased catches could result in increased in- 
comes, but only if a non-exploitative market and 
credit system prevails. In this special case, tech- 
nology and energy systems do have a role. 

However, in the first part of this paper a broad 
framework was presented to illustrate the causative 
factors of the predicament that small-scale 
fishermen find themselves in. These were identified 
as : 

an unequal distribution in asset ownership 
and 
exploitation in the marketing process. 

Thus, should appropriate and alternative 
technologies be able to solve the problems of 
small-scale fishermen, they would primarily be 
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"societal" technologies and not artefactal tech- 
nologies as have been discussed at this meeting. It 
is important to keep this distinction in mind. 

Let us begin then with some assumptions, 
which will be dealt with in detail in the final 
section of this paper which discusses the problems 
of technology transfer and communication. The 
assumptions are: 

The individual or the group enabling tech- 
nology transfer has a clear intervention 
role in the worldview of the recipient 
community. 
Means have been developed to transfer the 
technologies with minimum social and 
ecological impact, making optimal use of 
resources and materials, and using a level of 
production that adds value locally. 
A credit infrastructure exists that makes it 
possible for individuals and groups of small- 
scale fishermen to acquire the technology 
and, from their point of view, actually 
possess it without total dependence on 
others. 
The recipients have confidence in and an 
understanding of the technologies to enable 
them to maintain and evolve these to suit 
their needs. 

Assuming all this, a scenario can be developed 
to see how several appropriate technologies and 
altemative energy systems can be integrated 
into a fishing community's lifestyle. We begin 
with community needs in terms of, first, existing 
practices and functions and, second, of some 
potential functions considering the dynamics of 
change. 

Table 3 lists the functional needs of small-scale 
fishermen in their domestic and professional 
spheres of life. These functions are further 
specified in terms of the quality of energy required , 

and the existing modes of satisfying these needs. 
Quality of energy can be specified by: (1) the 
temperature required for .the operation, (2) the 
mode of energy, e.g., heat, light, motive, etc., (3) 
the time when needed, whether during the day or 
night, which is particularly important when 
considering renewable sources since solar-based 
systems would need storage backup if used at 
night, and (4) whether the time of use has to be 
precise and ondemand or random, another 
characteristic which is crucial when considering 
energy sources not always at our beck and call. 
The table finally lists appropriate and altemative 
technologies and energy sources that may be 
harnessed to undertake these functions using less 
or no non-renewable sources of energy. 



Table 3. Functional needs, quality of energy. present means and possible alternatives in a fishing village. 

Quality of Energy 

Time Precise (P) 
of Random (R) 

Functionlneed ~ e m p . 1  Mode use use Present means Alternatives 

Domestic activity 

Cooking 
Heating water 
Lighting 

Water collection 

Fuel acquisition 

Heat 
Heat 
Light 

Day 
Day 
Night 

Day 

Day 

Day 
Day 
Night 
Day 

;ic Day 
Night 

Day 
Night 

Day 
Night 
Day 
Night 
Day 
Night 
Day 
Night 
Day 
Night 
Day 

Day 
Night 
Day 
Day 

Day 
Day 

Day 
Night 

Day 
Night 

P 
RandP 
P 

R and P 

RandP 

R 
P and R 

RandP 

P 

R a n d P  

P 

R 

P and R 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 
P 

P 
P 

P and R 

Rand P 

firewood, dung cakes, kerosene 
firewood, dung cakes. kerosene 
kerosene, oil, electricity 

solar. biogas, improved wood stoves 
solar. biogas, improved wood stoves 
solar electricity, wind generation and 

storage, improved kerosene, biogas 
wind pump. solar pump, biogas 

powered diesel pumps 
solar replacement, biogas replace- 

ment, energy plantations. biofuel 
replacement 

water mill. windmill, biofuel power 
saillwind, water transport. ethanol 

and other biofuel power 
solar drying, biofuel powered refri- 

geration. pickling. other microbial 
processes 

biodynamic gardening, aquaculture. 
forestry, biofuel based support, 
waste recycling. night soil and 
animal waste use 

solar power, wind generator. biofuel 
generator for electricity 

Motive human. animal, diesel and 
electric pump 

human, animal. dung. market Motive 

Grinding 
Transportation 

Motive 
Motive 

human, animal, electricity 
human, animal, public trans- 

portation, diesellpetrol 
drying. pickling Food preservation Heat 

Food production Photosynthei 
Motive 
Animal 

agriculture, market, animals, 
and human energy, diesel, 
electricity 

Communication Human 
Electronic 
Press 

radio. human, print media using 
electricity and human effort 

Fishing activity 

Off-shore mobility Motive human. sail. outboard engines 
and inboard diesel engines 

human 

outboard, inboard and other small 
engines, mother boat concept 

hand winchewossibly connected 
to engines 

insulated containers with ice or 
cooled by shore based compressors 

cable system, mother ship with 
power 

hand winches, biogas powered 
winches 

wind, biogas powered pumps 

Off-shore drawingl 
winching nets 
Off-shore cold 
storage 
Surf mobility 

Motive 

Cooling box storage no cooling and 
with ice 

human Motive 

On-shore drawingl 
winching nets 
On-shore water for 
cleaning 
On-shore cold 
storage 
On-shore drying 
Transportation 

Motive human (group), hand winches 

Motive human (sea water or pure 
water from other source) 

almost non-existent-ice boxes Cooling windmill based compressor, biogas 
powered coolers, solar electric 

solar drying, biogas run dryers 
public transportation. water ways 

(refrigerated) 
mechanized, cooperatives 
biogas power. solar dryin& electri- 

city 
FM radio. lowsost lamps, tracing 

devices in boats 

Heat 
Motive 

sundrying on sand or mats 
human, animal, public trans- 

portation (no refrigeration) 
human, market sources 
human, small power-electric 

Net manufacture 
Boat building 

Motive 
Motive 

Communication Electronic 
visual 

radio (rare), light houses, star 
navigation. 2-way radio 
(very rare) 

generational transfer of 
knowledge 

Information: 
weather reports 
ecosystem status 
reports 

Information FM radio, print media and system- 
atic learning systems 

Agriculture, small industry and others 

Stationary motive - Motive 
power 
Mobile motive power - Motive 
Water for irrigation - Motive 
and aquaculture 
Harvesting and - Motive 
post harvest 
motive power 
Drying LT Heat 
Processing HT Heat 
(cooking) 

human, animal. diesel, electric biogas. solar electric. mechanical 
hand devices 

biogas (stored), solar electric, animal 
wind. solar thermal. solar electric. 

hydraulic devices. biogas power 
mechanicaldevices-man and animal, 

wind with storage--biogas, wind 
compressor, hand pumped cooler 

solar drying, biogas power drying 
forestsltree plantations, better wood 

stoves, solar cookers and steam 
generators 

Day 
Day 
Night 
Day 

human, animal, diesel, electric 
human. animal, diesel. electric 

human, animal. diesel, electric 

Day 
Day 

sun-dry ing 
firewood, rice husk and other 

agricultural wastes. dung cakes 

Transportation - Motive P and R 

PandR 

PandR 

human, animal, diesel. public 
transportation 

radio, print media, human, 
TV (rare) 

radio. TV (rare), cinema. folk 
performance, games 

public transportation (refrigerated) 

Communication - Electronic 
Print. Human 

Entertainment - Electronic 
Print. Human 

Day 
Night 
Day 
Night 

FM radio, wall newspapers, slidel 
tape shows 

more of the same 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 

'HT: high temperature. LT: low temperature. VLT: very low temperature. -: not applicable. 



Table 4 lists the resources available to the 
community, several of which are either wasted or 
at best poorly used at present. For example, 
cattle dung is diverted from its optimal fertilizer 
function to produce dung cakes as a fuel source 
for domestic cooking. Dung cakes when burnt 
produce toxic gases that inflame the eyes and, in 
the long term, may affect vision; the affected 
groups are women and children. Also, agriculture 
gets deprived of valuable fertilizer, and thus turns 
increasingly to  costly chemical fertilizers. 

An alternate scenario would require anaerobic 
digestion of the cattle dung in biogas digesters to 
produce both fuel gas for clean, fast cooking 
and effluent which is high-quality fertilizer. 
Proper utilization of wastes is not only therrno- 
dynamically more sensible but may overcome 
several other problems caused by inappropriate 
waste disposal methods. For example, in several 
fishing communities, the common practice is to  
use the beach for defecation and passing urine. 
This contaminates the beach and often the 
fish which is processed, dried and auctioned right 
on the beach. Human wastes, like other biological 
wastes, are potential fertilizer and if processed 
in biogas plants will also produce fuel gas. Thus, if 
the community utilized latrines connected to 
biogas systems, not only would the previously 
unused waste produce gas and fertilizer but also 
overcome a hygiene problem for the community 
and for consumers of fish. 

If one analyses the existing modes of energy 
use and the recommended appropriate and 
renewable sources, certain characteristics stand 
out. A very large proportion can be categorized as 
natural sources, which means they are directly or 
indirectly dependent on the sun. Though the 
sun's energy input to  Planet Earth is vast, it is a 
very diffuse energy source. Thermodynamically, 
it is almost impossible to concentrate diffuse 
energy sources without expending further energy 
in the short term. The more concentrated the 
energy, like oil and coal, the easier it is to  store 
and utilize. Therefore, the energy sources that are 
presently being used and those that have been 
recommended, by definition, will only lend 
themselves to  natural, low-efficiency use. 

Further, if the different processes are inde- 
pendent, there is low utilization of waste, which 
means that the processes are highly entropic in 
nature. Low efficiency and high entropy produc- 
tion are not inherently poor characteristics. All of 
nature falls into this category, though nature does 
overcome the high entropy production by inte- 
grating processes and thus reducing waste. The 
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Table 4. Resources and "wastes" available. 
- - 

Source Resources 

1. Sun 
2. Wind 
3. Humans 

4. Cattle, poultry, 
pigs, rabbits 

5. Aquaculture 

6. Mariculture 

7 .  Agriculture 

8. Forestry 

Solar energy-heat and electricity 
Motive power, drying 
Muscle power, intelligence, innova- 
tion, cooperation; night soil, urine 
and domestic waste 
Animal and poultry meat; animal 
power; dung and droppings, animal 
and poultry meat wastes; bone; 
skin; feathers; wool; recycling ability 
(pigs) 
Fish as food; waste reuse ability 
(biogas effluent and organic wastes); 
fish waste for ensilage for poultry 
feed 
Fish as food; shell fish culture; 
prawn culture; seaweeds; calcium 
from shells; fish waste for ensilage 
Grains, pulses, vegetables, oils; 
medicinal plants; fruits; biomass 
based industry like alcohol etc.; soil 
enrichment; waste reuse ability 
Firewood; fodder; food; biomass 
waste based industry like paper, 
alcohol, chemicals, gums; soil en- 
richment; environmental spinoffs; 
erosion prevention 

primary problem is that natural processes are 
optimally designed for subsistence economies and 
not for market economies. 

If we are to assume that developmental inter- 
ventions are to be technological in nature, then 
we have to take the existing socioeconomic 
conditions for granted. This means that the 
modes of production in traditional fishing villages 
will not only have to provide for survival and 
basic needs but also produce a surplus to allow 
the community to fruitfully participate in the 
overall economy. In turn, these requirements will 
necessitate high productivity and therefore 
high-efficiency systems. 

Natural systems dependent on diffuse energy 
sources are by definition low-efficiency systems. 
In the past when surpluses were required, this 
inherent shortcoming was overcome by injecting 
highquality, non-renewable fossil fuels into the 
system. This obviously is not a very plausible 
methodology for the future considering the 
scarcity and spiralling costs of fossil fuels. The 
only option, therefore, is to increase the overall 
efficiency of natural, renewable energy -based 
systems by integrating them the way nature does. 
With integration, the processes interconnect and 



use the others' waste products, thus causing a 
feedback synergy that in an overall system 
overcomes the low-efficiency constraint. As an 
added bonus, integration makes the system 
produce lower entropy. Fig. 2 develops the 
systemic justification for integration of renewable 
energy systems using simple flow charts as used 
by Odum and Odum (1976). 

Fig. 3 portrays the type of system that can be 
imagined in most marine and inland fishing 
villages of India. The system shows the manner in 
which previously parallel and independent pro- 
cesses have to be integrated to derive maximum 
efficiency and production when using renewable 
energy sources. One would expect that with 
minor changes, the principles should hold for 

Fig. 2. Systemic justification for integration of renewable energy systems. 
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most of the areas represented in this workshop. 
The trouble is that very little is known about 

integrated systems that combine renewable energy 
sources. The classic papers of Golding and Thacker 
(1956) and Golding (1958) outlined some of the 
problems of arid regions and remote Third World 
communities. A few recent papers have described 
integrated systems in developed countries [Clarke 
1973; Merriam 1972; Thring and Smith 1974; 
Weintraub and Marier 1976; Marier et al. 1974; 
and Merrill and Gage (ed) 19781. But there is 
really little information about the economics, 
reliability, mechanics, or practicality of integrated 

solar, wind, and biofuel operations. This area 
should be a top priority for action research if 
we seek integrated systems as a solution for 
energy problems of fishing communities. 

If we are to build workable integrated energy 
systems, we must carefully and accurately assess 
energy needs and quality. A warning at this 
stage is warranted: It makes little sense to  attempt 
t o  answer modern, high-energy demands with 
renewable and alternate energies. Thus, in assess- 
ment of needs, conservation and a certain "tuning" 
to  nature are a must. 

Fig. 3. Integrated renewable energy scenario. 
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Renewable energy costs money to harness. The 
continuing sources of energy are essentially free 
but harnessing, storing and transforming them 
cost money. So does maintaining the necessary 
equipment. Considering the current state of the 
art, renewable energy may well cost more than 
conventional energy. One can say with confidence 
that it will be more than what a family can 
afford. Thus, integration is necessary not only in 
a technical sense, but also amongst people to 
enable cooperation to face the financial demands. 

Economies of scale have to be used to overcome 
the barrier of cost; however, this statement needs 
qualification. Although it can be said that econ- 
omies of scale do exist in renewable systems, 
from what little we know there seems to be a 
limit after which the sheer size, complexity and 
the built-in constraints of natural systems come 
into play. The state of the art suggests that 
integration cannot be considered for communities 
larger than about 60 households [Merrill and 
Gage (ed) 19781. This should not be a serious 
problem in rural areas as that is about the size of 
a small village or a neighborhood within a large 
village. 

Many systems such as that in Fig. 2 have been 
conceived theoretically but few are operational. 
However, a recent report on the Xinbu System in 
the People's Republic of China gives us hope and 
encouragement (Mai Xinsheng et al. 1980). The 
Xinbu System is, apparently, the only one which 
is actually a living, evolving system supporting the 
lives and livelihood of 89 families. It is of interest 
to note that the system is considerably more 
complex than any so far planned, indicating that 
under actual rural conditions, the effort required 
to integrate biological and renewable energy 
components into a harmoniously functioning 
system is perhaps greater than generally realized. 
The integrated system requires considerable 
organization of the people and needs levels 
of technological attitude not normally found in 
urban areas, let alone in rural fishing communities. 

Integrated energy systems are economical, 
ecological and appropriate but only when the 
community is prepared to accept it as such and 
provide the care and effort to make it function. 
This is the reason innumerable programs around 
the world have failed. The availability of renewable 
energy sources and appropriate technology is 
necessary but not a sufficient condition for 
successful application. The sufficient conditions 
that enable people to use tools (rather than 
become tools themselves) are socio-political and 
economic in nature and involve aspects of educa- 

tion, technological attitude, cooperation, mobili- 
zation, self-reliance and such. This point leads us 
to the last part of this paper--technology transfer 
and communication of technology. 

Development, Technology Transfer 
and Communication 

THEM~THODOLOGYFORDEVELOPMENT 
For the last three decades, economic and social 

development in several sectors have been based on 
the premise that the solution to poverty and under- 
development is to increase the efficiency with 
which productive resources are used, through the 
infusion of new, advanced and appropriate tech- 
nologies. To that, motivated by market forces, 
recently has been added the premise that such 
technologies preferably use renewable energy to 
overcome scarcity and high costs of fossil fuels. 
Unfortunately, evidence accumulates that merely 
infusing technology, appropriate or otherwise, 
does not reduce poverty or economic disparities. 
Quite the contrary, all too often indiscriminate 
infusions of technology into the developmental 
process have the opposite effect of actually in- 
creasing disparities and worsening economic con- 
ditions. 

If the basic objective is to enable small-scale 
fishermen to develop socially and economically, 
then, as the first section of this paper has argued, 
means must be found to attack the two principal 
causative factors of their predicament: (1) unequal 
asset holdings and (2) exploitative market mech- 
anisms. However, this workshop and most pro- 
grams of national governments and international 
agencies seem to look at the developmental effort 
as an exercise in optimization with respect to 
efficiency and infusion of technology which in- 
creases productivity which in turn increases earn- 
ings and so on and so forth. This approach takes 
the system as given, which means that no major 
change is planned either in the market system 
which creates and feeds the consumption pattern, 
or in the spatial, social and economic distribution 
patterns. In other words, the very aspects of the 
system that were identified to be the causative 
factors of underdevelopment are to be taken as 
given and hence not to be tampered with. So "the 
art of the possible" reduces to the art of being 
able to stretch the elasticity of the system by 
selectively intervening in the technical sector. 

Technology itself might be "neutral," but its 
consequences are neither socially nor politically 
neutral for the communities into which they are 
infused. To paraphrase Ward Morehouse, when 



technology is passed through the filter of an 
established market and socioeconomic order, it is 
bent, as a ray of light is "refracted" when it 
passes through a body of water. Evidence suggests 
that the "refraction effect" increases rather than 
decreases the disparities within communities 
(Morehouse 1981). 

For several years, the Growth-versus-Equity 
debate has in one way or the other focused on 
this contradiction. What is surprising (or perhaps, 
not surprising) is that policymakers in both 
underdeveloped and developed countries who 
frame developmental policy apparently refuse to 
see the writing on the wall, and for a very good 
reason too. Urban areas and foreign markets 
have large appetites and have to be fed; they do 
not grow food, but they do have the economic 
means to buy it. Therefore, the rural fanner and 
fishermen have to feed urban and foreign markets, 
in addition to feeding themselves, of course. To 
take the point further, this has usually meant that 
the creation/improvement/infusion of means to 
satisfy the demands of markets, rather than 
of basic needs, has been classified as "develop- 
ment." The question before us is "would it be 
possible to alter this refraction effect to any signi- 
ficant degree in the absence of more fundamental 
structural and institutional changes in the existing 
socioeconomic order?" The obvious answer 
is NO. Yet, rather than patiently wait for goodwill 
and/or revolution, perhaps attempts should and 
could be made to modify beneficially the refrac- 
tion effect. 

It is proposed here, therefore, that the method- 
ology to enable the development of small-scale 
fishermen be approached at two levels. First, 
is the long-term people's effort to  organize 
themselves to  institute fundamental and institu- 
tional changes in the socioeconomic system. 
Naturally, one cannot expect enthusiastic support 
for this from governments and international 
agencies. Second, in the short term, is to work 
towards the alleviation 'of problems of basic needs 
while developing the actual needs of technology 
transfer that would overcome such refraction 
effect and perhaps even lubricate the very means 
to the changes planned in the long term. Which 
brings us to  the third and final part of this paper. 

Technology transfer and communication being 
large areas of inquiry, it is not intended here to 
survey comprehensively these fields to develop 

approaches to  these crucial developmental issues. 
What is intended is to  focus on four specific issues 
often encounterd at the field level but which have 
not received the attention they deserve from 
development experts: 

Role of the intervenor in the target group's 
worldview. 
Concept of possession of a technology or 
idea. 
Appropriateness of technology. 

0 Communication of technology. 
The primary purpose of this section is to  begin 

the inquiry and possibly delineate areas of research 
and action which in turn, hopefully, would lead 
to  more convivial forms of technology transfer 
and communication. 

The directions of inquiry and the very impor- 
tance of these four areas can only be visualized 
within a specific framework. The belief systems 
that best articulate this framework are: 

Firstly, that development should 
sensitize and allow people to articulate their 
needs and feelings; 
enable them to  critically analyze their envi- 
ronment; 
make people capable of transforming their 
environment and themselves into more 
convivial ones of their choice; 

0 help people to meet their basic human needs 
and enable them to lead economically viable 
lifestyles that go beyond survival and provide 
for reasonable security and leisure; 
encourage cooperative, collective problem- 
solving; 
create self-respect and self-confidence; and, 
create, nurture and rehabilitate their internal 
capacity to  invest and innovate. 

And, secondly, science and technology when 
used as an enabler of development should 

help people to develop scientific attitudes 
and thinking rather than create "scientists" 
and "technologists" per se; 
create "tools of thought" that enable people, 
singly or in collectives, t o  critically analyze 
their environment and the problems that 
confront them; 
enable people to define their problems and 
initiate, create and evolve technology to 
solve them efficiently, appropriately and in 
the context of their times; 
help in the answering of basic human needs 
and go beyond to create an economic 
surplus; 
help people realize that because all things are 
interconnected, an ecological and holistic 



approach is required; 
lead to design and evolution of artefacts and 
methods that solve problems and answer 
needs, that can be fabricated locally and 
which use local resources and skills; 
evolve processes of production that add value 
locally; 
have minimal impact on culture and society 
in a detrimental fashion; 
be low in cost but high in efficiency and be 
evaluated in terms of use-value generated per 
capita; 
be simple as in elegant (and not as in primi- 
tive); 
be accessible and enhance abilities rather 
than oppress people. 
follows that science and technology are tools 

and as such are "means" and not "ends." 

Let us assume that you are walking down the 
road sporting a rather luxurious moustache. A 
close friend meets you and after some conversa- 
tion, with tact and sincerity points out that your 
moustache does not really become you and that 
you would be doing yourself and the general 
public a favor by removing it. You understand his 
care and feeling and you contemplate following 
his advice. On the other hand, suppose a perfect 
stranger walks up to  you, introduces himself as a 
member of a developmental group, appropriately 
called Citizens Committee Against Visual Pollu- 
tion, and suggests that in his understanding, based 
on sound scholarship and credentials, you would 
be doing a great favor to  yourself and the public 
at large by shaving your moustache. You will 
definitely object to  this affront and may well be 
tempted to hit him on the head. What really is the 
difference between the two approaches? I suggest 
that it is the role of the intervenor. 

In rural communities in India, social role plays 
a very important part in the building of fruitful 
relationships. Some categories of people already 
have a clear role for intervention in people's lives. 
An intervention by a "religious" person is respec- 
ted, understood and even appreciated. An inter- 
vention by a person who either belongs to a 
political party or is political in nature, in the 
sense that he helps out the community in various 
roles, is also respected, appreciated and sought 
after. To clarify: The second category of individ- 
uals, the politicians, are sought out by the com- 
munity t o  help organize religious and community 
festivals, and personal ritual commitments like 

funerals, births and marriages. A political party 
cadre has the further role of an enabler; in fact, 
he is the only enabler. Even to avail of government 
or other developmental services, an Indian prefers 
to request a politician to enable the effort rather 
than approach the agency directly. In return for 
this service, he delegates power to the politician 
through the electoral process. 

There are very few others who have a legitimate 
intervenor role. The government, development 
agencies, research organizations and educational 
institutions are all suspect in the eyes of the rural 
communities, for it is difficult for a person to 
understand why the person or organization is 
intervening and what he or it gets out of the 
effort. Until this social aspect of development is 
solved, technology transfer by these organizations 
will suffer from indifference, and may even be 
received with hostility. 

In our experience in India, this problem of 
having a legitimate role seems to affect several 
aspects of technology transfer. It affects the 
working relationship; it affects maintenance of 
the technology; and it affects the very process of 
development. The only way to break this pattern 
is to  be accepted on the basis of solidarity which 
is a slow and tedious process with several pitfalls. 
However, most agencies successful in technology 
transfer seem to have developed a legitimate role 
over time based on solidarity. 

The concept of having a role that allows inter- 
vention deserves serious study by social scientists, 
behavioral scientists and anthropologists, for it is 
the initial hurdle in development and often an 
aspect that dilutes the entire process. 

When a person or a community "own" or create 
a technology, or at least develop a feeling of 
responsibility towards it, they care for it, look 
after it, maintain it, prevent it from being misused 
by others, and actually use it to its fullest capa- 
bility. In contrast, when the feeling of possession 
does not exist, a lack of care and concern is 
apparent. Let's look at several examples. 

Case 1: The Murugappa Chettiar Research 
Centre where I work considers biodynamic, 
intensive, small-scale vegetable gardening as one 
of its most successful technologies to alleviate 
nutrition problems. It is easy to do, needs little 
land and water, and produces enough for personal 
consumption and even a surplus for sale. The 
villagers understand this and are quite eager to 
adopt it, and have done so. The Center's staff give 
them the method and some financial help to  start, 



and supervise the effort. Invariably, we have 
found there is a further demand for fencing to 
prevent stray cattle from eating the vegetables. 
Yet stray cattle never affect their own gardens 
and crops which are not fenced in. We asked them 
why and the first answers were vague and con- 
fused. Finally we got the real answer: They said 
that their own plots were better looked after 
because these "belonged" to them while the 
biodynamic gardens were "experiments" for 
which we had responsibility. 

Case 2: The government and international 
agencies like UNICEF have spent millions on 
hand pumps to make water available in villages. 
The effort is appreciated by the villagers but 
invariably the pumps break down and are rarely 
repaired. In fact, the problem is so serious that 
UNICEF and the government agencies are seriously 
considering the establishment of a servicing 
system to ensure that the pumps stay on line. The 
pumps break down usually due to  ill-treatment by 
children who drop pebbles into the cylinder or 
simply because crucial bolts and parts are stolen. 
Yet pumps belonging to individuals whether used 
by the household or by the community are 
maintained and repaired, and break down less 
often. Obviously, ownership not only makes the 
owner more responsible but also makes others 
more responsible towards the technology. 

The fact that possession and/or a feeling of 
responsibility helps in technology transfer seems 
reasonably beyond dispute. The question remains: 
What constitutes possession and what are the 
factors that encourage a more responsible attitude 
towards the technology being transferred? 

Most development models assume intervention 
and assistance by outsiders as necessary. Even as 
the intervention role needs legitimization, the 
assistance aspect needs looking into to assure 
both a feeling of possession and that responsibility 
results. This requires us to  look seriously at the 
methodology of assistance whether it be an 
outright grant, subsidy, low-cost credit or charity. 
Outright grants and charity, except as emergency 
relief, rarely create feelings of possession and 
responsibility. Large subsidies also do not seem to 
help, which leaves us with low-cost credit systems 
and hire-purchase systems that may better meet 
the criteria of creating "possession." 

Factors to be kept in mind while designing 
credit systems for small-scale fishermen are: low 
incomes and low investment capability; the 
possibility of paying back in kind or labor (which 
would require credit institutions to diversify 
themselves into local institutions with actual 

involvement in productive activities to utilize 
payments in labor and kind); modification in 
collateral procedures to enable people with small 
holdings to utilize credit; simplification of pro- 
cedures; credit availability for consumption and 
"non-productive" development loans to improve 
quality of life; and, a genuine role on the part of 
credit institutions to help the poorest rather than 
to  develop systems that seem to help the poor but 
actually benefit the rich. 

Easy credit through cooperatives and through 
agencies especially created for small farmers and 
small fishermen often ends up in the hands 
of the very people the programs were trying not 
to  help. This happens in a rather obvious manner. 
Small farmers and fishermen are usually in debt 
or bondage to the merchant middlemen and are 
thus economic captives. Any new credit availability 
is either used to repay old debts or is cornered 
by the middlemen who thus siphon off expensive 
development aid aimed at the poorer sections. 

The one system that has had success in urban 
and metropolitan areas is the hire-purchase 
system that needs to  be modified for possible use 
amongst smallacale fishermen. The concept of 
hire is quite clear and the chance to eventually 
own technology while renting it for economic 
production will definitely be a welcome scheme. 

Case 3: In South Gujarat, a Gandhian group 
were fabricating latrine systems to improve 
hygiene in rural communities. When they went 
back to evaluate the usage of the latrines a year 
later, they found that they were being used not as 
latrines but for storage and even as stills to 
produce illicit alcohol. There seemed to be no 
objection to the use of latrines per se. Investiga- 
tion showed that because the people of the village 
have since time immemorial integrated several 
tasks spatially and in time, the location of the 
Gandhian latrine broke up the pattern causing 
inconvenience and hence lack of use. To wit: on 
waking up in the morning, the villager first goes 
over to where his animals are tethered to  check 
on feed and water; on the way he breaks off a 
twig of the margosa tree and cleans his teeth; he 
then goes to his fields to  check on the irrigation 
ditches and proceeds to relieve himself; after 
which he takes a bath at the river or pond, visits 
the temple and comes home to  breakfast. The 
Gandhian group had tried to  make it convenient 
for the people by building the latrines close 
to their living areas. However, this meant that 
they could not do the other tasks before relieving 



themselves. Because custom required them to 
have a bath once they had used the latrine, it was 
difficult for them to go about doing essentially 
messy tasks such as checking on animals and 
fields after a bath instead of before it. Thus, a 
lack of understanding of the lifestyle of the 
community led to "inappropriate" technology. 

Case 4: Several research groups and develop- 
ment agencies in India are developing a smokeless 
woodstove. One cannot really question their 
intent, because smoke from woodstoves pollutes 
the atmosphere and leads to bronchial and eye 
inflamation and illnesses which can be solved 
simply by eliminating the smoke. However, it is 
obvious that none of the engineers and scientists 
working on a smokeless woodstove have ever lived 
in a thatched hut. If such a hut is not smoked out 
daily for a short time, it becomes infested with 
scorpions, spiders, and snakes all of which have a 
nasty habit of falling on whomever is sleeping 
below. Thus, what is needed is not a smokeless 
woodstove, but rather a woodstove that smoked 
when needed but not when not. Again, an inability 
to define the problem leads to inappropriate 
technology. 

The point to be made here is that appropriate- 
ness or alternativeness is often a misunderstood 
concept. Any technology that fits the demand for 
it accurately is appropriate. The problem seems to 
be that the people, like us, who are involved in 
developing appropriate technologies, are rarely 
the ones using them. To be successful at this kind 
of development, we must assume that we know 
what is the need, and in that we seem to be very 
wrong. There are felt needs of people and actual 
needs which we claim our expertise tells us that 
they need. It is not important to debate which 
is right. It would be more sensible to tackle felt 
needs first, answer those, and then with the entry 
point developed, address the actual needs. But for 
reasons best known to us, we seem to disrespect 
people and insist that we know best. 

Technology, or to be precise its need, has to be 
clearly conceptualized from the point of view of 
the end-user. A lot of difficulties can be avoided 
if time and energy are spent to define the real 
problems. Thus, the first task of the designer is to 
help and enable the end-user to articulate his real 
needs and problems. If problems are properly 
defined, the worldview of the user kept in mind 
and with an understanding of his socioeconomic 
situation, then rational science and technology 
could and should be able to develop environ- 
mentally sound technologies suited to the users' 
goals of economic development and self-reliance. 

Such technology would not merely be appropriate 
but become a class force that gives people the 
needed leverage to break out of the poverty trap, 
and becomes a uniting factor in the fight against 
economic and social oppression. 

The other aspect in appropriateness is the 
nuts-and-bolts issue of who creates the technology, 
where it is created, how it is created and within 
what kind of institutional framework. There is a 
tendency, based on simplistic costing, to recom- 
mend centralized mass manufacture at low cost 
for transfer through developmental or marketing 
outlets. This gives the rural person the option of 
becoming exclusively a consumer. It does not add 
value locally and therefore does not directly 
create employment or generate income in the 
community, It does not enable the people to 
acquire technological skills and develop self- 
reliance. Not having had the privilege of creating 
the technology themselves, they take no pride in 
it; they are not encouraged t? understand it, 
maintain or develop it to suit changing needs. 
Therefore the primary criterion of appropriateness 
would have to be localization. 

The functional requirements for proper tech- 
nology transfer therefore are: (1) opportunities 
for end-users to see the technologies in action to 
personally evaluate their functional and economic 
feasibility, (2) opportunities to develop skills in 
technology, (3) availability of tools and materials, 
(4) availability of credit, (5) availability of 
services like maintenance, storage and marketing 
facilities, (6) opportunities to pay back for 
materials and services in cash, kind or labor, and 
(7) opportunity to own and manage the tech- 
nology for collective benefit and to change it to 
suit evolving needs of the community. These 
requirements may seem like the impossible dream 
but in reality are definitely within the realm of 
possibility as several successful ago-centers 
around the world have shown. The concept of 
Community Fishery Centers (Ben Yami 1980) is 
an excellent approach which does seem to answer 
all the above criteria provided the will and the 
means can be developed to enable the community 
to actually "possess" the center and to eventually 
run it in the manner communities run organiza- 
tions they themselves have evolved for their own 
mutual and collective benefit. 

COMMUNICATION OF TECHNOLOGY 

Communication of science and technology is a 
vital but unfortunately much neglected area of 
technology transfer. To enable people to concep- 
tualize, design, fabricate, maintain, repair and if 



necessary modify technologies by themselves, 
elegant means of communication have to be 
developed to get across often complex and 
sophisticated concepts to  people with various 
levels of literacy and numeracy. Further, their 
very different worldviews, theories of knowledge 
and frameworks of logic require us to not only 
concern ourselves with channels and means of 
communication but also with the very content, 
logic and design of the information itself. The 
purpose of this final sub-section is to delineate 
the various areas in communication that need 
research and understanding. 

The preceding analysis allows us to categorize 
the communication process into distinct areas 
based on the type of information to be transferred 
and the complexity of variables involved. The 
first area is one of making people aware of facts 
and interrelationships and motivating them 
towards specific sets of decisions. In this area, we 
find that the one-on-one technologist-to-end-user 
interaction is the best transfer mode. Unfor- 
tunately, the numbers of potential end-users 
make implementation of this method impossible. 
Thus, we are left with moredistant learning meth- 
ods and aids which can be used by extension 
workers and catalytic persons in the community. 
The content tends to be general in nature and 
concentrates on communicating new facts and 
giving a system-understanding, emphasizing inter- 
actions and interrelationships. 

The second area of communication is one of 
enabling people to design and fabricate technol- 
ogy. The content here is more specialized than in 
the first area and visuals take on great importance. 
Communication has to take into consideration 
the end-user's skills. 

The third area, the most difficult of all, is of 
helping people trouble-shoot and repair equip- 
ment. The problem here is not merely of having a 
language to say it but also the very way of saying 
it. This area is a problem even with literate, 
technologically oriented populations. 

The three areas specified are further made 
difficult by the fact that the end-users we have in 
mind are usually illiterate and often have a 
completely different visual framework which 
makes the use of symbols and visuals a tricky job. 
The existing literature on functional illiteracy 
and the miserable failure of manuals that accom- 
pany technical artefacts which are supposed to 
help in assembly and maintenance, will give one 
an idea of how very difficult these communication 
problems are. 

More traditional modes of communication, 
however, exist in fishing communities. For exarn- 
ple, a unique aspect among small-scale fishermen 
is the incredibly detailed knowledge of currents, 
winds, lunar forces and tides, occurrence and 
movements of fish, behavior of varieties of 
fish, and star-based navigation that they possess 
and use. Due to  the influence of economic 
modernization, urbanization and alienation within 
their own communities, this vast and irreplaceable 
knowledge is getting lost. (See also Johannes 
1981-Editors.) Most of this information is verbal 
and is based on experiential learning-bydoing. It  
is urgent that means be developed to  document 
this vast knowledge, and that. methods be devel- 
oped either to revitalize these existing processes 
of communication or that newer methods be 
developed to successfully communicate appro- 
priate science and technology. 
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Abstract 

The Chilaw Fishery Harbor Complex is described. Methods used at the complex are labor-intensive, 
and with the exception of fiberglass raw material and engines, materials for boat construction and 
accessories are manufactured locally from local materials. The complex has helped to promote fisheries 
development while increasing the self-sufficiency of the local fishing industry and providing employment 

Introduction 

The island of Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon) is 
situated on the southern tip of the Indian subcon- 
tinent. An island small in size, approximately 400 
km in length and 160 km in breadth, it has a 
coastline of about 960 km. Except for a stretch 
of about 80 km which forms part of the bound- 
ary of a wildlife sanctuary in the southeast coast, 
the coast is abundant with fishing villages which 
form the base for the fishing industry. In these 
regions, there are stretches which are active only 
during the fishing season, whereas in other areas 
there are permanent settlements of fishing com- 
munities. Small boatyards have been established 
in the vicinity of these communities. 

The most popular types of mechanized craft in 
these communities are those having overall 
lengths of 8.5 m and 5.5 m. As of December 

1980, there were approximately 3,000 craft of 
the 8.5-m type and 4,000 of the 5.5-m type in 
active operation, in addition to the 3,000 odd 
traditional craft. The 8.5-m boats are constructed 
either of timber or fiberglass, whereas the 5.5-m 
boats are all of fiberglass. The boatyards are 
situated within or around these fishing villages for 
the obvious reason that the prospective buyers- 
users of boats are nearby and fishermen have 
access to these yards for boat repair. In some 
areas, depending on the demand, there are several 
boatyards. 

There are 40 boatyards in the country, but 
only six construct the 8.5-m fiberglass boats on a 
production-line basis. Due to the scarcity of 
timber for boatbuilding, and taking into consid- 
eration the cost and maintenance requirements, 
the fiberglass boat has become the most popular 
type of craft now being built in Sri Lanka. 



As an example of the operation of these 
manufacturing units and their use of local mate- 
rials and labor-intensive methods, this paper 
describes the boatyard established by the Ceylon 
Fishery Harbors Corporation (CFHC) at Chilaw. 
CFHC is a state-sponsored agency which has 
constructed several fishery harbors in important 
fishing areas and also maintains and operates 
them. 

Chilaw is an important town some 80 km north 
of Colombo. The fishing community is fortunate 
to have a lagoon which is a natural harbor. With 
easy access to the sea and with road transport and 
other facilities available, the fishing industry 
thrives there. The most important industrial unit 
required at Chilaw was one which integrated 
boatbuilding, boat and engine repair, ice plant, 
fish storage, and fish processing and packing. This 
integrated unit, also referred to as the Chilaw 
Fishery Harbor Complex, has been constructed 
and is now in operation. It serves the entire 
fishing town of Chilaw and also the neighboring 
sub-villages. 

Operations of the Fishery Complex 

The main activities planned for each component 
of the complex are given in Table 1. Work at the 
complex is intended to be labor-intensive, hence 
heavy machinery is not used. For example, 
machinery used in the boatyard is limited to 
boat molds (manufactured locally), a pedestal 
grinder and a pedestal drill. Launching is done on 
a movable row of coconut trunks, saving the large 
investment that would be required for more 
elaborate facilities. The boatyard comprises 
six sections (office, molding, curing, fitting, 
installation of engine and stern gear, and launch- 
ing), and is staffed by 34 people (Table 2). In 
addition to staff employed in the boatyard, 15 
persons are employed in the workshop, 20 in the 
ice plant and 24 in the processing unit. The 
complex is presently being operated by exper- 
ienced staff from outside the district, but suitable 
personnel are being recruited locally and trained 
in the different fields for them to  be able to take 
over specialist trades in the near future. The 
complex is capable of producing five 5.5-m boats 
and five 8.5-m boats per month. 

To the extent possible, materials used in boat 
construction are of local origin (Table 3); fiber- 
glass raw materials, however, must be imported. 
Boats manufactured at the complex come with 
standard accessories, equipment and fishing 
gear. With the exception of the engines and stern 

Table 1. Activities planned for each component of Chilaw 
F i e r y  Harbor Complex. 

Component Activity 

Boatyard Construction of 8.5-m fishing boats 
Construction of 5.5-m fishing boats 
Sheathing of wooden boats with fiberglass 
Repairs to hulls 

Workshop Repairs to boat engines 
Manufacture of accessories for boats, 

anchors, etc. 
Repairs to stern gear 
Manufacture of spares 

Ice plant Production of 5 mt of ice per day 
Storage of fish 
Storage of ice 

Processing unit Deheading of shrimps 
Packing 
Deep-freezing 

Table 2. Boatyard personnel, Chilaw Fishery Harbor Com- 
plex. 

Position Number 

Engineer 
Supervisor 
Clerk 
Fiberglass molders 
Asst. fiberglass molders 
Carpenters 
Asst. carpenters 
Filter mechanics 
Unskilled workers 
Stores 

Total 

Table 3. Materials used in boat construction. 

Imported Local 

1. Chopped strand mat 1. Timber 
2. Polyester resin 2. Hardware 
3. Gelcoat resin 3. Fastenings 
4. Releasing agent 4. Paint 
5. Catalyst 
6. Accelerator 
7. Pigment 

gear, these items are manufactured locally using 
local materials (Table 4). The 8.5-m boats are sold 
at $3,850 (Table 5). The marine diesel engine (27 
hp) costs an additional $5,000, and the fishing 
gear $4,000, for a total of $12,850. The Govern- 
ment, however, subsidizes 35% ($4,497.50) of the 



Table 4. Accessories, equipment and fishing gear supplied 
with 8.5-m fiberglass fishing boats. 

Benefits of the Fishery Complex 

1. Standard accessories 

Timber mast 
8 cm diameter at base tapering to 5 cm diameter at 
head. Standard wooden poles are obtained from 
Chilaw District. 

Mooring rope 
8 cm circumference coir rope. This rope is made 
from coconut husk fiber by a cottage industry in 
Chilaw. 

Anchor 
5-prong steel anchor manufactured at the Chilaw 
Fishery Harbor Complex workshop. 

Bailer 
The standard bailer is a galvanized bucket of 6-1 
capacity purchased from local manufacturers. 

Sail 
Locally made sailcloth. 

2. Imported boat equipment 

a. 25 to 35 hp range of marine diesel to  be fitted on the 
manufactured boats. 

b. Stern gear for above. 

3. Fishing gear 

Nets manufactured by another institution located 
elsewhere in Sri Lanka. 

Table 5. Production cost and selling price of 8.5-m fiber- 
glass boat. 

Imported fiberglass raw materials 
Local material 
Labor 
Overhead 
Profit 

Selling price of boat 3,850 

cost of the boat, engine and gear; of the remainder 
($8,352.50), which must be provided by the 
fisherma, 88% ($7,350.20) can be financed with 
a bank loan repayable over a 5-year period at an 
annual interest rate of 18%. Hence the immediate 
cash outlay required from the fisherman is only 
12% ($1,002.30) of the non-subsidized amount. 

The establishment of this complex has enabled 
the fishermen of the area to become self-sufficient 
and prosperous. They do not have to depend on 
other areas for their supply of boats and for the 
facilities required to allow them to operate the 
boats. 

The procedure for acquiring a boat is very sim- 
ple. The initial amount required (i.e., cash outlay 
of 12%), b paid to the bank in the area. Then, 
subject to the application being bonafide, the 
fishermen can select their boat, engine and fishing 
gear. The boatyard then receives the order and 
commences the construction of the boat. Mean- 
while, the engine and fishing gear manufacturers 
are informed of the order, and these items are 
delivered to the boatyard. The engine is then 
fitted at the boatyard, and the boat is launched. 
A rigid trial is carried out before the boat is 
declared ready for delivery. 

The boat sets out with its complement of gear 
and accessories, along with the fuel taken from 
the outlet located in the vicinity of the boatyard 
itself. When the boat returns with the catch, the 
ice required to preserve the fish is purchased from 
the complex. This process is repeated after every 
fishing operation. In the case of boats using trawl 
nets, the shrimp obtained could be processed, 
packed and stored or transported by the complex. 
The workshops are geared to undertake engine 
repairs when needed. Should there be need for 
hull repair, the boatyard is available. 

Improvement of Boat Designs 

With the escalating prices of fuel, steps are 
being taken to improve the boat designs, and also 
modify the existing boats, with a view to bringing 
down the cost of operation. A committee ap- 
pointed by the Minister of Fisheries has made an 
indepth study of this and, subject to their 
recommendations, the appropriate changes will be 
made. It is anticipated that the committee will 
emphasize the maztirnum use of sail power, 
and the use of engines of a very much lower 
horsepower. The sails could be made from local 
material, and since the price of the engine will 
also be reduced by a considerable margin, the 
final savings in the cost of operation would benefit 
not only the fisherman but also the fish consumer. 



Conclusion 

The workings of the complex at Chilaw indicate 
that the fishing community has been immensely 
benefited. Self-sufficiency has increased as a 
result of the local availability of boat repair 
facilities, ice, and facilities for fish storage and 
the processing of fish and shrimps. The availability 
of subsidies and bank loans has made it easier for 

fishermen to purchase boats and has thus helped 
to generate employment. The purchase of every 
boat means employment for 3 more crew and 
many more required for shore operations. The 
use, wherever possible, of items fabricated locally 
with local materials has further increased oppor- 
tunities for employment. Expanded use of sail and 
reduction of engine size are expected to lessen 
dependency on fossil fuels. 



Integrated Agro-Fisheries Activities in Nepal 

Fishery Development Section 
Department o f  Agriculture 

Fishery Development Center, Pokhara 
Nepal 

Abstract 

Nepal has an agriculture-based economy which has been severely affected by recent rises in the cost 
of petroleum and the attendant increases in transport costs and the cost of imported chemical fertilizers. 
Integrating agriculture with aquaculture is considered the most appropriate approach to fish farming in 
Nepal, as it helps to reduce the cost of transport and fertilizers while at the same time recycling wastes 
and increasing the overall productivity of the agricultural system. Studies are currently under way or 
planned in Nepal regarding the integration of fish fanning with duck, pig, buffalo, fruit and vegetable 
farming. Biogas plants utilizing animal wastes are also to  be integrated with fish farming. Fish farming 
is gaining popularity in the terai (southern plain) areas of Nepal, and the National Aquaculture Develop- 
ment Plan will launch integrated agro-fisheries activities in rural areas on a commercial scale. Appropriate 
planning is necessary, along with financial and managerial skill and the necessary infrastructure. Farmer- 
oriented experiments on the integrated approach are needed to further develop the use of locally available 
materials, reduce the use of imported inputs, minimize the fuel used in transport and make the best use 
of renewable energy sources like solar energy, wind, hydropower and biomass. 



Bamboo Rafts for Oyster Culture in Taiwan 
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LEE, J-C. 1982. Bamboo rafts for oyster culture in Taiwan, p. 191-193. In R.C. May, I.R. Smith and 
D.B. Thomson (eds.) Appropriate technology for alternative energy sources in fisheries. ICLARM 
Conference Proceedings 8, 215 p. Asian Development Bank and International Center for Living Aqua- 
tic Resources Management, Manila, Philippines. 

Abstract 

Floating-type oyster culture systems in Taiwan are relatively new compared to the traditional bamboo- 
stick and simple hanging methods, but they have great potential in the further development of coastal 
aquaculture in this country. Some environmental constraints exist. The raft culture system is described 
in detail and its potential is evaluated. 

Introduction 

The advantages of floating-type oyster culture 
systems have long been recognized and include 
their high productivity (Koganezawa 1979) and 
low energy requirement (Calaprice 1976). How- 
ever, suitable site selection has been essential to  
the success of adopting these systems. An ideal 
site for longline or raft culture facilities must have 
unpolluted water with high nutrient inputs from 
the surroundings and must provide protection 
from wave and storm damages (Korringa 1976). 

Although oyster culture has been practiced 
along the west coast of Taiwan for centuries, 
most of the farming activities there are still 
confined to  intertidal areas and the culture 
methods are relatively primitive. These methods 
include mainly the bamboo-stick method, in 
which the sticks are planted on the intertidal 

beach for natural seed settlement; and the simple 
hanging method, in which bamboo racks are built 
on the intertidal sand flats and oyster strings are 
hung from the racks. All these culture systems are 
fixed and the cultured oysters are utfortunately 
subjected to daily drying-out during low tide. 
Lack of sheltered culture grounds has limited the 
expansion of oyster culture toward deeper waters. 

It was not until the 1970s that the sublittoral 
floating culture systems were experimentally 
introduced. In 1975, 20 longline oyster culture 
facilities (employing strings suspended from long 
ropes connecting a series of floats) were set up in 
the Makong Bay of Penghu, a place which is 
relatively sheltered (Fig. 1). The results were 
highly encouraging. Oyster seeds of 0.8 cm in 
length grew to 6.8 cm in four months and the 
total production was satisfactory. After this 
successful demonstration, the coastal fishermen in 
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Fig. 1. Penghu, Taiwan. 

Penghu went into longline oyster culture eagerly 
and the number of longline facilities increased 
rapidly within five years to about 900 sets in 
1980. 

In contrast to the longline method used in 
Penghu, the raft culture technique (entailing 
suspension of strings from separate rafts), was 
adopted along the coast of Chiayi County (Fig. 
2). A special coastal configuration in this area 
provided an ideal environment for establishing 
raft culture systems. Due to the movement 
of the Earth's mantle and the sedimentation of 
sand from the adjacent rivers over time, a narrow 
stretch of beach has formed which now serves as a 
wave break during bad weather, providing mode- 
rate protection and allowing the raft setup to 
withstand wave action. After the promising 
introduction of raft culture in 1974, the number 
of rafts increased quite rapidly and was estimated 
to  be over 12,000 in 1980. 

Farming Practices 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE RAFT 
The rafts used for culture in Chiayi are about 

12 x 6 m and the framework is made of locally 
produced bamboo poles. Empty oil drums or 
styrofoam blocks are used as buoys. A bamboo 
tripod with flags on it is set up on the raft for 
identification. Four iron anchors or concrete 
blocks are used for positioning the raft. Plastic 
strings with oyster shells strung 20 cm apart are 
suspended from the rafts. Each string is about 3 
m long with 15  cultches on it. Usually, 600 
strings ate tied to a raft. 

The rafts are constructed on the shore and then 
hauled to the culture site and anchored. Oyster 
strings are then fixed to  the rafts. 

TAIWAN 
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Fig. 2. Chiayi, Taiwan. 

SEED COLLECTION 

The species cultured in Taiwan is the Japanese 
oyster, Crassostrea gigas. It spawns almost year- 
round in Taiwanese waters. However, two spawn- 
ing peaks have been observed, one between 
February and March and the other between 
August and September. The seeds collected at 
these two peaks are called 'spring spats' and 'fall 
spats' respectively. 

Oyster shells are strung with plastic strings and 
used as cultches for seed collection. Bundles of 
strings are hung from bamboo racks at spawning 
grounds for natural setting of the spats. The 
optimal density of oyster spats on each shell is 
20 to 30. When the spats reach 0.6 cm in length, 
the strings are ready to be moved from the 
spawning ground to the culturing ground for the 
grow-out. 

Once the rafts are anchored and the oyster 
strings are attached, little additional care is 
required. Unlike in the bamboo-stick and simple 
hanging methods, there is little damage caused by 
predation (even by the oyster leech, Stylochus 
sp., the main predator during the growing period), 
in the raft culture system. 

The farmer checks the growth of the cultured 
oysters from time to  time. The oysters are ready 
for harvest when they reach 6 cm in length, about 
4 to 6 months after the system has been set up. 

HARVEST 
Harvesting is done simply by cutting and detach- 

ing the strings from the rafts. The oysters are then 
hauled to shore where the shells are shucked and 
the meat collected. This job still relies on man- 



power, but it does absorb the excess local labor 
and the wages provide extra income. 

Each string usually yields about 1 kg of oyster 
meat. The total production from one single raft is 
about 600 kg. 

After harvest, new strings are again attached to 
the rafts for culturing. Two crops per year can be 
obtained when the conditions are favorable. 

Discussion 

Floating-type oyster culture systems have shown 
some advantages over traditional methods, given 
suitable environmental conditions. After intro- 
duction of the floating methods, the oyster 
production in Taiwan has significantly increased 
(Table 1). Although these techniques have long 
been used in Japan, they are still not commonly 
practiced in Taiwan, mainly due to environmental 
constraints. However, they do indicate great 
potential for development in this country's 
coastal aquaculture. There are estimated to be 
6,000 to  8,000 ha of suitable culture areas along 
the Chiayi coast which remain unexploited. If 
20 rafts per hectare are set up, the result will 
be 72,000 to 96,000 mt of annual oyster produc- 
tion. However, to achieve this goal, attention 
should be given to several issues, which include 
the proper appropriation of governmental tech- 
nical and financial aid, ecological studies of 

Table 1. Annual oyster production in Taiwan, 1971-1980. 

Production 
Year (mt) Remark 

1971 12,677 
1972 13,668 
1973 14,310 
1974 13,371 Raft culture introduced 
1975 13,856 Longline culture introduced 
1976 13,518 
1977 14,948 

the environmental impact, effective control over 
coastal water pollution and legislation for the 
management of public waters. 
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Summary of Discussion on Integrated Systems 

One speaker had referred to  a policy to apply 
technologies developed elsewhere. In response to 
questioning, it was clarified that such technologies 
must be adapted to local conditions rather than 
transferred directly. 

One person believed that co-ops are often used 
to keep fishermen under control. Another ac- 
knowledged that there are many problems with 
co-ops, but felt that as a concept it is good, 
and the concept needs to be developed. 

In government agencies, the good personnel 
sometimes are not able to develop their ideas 
because of red tape. The pressure in government 
to achieve short-term goals and fie monthly 
or annual reports is counter-productive; a shift to  
emphasis on reports at decade intervals was 
suggested as a step in the right direction. Directors 
and managers who are willing to wait for results 
are a big help. 

One person emphasized the danger of over- 
complex systems. There are many uses for manure, 
not all of which can be adopted simultaneously; 
the digestion of manure considerably reduces its 
value as pond fertilizer, for example. Others 
pointed out that complex systems that work do 
exist, but these developed over a long time. In 
general, we know very little about complex 
integrated systems. There is little relevant litera- 
ture, but experience in several places indicates 
that such systems can be made to work. 

One participant felt that among those who 
could intervene to aid in development are those 
who will somehow benefit, since their motives are 
more understandable to  villagers. One participant 
observed that in introducing new fishing boats 
and gear, the intervenor must go fishing often 
with fishermen and share their risks in order to 
gain their confidence, although another noted 
that fishermen often will not allow others to go 
out with them. The best technology-transfer 
mechanism is to put a technologist and artisan 
together in a one-to-one relationship, and to do 
work on developing technology in the villages. 

An example was cited in which hired fishermen 
sold fish at sea and returned to port with small 
catches. When they were given the opportunity to  
acquire their own boats through a hire-purchase 
scheme, they returned with large catches. 

Gear: It was pointed out that gear will become 
more and more expensive as they are generally 
based on petro-chemicals. Materials from renew- 
able resources will be necessary. A question was 
raised regarding the availability of simple net- 
making machines, but known examples were few. 
The possible increased reliance on traps and other 
fixed gear was raised. Although some thought has 
been given to oceanic floating versions that would 
capitalize on fish behavior, these ideas are still at 
the drawing board stage. A major problem exists 
with the use of traps and fixed gears, however, in 
that they are most often placed in areas that are 
already heavily fished. 

Trash fish: A few comments were made on the 
possible improved usage of 'trash' fish to reduce 
post-harvest waste. In some countries, undersize 
fish (which are dead anyway when caught) are 
used for subsistence purposes, in others, for 
fermentation; but since little ice is used, they 
often spoil. Salting on board was recommended. 
A problem in this area of waste reduction is the 
high labor requirements to separate marketable 
'trash' from real 'trash.' Vessel holds are not 
presently designed to separate the different types 
for storage. Also, high-value species (especially 
shrimp) will be given priority when hold space is 
limited. 

Water filters: A water filtration unit that is 
designed to convert an area of sea or river bed 
into a low maintenance sand filter was described.' 
The system eliminates parasites and suspended 
matter down to 2 microns size and reduces 
bacteria by 80 to 95% depending on conditions. In 
response to questions, the speaker explained the 
method of first digging a hole to bury the filter. A 
30 cm sq. unit retails for US$200, and it is hoped 
that local manufacture would further reduce 
costs. Operating costs depend upon whether the 
filter is operated with a hand pump or more 
costly mechanical pumps. Maintenance costs and 
frequency will depend upon the type of gravel/ 
sand bed. Regarding its usefulness in aquaculture, 
the speaker indicated that he usually recommends 
gravity flow or hand pumping where possible, 
since pumping costs to provide, say, 40 liters/ 

After this discussion on integrated systems and 
'see G.S. Cansdale. 1979. Lowcost water filtration 

related matters, the floor was opened to discussion system. south China Sea Fisheries Development and 
on topics that had not yet been touched upon Coordinating Programme S C S / ~ ~ / W P / ~ O .  Manila, Phil- 
during the workshop. ippines. 73 p. 



second are high. Finally, the speaker pointed out 
that while there were many areas where the filter 
works very successfully, it would be less func- 
tional in rocky gorges and in extremely silty 
inland waters. 

Credit: A lively discussion developed over the 
question of credit and the role of financial 
institutions. Some expressed the view that the 
traditional bank methods do not work in fishing 
communities. Collateral requirements and regular 
repayment schedules often cannot be met. 
The well known problems of supervision, diversion 
of funds to  non-fishermen, over-estimation of the 
projected income increase of the beneficiary using 
technology obtained through credit, and the 
built-in advantages of moneylenders were enu- 
merated. In some cases, the boats or gear obtained 
through the credit program were inappropriate. 
Moneylenders appear to have several advantages 
over bankers: 

no questions asked as to purpose of loan 
moneylenders will always be in the commun- 
ity 
repayment can be made to money lenders 
in cash, kind, or sometimes labor 

e repayment can extend over generations 
no filling out of forms required 
process of application at banks frequently 
requires 'facilitating costs' to be borne by 
the fisherman. 

It was questioned whether there is a real commit- 
ment for development. Some felt that 'new' 
forms of credit institutions must be developed. 
Numerous suggestions were made to deal with the 
problems of existing formal and non-formal credit 
institutions: 

common ownership schemes and other group 
borrowing 
revolving credit funds 
repayment in labor or other productive 
activities 
differential rate of interest scheme; use the 
interest differential between the market 
interest rate (10 to 15%) and the bank's pro- 
posed subsidized rate (4 to 5%) to finance 
additional services 
interest-free credit (this idea was generally 
rejected by the group) 
hire/purchase schemes 

Several participants endorsed using the fisher- 
man's boatlgear as collateral. Any repossessed 
vessel could then be refurbished and resold at a 
lower-than-new price. A revolving fund could be 
used to  finance purchase. Strictly enforced 
systems appear to  work as long as repayment 
schedules respect seasonality of earnings. 

It was concluded that fishermen are generally 
responsible and that it should be possible to 
design appropriate credit schemes and financial 
institutions if the necessary will exists. 



WORKSHOP STATEMENTS 

Introduction 

Three working groups on capture fisheries, aqua- 
culture and postharvest activities were convened 
and each framed separate statements in four gen- 
eral areas: strategy in view of escalating oil prices; 
technology identification and delivery; research 
priorities; and other related issues (primarily envi- 
ronmental considerations and the role of credit). 
The organizers of the workshop consolidated these 
statements, making every effort to retain the orig- 
inal intent of the working groups while eliminating 
duplication and repetition. The consolidated state- 
ments were sent to all workshop participants for 
modifications and approval and thus represent the 
consensus of the workshop. 

Though reported separately, it will be apparent 
from the following statements that many recom- 
mended strategies are common to capture fisher- 
ies, aquaculture and post-harvest activities. 

Capture Fisheries 

In areas where only sail power is in use, in- 
depth studies of feasibility and impact should 
be undertaken before mechanization is re- 
commended. 
Recognition by governments and develop- 
ment agencies of the importance of integra- 
ted energy systems for coastal fishing villages. 
Such integrated energy systems could be 
encouraged through tax relief or credit 
schemes to  private entrepreneurs or commun- 
ity cooperative organizations. Integrated 
energy use in life-style related activities will 
reduce the impact of escalating oil prices and 
reduce dependency on the government for 
general and social infrastructure. 

Aquaculture 

The recommended strategy in view of escalating 
oil prices in aquaculture includes: 

Facilitate the entry into fish farming of 
fishermen most seriously affected by energy 
and resources constraints in the capture fish- 
eries sector. 
Give credit preference to integrated fish 

Given that the largest contribution in many farms which reduce fertilizer and energy re- 

developing countries to fisheries both in total quirements, as well as energygaving designs 

catch and in social terms is by the small-scale in fish farming construction and upgrading 

artisanal fisheries, maximum development acti- (e.g., open channels vs. pipes). 

vities should be directed to this sector. These Decentralize the production of inputs, par- 

efforts should include: titularly fingerlings, so as to decrease the 

A shift away from emphasis on large, power- energy cost of transport. 

ful fishing boats with all their attendant fuel *. Where feasible, include use of renewable 
energy sources for generation of power to be 

and resource problems and towards smaller used directly and/or indirectly in aquaculture 
boats which are more fuel-efficient and operations. 
usually provide a higher return on capital 
investment. 
Focusing of attention on the development Postharvest Activities 
and use of passive gears. Efforts should be 
made to improve methods of fish capture Small-scale fisheries and associated postharvest 
which are relatively more fuel-efficient per activities in fishing communities do and must con- 
unit of production. tinue to provide livelihood to large numbers of 



rural residents. Considering that the major per- 
centage of the catch is landed by small-scale fish- 
ermen and considering that studies have shown 
that these fishermen are relatively more energy- 
efficient and will be so even more in the future 
when fuel prices increase, postharvest activities 
should be decentralized, village-based and use 
small-scale methods to handle this decentralized 
supply. To achieve this, renewable energy forms 
must be integrated into the whole postharvest 
system and infrastructure. 

A strategy to deal with escalating costs in post- 
harvest activities must include: 

Assessment of the resource potential of 
renewable energy forms (solar, wind, bio- 
mass, hydro) in fishing communities must 
be made. This assessment will of necessity be 
location-specific. 
A continuing long-term research and develop- 
ment program must be undertaken to further 
refine and adapt available appropriate tech- 
nologies in the renewable energy field. 
Distribution systems must be developed for 
fuels based on renewable energy forms (e.g., 
alcohol, charcoal) which are centrally pro- 
duced. 
In addition to the above activities which 
include possibilities of government involve- 
ment, government has an important role to 
play in the reduction of post-harvest costs. 
The following strategy is recommended, 
recognizing of course country-to-country 
differences: 
0 Continued government investment in 

landing, marketing and storage infra- 
structure is necessary. Storage facilities 
are required to minimize price fluctua- 
tions which add to post-harvest costs. 
Improved marketing infrastructure would 
encourage the marketing of fresh fish for 
local consumption. 

0 Quality control and inspection must be 
instituted. In many cases, this is a matter 
of enforcing existing laws. Quality control 
will also provide incentives to processors 
of higher quality products. 

0 In isolated communities that are sources of 
supply, government subsidies of distribu- 
tion systems will be increasingly necessary 
as transport fuel costs rise, if marine and 
inland fishery products are to reach mar- 
kets at reasonable prices. 

Finally, group activities in fishing commun- 
ities may offer opportunities to achieve 
economies of scale (and hence reduced costs) 
in processing and distribution. 

Capture Fisheries 

Present technology identification and delivery 
systems were developed in and for industrialized 
societies and adopted by the more capital-intensive 
sector of the fishing industry in developing coun- 
tries. Fisheries development programs have gen- 
erally by-passed small-scale fishing communities 
due to over-sophistication and promotion of 
expensive or capital-intensive technologies. They 
have tended to ignore the real needs of the small- 
scale fishermen and their lack of familiarity with 
technical language. In order to transmit appro- 
priate technological solutions, one must first have 
a clear understanding of the levels of comprehen- 
sion, particular world view or outlook, and the 
technical and social needs of the target group. 
Appropriate technologies must be based on con- 
cepts relevant to  the communities for which they 
are intended. Too often solutions precede prob- 
lems instead of vice versa. In searching for tech- 
nical solutions, the fullest use should be made of 
local human and natural resources, thus potentially 
contributing to a reduction in rural-urban drift. 
Fishermen or fishing communities do not "pos- 
sess" a technology until it is truly their own and 
assimilated into their work and life-style. In 
transferring technology, one must work from 
within a community, fully involving the people 
in the whole process. Maximum use should be 
made of visual aids and culturally appropriate 
examples or demonstrations. 

The following list of technologies was selected 
as being appropriate to fisheries and relevant in 
conserving energy: 

Propulsion 
Replacement of outboard petrol engines 
with low-cost, small, air-cooled diesel en- 
gines and installation of heavyduty, low- 
consumption diesel engines for larger power 
requirements. 
Government incentives (tax, subsidy, credit) 
to promote purchase of lower-powered pro. 
pulsion units for fishing vessels. 

e Re-introduction of sail in combination with 
engine power to reduce fuel requirements. 
Where sail has limited application, as in trawl 
fisheries, dissemination of information on 
fuel-saving measures. These might include 
operation at lower rpm, use of controllable 
pitch propellers or more efficient propellers, 
and the use of nozzles. 



Catching Methods 
a Promotion of hand-operated and mechanical 

net- and line-hauling devices, and systems like 
the mechanized long-line handling devices. 
Demonstration of less energy-intensive fishing 
gear and methods. 

a Installation of wind-powered battery chargers 
for powering small echo sounders and navi- 
gation lights. 

Care and Preservation on Board 
a Utilization of low-cost grading devices to 

separate food fish from trash fish and reduce 
the laborious work of picking and selecting 
fish on deck. 
Promotion of better insulation for fish holds 
and fish boxes. 

Boatbuilding 
Improved ferrocement construction tech- 
niques such as fiber-reinforced mortars and 
high-tensile rod reinforcement in areas where 
natural climatic conditions are not appro- 
priate to economical timber construction. 
Introduction of local small-scale galvanizing 
plants to reduce dependence on imported 
nails, bolts and fastenings. 
Improvement of beach-landing boats and 
techniques which can save harbor construc- 
tion. 

Gear Manufacture 
a A fresh look at the possibilities of local 

manufacture of ropes made of vegetable 
fiber. 

a Development of fishing village infrastructure 
for local gear manufacture, possibly utilizing 
the community fishery center concept. 

Infrastructure and Services 
Community forestry schemes for fuel and 
timber. 
More demonstration and introduction of low- 
cost renewable energy devices such as wind- 
mills, biogas digesters, efficient stoves using 
agro-waste, that, though not directly related 
to fishing, will improve standards of living 
in fishing communities. 

a Demonstration of effective low-cost water 
filtration systems and promotion of local 
manufacture and installation. 
Introduction of side activities to help fishing 
communities become more self-sufficient in 
food production. 

Aquaculture 

Informed technical advice should be made readi- 
ly available to aquaculturalists in their selection 
of suitable pumps in terms of efficiency, durability, 
maintenance, capital outlay and performance. 
Stronger emphasis on energy conservation should 
be included in extension activities. 

Postharvest Activities 

Technology Identification 

A number of technologies were identified as 
highly appropriate for fishing communities (see 
Table 1). These technologies are (i) more or less 
past the R & D stage but not yet extensively dif- 
fused, or (ii) currently in use in some communities 
but not in others. 

Table 1. Technologies identified as highly appropriate 
for fishing communities. 

Food Solar water heaters 
Processing Solar driers 

Improved fermentation methods 
Solar cookers/food warmers 
Biogas-powered 

--stoves 
-absorption refrigerators 
-electric generators 

Traditional curing methods 

Community Electricity from producer gas system 
Energy Needs Electricity/mechanical power from 

small hydro systems 
Windmills for water pumpinglfish pond 

aeration 
Solar stills for potable water 
Improved cooking stoves 
Improved water filters 
Biogas digester for fuel and fertilizers 
Charcoal-makers 
Pedal-/animal-powered devices 
Alcohol/coconut oil for stationary and 

mobile engines 

The technologies are small-scale and/or based 
mainly on renewable energy sources. The group 
agreed to include in the listing not only technol- 
ogies useful in fish processingper se but also those 
which could result in significant energy conserva- 
tion or conventional fuel displacement in fishing 
villages. Applicability of the listed technologies to 
each fishing community in the region, however, 
will depend on location-specific facts such as type 
and amount of available resources, existing village 
practice and so on. 



It was agreed that solar refrigeration did not 
appear to be a ready technology at the moment. 
Efforts should be made, however, to convert, 
wherever feasible, conventional refrigeration 
systems into systems capable of using biogas, 
producer gas, agricultural wastes and other renew- 
able fuels. 

It was recognized that there are many tradi- 
tional technologies in some fishing communities 
which are clearly appropriate and energy-efficient 
but for some reason are not practiced in other 
fishing villages. It was recommended that efforts 
to  disseminate this category of technologies be 
also a high-priority activity. 

Some of the identified technologies, though 
already cost-effective and practical, still utilize 
items that have potential for replacement with 
materials indigenous to the communities them- 
selves (e.g., substitution of polyurethane insula- 
tion with coconut husk, steel pipes with bamboo, 
etc.). It was agreed that the situation should not 
deter immediate delivery of the technologies but 
that continuing research on materials substitution 
be made. 

Technology Delivery 

A Technology Delivery System which could 
apply equally well to capture fisheries and aqua- 
culture must assure that a proven technoeconom- 
ically viable technology is socially acceptable to  
the community and to fisherqen and those in- 
volved in post-harvest activities. It is recommended 
that the delivery system be in two phases: tech- 
nology awareness and technology transfer. 

The technology awareness phase aims to  create 
interest in the adaptation of technologies that are 
identified as technically and economically feasible. 
Training in the comprehension and use of renew- 
able-energy technologies must be undertaken 
from the highest levels right down to the com- 
munity level. In order to accomplish this objec- 
tive, the following aspects should be taken into 
consideration: 

Information Sources 
--Government research institutions 
-International research institutions 
-Inventors societies 
-International development institutions 
-Academic research institutions 
-Foundations and other non-profit organi- 

zations 
-Appropriate technology organizations 

0 Information Dissemination Venues 
An effective information, technical services 

and extension program will be necessary and 

must be tied closely to technology-generation 
and credit activities. 

Once the sources of information have been 
identified and established, possible information 
dissemination agents are as follows: 

-Extension workers 
-Financing institutions 
-Mass communication (newspaper, TV, 

radio) 
-Private voluntary organizations (religious, 

civic, etc.) 
--Coopera€ives or associations 
The mechanisms for technology transfer 

may include either one or a combination of 
the following approaches: 

-Lecturedemonstration 
--Training of extension personnel 
--Training-and-visit system in fishing com- 

munities 
-Pilot-testing on site 
-Demonstration vessels 
-+de exhibits 

In order to guarantee the continuity of technol- 
ogy implementation, a financial scheme should be 
packaged together with the technology delivery 
system. A recommended scheme is the concept of 
a social credit system for fishermen, whereby an 
informal private group in the community can be 
organized to be given training and funding assis- 
tance on a supervised credit basis. Wherever pos- 
sible, the private sector should be encouraged to 
participate in technology transfer and training 
activities. 

Capture Fisheries 

The capture fisheries group was concerned that 
much previous and current fisheries technology 
research was for capital-intensive automated 
systems. The main criteria appeared to be develop- 
ment of systems with maximum production per 
person employed or maximum profit regardless of 
energy costs, social or environmental considera- 
tions. 

Fisheries research priorities should be redefined 
to meet the challenge of the energy crisis and to 
improve the quality of life for the millions of 
small-scale fishermen. 

As a basic guide, research work should be 
directed towards technologies that make maxi- 
mum use of local renewable energy resources and 
to  provide employment in the fisheries sector at 
the minimum investment cost per job created. 



The following research and development prior- 
ities were identified: 
Propulsion Methods 

Development and evaluation of alternative 
fuels for marine engines and more efficient 
engines with lower fuel consumption and 
longer operating life. 

e Development of a low-cost fuel-flow mon- 
itoring device to encourage efficient oper- 
ation of motorized boats. 
Development of non-conventional wind pro- 
pulsion devices. 

Fishing Methods 
Development of deep-sea aggregation and 
concentration devices, including artificial 
reefs. 
Development of low-cost passive fishing 
devices. 

On-Board Handling 
Investigate the possibility of heat-pump utiliza- 
tion of exhaust/cold sea water to drive refrige- 
ration on board fishing boats. 

Boat Construction 
Develop new, quick-growing timber species 
which can be protected from rot and insects 
by chemical impregnation. 

construction methods using 
timber built up in laminations 

low-cost boat-building 

are not appropriate 

net-making materials from 
polymerized cotton and 

which utilize 

stitutional Aspects 
tional knowledge of small- 
regarding weather forecast- 
fish stocks, fish behavior, 

development efforts should be 

Socio-cultural studies which analyze the pro- 
cess by which technical innovations are 
accepted and integrated ('possessed') by 
small-scale fishing communities. 
Study the socio-political implications of 
technical innovation and intervention. 
Improve our knowledge and understanding 
of political and socioeconomic aspects of 
marketing structures and patterns. 

Aquaculture 

Assess the relation of yield to inputs in open- 
water culture systems (rafts, cages, etc.) so 
as to arrive at estimates of limitations on the 
various culture practices and in different 
ecological settings. Inputs and outputs should 
preferably be expressed concurrently in 
monetary and energy terms. 
Assess, through long-term quantitative obser- 
vations, the effects of mangrove removal for 
fishpond construction on (i) the productivity 
of aquatic organisms that may use mangroves 
as spawninglnursery areas and (ii) supply of 
fuelwood. 

0 Conduct research into water conservation- 
through stopping leaks with soil sealers, etc., 
and through improved design and construc- 
tion of water systems. 
Conduct research into integrated agriculture- 
aquaculture systems to  assess feasibility, 
management options and the effects of 
scaling. 
Develop hybrid renewable/fossil-energy water 
pumps and aeration systems, and match 
windmills with water pumps. 
Conduct research on local materials for use 
in aquaculture, e.g., treatment of bamboo to 
extend its life, and local fish-feed ingredients. 

Postharvest Activities 

In order to arrive at a rational priority setting, 
a thorough situational analysis of fishing 
community energy requirements and re- 
sources should be made. This assessment 
should be not for the country as a whole, but 
for homogenous regions, that is, regions 
similar meteorologically, geographic- and 
culturally. 
In view of possible market inefficiencies, high 
priority should be given to  assessment of the 
marketing, distribution and processing system 
and possibilities for improvement within the 
existing infrastructure, facilities and re- 



sources. This analysis should include exami- 
nation of marketing costs, margins, and risks 
borne by marketing intermediaries and pro- 
cessors. 
Institutions should concentrate on adaptive 
research, that is, use existing or revived tech- 
nologies and with help of interdisciplinary 
teams (technical, social and economic) adapt 
them to the various local conditions and ins- 
titutions. 
Suggested specific areas of adaptive research 
in renewable energy and appropriate tech- 
nology for postharest activities are: 

Improved handling and storage of fish in 
fresh condition. Some specific research 
areas mentioned by the group are the use 
of indigenous insulation materials and the 
use of solar-chilling systems. 
Curing (fermentation, salting, smoking 
and drying). Examples are the use of solar 
driers, ago-waste driers, methods of accel- 
erating fermentation. 
Improved packaging and storage of pro- 
cessed fish. 
New product formulations such as minced 
fish incorporated in fish balls and fish bur- 
gers (using under-utilized species). 
Reduction processes-fish meal, fish oil 
and fish silage. 
Canning/bottling using recyclable con- 
tainers to help create import substitutes. 

Finally, research of a more general nature 
must also be conducted on mechanisms of 
technology transfer, and methodologies for 
determining research priorities. 

Other issues addressed by the working group 
reports focused on environmental considerations 
and on credit. 

Environmental Considerations 

Protection of the Marine and Inland Fisheries 
Environment 

0 Industrial and domestic effluents can be 
harmful to the coastal and inland fisheries 
environment and may eliminate or deplete 
fisheries stocks to such a degree that extra 
effort and energy would be required to har- 
vest the remaining stocks. Therefore, govern- 
ments should actively promote conservation 
and management programs that protect fish- 

eries stocks, the foreshore and the coastal 
zone, including the prohibition of the release 
of harmful quantities of effluents into con- 
tributory streams, estuaries or the sea. Also, 
excessive amounts of agricultural pesticides 
and silt in coastal feeder streams and the use 
of destructive fishing methods can be devas- 
tating to fisheries resources and should also 
be prevented. 

Aquaculture 
Rice-cum-fish culture saves energy (fertiliza- 
tion effect, partial pest control); it is there- 
fore to be promoted with appropriate atten- 
tion to the reduction in the use of pesticides 
toxic to fish. 
Indiscriminate forest cutting for firewood 
which causes erosion, siltation and flooding 
and affects the quality and quantity of water 
available for aquaculture should be dis- 
couraged. 
Recycling of materials in an integrated farm 
(crops, livestock, fish) which reduces pollu- 
tion and the cost (energy inputs included) of 
controlling pollution, should be encouraged. 

Credit 

All three working groups, particularly those on 
capture fisheries and postharvest activities, issued 
strong statements on the need for fresh thinking 
regarding credit facilities for communities of 
small-scale fishermen and processors, and small- 
scale aquaculturists. A major purpose of credit 
programs is to allow the adoption of more energy- 
efficient and lower-cost methods. However, new 
forms of credit institutions are needed to facilitate 
credit availability. 

Hitherto, much of the fisheries investment has 
failed to benefit the small-scale fishermen. There- 
fore, governments should reorganize credit facil- 
ities for investment by small-scale fishermen, 
accepting returns in cash or kind (i.e., fish or 
labor), thus encouraging low-energy consumption 
fisheries. Such investment must be designed to 
benefit existing communities and avoid unneces- 
sary introduction of new intermediaries which may 
benefit at the expense of small-scale fishermen, 
processors, and aquaculturists. 

Specific recommendations included: 
Credit institutions must be dispersed so that 
credit can reach even remote communities. 
Increased use of supervised credit will be 
necessary, so that the effectiveness of credit 
can be constantly monitored. 



Red tape and bureaucracy in credit provision Credit for renewable energy technologies 
must be minimized. must be closely tied to field demonstrations 
Financid institutions should avoid imposing so that their technical and socioeconomic 
on fishing communities technologies that feasibility is determined before application 
may be inappropriate or undesired by the and initiation of a credit program. 
communities themselves. 
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Appendix A 
Opening Remarks: A.T. Bambawale, Vice-president for Operations 

Asian Development Bank 

It gives me great pleasure to  welcome you all to this 
Workshop on Appropriate Technology for Alternative 
Energy Sources in Fisheries which the Bank has organized 
in collaboration with ICLARM. 

As officials engaged in fisheries development, you are 
well aware of the impact which recent rises in the price of 
fossil fuel have had on the fisheries sector. The workshop 
will provide an opportunity for an exchange of experience 
on technologies which may help to reduce dependency on 
fossil fuel and promote more economic use of these expen- 
sive fuel resources. Review and discussion of these tech- 
nologies would be of great benefit t o  all of us, and we are, 
therefore, very grateful to you all for your participation in 
the workshop. 

The Asian Development Bank has been conscious of 
the changing energy situation since 1973 and its critical 
implications for all aspects of economic and social develop- 
ment of the Developing Member Countries (DMCs). TO 
meet this situation, the Bank has taken a number of initia- 
tives over the years in re-orienting its lendingand technical 
assistance activities. I t  was, however, recognized that there 
was a need to  examine the energy situation and related 
issues of the DMCs in depth and t o  reorient priorities 
regarding assistance to  be provided to  the DhlCs for coping 
witin the energy problems. In order to gather the necessary 
information and gain insights into the relevant issues, the 
Bank commissioned in 1980 a Regional Energy Survey.* 
The purpose of the survey was t o  assess the needs of the 
DMCs in the energy sector and the types of assistance they 
require. The survey was also designed to  assist the Bank in 
determining its role in helping to develop the energy sector 
and form a sound basis for planning its loans and technical 
assistance strategy over the next few years. The draft 
report of this survey is now under review in the Bank and 
is expected to  be finalized within the next two months. 

The Bank has been very active in providing financial 
and technical assistance for fisheries development, and for 
this reason we have been very much aware of the specific 
energy problems of this sector. Since its first fisheries 
loan in 1969, the Bank has approved 26 loans for fisheries 
projects in 1 3  DMCs in a total amount of $333.5 million. 
In addition, the Bank has provided technical assistance 
amounting to  $3 million for preparation and implementa- 
tion of fisheries projects, as well as for regional activities 
including a fish marketing study, this workshop and a 
training program in fisheries stock assessment and statistics 
which will be held in Thailand later this year. 

In its fisheries projects, the Bank has given increasing 
attention to ensuring that the technologies applied are 
appropriate to  the economic, social and technical environ- 
ments concerned. A major share of the Bank's assistance 
has been for the financing of marine fishing vessels and 
shore-based facilities, and since 1974 the Bank has broad- 

ened its scope to include aquaculture and inland fisheries. 
In most DMCs, the Bank has financed fishing vessels of 
relatively small sizes which require less fossil fuel than 
larger vessels and which are appropriate for small-scale 
fishermen; the bulk of financing for larger vessels has 
gone to  the technically more advanced DMCs and to  fish 
carriers to support the fishing activities of small vessels. 
In aquaculture and inland fisheries, the Bank has empha- 
sized rural production systems and technologies appro- 
priate to small-scale applications. 

In view of the fisheries resource potential in the region 
and the anticipated rapid growth in demand for fish prod- 
ucts, we believe that the need for continued financial and 
technical assistance to  the fisheries sector from the Bank 
is well established. Based on our ten years of experience in 
assisting the fisheries sector, the Bank prepared a Working 
Paper on Bank Operations in the Fisheries Sector which 
outlines a strategy to guide Bank activities in fisheries 
during the next decade. Briefly, the Bank intends to  con- 
tinue devoting a major share of its assistance to coastal 
and offshore marine fisheries, with priority given to  
small-scale fisheries. However, aquaculture and inland 
fisheries projects will also receive increasing attention. In 
addition, new thrusts are planned in the critical areas 
of fisheries resource assessment and management, and 
fisheries projects with education, training and research 
as major components will receive more attention in the 
future. 

The principal aims of the Bank in providing invest- 
ment funds for fisheries development in the DMCs are, 
first, to increase the availability of fish and fish products 
for domestic consumption; second, to generate employ- 
ment for and increased incomes of fishermen, fish farmers 
and others in related occupations; and third, t o  increase 
fish exports and/or replace fish imports in order to earn 
or save foreign exchange. 

Achieving these aims in the face of the rapidly escalating 
price of petroleum products is now a major concern in the 
Bank's fisheries operations. Therefore, in the formulation 
of fisheries projects, close attention is being given to  such 
matters as vessel size and fuel requirements, alternative or 
supplemental propulsive devices such as sails, the energy 
requirements of different fishing methods, energy-saving 
technology for onshore activities, and the utilization of 
organic wastes in integrated agriculture/aquaculture 
systems. 

The agenda for the workshop focuses on these and 
other technologies which are becoming increasingly 
important in maintaining the viability of fisheries as a 
significant source of food, employment and export earn- 
ings. Your deliberations at this workshop are extremely 
timely and should be of much help and enlightenment to  
the DMCs, the Bank and other international agencies in 



defining approaches to fisheries development in the world's cially to thank ICLARM for its support and active calla- 
changing energy context. I trust you will find this exchange boration in the workshop. 
of views rewarding &om your point of view as well. I wish you every success in your deliberations and a 

Once again I extend my cordial welcome to all the par- pleasant stay in Manila. 
ticipants in the workshop. I take this opportunity espe- 

*This survey has recently been published as Asian Energy Prob- 
lems. An Asian Development Bank Survey. Praeger Publications. 
N.Y. 363 P. 1982. 



Appendix A (cont'd.) 

Opening Remarks: R.A. Neal, Deputy Director General 
International Center for Living Aquatic Resources Management 

First, I want to  also welcome each of you to Manila 
and to this workshop on behalf of the International Center 
for Living Aquatic Resources Management or ICLARM. 
If there is any way we can be of assistance to you individ- 
ually or collectively during the workshop, please do not 
hesitate to ask. 

Someone told me the other day they thought ICLARM 
was only an acronym. I want to assure you that in addition 
to  being an acronym, it is also an active organization. 
ICLARM is a research-supporting and research-strengthen- 
ing organization working together with developing country 
institutions on a wide variety of fishery-related problems. 
It is an independent, non-profit and non-governmental 
organization. ICLARM is designed to complement the 
roles of existing international and national organizations 
in addressing the fisheries needs of economically develop- 
ing countries. ICLARM carries out, stimulates and coor- 
dinates research and related activities on critical problems 
of aquaculture, traditional fisheries, resources develop- 
ment and management, and education and training. 

Our co-sponsorship of this workshop with the Asian 
Development Bank has resulted from a concern that the 
high costs of energy are having serious negative impacts 
on fishing, fish distribution and processing, and aqua- 
culture; and particularly on the incomes of individuals 
working in these industries. We believe additional attention 
is needed to research and development activities that will 
reduce the negative impacts of rapidly increasing fossil 
fuel costs on fisheries activities. An important step in this 
process is the sorting and identification of those alter- 
natives that are realistic, economical and practical. A 
second step is determining just what specific research and 
development activities are needed to permit use of best 
altematives. 

One of the poets said, "Nothing in the world lasts, save 
eternal change." Change is certainly an important feature 
in the developing world, particularly with respect to 
energy. In the last two decades, we have moved from a 
period of belief in limitless petroleum supplies in which 
tremendous dependency on this form of energy evolved, 
to a realization that oil resources are limited and that 
our dependency on oil may be dangerous. The first 
phase after our awakening to the realities of the energy 
problem was a sort of panic resulting in frantic searching 
for alternatives without regard for cost. This led to 
schemes such as giant photoelectric units in space, huge 
kelp farms in the open sea, and solar-powered pumps cost- 
ing $1.5 million. While many of the futuristic ideas are 
still being investigated, we have entered a second phase 
that is more appropriate for the needs of developing coun- 

tries and that involves among other things realistic cost 
analyses for various practical alternatives. The challenge of 
this workshop is to maintain a realistic, down-to-earth, 
practical orientation. 

Economic factors are not the only factors which must 
be examined in considering appropriate alternatives; social 
and environmental issues are also extremely important in 
this analysis. Increasing fuel costs have aggravated a 
development problem that existed before the energy crisis; 
that is, sophisticated, new energyefficient technologies 
often have negative social or environmental impacts. A 
simple example is that a fish-canning factory can save 
energy by using no treatment of its airborne and water- 
borne wastes. The social and environmental impacts of 
this alternative may not be tolerable, however. It is 
important to reexamine production systems and search 
for those that are environmentally gentle and socially 
beneficial. Can we identify alternatives that are technic- 
ally efficient, socially beneficial and environmentally 
acceptable? 

Several years ago, I visited the island of St. Croix in 
the Virgin Islands to see an artificial upwelling project 
exploring energy-related uses of cold seawater from a 
deep trench. On the hillsides surrounding the area were 
the ruins of large windmills built 200 years ago by sugar 
growers who settled the island. There should be a lesson 
to learn from this in light of renewed interest in wind- 
powered machines. I think the lesson is that we should 
look carefully at energy alternatives from our own recent 
history. Methods used 100, 50 or even 30 years ago may 
have important applications today. 

From ICLARM's viewpoint, we would like this work- 
shop to be a forum for an exchange of ideas on realistic 
alternatives; a forum for a hard-nosed evaluation of prac- 
tical altematives, and a forum for identification of high- 
priority research and development needs. We will expect 
the workshop to provide a set of recommendations for 
follow-up research and development activities that can be 
used by ICLARM and other institutions in planning future 
programs. 

I want to thank the Asian Development Bank for its 
contributions which made this workshop possible. We are 
also grateful to the Center for Non-Conventional Energy 
Development of the Philippine Ministry of Energy, Min- 
istry of Natural Resources and Maya Farms for hosting 
the field trips to be held later in the week. 

I want to thank you all for coming and to thank you in 
advance for participating in the workshop. The task before 
you duringthe week is an important and a challenging one. 



Appendix B: Other Addresses 
Luncheon Remarks (Feb. 18,1981) of Assistant Minister for Non-Conventional 

Energy Alfredo C. Protacio, Ministry of Energy, Republic of the Philippines* 

The Center for Non-Conventional Energy Development 
is truly honored by this visit of the distinguished partic- 
ipants in the ADBIICLARM Workshop on Appropriate 
Technology for Alternative Energy Sources in Fisheries. 
This workshop is indeed very timely and appropriate in 
a world beset with a worsening energy criskenergy short- 
ages brought about by man's unbridled and unabated use 
of known and depletable energy resources. As nations 
suffer from this crisis, more and more they look to alter- 
native or renewable energy sources, as others prefer to  
call them, as appropriate energy substitutes. Energy cer- 
tainly has become a vital commodity that man seemingly 
could not live without. The more he uses energy, the 
greater his yearning for it. Fortunately, man's ingenuity 
and intellectual propensity have slowly unravelled nature's 
secret thereby allowing the effective harnessing of the sun, 
wind, water, and biomass resources for the energy he 
sorely needs. These bounties of nature have been energy 
sources in the past and will provide energy sources in the 
years to  come when fossil fuels have long gone. 

I understand that this workshop seeks some answers to 
the possibilities of nonconventional energy technologies in 
fisheries and fishing communities through exchange of 
notes and experiences of the participants gathered here 
today. We are fortunate indeed that you found time to  
visit our Center, for i t  is here where we can offer more to  
you in terms of new ideas, projects and technologies, at 
least those we consider important to the Philippine setting. 
I t  is here where we demonstrate the feasibility and viabil- 
ity of various nonconventional technologies: windmills 
engineered for the low-wind regimes prevalent in most 
parts of the country to pump deep-well water in the fish- 
ing and agricultural communities; solar driers, a more 
hygienic and efficient method for preserving agricultural 
as well as marine products; solar stills to  provide fresh 
water; the use of biogas from agrimass and aquamass for 
lighting, cooking, refrigeration, power generation, etc. 
Motive alcohol, producer gas and hydrogas are very inter- 
esting developments. Uniquely, we have converted the 
singlecylinder Briggs & Stratton engine, very popular in 
the fishing communities, into an alcohol-fueled multi-role 
workhorse for transportation, fishing, refrigeration or 
ice-making, and power generation. Marsh gas is now effi- 
ciently harnessed using biogas technology. Pyrolytic fuels 
are other very promising areas for development as well 
as solar ponds and other technologies all of which will 
certainly benefit the fishing communities when fully 
developed. 

Your visit t o  the Center allowed us to  show you more 
in terms of the way we manage the energetics and politics 
of change. It has been our experience that our work to  
promote new technologies cannot be successful if we 
attack only the technical aspects. We must convince our 
national leadership and policymakers of the merits of our 
visions. We must convince the people that what we are 
trying to  achieve is not for mere intellectual satisfaction 
but something that will ultimately redound t o  their indi- 
vidual and collective welfare. 

Our commitment in the energy sector is symbolized by 
the recent creation of this Non-Con Center, a product of 
Filipino architectual ingenuity in harnessing nature's gift 
so richly endowed to us. Our energy habitat is an impor- 
tant component of this complex. This habitat is our 
vehicle for demonstrating the practical and useful appli- 
cations of nonconventional technologies as well as a por- 
trayal of our belief that the use of such technology is a 
forward step in modem living. 

More importantly, this Center is completed by people- 
scientists, engineers, sociologists, economists, technocrats- 
all inspired, motivated and dedicated to the pursuit of 
self-reliance in energy, the nonconventional way. 

This Center soon shall have full research implementa- 
tion capabilities even as it continues to administer the 
national program involving many other external research 
agencies. We are just beginning our work and we are happy 
indeed that this workshop on appropriate technology can 
serve as a vehicle for cooperation with more experienced 
workers from other nations. The Center, realizing the 
value of experience already available in some developed 
and developing countries, is eager to firm up its linkages 
with such countries and to share its own experiences for 
the common goal of accelerating the eventual extensive 
worldwide use and acceptance of new and renewable 
sources of energy. Let me reaffirm our commitment to 
help and to  cooperate with you, the ADB, ICLARM, and 
all other agencies and individuals sharing the same visions 
of an energy-adequate future! 

It is in this spirit that we welcome you all t o  the Center. 
We hope that you are having a pleasant stay in our coun- 
try. And as you individually return to your respective 
countries across the oceans and the seven seas, may I 
wish each and everyone of you the best wish a sailor 
could give-"Clear skies, fair winds, and following seas!" 

Thank you and good day! 

*On the occasion of the visit of workshop participants to the 
Center for Non-Conventional Energy Development, Ministry of 
Energy. Quezon City, Metro Manila, Philippines. 
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Thank you for the opportunity provided to participate 
and contribute to the workshop directly addressed to  a 
crucial problem of the fishery industry, which some of 
you know, is of close concern to me in the Ministry of 
Natural Resources. 

This workshop is a very responsive move towards 
examining the viability of various fishing technologies 
and their immediate and ultimate effects on the livelihood 
of fishermen in countries such as the Philippines where 
fisheries are of prime economic importance. 

I understand that for the past six days all of you have 
had the opportunity to  assess, discuss and comment on 
alternative energy sources and technologies which would 
not only cushion the crippling effect of the recurrent fuel 
crisis but also answer the glaring need to provide small 
fishermen with the means to make the most of the re- 
sources available to them, so as to  uplift their economic 
conditions as well as those of their communities. Eco- 
nomic, technological and social bottlenecks related to  fuel 
and integrated rural development have brought about new 
realities to  fishing industries and fishing communities all 
over the world, but more painfully so in the developing 
countries of the Third World. 

Prompted by these problems, in addition to other long- 
existing ones, there has been a manifest move on the part 
of our government to  realign its programs and projects to 
efficiently manage our production and conservation efforts 
through credit programs, technical assistance, area inte- 
grated projects, infrastructure support, and other incen- 
tives. The pressing energy crisis, and the need to protect 
the interests of small fishermen within the context of 
other developmental priorities, however, call for deeper 
considerations and solutions both immediate and long-run. 
We cannot just sit back and hope that the decision of the 
oil-producing countries will be bearable, because behind 
all these there exists a more serious threat on the avail- 
ability of these fuel sources which are mainly used by the 
majority of more competitive industries in the world. 
There is a call for a more serious exploration on possible 
substitutes not only for present fuel sources but also for 
present energy-generating methods that would benefit 
the most number of fishermen. 

As you would have already been aware at this end- 
point of your workshop, research and proposals in these 
areas range from the simple and uncomplicated technol- 
ogy to complex and sophisticated ones. Developing coun- 
tries like the Philippines and the others represented here 
may not be able to afford capital-intensive approaches 

but we can logically investigate those materials which are 
abundant in our environment and utilize them, as well as 
methods which only require "painless" and more readily 
acceptable shifts in the traditional ways of our fishermen. 

Nature offers some possible alternatives: studies direc- 
ted towards the utilization of solar and wind energy are 
now gaining significance. Alcogas and biogas have already 
gained popular attention. In the Philippines, alcogas- 
powered vehicles are under serious consideration, while 
biogas is now utilized by some small- and medium-scale 
industries. Other possibilities such as nuclear energy util- 
ization, and tidal or wave power are also being studied by 
other countries. Another significant possibility is the util- 
ization of integrated systems which would harness all re- 
sources, including waste materials. Human and animal 
wastes can produce biogas and fertilizer; by-products from 
fish processing can feed chicken and animal farms. Offcuts 
from timber and coconut shells can be used for firewood 
or made into charcoal. All these and many others are 
being tapped by almost every nation in the world for pos- 
sible application. Along with these efforts, attempts to  
identify less fuel-dependent, less costly and more labor- 
intensive technologies should be a continuing responsibility 
not only of government but of researchers, technicians, 
scientists and industry itself. 

At this point, let me also reiterate a reminder that has 
very likely been echoed in the course of this workshop. 
That is, we should bear in mind the long-run social and 
environmental implications of whatever technologies we 
propose to adopt. It is imperative that a serious attempt 
to  identify technologies which are efficient for the use of 
fishermen and fitting to  the local situation of each country 
be made a continuing activity. Identification is one thing, 
application is another. 

The exercise you have just undertaken is both timely 
and crucial; it is at least a beginning of what all of us agree 
needs to be done. On behalf of the Ministry of Natural 
Resources of the Philippines, I would like to congratulate 
the Asian Development Bank and the International Center 
for Living Aquatic Resources Management for sponsoring 
this workshop, and all of you who have participated in 
this forum for the time and effort you have put into this 
exercise. I trust that, henceforth, your continued involve- 
ment in the development of the fishing industry in your 
respective countries will be positively influenced by the 
ideas, thoughts and concepts that found expression during 
this gathering. 

Thank you. 
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